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THF FSSENTIAL PERIPHERAL FOR YOUR ATARI ST

Thames Television - Making the ST into a TV star!
Kempston DAATAscan - A low-cost 200dpi hand-held scanner: a good all-round package
JL Midi and Music - MidiStudio> Midigrid, and a report from the Frankfurt Music Fair
JL Plus - LDW Power, Superbase Pro v3, Borodino, pc-ditto Modula-2, Adimens Database
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ST PRO SAMPLER STUDIO

Q

A top quality sound sampling
system at a realistic price.
100% machine code software for
realtime functions.
HiRes sample editing.

Q

Realtime level meters.

Q

Realtime frequency display.

Microphone & line input.
fj

Adjustable manual/automatic
record trig level.

□

Variable sample rate & playback
speed.
□ Seperate scroll line waveform
windows & zoom function with Edit
windows for fine accurate editing.
□ 3D shot of sound waveform. Wave
editor to design your own
waveforms or adjust existing ones.
□ Playback samples via external
MIDI keyboard.
□ Software files can be used within
other music utilities.

TRACKMASTER
Q

Trackmaster track display unit is a
must for the disk hacker.

□

Simply plugs into disk drive port of
the ST.

□ No other modifications or
connections required.
3

Displays track number, disk side
and read/write status as the head
moves along the disk.

□
□
□
□
□
□

BB
Has daisy-chain socket to connect
external drive.
Invaluable for identifying protectioi
tracks etc.
Two-digit LED display.
Displays up to track 85.
Works on both internal and externa
drive (switchable).
Complete hardware solution - no
software required.

ONLY £59.99

1MEG INTERNAL
DRIVE UPGRADE
Q
[3

3
3

Replace internal 500K drive with a
full 1 meg unit.
Top quality drive unit.
Full fitting instructions.

Q|

Easily fitted, no special skills
required.
Direct plug in replacement.

3

Available now.

3

EPROM BOARD
3

Complete Eprom Board & case.

fj

Accepts up to 4 x 27256 Eproms.

Q

Mapped into the cartridge area.

□

Attractively styled case.

□

High grade PCB.

□

64K or 128K blocks.

LOW COST BAR
CODE READER
3

3
Q

ONLY £12.99

Q

When considering a drive
replacement remember that
quality is most important.

3
3

ONLY £79.99
REMEMBER ALL
OUR PRICES
INCLUDE VAT AND
FREE CARRIAGE!

Q
[3

Low price Bar Code Reader.
Model 420, high performance, low
cost Bar Code Reader.
Works with any Amiga/ST computer
system (please state which) via the
RS232 interface.
Features a built-in self-testing
function.
Features a diagnostic indicator.
Can read codes RAN, UPC, Inter
leaved 2 of 5, Code 39, CODABAR.
Comes complete with wand, ready
to go.
Easy to install.

ONLY £189.99
EPROMS
[3

13 PIN VIDEO LEAK
[3

1 metre long.

ONLY £9.99
14 PIN DISK
DRIVE LEAD

3T VIDI
J

A superb r<
System at

}

ONLY £12.99

Accepts sig
composite
VCR .Video

14 PIN DISK DRIVE1
SOCKET
|

High speed

□

1 metre long.

monitors.

ONLY £5.99

NOTICE 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT
DATEL ELECTRONICS Ltd. neither authorizes or condones the use of it’s products to Q
reproduce copyright material. It is illegal to make copies of such material without the
expressed consent of the copyright owners or thier licencees.

27256 - 32K Eproms.

ONLY £4.50

DEEP SCAN BURST NIBBLER
Copy an entire disk in under 60
1040 ST, copy a whole disk
□ Using
seconds.
in one pass with a single drive.
Unique 'INFO' analyser - displays
□ vital
□ Works with one drive or two.
disk parameters, including
copy option allows you to
□ Multiple
sector distribution, data disper_
make many copies from one
□

a

original.
Copy 1 or 2 disk sides - up to 85
tracks.
Special format parameters for non¬
standard formats.
Full verify option.

□
□

sion, interleave status, etc., etc.

Easy to use Icon driven programm
takes the mystery out of disk
backup.

ONLY £29.99
□
ST SUPER TOOLKIT II
Q| Powerfull track/sector editor.
up to 85 tracks/255
□ Displays
sectors. Fully menu driven.
□ Huge range of features - too many
to list. HiRes display (works mono
only).
ST 2

|

Compatible with 520 & 1040 ST.

ONLY £14.99
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Slimline extra low profile unit only 6" long!
Top quality drive mechanism.
A superbly styled case finished in
computer colours.

PLUS FREE
SOFTWARE!!
WITH EACH DRIVE
(R.R.P. £34.99)

1 meg unformatted capacity.
Fully compatible.
Complete - no more to buy.
Good length cable for positioning
on your desk etc.

>

PA QKITOOBK©”

• Top quality illustrator
package by Activision.
• Too many features to
list.
•

Absolutely FREE !!

AVAILABLE SEPERATELY

£19.99

FOR
IF REQUIRED

j

High quality direct replacement for
the mouse on the ST.
Teflon glides for smoother movement.
Rubber coated ball for minimum slip.
Optical system counting - 500/mm.

ig protection

Special offer - free mouse
mat + mouse house
<
(worth £7.99j.

GENISCAN GS4000

Q|
Q
Q

An easy to handle Handy Scanner
featuring 105 mm scanning width &
200 dpi resolution enables you to
reproduce graphics & text on your
computer screen.
A powerful partner for Desk Top
Publishing.
Package includes GS4000 scanner,
interface & Scan Edit software.
With Geniscan you have the ability
to easily scan images, text &
graphics into the ST.

Save images in suitable format for
leading packages including DEGAS,
NEOCHROME, FLEETSTREET. etc.
Printout for Epson compatibles.
Unmatched range of edit/capture
facilities not offered by other
scanners at this unbeatable price.
Adjustable switches for brightness
& contrast.
Powerful software allows for cut A
paste editing of images etc.

SPECIAL OFFER
COMPLETE WITH DEGAS ELITE FOR

ST VIDEO DIGITISER

[ DRIVE1

A superb realtime Video Digitising
System at a truly realistic price !!

Plugs directly into cartridge
port-No messy wires.

Accepts signals from any
composite Video source e.g.
VCR .Video camera Etc.

Pictures saved to disk in
files compatible with Desk top
formats- Degas - Neochrome.

Works with Mono or Colour
monitors.

Digitise pictures/documents
can be incorporated into your
own work.

ONLY £189.99
INCLUDING HARDWARE/SOFTWARE
ALL ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 HRS

HOW TO ORDER

High speed Mono digitiser No external power required.

FAX

BY PHONE

0782 744292
0782 744707
24hr Credit
Card Line
It's products to
ial without the

Send cheques/POs made
payable to
"Datel Electronics"

UK ORDERS POST FREE
EUROPE ADD £1
OVERSEAS ADD £3

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS
AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
CALLERS WELCOME - Please reserve goods by telephone prior to visit.

y a whole disk
tingle drive,
rser - displays
irs, including
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10 & 1040 ST.
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out of disk

The correct time/date every time
you switch on your ST.
Works with most GEM type
applications.
Battery backed Clock/Calender
cartridge.
On board Lithium battery for extra
long life.
Displays in 12 or 24 Hr. format.
Comes complete with set-up disk &
alarm clock utility.

512K of FASTRAM to bring your
520 STFM up to a full 1040K!!

DATEL ELECTRONICS LTD., FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
Fitting is a straigntforward
soldering job - achieved by anyone
who has a little experience.

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ENGLAND.

ST 2

SALES ONLY

TECHNICAL ONLY

0782 744707

0782 744324

f\A News Low-cost hard disk upgrade from Third Coast; SCSI/DMA

V/Tr interface and Supra HD utilities available from Frontier;
GenLocks and PAL encoders; vector clipart from Electric; MegaSTI from
Atari; Spectre 128 preview; and a report from the 1989 BETT show.

n

Thames TV using ST's for broad¬
cast work??? It's true! - page 11
DesK

Project
Superbase

necoro rroiess
aubien ri uai on
D:\SB PRO\DRTRFILE\PICTURES\PICTURES indexed on Nunber

Thames TV Get an ST, some excellent image-making software,
a tight deadline, and you have a recipe for success. Graham
Wayne finds out how Thames Television came to use STs for producing
one of their new logo sequences.

19

Just in, checked out Atari's new Megafile 60 hard disk; the
Genius mouse from Datel; CRL's Sprite Factory; educational software
from Softstuff; and a comprehensive disk editor.
C Pc'd|tt0 Avant Garde's impressive PC emulation software still
Am*) has quite a following. We find out what it's all about and what
you can do with this £79 PC; but is it just a novelty?

E5D CO QJ GJ

Superbase Professional v3. Does this
new Precision database fit Graham
like a glove? - page 53

28

Adimens Database A preview of this sophisticated new
relational database management package.

*3 *3 ST World I/O As the letters flood in, we present another choice
j J selection from the pens, printers and modems of the enthusias¬
tic ST World readers.
*3 Q Music and Midi This month's Midi column takes a first look at
Ladbrooke Computing's promising new Midistudio package.
Plus, another glance at the unique and remarkable Midigrid.

Frankfurt music show - A report
from one of Europe's most impor¬
tant music/midi shows - page 40

Just in, and they all checked out!
60Mb hard disk, Sprite Factory,
mouse, educational software and
disk utilities - page 19
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A /\ Frankfurt Music Messe Graham Wayne reports from the
T'U 1989 Frankfurt music fair on some exciting new products in the
ST Midi world. C-Lab, Sonus and Steinberg are among the front-runners
in this fast-moving area.

jr

Advanced Graphics Part two in our series of articles all about
programming advanced graphics in machine code. This month,
Jeff Lawson turns his attention to clipped sprites and horizontal
scrolling.
A

r ^ Superbase Professional V3 Precision Software have recently
^ j upgraded their powerful and sophisticated database manage¬
ment system. Graham Wayne tackles the improvements head-on, and
considers how the average user might go about making use of such a
comprehensive system.
Note: Sorry we couldn 't bring you the final instalment of World of DTP, but due to the impending
release of Calamus and Pagestream, we decided to wait until next month, in order to put these two
newcomers into a fairer perspective.
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This month's cover:
This month, Ian's front cover digital illus¬
tration relates to our main feature Thames TV's ST Video Cookbook.
Graham Wayne tells the tale of how
Thames Television's new station ident
and title sequences came to be created
with the help of the ST.

HAVE YOUR SAY IN THE FUTURE OF OUR WORLC - TURN TO PAGE 103!
CO Borodino Wargaming hits the big screen with an element of
graphic adventure. The first title in Atari's exciting new
Battlescapes series allows you to take part in an accurate re-enactment
of the classic battle of Borodino.

if A Hardware Fact File One of the best all-round 24-pin printers in
O\J NEC's P6 Plus. It's not cheap, but it might have a specification
that you just can't resist.
if (" Modula-2 What is this language all about? Where does it come
from? Modula-2 is enjoying an increasing interest amongst the
ST programming community. Don Milne explains the ins and outs of
the language.

The time: 6am September 7th
1812. The place: seventy miles
west of Moscow, the small town
of Borodino - page 58

■7 A LDW Power Atari hits the spreadsheet market with this fast and
/ \/ powerful package which offers Lotus-123 compatibility and
GEM output of graphics.

77 Bookshelf If you are struggling with the C programming
/ / language, then perhaps you need a book on the subject. David
Gristwood considers four possible candidates.

I

i

"70 Kempston DAATAscan Kempston Data Ltd. have put together
/ O an affordable scanning package based on a 104mm-wide,
hand-held scanner, and some image enhancement software including
Atari's HyperPaint which can be used to edit high-resolution .IMG files.

This month's Hardware Fact File
features the respected NEC P6
Plus 24-pin printer - page 60

O (T Programmers Clinic Open wide, breathe in. Dr. Lodge presides
over another session at the clinic, where readers' programming
problems are solved and explored.

Q *1 Clinic Special, The other button Malcolm McMahon describes
S I one of GEM's better bugs, and explains how to get round it
with a short machine code patch.

Q7

ST World on Line More news and views from down the wire.
What does BIX offer over CIX? Will the Micronet Telesoftware
Gateway make an impact? Also, more about PSS and a selection of
Bulletin Board services for the ST owner.

s/

Kempstons DAATAscan: hand
held, in black and white- page 78

1 AA

Public Domain Another dip into the world of Public
I V/w
Domain software reveals some useful desk accessories and
the latest version of the Double Click disk formatter.

103

Reader Survey Tell us about yourself and how you use
your ST, so that we can make ST World even better.

Midistudio and midigrid - page 38
ST World March 1989
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20Mb to 60Mb upgrade service
Third Coast describe their
hard-disk drive upgrade, tak¬
ing your 20 Mb up to 60Mb
as, 'quite painless'. Your origi¬
nal hard disk is returned to
have the new drive unit fitted
and adjustments made to its
controller. Third Coast offer a
data transfer service which is
included in the overall
upgrade price. Fitted, the
upgrade offers a complete set
of software utilities which
allows up to twelve partitions
to be defined. The 20 to
60Mb upgrade offers a 60 per¬
cent capacity increase and a
40 percent performance gain.
Third Coast retain the old
drive as a trade in, which
enables them to offer such a
competitive price. The
upgrade is guaranteed for one
year, and there is six months
phone support on offer. In
addition to the Megafile 20,
Third Coast can upgrade the
SH204, SH205, the Triangle
range, Cumana range and
Supradrive 20 for only
£299.00.
If you can't afford to buy a Megafile 60 outright, then Third
Coast Technologies can help you to upgrade your 20Mb to a
60Mb for £299 or 45Mb for £249

Third Coast Technologies,
0257 426464

Romantic Robot Multiface

Remember add-ons and inter¬
faces protruding from every
orifice on your old eight-bit
computer? Now Romantic
Robot, the 'amorous droids',
have released their so-called
multi-purpose back-up inter¬
face, Multiface, which has
been enhanced from its origi¬
nal specification. This device
can be used to save screens or
programs to floppy or hard
disk. In their own words the
product is idiot-proof and

comprises an interface which
fits snugly into the cartridge
port and a lead with a
male/female adaptor that fits
into the monitor port.
Although the accompanying
software is not GEM-based, it
has an easy-to-use keyboard
menu from which you can
access the various facilities.
Also included is a Disk
Organizer which allows fast,
buffered copying and can use
all available memory. A Multi-

Toolkit, which works in Hex,
ASCII and Decimal, provides an
editing facility which you can
use to inspect and alter any
memory location, or the 68000
registers. Additionally, it can
save, load, print and fill any
part of RAM. Multiface freezes
an image or snapshot of the
RAM at the press of 'the magic
button' on the side of the car¬
tridge. Therefore, if you can
freeze a program, protected or
unprotected, it saves the entire
block of memory. But the real
bonus with Multiface is that
you reload the game / program
and resume at a later date.
Multiface costs £49.95.
Romantic Robot,
14 Deancroft Avenue,
London
NW9 8EN.
Tel: 01 200 8870

The multiface cartridge is available in a range of colours.
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A D RAM
nuisance
Electronics firms in America
are deeply concerned about the
Japanese monopoly of the DRAM chip market, and are now
planning to fight back.
Manufacturers from all over
the States are forming a consor¬
tium in order to increase pro¬
duction of the vital chip. The
shortage of the D-RAM chip is
directly responsible for the rise
in computer prices, although
Atari were determined to
absorb the cost for as long as
possible. The fact that US com¬
puter manufacturers have elect¬
ed to share the cost of setting
up the cooperative and manu¬
facture the chips, is an indica¬
tion that this cartel means
business.
In closing ranks, the con¬
sortium hopes to be less vul¬
nerable to the unpredictability
of the D-RAM chip market.
The problem began when
cheaply produced Japanese
chips were 'dumped' on the
market, forcing US companies
to withdraw from manufactur¬
ing. This was superseded by a
severe shortage of the chip,
which had the effect of putting
hardware manufacturers under
considerable stress and holding
up the launch of new
machines. Rumours of this car¬
tel have been circulating
through electronics conven¬
tions for quite a while, but
insiders say everyone con¬
cerned is now willing to take
action.

UltraScript
out soon
Imagen's PostScript emulator
for the SLM804 laser printer,
UltraScript, will be available by
March from Atari UK. At the
time of going to press, a price
had not been set, but it has
been confirmed that the prod¬
uct will be supplied with 15
typefaces. Another 70 will
become available at a later
date.
Atari UK, Atari House,
Railway Terrace, Slough,
Berkshire. 0753 33344

Are You Getting
The Message Across?
Getting your message across takes more than
words. If it's worth writing, it's worth presenting
professionally. A picture may be worth a thousand
words but only if it is correctly integrated with your
text. Designs with impact, previously the preserve of
professional typesetters and graphic artists, are now
available in your office - under your control - with
Timeworks Publisher. ^

\0&
’

M0'

Using text from your word processor, graphics from
a variety of sources including popular drawing,
painting and business graphics programmes - or
even scanned images - you have the power to
produce typeset documents quickly and simply.
You can check the layout on screen before printing
out on any popular matrix or laser printer. You can
even save your document as a Postscript file and
send it to a typesetting bureau for ultimate quality.
Timeworks Publisher comes with a quick start mini
manual which means anyone in your office can
produceJbeir first pages within an hour of using the
(^prograrnme^ind be fully proficient in less than a
day!
Timeworks Publishe^gets the message across.

^0^
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Signa scanners
in the picture
Signa's impressive new hand
scanner, reported last month,
will be available by early
March. The device is slightly
more compact than the
DAATAscan (reviewed in this
issue), and has the ability to
scan at 100, 200, 300 or 400
dpi, with 32 grey levels over a
104mm scan width. The pack¬
age includes Scansoft 2.6, and
has been confirmed at a price
of £395 + VAT. The Colibri is
also available with a cut-down
version of Augur, the OCR
package, for an extra £184 +
VAT. The unit will also be
available for rental.
The Hawk 432 scanner,
ideal for advanced OCR work,
is available for £1450 + VAT,
and will be supplied complete
with ST and IBM interfaces,
Scansoft 2.6 and suitable PC
scanning software.

The Supra Formatter / Partitioner allows up to 12
partitions to be defined.

Supra SCSI/DMA interface
and availability of Supra
hard driver software

Signa Publishing Systems,
Trevenen House,
Cricket Hill Lane,
Yately, Camberley, Surrey.
GUI7 7BA
Tel (0252) 875031.

Supra's SCSI/DMA interface,
which is used in the popular
Supra Drives is now available
from Frontier Software as a sep¬
arate item. The interface
bridges the gap between the
ST's DMA port and a range of
industry-standard SCSI hard
disk mechanisms. The interface
has a full DMA pass-through
which allows connection of
other DMA devices, and has a
built-in battery backed-up
clock. An auto-booting utility
enables the system to boot
directly from the hard disk
without the aid of a floppy,

while the formatter and parti¬
tioner allows you to divide the
drive into as many as twelve
partitions.
Frontier have also
announced that the Supra hard
disk utilities will be available
officially for £49.95. The
SCSI/DMA interface retails for
£100.00, and STache (the
cacheing utility) for £19.95.
Frontier Software,
PO Box 113,
Harrogate,
N. Yorkshire HG2 QBE.
0423 67140/530577

K-Graph 3 amendment
In reply to the K-Graph 3
review which appeared in the
December issue of ST World,
Kuma Software have stated
that the Metafile and .IMG file
saving routines have been
amended and work perfectly.
They would also like to clarify
that GDOS is not required if
.IMG or other files are to be

The Hawk 432 flat bed scanner

transferred into other programs
such as, Timeworks DTP or 1st
Word Plus.
Kuma Computers,
12 Horseshoe Park,
Pangbourne,
Berskhire RG8 7JW.
Tel (07357) 4335.

Capital Computers' Genlock Board for the ST
Capital Computers in
Edinburgh, are about to step
up production of their
affordable Genlock for the
Atari ST. This hardware add¬
on allows ST video output to
be mixed with a secondary
video source, for special
effects, presentations or
video titling. Capital have
designed two models: a stan¬
dard version and a profes¬
sional version which utilises
Texas chip technology and
has an anti-aliasing capabili¬
ty as standard. Both devices
offer chroma keying; the
ability to merge the sec¬
ondary video source wherev¬
er a certain colour appears in
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the ST's monitor output.
They can also overscan, thus
eliminating the border
region.
The standard Genlock is
fitted as an internal enhance¬
ment to any 520, 1040 or
Mega ST, for the remarkable
sum of £230 all inclusive.
Video titling software is also
available for the system. The
professional model has not
been in full production yet,
but could be launched at a
price of around £500-£800.
There is also a possibility of a
Panasonic effects generator
becoming available as a £100
enhancement to the system.
So far, demand has far

outstripped supply; however,
by early to mid-March the
£230 GenLock unit should be
more freely available.

Capital Computers,
12 Home Street, Tollcross,
Edingburgh EH3 9LY.
031 228 4410.

Preview - Spectre 128 Macintosh Emulator Battle against
the Hackers!

Macintosh emulation is a
strong and viable option for ST
owners. With the 64K ROM
Aladin emulator performing so
well, how does Spectre 128
from the USA measure up?
Stephen Soghoian talks about
his experience with a direct
American import of the prod¬
uct.
For all of us ST owners who
have yearned to be able to run
the 'big' Macintosh applica¬
tions software, Spectre 128, a
derivative of Data Pacific's
Magic Sac, could be the
answer. As with Aladin, this
product is made possible partly
due to the fact that both the
ST and the Macintosh share
the same Motorola 68000 pro¬
cessor, and have little else in
the way of sophisticated cus¬
tom chippery. Spectre allows
us to use most of our existing
ST equipment without having
to buy new printers, disk
drives, modems etc.. I current¬
ly run Spectre on a 1040STFM,
with a NEC P2200 24-pin
printer, mono monitor and an
external double-sided 3.5" flop¬
py drive.
Spectre does work with a
colour monitor but not very
well, owing to the fact that the
ST's vertical resolution is only
200 pixels as opposed to 400 in
the high resolution mono
mode. Running in mono,
Spectre gives a 30% larger
screen area than a standard
Mac with a 9 inch internal
screen. It is also interesting to
note a detectable speed
increase over a real Mac, which
is easily seen in the form of
faster window handling. In
theory, Spectre will work on a
520STFM, although it is not
really practical to run a majori¬
ty of Mac software with less
that 1MB of RAM and a dou¬
ble-sided disk drive. With a
1Mb ST, Spectre leaves you

with about 800K of RAM for
Mac Emulation, which is just
enough to run most Macintosh
programs.
The Spectre 128 hardware
comes in the form of a car¬
tridge containing a small PCB
with two empty ROM sockets,
a few capacitors and one TTL
chip. With the US spec, prod¬
uct, the buyer has to obtain
and fit real Mac ROMS, which
may be 64K or preferably 128K,
this unit plugs into the car¬
tridge port of the ST. The soft¬
ware is supplied on two flop¬
pies. One contains the software
element of the Spectre emula¬
tor, while the other contains a
'transverter' utility which per¬
mits the conversion of ST to
Mac/Spectre 400K SSDD 3.5
inch format and vice versa.
With the present version of
Spectre, it is not possible to
directly read a Mac format disk
in the ST's drive. This is
because the Mac uses a GCR
variable speed disk drive,
incompatible with the ST's
MFM format; Spectre uses its
own 800K D/S (HFS) or 400K
S/S (MFS) format floppies.
Spectre 128 offers hard disk
support, although the ST's Midi
ports and sound chip are not
currently supported, and print¬
er drivers are not supplied
when the product is purchased
from a US source.

software at either end. The best
tip to remember here, is to use
an error-checking protocol
such as XModem and to set
the comms package on the
Mac to 'MacBinary' mode. The
ST disk can then be converted
to Spectre format by using the
'transverter' utility, which
builds a 400K SSDD disk
which, with System and Finder
resident, should be bootable.
I currently run Spectre
with 128K ROMS, System 4.2
and Finder 6.0; this has so far
proved to be a stable combina¬
tion. The Spectre manual states
that the emulator can run a
number of Mac System releas¬
es. Programs tested so far,
include:
HyperCard
Microsoft Word 3.01
Ready, Set, Go 4.5 (DTP)
Superpaint 1.1
MacDraw II
Fullpaint
Aldus Freehand 1.0
MacLink Comms
Stuffit 1.51 Shareware

Spectre 128 is capable of run¬
ning some of the bigger soft¬
ware packages, such as

Setting up
To get started, you will require
a copy of the Macintosh
System and Finder on a Spectre
format disk. Genuine Mac
System disks can be purchased
from an Apple dealer for about
£30. The problem is actually
getting the system files onto a
Spectre format floppy; porting
files from Mac to Spectre can
be done reliably via an RS232
cable, using suitable comms

HyperCard, due to the fact that
it supports 128K Macintosh
operating system ROMs. It has,
therefore, become very popular
throughout the relatively mod¬
est US market. When Spectre
reaches the UK through nor¬
mal channels, ST World will, of
course, carry out a full evalua¬
tion of the product.

New Panasonic 9-pin printer
Panasonic are adding to its
competitively-priced dot
matrix printer range, with the
£269.00 KX-P1180. Aimed at
rigorous office work, this
robust 9-pin printer can han¬
dle a variety of paper applica¬
tions, including labels, A4
sheets and envelopes, and up
to 4-element multipart sta¬
tionery. Additionally, it can
cope with A4 landscape and A3
paper. The NLQ mode operates
at 38 cps while the draft speed
is 192 cps. The printer is pack¬
aged with two draft and three
NLQ fonts.

The message at the Corporate
Computer Security '89 confer¬
ence at the London Novotel,
14th-16th of February, is that
hackers are not acned and
bespectacled computer whizzkids. Hacking is perpetrated by
professionals on a grand scale,
and according to the chairman
of the conference, Professor
Henry Becker, formerly M.D. of
Racal Guardata: 'Data has
always been vulnerable, but
the increasing awareness of the
ease with which it can be
obtained, manipulated and
fraudulently used, is reaching
epidemic proportions.' The
conference is an indication
that a large and zealous army is
about to declare war on ama¬
teur and professional hackers
alike.

HiSoft goes
international
HiSoft have named the pub¬
lishers who will represent their
ST software in both Germany
and the United States.
Michtron Inc, who are based in
Pontiac, Michigan, have been
appointed sole distributors of
HiSoft products in the States.
Whilst Markt and Technik, of
Munich, are marketing the
German translated software in
Europe. David Link, HiSoft's
MD, commented: 'We are very
pleased to have appointed such
quality companies to represent our
software products outside the UK.
It is important for our customers
to be able to obtain advice and
support within their native coun¬
tries and we are constantly look¬
ing to appoint top distributors in
other countries.'

ST software
sales rising
Computer Trade Weekly's
'share of software sales by
machine' poll, showed the ST
accounted for 11.1 percent of
total software sales, (30.01.89).
In the same poll, Amiga soft¬
ware sales amounted to 7 per¬
cent. But despite the predicted
debacle of the eight-bit market,
Commodore and Spectrum
software sales still account for
the lion share of the market, 28
and 30 percent, respectively.
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BETT Show '89

London's Barbican Centre was
recently the venue for the
British Education Training
and Technology Show (BETT).
Attended by Under Secretary
for State at the Department of
Education and Science, John
Butcher MP, the show hosted
a wide range of exhibitors
demonstrating computer and
related technology. Virtually
every stand brimmed with
personal computers, the most
prolific being the IBM clones
and Archimedes. So strong
was Acorn's presence at the
show, I fully expected to find
an Archie running a demo in
the Gents.
Atari did not officially
exhibit at the show, but fund¬
ed a more modest stand to
one side, staffed in the main
by third-party developers tak¬
ing the opportunity provided
by Atari to demonstrate their
software, although Bob
Gleadow did attend on the
morning of the second day.
The educational policy of
Atari has been revised and for¬
malised recently, according to
d'Este du Plessis, the charm¬
ing lady in charge of action¬
ing Atari's education policy.
Offering substantial discounts
in this sector, the company's
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reports from the
1989 BETT show.

The British Education Training and Technology Show at the Barbican Centre.
ATW machine is now
approved by the Department
of Education and Science and
Atari are gearing up to pro¬
mote their products more
consistently, although d'este
was at pains to point out that
Atari did not, at present, have
the resources to tackle the
market head-on.
Already active in other
areas, Atari are setting up 6
trial 'reference sites' at which
machines will be installed in
schools so that teachers can

Atari STs,PCs and
ATWs on Show
Although the Atari presence
was modest, the ST, PC and
ATW machines drew interest
from many sources. Whether
this interest is sustained will
be determined in part by the
continuing enthusiasm
demonstrated by the develop¬
ers of Atari-related products
and the success of the progres¬
sive approach to the educa¬

Graham Wayne

tion market Atari are follow¬
ing. Since the penetration of
the education market is an
established method of culti¬
vating a loyal user-base, it
makes sense for Atari to make
this sector a target for devel¬
opment and to this end they
espouse some interesting
ideas. But only time, and
effort, will tell.

take a look at a system operat¬
ing in an authentic environ¬
ment. They are also funding
education projects in
Shropshire, three music work¬
shops in London and are
compiling a regular broad¬
sheet containing information
on hard and software which
Atari will seek out and make
available at very low prices.
"We are aware of the lack in all
spheres of educational
software", d'este told me.
On the stand itself, HAT

Software were displaying their
range of products aimed
largely, though not exclusive¬
ly, at the education market:
First Paint, First Type and
Sprinter. Andy Hunt and his
wife Caroline were showing
the innovative Midigrid sys¬
tem to often fascinated,
sometimes bemused, visitors.
Part of the stand was also
given over to Shropshire
Education Authority, who
were demonstrating their
extensive use of STs.

Silica Systems formed
Newly-formed Silica Systems
were showing a range of edu¬
cation-orientated packages
that drew much praise and
some surprise from their audi¬
ence, many of whom laboured
under the illusion that the ST
was merely a games machine.
On the stand, Richard Beer of
Personal Robots Ltd. was
showing various robots con¬
trolled entirely by the mouse
and an attractive visual inter¬
face for the ST. Evenlode's
David Crombie was demon¬
strating Steinberg's Pro 24
while Silica staff were running
demos of the Spectrum 512
colour paint package, for
which a 3D animation system
is soon to be available, and
Pagestream, the impressivelooking DTP package running
on a large screen display that
made me drool. But the most
surprising exhibitor on the
Silica stand was Thames TV,
showing the ST graphics (pro¬
duced using Cyber Studio)
which will actually be trans¬

mitted in the forthcoming
series of trailers (see feature in
this issue).
The education department
of SDL, established for just
over a year, is now incorporat¬
ed into Silica Systems, set up
to handle all aspects of their
retail business. Run by Peter
Brailsford, Silica offer a
responsive service to institu¬
tional users by demonstrating
the ST and its best software as
well as offering advice on
effective educational IT solu¬
tions. I asked Peter why Silica
Systems thought this show
was worth attending.
"The main reason we are
here is to promote public aware¬
ness of the ST as a serious
machine; to promote teacher
awareness of the ST as a very
cost-effective computer consider¬
ing how powerful it really is. It
might take time, but time is
nothing in the education area they might take a year to come
to a decision (about buying
equipment)."

Gribnif's
NeoDesk II
You can't forget the company's
name, but the phone number...
As reported last month,
NeoDesk II has no UK distribu¬
tor, but can be ordered direct
by phoning 0101 413 584
7887. We apologise for incor¬
rectly quoting the internation¬
al dialling code as 010.

Nine Tiles Superlink network
now open to ST users
Nine Tiles announce that ST
interfaces for their network
facility, Superlink, are now
available. They are also releas¬
ing, Swiftlink, which has a new
lightweight protocol and
enables Novell and NETBIOS
networks to achieve a rapid file
transfer rate of about 15 sec¬
onds per megabyte. Swiftlink,

which is compatible with other
Nine Tiles products, represents
a significant advance in costeffective network performance.
For the Which Computer?
Show, Nine Tiles have bundled
together an introductory
Swiftlink pack, including three
interfaces, six wall boxes
Simple-Net software and

Novell Drivers, toolset and
cables for £649.00 plus VAT.
Additional interfaces are
£199.00 each.
Nine Tiles, Beach House,
25 Greenside, Waterbeach,
Cambridge LB5 9HW.
0223 862125/440099

New Mega ST unveiled at DrawArt and ScanArt
Which Computer? Show
Atari is unveiling a low-end
Mega ST at the Which
Computer? Show, at
Birmingham's NEC on the 21st
February. This launch is in line
with earlier revelations, that
after focusing on the enter¬
tainment market during the
Christmas period, they are
switching the onus to the busi¬
ness sector. It is intended that
the Mega 1, priced at £599.00
(+ VAT), will bridge the price
gap between the 1040 ST at
£499.00, and the existing
Mega 2, which retails at
£934.99. The Mega 1 is being
marketed within the hotly
competitive business range
and is directed primarily at the
word-processing market. This
addition to the ST range is
described as 'an up-graded
1040 package', which is
clothed in the more aesthetic
and ergonomic Mega comput¬
er casing. A mono monitor is
also included in the price, and
Atari are currently working on

an accompanying package
which should include various
word-processing programs.
However, specific details of
how much they are bundling
with the machine and what
programs will be included have
not been disclosed.
Concurrently, Atari have
revealed plans to alter the
'gamey' image of the 520ST
package. The existing 520ST
'Super Pack' is due to be with¬
drawn from the market in
March and a new 'added value
bundle' will replace it. A
spokesman described the pack¬
age as: 'Maintaining the same
degree of entertainment value,
but with an increase in serious
software.' The new package will
retail for £399.00. Atari stated
confidently that the ST is not
in need of a boost, and that
this 're-shuffle' of the range will
make it easier for the user to
buy a complete package to suit
their specific requirements.

Electric Distribution have
released two very useful graph¬
ics enhancers, by Migraph,
which provide a range of useful
bitmapped and line-drawn
graphics which can be includ¬
ed in your own art and DTP
work. DrawArt is a collection of
150 pictures specifically chosen
and categorised for a number
of uses. These drawings cover
various themes including: the
office; transport; sport and
music. DrawArt benefits from
being object-orientated, thus
giving fine detail, regardless of
how the image is enlarged, or
on which resolution of output
device it is printed. It is also
possible to select and alter sec¬
tions of the illustration for spe¬
cific uses. DrawArt images can
be used with any package

which handles .GEM files,
including Timeworks Desktop
Publisher and EasyDraw.
ScanArt contains a selec¬
tion of over 100 scanned pic¬
tures which are supplied in
.IMG format. These illustra¬
tions also cover a variety of
subjects including: humour;
animals and the holiday
theme. All of the images in the
ScanArt package are high-reso¬
lution and produce an excel¬
lent quality of reproduction on
all types of printers. DrawArt
retails for £69.95 and ScanArt
for £49.95.
Electric Distribution,
Meadow Lane, St Ives,
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PEI 7 4LG
0480 496789

Inoculation Against the
Computer Virus
Thanks to some timely advice,
the Friday 13th virus day was
less devastating than predict¬
ed. But we are all vulnerable to
contamination, as the virus
can enter the system in several
ways: carried in name brand or
shareware programs; left
behind by a disgruntled former
employee; or even via a gate¬
way to an external information
service. The best form of
immunity for multi-user sys¬
tems is prevention and detec¬
tion, periodically running anti¬
viral software and checking all
floppies which have been used
to offload data. Other precau¬
tions include: making back-ups

and storing them off site; copy¬
ing system software and data
regularly; and checking for
signs of tampering or change
and quickly removing any con¬
taminated data. Finally, vac¬
cine programs have been criti¬
cized for creating a false sense
of security and experts say that
they are not the answer to all
problems.
Fortunately, ST disks are
not as prone to virus contrac¬
tion as Amigas and
Macintoshes. To be safe, always
boot from a 'clean' disk and use
a virus killer / detector if you
are in any doubt.

DrawArt; vector-drawn clipart gives optimum results with
any resolution of output device.
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Products with quality and
output to match
Powerful, problem-solving, reliable, user-friendly, fast, efficient,
output quality conscious - words all synonymous with the best of
microcomputing software - all words that aptly describe Signa
Publishing's range of products.
Whether you need high quality document processing,
scanning, optical character recognition, graphic design, alternative
input devices or even Macintosh™ emulation - Signa has a
product with the power and quality to achieve the results.
You could choose: Signum 2 for document processing; any
one of the Hawk series of scanners for image processing;
AUGUR for optical character recognition; STAD for designs with
an artistic angle; the 1st. CRP tablet for when your mouse hasn't
a leg to stand on; or Aladin to enhance the performance of an
operating system and applications run on other computers. No
matter which of these products you need and choose, you may be
assured of one thing - QUALITY.
™ Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc

Through a conscious policy of offering products of the highest
specifications, combined with ease of use, superb output quality
and most importantly of all, reliability and a level of support about
which others dream, Signa Publishing Systems Ltd. has
established itself as the leading supplier of quality professional
tools for the Atari ST.

THAMES TV'S
ST VIDEO
COOKBOOK
For the amazing confection I am about to reveal, you will need the following: a
massive broadcast TV company with an audience of millions; a top graphic design¬
er; an impossible deadline; a huge budget and a few jobs on the line; a multi-mil¬
lion pound computer system; a host of TV stars; the London skyline; Miss World;
the most sophisticated film and video special-effects equipment in the world; a bit
of carpet and a VHS camera. And to bind all these wonderful ingredients together,
we must add the final and most important item of all to the list - the Atari ST.

f

Mick Mannveille, whose
direct but gentle elo¬
quence could sell a great
many STs if he ever need¬
ed another careerwhich
he might have considered
if the ST hadn't saved the
winter campaign
production from
overrunning.

don't think you would pre¬
dict an adventurous side to
the nature of Mick
Mannveille - not on first
meeting him. A slight figure, he
speaks quietly but with an
insistent authority; he believes
what he says and knows his
mind. While he talks, his hands
make small, delicately evoca¬

Television. His work is screened
day after day; if summed he
probably gets more air time
than Sports, which is saying
something. It's the high-speed,
high-technology gloss, a matrix
of identity and continuity the
creation of which forms Mick's
daily grist, the logos and pre¬
views and announcements,

tive movements which are con¬
sistent with the habits of his
trade. Mick works at the sharp
end of the business, as a senior
graphics designer for Thames

seamlessly knitted together by
a stream of graphics, anima¬
tions and computer images that
constitutes both the marketing
style and corporate presenta¬

tion of Thames TV to its view¬
ers and advertisers.
Perhaps, like me, you don't
pay much attention to the
spinning logos forever dashing
across the screen between
Minder and Gorbachev, yet
they play a vital role in main¬
taining the perceived quality of
the station, because they are
always sandwiched between
the most expensive TV on the
air: advertising and programme
title sequences. So if the sta¬
tion's promotional campaign is
simply mediocre, it will appear
very dull indeed when contrast¬
ed by torched fields past which
zooms a dashing red car driven
by a carefree yup, or the aston¬
ishing computer-generated fly¬
by over central London that
introduces News at Ten - which
is exactly what I want my flight
simulator program to look like.
ST World ran an article on
Mick back in issue 26. At that
time he was using an ST to
experiment with graphic ideas
before putting them into prac¬
tice on very expensive comput¬
er graphic systems like Alias
and that dynamic duo of digital
conjuring, Quantel's Paintbox
and Harry. However, I hadn't
seen the original piece so I was
curious to find out a little
about his craft.
"Television graphic design
has changed dramatically over
the last five or six years. What I
would have been doing then was
using maybe film animation, or
shooting some live action on film
or possibly shooting models on
film or doing illustrations and
using film-based techniques.
Now; video techniques are the
name of the game. Quite often
it's a combination of film and
video techniques. Apart from
those things, there's a whole
range of video effects: there's 3 D
computer modelling, there's 2D
like Quantel Paintbox and Harry;
there are 1001 different devices
that allow you to do different
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things. At the end of the day,
you pool together a whole range
of different techniques and disci¬
plines to make your finished
product. In some ways the job is
more difficult because there's
almost nothing you can't do;
anything you can think of can
be achieved, so there's no excus¬
es except time and budget.
Those are the two main con¬
straints, budget being the most
difficult."
The mention of budgets
gave rise to an enquiry on my
part as to what role the ST
could assume in an environ¬
ment where the most common
tools are expensive leadingedge technological products.
''It gave us an opportunity to
try things out, particularly in the
3D modelling sense. The only
other way of doing it was by
going to a company like Electric
Image, and ultimately we would
be using their equipment any¬
way. If you spent a long time
there, playing with the choreog¬
raphy and the lighting etc., then
you would be into a very high
cost. But if I can build the mod¬
els, or very simple versions of
them, using the ST, then I can
decide whether or not it looks
good, and it would save a lot of
the boring stuff, waiting for
things to render and then trying
something else. So a lot of the
decisions were made before I
even got to the facilities compa¬
ny. "
At the outset, the range of
software available to Mick and
assistant Colin Martin was
very limited, consisting of
Neochrome, Degas and an
early version of Andromeda's
Film Director. However, a little
bird, vaguely disguised as Peter
Brailsford of Silica Systems
(towards whom Mick expresses
a debt of gratitude for his con¬
tinuing assistance and sup¬
port) whispered in Mick's ear
that he should investigate
some new products from Antic
Software, written in part by
Tom Hudson, father of the defacto art package standard-set¬
ter, Degas.
"I can't quite remember how
that started, but it was phone
calls to Electric distribution and
saying the magic words
''Thames TV” and "I want to try
and do some animation”, so
they agreed to send me some
software, CAD 3D and
Cyberpaint, on the condition
that I gave an interview to

12
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Martin Walsh (who was writing
for the magazine at the time). So
we did an article about the
crown I designed for Miss
World.”

A Suitable Sauce
It is as well that Mick provided
a solution to the dilemma with
which he found himself con¬
fronted, since he himself was
partially responsible for its cre¬
ation. Allowing his imagina¬
tion to exceed the indulgence
of his masters, Mick and assis¬
tant Colin Martin had put
together a set of designs for the
new campaign assigned to
them.
"The first ideas we came up
with were a bit weird and wild,
but I had this hope that, because
we had a relatively new guy in
promotions, we could convince
him these adventurous new
things we were doing would be
good for the station's image." But
after months of research,
preparing storyboards and
demonstration graphic images
using the ST and other conven¬
tional media, this ploy fell at
the last fence. The station man¬
darins didn't approve. It was
back to square one, with barely
enough time left to finish the
rejected campaign, let alone
start a new one from scratch.
To add insult to injury, Mick
and Colin were unceremoni¬
ously evicted from their office
while it was rebuilt, so they
had nowhere to work. This is
the point at which, for some
people, desperation will pre¬
vail. Of course, Mick had an
Atari ace up his sleeve,
although he may not have
realised it at the time.
I should think a bit of
brain-wracking went on in the
ensuing days, while a new
approach to the campaign was
formulated. Eventually, Mick
decided on a collage technique
because, as he puts it " Collage
is very trendy at the moment. We
didn't have much time and col¬
lage is great: instead of being one
ace idea, it's 5000 mediocre ones
all shown very quickly, one after
another. So long as they are, at
the least, mediocre, you can get
away with it." Having made
that decision, the next step was
to create some test-collages
using conventional materials.
These were quickly approved
and, with time slipping steadi¬
ly away, Mick went on to the

next stage, which was trying
the ideas out using Cyberpaint
on the ST. By this time he had
collected many different
images that were variously
drawn or digitised into the

computer.
The collage was largely
assembled using the extensive
facilities of Cyberpaint, which
is essentially a digital picture
effects unit (for distorting,
flips, rotates, window moves all the kind of thing you see in
pop videos but software based
on an ST), a rotoscoping tool
(for hand retouching individu¬
al frames of a film or anima¬
tion) and a paint box, with a
plethora of other incidental

Colin Martin, Mick 's
assistant.

OK, I admit it. The pictures of
familiar London architectural
sights wasn t produced on the
ST at all, but laid into the 57generated background from a
caption camera, a well-lit box
with a CCD video camera
mounted above it into which
photos or artwork can be
placed.

A flying carpet. No getting
away from the resolution
of the Thames logo (left)
created in Alias. But the
idea of digitising his carpet
and overlaying the logo,
which will only be seen very
briefly (right) appeals as
much for its simplicity as
cost-effectiveness.

functions too esoteric to men¬
tion. Mick speaks of it in glow¬
ing terms. "The only direct com¬
parison that I can make with
Cyberpaint is Quantel's Harry
.I actually now prefer to work
with Cyberpaint because it is just
so incredibly flexible.It's a
great way of creating still frames
as well as animation....It's just
wonderfully flexible...There's so
much you can do with it....It's a
much friendlier; easy-to-use pack¬
age". I think he likes it.

Down on the studio floor
(where Mick and Colin only
go for photographic ses¬
sions). We had to keep out
eye open for technicians,
who would commit murder
if we touched their cam¬
eras, and who could blame
them?

In to Cyberpaint went pic¬
tures of the well-known
Thames personalities. The
familiar London skyline, so
beloved of Prince Charles, was
drawn and redrawn in different
styles. Colin spent much of his
time preparing other pictures
using paint packages including
ZZ Rough, a radical and excit¬
ing new kind of graphic soft¬
ware for the ST, as yet unavail¬

able in this country. But Mick
also wanted to have the
Thames stone slab on the ST, to
use in the collage. The original
logo was created in Alias, a
mainframe system with five
zeros in its price tag and 600
megabytes of storage. But
rather than digitise it, a rather
novel technique was employed
to create a similar effect. Mick
took a VHS camera, pointed it
at a bit of carpet to generate
some texture, digitised the car¬

pet into the ST and laid the
logo and name over the top. I
do so admire people who need
so little in the way of resources,
in order to be resourceful.
When he was finally happy
with the resulting collages,
Mick arranged the all-impor¬
tant meeting with the men at
the top, the Thames executives
who would decide on the merit
of his work and, if the worst

came to the worst, where he
might not be working next
week.
"We took the computer along
to a meeting with the producer
and our head of department,
because he too, by now, had
become interested in what was
going on, partly because we were
working at home, and in the
back o f his mind was the impres¬
sion that we weren 't doing any¬
thing! We got it all set up.
Everyone was there. We hit the
'Go' button and everyone was
amazed. The guy in charge of the
whole department, both presen¬
tations and promotions, came in
to have a look at what was going
on as well, and he was amazed.
I was apologising for the resolu¬
tion, and saying 'Of course, we're
going to do this properly', but he
was saying 7 really like the look
of that', and I thought that I
really liked it as well, but had
been afraid to say so because I
didn't think that anybody else
would. For ages, people had been
knocking me for playing around
with this 'games machine', you
see".
I interrupted the story at
this point to ask a question
which revolved around the sus¬
picion that Mick already had
the idea to originate the mate¬
rial on the ST, instead of labori¬
ously transferring the work to a
more expensive computer.
Mick denied this: the main cri¬
teria for developing the design
on the ST, at this stage, was
because he and Colin had no
facilities available and were
working out of Mick's front
room; the ST was the only suit¬
able tool they had at their dis¬
posal. But was the Head of
Production aware of the lowcost technology being used on
this illustrious project? Mick
was of the opinion his boss
wouldn't know one computer
from another. His reaction had
been much more direct. "He
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of animation into it at some
saw it; and liked it. It was as
time. We developed a vocabulary
simple as that."
of types of images and ways of
So the decision to com¬
putting them together. We had to
plete the campaign using the
come up with several sequences
ST graphics was taken, more by
in a very short space of time and
default in light of the quality
had already booked an edit suite
not being subject to questions
because we knew when our dead¬
from above. But Mick was now
line was, so we were committed
committed by the specific
to having all our stuff, no matter
nature of the animated story¬
how it was produced, by that
board he had demonstrated his
deadline. So then, the only other
ideas on.
obstacle was getting all the
"If I had come back with
material onto one-inch video¬
something different, they were
tape, but because we had already
going to say 'You showed me this
been using the Atari at Thames
doing that, and it came from
beforehand, the problem had
over there, and it was in these
already been solved, it was just a
colours etc.,' so in the back of
question of getting the pictures as
my mind, I was worried about
good as possible. We have an
that. Design-wise, everybody
area called CAR, which stands
agreed that this was the way to
for Central Apparatus Room,
go, but the head of promotions
and the engineers in there are
was still saying to me, 'Have you
very helpful. We plugged the
decided how you are going to
Atari in, did various technical
achieve it yet?' and I had to
things with it, and tweaked it
say,'Well, no, I'm still not sure',
about until we got some really
and by now we had even less
ace pictures out of it. We then
time to finish the job'.
booked a session to do the trans¬
"Then my assistant, Colin
fer, which we did the night before
Martin, who has done an awful
the edit, having just about com¬
lot of very good work on this,
pleted the very last sequence.
came up with a technique which
And that's how it all came
was a way of collaging images
about."
together very quickly. The only
A few days after the inter¬
problem was that it was very
view, I attended the final edit¬
unpredictable. There is a func¬
ing session where the many
tion in Cyberpaint which allows
component parts are assembled
you to XOR images together. You
onto the tape that will be
can actually predict it if you take
played by the station. In the
notice of the look-up tables, but
celluloid ghetto of London's
it's very complicated, so to me it
Soho are to be found a con¬
was just unpredictable. But it
glomeration of the most
was fast. You got an awful lot of
expensive and well-equipped
images, very quickly all collaged
post-production facility houses
together, some of them were
in the world. Thames had
great, some of them were rub¬
booked time at the prestigious
bish. We saved the good ones
Moving Picture Company, an
and soon we had disks full, and
astonishing, multi-level warren
we thought 'What are we going
of different sized rooms, each
to do with all these?' So we load¬
of which contains hundreds of
ed them all into a sequence and
thousands of pounds-worth of
played it. By that time, we had
state-of-the-art film and video
had meetings with the composer,
equipment. Within minutes, it
Ray Russell, who had seen a
is quite possible and reasonably
VHS of our rough animation,
frequent to find several million
and we had talked about the
pounds of computer and video
style of music we wanted, and
technology hooked up into the
he had produced a rough mix of
quiet little room in which you
the music which he gave us on
are working.
cassette. So we looked at the
It is here, or somewhere
images, and played the music,
similar, that Mick would have
and the reaction was 'Eureka!!'.
come to create his masterpiece
When you add the two together,
if he hadn't had the ST. The
it's like magic. We were then
staggering costs of using these
convinced that this had to be the
most expensive of tools has
way to do it.
been reduced to a fraction of
"From there on in, it was
the norm for graphic artists
developing that technique, of
like Mick Mannveille and
using the Matt system, X-Orring
Colin Martin. Their openand overlaying images together,
mindedness and imagination
and trying to get some elements
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are significant factors in the
story, but the leading light of
this drama is still, to my mind,
the Atari ST; the so-called
home computer, generating
images transmitted across the
nation. And when the curtain
finally goes down on the final
phase of the 1989 Thames win¬
ter campaign (which started
transmission in mid-February)
have no doubt that the ST
will play a significant role in

the campaign that succeeds it.
And by way of an early foot¬
note, I understand that
Channel Four have purchased
six STs and genlocks to go with
them. I think we can reason¬
ably expect to see more of the
ST.
On TV.

The heart of the Moving Picture
Company facilities, an editing
suite. This equipment is modest
compared to elsewhere in the
building, although most facili¬
ties can be linked to each other
to maximise on the frantically
expensive gear they have to
keep pace with to maintain a
commercial edge. MPC are one
of the best in the business.

...and elsewhere in the build¬
ing (next door to the edit
suite, actually) are the heavy
guns, the 1 inch C format
video recorders, the digital
picture storage discs (800 mb
winchesters mostly) and the
computers required to pro¬
duce the most sophisticated
special effects currently avail¬
able.

COMPUTER CENTRE - 01-436 3131 (five lines)
LONDON'S LARGEST LEADING ATARI CENTRES

ATARI - COMPUTERS
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari

PCI.£299
PC2.£POA
PC3 DD and Mono Monitor.£POA
PC4.£POA
520STFM 1 Meg Explorer pack.£279
520STFM Super Pack.£349
520STFM.£POA
1040STFM.£399
Mega2.£699
Mega4.£899
PC3 Hard Disk and Mono Monitor.£POA

ATARI- SYSTEMS
• -

Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari

520STFM + SMI 24 IMeg.£379
520STFM + SCI224.£549
520STFM + Philips 8833.£498
1040STFM + SMI 24.£499
1040STFM + SCI 224.£670
1040STFM + Philips 8833.£618
Mega2 + SMI 24.£799
Mega2 + SCI 224.£970
Mega2 + Philips 8833.£920
Mega4 + SMI24.£999
Mega4 + SCI 224.£1178
Mega4 + Philips 8833.£1118

MONITORS FOR ATARI
Atari SMI 24.£110
Atari SCI224.£279
Philips 8833.£229
Philips 8852.£279
Philips 8853.£POA
Philips 8873.£490

ATARI DRIVES
Atari SF354.£99
Atari SF314.£149
3.5" 1Mb Disk Drive.£POA
5.25" 1Mb Disk Drive.£POA
Atari SH205 20Mb Hard Disk.£399
Atari Megafile 30 Hard Disk.£449

PRINTERS FOR ATARI
Epson LX800.£199
Epson FX800.£395
Epson FX1000.£499
Epson FX800.£519
Epson LQ500.£299
Epson LQ850.£559
Epson EX1000.£699
Epson LQ1050.£725
Epson LQ2500+.£895
Panasonic 1081.£159
NEC P2200.£299
NEC P6 Plus.£POA
NEC P7 Plus.£POA
Star LC10.£199
Star LC-10 Colour.£249
Star LC24-10.£POA
Toshiba P3215L.£POA
Toshiba P3415L.£POA
Toshiba P3518L.£POA
Juki 6200.£POA

LASER PRINTERS
Atari SLM804.£1090
Epson LQ3500.£POA
Toshiba laser 2.£2399
Star laser.£1839
Panasonic laser printer.£POA
Hewlett Packard laser printer.£POA

we will try to match or beat any
price at your time of purchase
UTILITIES
1st Word Plus.£59
ST Writer (Elite).£69
Word Perfect.
£199
Word Writer (Timeworks).£79
Fleet Street Publisher.£95
Data Manager.£39.95
SwiftCal.£65
EasiDraw Supercharged.£89
Atari Desk Top Publisher.£79

This Month's Special Offers
Brother Ml 109 Printer......£149
Brother Ml 209 Printer .£199
Star LCIO Mono Printer.£199
Star LCIO Colour Printer.£249
Atari PC3 30Mb HD + Mono Monitor.£799
Atari Mega ST2.£699
Atari Mega ST4.£899
Atari Megafile 30 (30Mb Hard Disk).£449
All mail Orders, Corporate, Educational and Export enquiries welcome.
All prices correct at time of going to press, and are subject to change without prior
notice. All items subject to availability. All prices available only on mail order.

Enquiries to:
217-218 TottenhSITI Court ROdd, W1P 9AF

T©ll 01-436 3131.

Fax 01-636 1075

• IVIecjafile *S© • Cicsnius mouse • Things to
do with numbers • Disktool • Sprite Factory •

This month, we have a good selec¬
tion of hardware, some educational
software, and a disk utility.

Megafile 60
Hard Disk Drive
Atari's new Megafile 60 hard disk
drive offers excellent value for
money in the mass-storage market.
Just £599.99 for 60 Mb of storage,
which works out at around £9.99
per megabyte.
The exterior looks just like any
other 'Mega' box, the back panel
containing DMA in and out sockets.
It's a pity that Atari are still offering
a rather mediocre set of hard disk
utilities and, in particular, that it is
only possible to have a maximum of
four partitions, with none above
16Mb. There is absolutely no reason
why the number of partitions can¬
not be extended. Still, it all works
just fine, and the autobooting soft¬
ware is reliable. Software includes a
formatter, a partitioner, a hooter,
and utilities to park the heads safely,
and a patch to overcome the 40folder limitation of the pre vl.4
operating system.
The Megafile 60 actually offers
64.6 Mb of formatted storage capac¬
ity, across three disk platters and six
surfaces, using RLL data format. The
data transfer speed is quoted as 7.5
megabits per second. It is a very fast
drive, and will be made significantly
faster when used with the new TOS
1.4 due, in part, to the FAT search¬
ing code which has been dramati¬
cally improved. WordPerfect loaded
in 7 seconds (5 under TOS 1.4) and
Publishing Partner in 10 seconds
(6.5 from TOS 1.4). My disk snooper
program informs me there is an
Adaptec 4070 controller inside the
Megafile, which is connected to a
MiniScribe 3675 drive unit.
The Megafile 60 is not a quiet
device by any means. As it powers
up, it makes quite a significant
scrunching sound, and noise levels
are amplified by the cooling fan at
the back. The unit works perfectly
in conjunction with an Atari laser
printer, and it is possible to add fur¬
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If you've seen one megafile, you've seen them all... The 60 can be externally dis¬
tinguished only by virtue of the badge, it's price and the sound it makes upon
starting up!

ther drives by changing the DIP
switches inside. The manual sup¬
plied is detailed and offers five pages
of help and advice for dealing with
possible errors during setup and
operation. In conclusion, the quick
Megafile 60 is a welcome addition to
the ST range.
Product:
Price:
Supplier:
Phone:

Megafile 60
hard disk drive
£599.99
Atari Corp. (UK) Ltd
0753 33344

Is your mouse tired, or are you tired
of your mouse? Datel Electronics are
currently marketing an alternative
mouse which can be thought of as a
direct plug-in replacement, or even
an upgrade.
The Genius mouse is approxi¬
mately the same size as the standard
Atari item, but differs somewhat in
proportions. It is higher at the palm
end and has its buttons situated on
a receding face. The cable is more
flexible and twice as long as the

520STFM
Rl SUPERPACK
Buy this terrific Atari pack now and
you get a 520 STFM with built-in
Modulator, 1 meg. drive, Vz meg.
memory, instruction manual and a
mouse with ....

21 exciting action games

K'°nr'Pumart

I

'

free

camer?lk'°

WORTH

Atari joystick WORTH

^Zl!ZlM,LEs
^
^
^
^
^
^

Complete with Film, Strap and Batteries
High quality 35mm Fujinon glass lens
Built in flash
Low light warning
ISO Film speed setting
Drop in loading

I

Phone for other great
ST deals!!

PRINTERS
,

£400

Organiser' integrated business
software
WORTH £49.99

£9.95

£399
SUNDRIES

j l /—7J

LISTING PAPER
2000 sheets
ir x 9v2~

*/**/*/
v A*/ A,?' /

£14.95

60gsm.

JOYSTICKS

3RINT

The new 'Microblaster'
joystick from REPLAY,
order today and
Take Control

HEAD

£12.95

MOUSE MATS
High quality Mouse
Mats

£5.95

DISK STORAGE
CREDIT

MD 70L Lockable 3Vz disk
storage box, holds
aj a QEI
up to 70 disks.

OUR PRICE •£

TERMS
AVAILABLE

WITH 2 FREE 3V4" DISKS

QUALITY BLANK DISKS

MONITORS
Philips CM8833, 14” colour
Atari SMI 24, 12'' mono

1-4
Boxes

branded quality at prices like these ! !

CHOOSE
EITHER...

^
3.5" SS
"A Reputation
Built on Reliability"

3.5" DS

Both are certified 100% error free and offer a lifetime warranty

Usually same day despatch on most items

£>

FREE, next working day delivery on all
hardware, allow 2-5 days for other items
^
FAST, efficient service

WITH A FREE ST CABLE WORTH £12|

14.84 13.69 12.54
18.29 16.56 15.41

All 1 meg. with internal power supplies

H3-

Please state type (TDK or BASF)
when ordering

TRIANGLE
CUMANA
POWER

If any item proves to have a manufacturing
fault within 30 days we will replace free of
charge or refund in full
After 30 days and within the warranty period,
we will repair at our expense

£99
£99
£109

Campumart

Guarantees

Service
Large stocks for immediate despatch

10 +
Boxes

£274.85
£128.80

DISK DRIVES

TDK
"The Specialists
in Data Storage"

5-9
Boxes

1

£>

Friendly advice and after sales support

£>

Any problems quickly resolved to your
complete satisfaction
Special offers to existing customers
We aim to please
. . and usually do!

AH prices inclusive of VAT

Prices/delivery subject to availability and only applicable to UK mainland, N. Ireland and BFPO's.
Compumart are licensed credit brokers. Simply ask for written details.

E&OE

A Great Deal More, For a Good Deal Less

COMPUMART LTD
FREEPOST (ST W)
LOUGHBOROUGH
LEICS L E 1 1
0BR
TEL: 0509 610444
FAX: 0509 610235

On balance, the pen
is mightier than the mouse
Of course, the mouse is an innovation which has made
computers less intimidating and far easier to use, but life
doesn't end at window and icon manipulation. When artistry,
control, style and precision are required, the pen brushes our
rodent friends to one side.
Because the human brain is in unison with the pen, you'll
find the 1st. CRP tablet much more intuitive than the mouse.
You'll soon notice increased precision, speed and improved
flow - not just with the pen, but through it to the computer. You
will soon be controlling the machine instead of being a slave
to it.
To further increase the appeal of the 1st. CRP tablet we
have even introduced two standard formats which correspond
to international standard paper sizes - namely Din A3 and A4.
It is ideal for drafting and CAD (especially with the optional

puck), artistry, cartooning and even in areas where the mouse
has traditionally dominated, such as, desktop publishing. With
its optional overlays, menus are taken from the screen to the
tablet and activated by the pen.

Another 1st. for CRP - pen-pushing is back in fashion.

standard mouse, but has a poorly
designed plug into which the cable
disappears without any fatigue-pro¬
tecting sleeve. Care must therefore
be taken when plugging and
unplugging the Genius mouse into
the ST's badly located mouse sock¬
et. Button action is good; light and
precise, less hit-and-miss than some
Atari mice which use the casing as a
button bumpstop.
Although the Genius is lighter
than the Atari mouse, it is no less
robust. In fact, once you start to use
the device, an improved level of
manoeuvrability becomes apparent,
helped by the fact that it has a
higher 'gearing' than the Atari item,
thus reducing necessary mouse
travel by about 40% (although this
can also be achieved by using a
mouse speed-up utility available in
the Public Domain). The standard
Atari mouse operates at approx.
130dpi, compared to 200dpi (screen
pixels moved per inch) for the
Genius.
Product:
Price:
Supplier:
Phone:

Genius Mouse
£24.99
Datel Electronics
0782 744707

Things to do
with numbers
The ST is gradually making inroads
into the education field in schools.
It has certainly taken its time, but
there are now positive signs, with
several local authorities displaying
interest.
'Things to do with numbers' is
the latest release from Robin
Kimberley's Soft Stuff company. The
'Things to do with...' series is aimed
at primary school age children; and
if my own children's reactions are
any guide, should prove very popu¬
lar.
'Things to do with numbers'
runs in low resolution only. The
program offers a choice of three dif¬
ferent games/exercises. 'Time Teller'
requires the child to convert times
displayed on an analogue clock face
to digital format using the 24-hour
clock system. 'Book Search' is an
exercise in logic where the user has
to find a target 'bug' hidden behind
one of a hundred books using an
x/y coordinate entry for each guess.
A thermometer tells whether the
guess is cold, warm or hot. This
confused me, but my 8 year-old
seemed to have little trouble!

H»ll donf.,.
This train has 23 passai

'All Aboard' - one of three new exercises.

The third offering is called 'All
Aboard'. The task is to build up a
train full of people using only
groups of a certain size. Success is
rewarded by a series of satisfying
'hoots'.
All of the programs in the Soft
Stuff series make good use of the
mouse; indeed, the child is not
required to use the keyboard at all.
Robin Kimberley, himself a primary
school headmaster, points out that
very young children do not learn
upper case letters and so will not
recognise many of the legends on
the keys. They also find the mouse
easy and instinctive to use.
Product:
Price:
Author:
Supplier:
Phone:

Desk

File

Things to do
with numbers.
£19 inc VAT.
Robin Kimberley.
Soft Stuff.
0455 617426.

DiskTool
Disk and memory editors many and
various exist for the ST. Datel's offer¬
ing is a fast, mono-only disk editor
which boasts numerous modes and
advanced features to aid the hacke..
sorry, user wishing to recover lost
data. Curiously, the product is called
ST Super Toolkit II in Datel's advert,
and Atari DiskTool ST in the terse,
amusingly translated, 15-page man¬
ual.
All of the action takes place
inside a large fixed window, in
which HEX and ASCII bytes are dis¬
played. The program basically offers
three different modes of operation:
the disk edit mode; the file edit
mode; and what is referred to as the
'profi' mode. I suspect that 'profi'
refers to the original name of this
Dutch-derived product, Profi-monitor. The program boasts fast screen
handling, and uses its own machine
code routines to achieve a
respectable
turn
of
speed.
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The profi' mode gives good low-level access over the ST's disk controller.
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Unfortunately, DiskTool is copy-pro¬
tected, a fact which will disappoint
hard disk users. It also locks out
desk accessories.
The file mode allows specific
files to be examined and edited as a
continuous block which is read
from disk. DiskTool displays the
track and sector of the currently dis¬
played section of 512 bytes. As with
all three modes, it is possible to
enter hex or ASCII bytes to directly
modify any given sector.
The disk mode allows any track
or sector across the whole disk to be
accessed. It is possible to scroll
through the disk at sector or track
level, and there are 'jump' options
to give rapid access to the boot sec¬
tor, directory and FAT tables.
DiskTool allows unusual sector sizes
to be created; 128, 256 and 1024
sized sectors may be created and
edited. It is also possible to view and
edit address fields and hence check¬
sum values, which is one way of cre¬
ating a copy-protection scheme. The
program has many other interesting
features including a byte / text
string search and replace facility.
DiskTool II has an army of fea¬
tures which allows you to perform
all sorts of disk surgery, whether this
be recovery of data, or creation of
special formats. In the right hands it
is a truly powerful utility; good
value, but for a shade under £15
you can't expect a good manual,
which is just as well, because you
don't get one.
Product:
Price:
Supplier:
Phone:

Disk Tool II
£14.95
Datel Electronics
0782 744707

ST Sprite Factory's main edit screen.
Lots of tools to play with, but limited sprite sizing.

The Sprite Factory,
The ST Sprite Factory comes from
America and presentation wise, it is
very good. It comes on two single
sided disks, held in an A5 four-ring
binder, together with a helpful and
professionally printed fifty-page
manual.
The editing features are compa¬
rable with Animatic Sprite Master
with some additional distortion
options. One outstanding feature is
the ability to create a mask file of
the sprites you create. This is a great
time saver, if you have a need for
such masking.
So far, so good. Unfortunately
the great disadvantage of this pack¬
age, is that sprites are restricted to a
rigid 32x32 size. This may well be an
overwhelming failing for many peo¬
ple. It does, however, bring the
advantage of simplifying storage
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and later manipulation by the pro¬
grammer. The storage of the sprite
data is interesting, as it is straight
Degas file format. The program sim¬
ply divides up the Degas picture file
into discrete 32x32 boxes in a uni¬
form grid pattern.
The manual contains clear, con¬
cise information on screen layout,
raster operations, page flipping, VDI
parameter blocks and other delights
is given. Also provided is a short
tutorial on animation and sprite
collision detection. Excellent stuff.
Sadly, though, it is aimed at the OSS
Pascal programmer, with a little
help for C or GFA Basic program¬
mers. UK-based Basic's such as Fast
or HiSoft Basic don't even get a
mention.
On the first disk there are some
ARC'ed files containing a GFA Basic
demo, a fine scrolling demo and a
joystick manipulation program.
More useful is a utility to generate
backgrounds out of sprites. The sec¬
ond disk contains a separate pro¬
gram to do pretty much what the
others had separate programs doing.
That is, picture file converting and
creating source code* for C,
Assembler and Basic programmers.

|

The ST Sprite Factory.
Mike Hollenbeck.
1.1.
£49.95.
Future Software
Systems, (CRL are UK
distributors).

BYTEBACK

DELIVERY
SERVICE
.. and the keenest prices

Ring us now!

0636-79097 we’re programmed to help

NUMBER ONE FOR ATARI ST USERS - FIRST CLASS SERVICE BY FIRST CLASS POST
1 GAMES

ONLY!

Airborne Ranger. .19.90
Baal. .12.90
Barbarian II.
..12.90
Batman The Caped Crusader..
..12.90
Billiards.
..12.90
Captain Fizz.
....9.90
Chessmaster 2000.
..15.90
Colossus Chess X.
..15.90
Elite.
..15.90
Falcon.
..15.90
Federation of Free Traders.19.90
Fusion. .15.90
FI6 Combat Pilot. .15.90
FI9 Stealth Fighter. .19.90
Galdregons Domain. .12.90
Gunship. .15.90
War in Middle Earth.15.90
Heroes of the Lance.
Hostages.
Incredible Shrinking SphereInternational Karate Plus.
Iron Lord.
Joan of Arc.
Kennedy Approach.
The Kristal.

..19.90
..15.90
..12.90
..15.90
..15.90
..15.90
..19.90

JET (FI 6 Falcon). .29.90
Flight Simulator II. .29.90
* Western Europe Disc. .12.90
* Japan Scenery Disc. .12.90
* Scenery Disc 7 or 11. .15.90
Lombard RAC Rally..
Manhunter New York.
Nigel Mansell Grand Prix ....
Night Hunter.
Powerdrome.
Scrabble Deluxe.
Speedball.
Teenage Queen.
Track Suit Manager.
Turbo Cup (Free Porsche)..
Ultimate Golf.
WEC Le Mans.
Wierd Dreams.
Zany Golf.

..15.90
..19.90
-14.90
..12.90
..16.90
..12.90
..15.90
..12.90
..12.90
-16.90
..15.90
-12.90
..15.90
-15.90

ADVENTURE
Alternate Reality.
Bards Tale.
Chrono Quest.
Dungeon Master.
Empire.
Fish.
Lancelot.
Legend of the SwordLeisure Suit Larry.

..12.90
..15.90
-19.90
..15.90
-15.90
..15.90
..12.90
..15.90
..15.90

Leisure Suit Larry 2. .15.90
Lords of Conquest. .15.90
Shadowgate... .15.90
ST Adventure Creator. .27.50
Times of Lore. .19.90
Time and Magic. .12.90
Uninvited. .15.90
Universal Military Simulator..15.90
* Scenario. 1 Am. Civil War..9.50
* Scenario. 2 Vietnam..9.50
Wargame Construction.19.90

1

■languages

ONLY!!

Hisoft
Aztec Professional. .99.90
Craft (2).
..74.90
Power Basic.
-39.90
Hisoft Basic.
..63.90
Devpac ST (2).
..44.90
WERCS.
..22.50
Saved.
..19.90
Twist.
-29.90
Personal Pascal.
...58.90
FTL Modula2.
..59.90
FTL Modula 2 Developer..
...79.90
Nevada Cobol.
...32.90
Computer Concepts:
Fast ASM.
Fast Basic (Rom).
Fast Basic (Disk).

..13.90
..65.90
-33.90

Metacomco :
MCC Assembler (12). .49.90
MCC Pascal (2). .69.90
MCC Lattice C (3.04). .69.90
Glentop:
GFA Basic (3)...... .49.90
GST:
Macro Assembler. .15.90
C Compiler. .15.90
Atari Logo. .16.90

(EDUCATIONAL
Mark Williams C (3).
Spell Book (4 - 6).
Spell Book (7+).
Spell Book Data Disks..
Invasion (5+).
A B Zoo (3 - 6).
Algebra 1 (11+).

ONLY!
..99.90
..15.90
..15.90
...11.90
...11.90
...11.90
...11.90

ART & MUSIC
Pre School Kidprogs (2 - 6).
Mi graph:
Easy Draw 2 (Standard).
Easy Draw 2 (Supercharged)..
Antic:
CAD 3D (v.1).
Spectrum 512.
P.I.E. (Icon Editor).
Cyber Studio.
Supplementary Packages:
Cyber Paint......
Genesis.
Genesis.
Cyber Control.
Architectural Designs.
Cartoon Designs.
Future Designs.
Human Forms.
3D Developers.
G.I.S.T..
Stereotek 3D Glasses.
Cyber Sculpt......
Cyber Texture.
EkJersoft:
Quantum Paint (2).
Quantum Paint Professional...
Degas Elite.

-44.90
..69.90
..17.50
-44.90
-22.50
-59.90
...52.50
...59.90
...59.50
,...44.90
...22.50
...22.50
....18.90
...22.50
-.22.50
....25.90
-119.90
....59.90
-.37.50
..19.90
..29.90
..16.90

ST Replay (New Version 4).59.90

Flair Paint..27.50
GFA Draft Plus..99.90

[HARDWARE

ONLY!

3.5" DS/DD (X10)..11.90
(X50)..54.90
(XI00)..94.90
H

Music Construction.
16.90
ATARI ST EXPLORER PACK.£279
1 Mb Disk Drive * Mouse * Manuals * Plus
Free* Ranarama Game, Utilities etc.

3.5" Disks SS/DD (X10).10.90
Box DS Sony Disks (X10).16.90
Locking Disk Box (50).7.90
Locking Disk Box (100).9.90

ATARI ST SUPER PACK.£359
1 Mb Disk Drive * Mouse * Manuals * Plus
Free * 22 Arcade Games, Demos, Joystick
Organiser Pack, Utilities etc.

Furry Mouse Cover.6.90
Your Mouse Is NAKED Without Onel

ATARI ST BUSINESS PACK.£449
1 Mb Disk Drive * Mouse * Manuals * Plus
£ree* VIP Professional - Spreadsheet
Microsoft Write - Word Processor Superbase
Personal - Database
DAATAfax.49.90
DAATAscan.275.00
Atari SMI24 Mono Monitor.99.00
Atari SCI224 Colour Monitor.339.00
Replacement ST MOuse.24.90
Cumana 1 Mb D/S Disk Drive.99.00
Star LC10 Printer (Mono).229.00
Star LC10 Printer (Colour).259.00
Star LC10 Ribbon.3.95
Star LC24/10 - 24 pin.339.00

UTILITIES.ONLY!
(All prices onclude VAT & Delivery)
Timewoeks:
Dat Manager. .29.90
Data Manager Professional. .52.50
Desktop Publisher. .69.90
S wiftcalc. .29.90
Word Writer (New Low Price).. .39.90
Digrta International:
Home Aocounts. .18.90
Digicalc. .29.90
Mailshot. .18.90
Mailshot Plus. .37.50
E-Type. .29.90
Day by Day. .22.50
First Word Plus (New v.3).59.90
BackPack.36.90
Multiface ST.44.90
Protext (3.6).59.90
Ruby View (Terminal).44.90
Saved (New).18.90
Copy ST (New Version 1.21).29.90
(Back up your valuable software)
ST Doctor.12.90
Superbase Personal 2.69.90
Superbase Professional.175.90
Turbo ST.29.90

JOYSTICKS
Utilities Plus.22.50
Joystick/Mouse extention.4.90
4 Player joystick adaptor.5.90
Quickshot II Plus.9.90
Quickshot II Turbo.12.90
The Navigator.12.90
Competition Pro 5000.14.90
Competition Pro Extra.15.90

ACCESSORIES
Arcade Joystick.16.90

Media Box (Hold 150 Disks). .19.90
Mouse Bracket. .3.90
Mouse Mat (Best Quality). .5.90
Replacement ST Mouse. .24.90
Monitor Switch (Mono Col). .21.90
Keyboard Cover. .5.90

GAMES PACKS

ONLY!

Disk Cleaner...5.90
Triad - 3 Games .......19.90
Barbarian, Def. Crown, Starglider
Megapack - 6 Games. .15.90
Frostbyte, Mouse Trap, Seconds Out Winter
Olympiad, Suicide Mission
5

Star -

5

Games.... .15.90

Barbarian, Crazy Cars, Wizball, Enduro
Racer
Leaderboard Birdie. .15.90
Leaderboard Golf + Tournament Disk
Action ST - 5 Game Pack. .15.90
Deflector, Trailblazer, Northstar 3D Galax,
Masters of the Universe.
Computer Hits Vol. 2. .19.90

PSION ORGANISER

ONLY!

Tetris, tracker, Joe Blade, Tau Ceti
Organiser II; CM. .95.00
Organiser ll;XP. — 125.00
Datapapaks:

16K.
64K.

17.90
53.90

Rampak(XP only)

8K.11.90
32K.29.90
128K....89.90
32K.
49.90
Pocket Spreadsheet (XP).35.90
Formulator...26.90
Finance Pack.26.90
Maths Pack.26.90
Oxford Spelling Checker.26.90
Hangman.26.90
Textbase.31.90
Numbase.44.90
The Data Organiser.31.90
The Finger Oganiser.31.90
The Letter Organiser.31.90
The Games Organiser.31.90
The Informed Organiser.31.90
The Harvester Superchip.89.90
The Harvester Superdisc89.90
The Harvester Wallet.26.90
Portfolio.49.90
Mains adaptor.11.90
Comms Link.53.90
Diary Link.11.90
Formatter.„....40.90
Using and Programming the Psion Organiser II
.9.90

The above is just a small selection of our VAST range of 16 Bit software . . . Catalogue available!
All prices include VAT and FIRST CLASS POST! All stock items sent by return of post!
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DOUBLE TAKE!

PYE 15" FST
TV/MONITOR
(MODEL 1185)

Superb quality, stylish medium
resolution FST colour TV/moni¬
tor to suit the ST or Amiga.
Features teletext, full infra-red
remote control, Euroconnector,
Video/Audio input and head¬
phone output connectors, 40
tuner presets, external aerial
connector and loop aerial. Sup¬
plied with cable (please state
computer type when ordering).

PRIN

SPECIAL
OFFER I

£269.00

includes VAT
and computer
connection lead

RS

All prices include VAT delivery & cable
We use and recommend Star printers
since they offer an unbeatable combina¬
tion of features, print quality, reliability
and value. Make the sensible decision get it right with a Star printer at our
special, all in. prices.

AATARr Hardware Offers
520 STFM SUPER PACK

The pack to get, includes 520STFM with 1MEG drive, over £450 worth
of software, joystick, mouse, User Guide and 5 disks of Public Domain
Software. Software included is:
Marble Madness
Beyond Ice Palace
Thundercats
Summer Olympiad
Arkanoid II
Eddie Edwards Ski
Ikari Warriors

Test Drive
Buggy Boy
Quadralten
Xenon
WtzbaU
Seconds Out
Zynaps

1040 STFM
With 1 Mb drive, 1 Mb RAM,
TV modulator, plus 'Microsoft
Write’ and ‘VIP Professional’.

£419.00

Chopper X
-rr
Ranarama
ttllS
Starquake
f
Geneste
CL/yr (yrWt/
Black Lamp
JUI
Thrust
Organiser Business S/ware

,£339.oo

1040 STFM
SUPER PACK
Inc. 'MS-Write' & 'VIP Pro.' as
before, plus all extras as
supplied with above super pack I

£489.00

With SM 124 mono monitor

With SM 124 mono monitor

£529.00

£599.00

„

...

InC VAT & delivery

520 STFM
Latest version,
with 1 MEG drive
internally fitted.

£269.00

1040STFM with built-in TV modulator.
1040 STFM with all ‘520STFM super pack’ supplied extras ..£439.00
1040 STFM inc. super pack extras as above, with mono monitor.. £549.00
Mega ST2 with mono monitor, ‘MS-Write’ & ‘VIP Pro.’.£849.00
Mega ST4 with mono monitor, ‘MS-Write’ & ‘VIP Pro.’.£1099.00
SMI24/125 monochrome monitor.|119 00
SCI224 colour monitor.• “79.00
SLM804 laser printer.£1099 00
Mega-file 30Mb hard disk.£530 00
Triangle Turbo hard disk 20MB.£^79.00
Triangle Turbo hard disk 40MB.£669.00
Mega ST2 special offer package - includes:
Mega ST2 with mono monitor, SLM804 laser printer,
external 1Mb 3.5" 2nd drive, ‘Microsoft Write’,
‘VIP Professional’, ‘Fleet Street Publisher*
and 90 days on site maintenance for only.£1795.00
Atari DTP Pack (Mega4/SLM804/30MB hard disk/s’ware).£2795.00

OTHER EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
Cumana CSA354 1 meg external floppy drive.£109.95
Cumana CDA358 2 meg (dual) external drives.£229.00
External 5.25" 40/80 track switchable (360/720K) with
integral power supply. IBM compatible, includes s/ware.£159.95

SCANNERS & VIDEO DIGITISERS
Cameron Scanners - good value image scanners
complete with interface and ‘OCR’ & graphics software:
Type 2 handy scanner; scans 2-tone (line art)
at up to 200dpi...£219.00
Type 4 handy scanner; scans at up to 200/300/400dpi
with 16-tone halftoning capability ..£329.00
Flatbed A4 scanner; 200dpi with halftoning capabilities.£649.00
Vidi-ST 16-tone video frame grabber inc. digitising software.£95.00

PHILIPS MONITORS & ACCESSORIES
Philips CM8833 colour monitor with ST cable.£229.00
Philips CM8852 as above, higher resolution.£29900
Philips TV Tuner AV7300, for monitors with composite input .. £74.95

OTHER ACCESSORIES
Pace Linnet Modem Pack (inc. cable & software).£17? 92
Cameron Handy Mouse, hi-quality replacement ST mouse.£39.95
STF/STFM Joystick & Mouse accessibility extension adapter.£ 4.95
All ST prices include mouse etc., PLUS 5 disks of software
including wordprocessor. graphics utility, games, demos and
utilities. We can quote you for any combination of hardware.

520 STFM 1 MEG
internal 3.5" floppy
drive upgrade kit

Only £74.95

A simple, ideal way to upgrade your 520
STFM using a high quality double sided
drive. Internally replaces the original
single sided unit. One megabyte
unformatted capacity & fully compatible.
Detailed fitting instructions provided.
Requires very slight casing modification.
1 Fitted to your ST - add £10.00 extra.

☆ Four NLQ tonts (many combinations)
☆ Paper Parking (use single sheets
without removing tractor paper)
£ IBM/parallel interface
|ft 4K buffer
I ☆ Comprehensive ‘front panel’
ft 96 NLQ print combinations
☆ 144/36cps print speed
ft 7 colour version also available

Still the market leader in this price
category, the LC10 incorporates
many superior and advanced fea¬
tures at an ultra low price. Colour Colour version also available,
LC10 also available at an affordable
xice - it also accepts standard
Prices Include 2 extra black
_C10 black ribbons. As a bonus we
ribbons free of charge.
supply 2 extra black ribbons.

Only £199.00
Only £249.00

Star NB24-10 good value 24pin printer 216/72 cps,
including cut sheet feeder and 2 extra ribbons.£499.00
Star LC24-10 feature-packed 24pin multifont 10" printer,
170/57cps, 7K buffer and paper parking facility.£339.00
Star NX-15 budget wide carriage printer.£329.00
Star ND-10 180/45cps high quality 10".£349.00
Star ND-15 wide carriage version of ND-10.£419.00
Star NR-10 240/60cps professional 10".£429.00
Star NR-15 wide carriage version of NR-10.£499.00
Star NB24-15 wide version NB24-10 inc.cut sheet feeder . £649.00
Star Laserprinter 8 high spec, laser 8ppm/300dpi
'Drice inc.1 year on-site maintenance service).£1599.00
otar SF-10DJ cut sheet feeder for LC-10.£64.95
Star SF-10DK cut sheet feeder for LC24-10.£64.95
Star SF-10D cut sheet feeder, other 10" models.£59.00
Star SF-15D cut sheet fdr. for wide carriage 9 pin models . £159.00
Star SF-15B cut sheet fdr., wide carriage 24pin models .... £199.00
Hewlett-Packard ‘Deskjet’ inkjet printer 240/120cps.£749.00
NEC P2200 budget 24 pin 168/56cps + many features.£319.00
NEC cut sheet feeder for P2200 .£69.00
Epson LX800 popular budget 10" 180/25cps.£199.00
Epson LQ500 good 24pin printer 150/50cps.£319.00
Epson EPX-200 cut sheet feeder for LX800 / LQ500 .£74.95
Panasonic KXP1081 reliable 120/24cps printer.£169.00
Panasonic KXP1124 superb new 24pin multifont printer.... £319.00
Panasonic KXP4450 11ppm/300dpi good value laser.£1795.00
Amstrad DMP3250DI inc. both serial and parallel ports.£189.00
Amstrad LQ3500DI inc. both serial/parallel interface.£329.00
Amstrad LQ5000DI 24pin wide carr., dual interface.£449.00
Citizen 120D budget 10" carriage 120cps.£139.00
Citizen HQP-45 wide carriage 24pin printer.£399.00

Atari ST Gem Programmer's Reference.£14-95
Atari ST Machine Language.£14 95
Atari ST Tricks and Tips.£14 95
Atari ST Basic Training Guide.£12.95
Atari ST Introduction to Midi Programming.£14.95
Atari ST 3D Graphics.£16-95
Atari ST Disk Drives - Inside and Out..£1695
Atari ST Internals.£14-95
Atari Basic Source Book.-.• £9.95
Concise ST 68000 Reference Guide (Version 2) .£17.50
First Steps in 68000 Assembly Language. £9.95
GFA BASIC Advanced Programming.£11-95
Using ST BASIC on the Atari ST.£5.95

10 double sided double density 3.5" bulk disks,
£11.95
fully ST compatible, fully guaranteed.
£27.95
25 DS/DD 3.5" disks, larger quantity of above offer
£13.95
10 DS/DD 3.5" bulk disks with plastic library case ..
25 DS/DD 3.5" disks as above, but with 40 capacity
£34.95
lockable disk storage unit.
£17.95
S K C MF2DD DS/DD 3.5" disks, box of 10 only
Verbatim DS/DD 3.5" disks top quality media
£19.95
with lifetime guarantee. Box of 10.

For All Your Atari ST Needs
POWERFUL
ATARI ST
DISK
UTILITIES
SOFTWARE BACKUP with new turbo nibbler
Version 4 incorporates a very fast and powerful
menu-driven backup utility. Makes use of all available
drives and memory.
56 SOFTWARE BACKUP PARAMETERS
Parameters now includes 56 individual routines to
backup and de-protect the toughest protection schemes.
FAST BACKUP
Will backup a non-protected disk as quickly as possible
using 'File Allocation Copy’ techniques.
EXTERNAL DRIVE BOOT
Allows many programs to startup from drive B.
ORGANISER ACCESSORY
New look Version 4, providing extremely useful disk
management commands under one desktop-based
accessory, including FORMAT, RENAME, DELETE etc.
EXTRA FORMAT
to maximise usable space on your disks - provides over
15% additional user storage space per disk!
RAMDISK and SET DATE/TIME accessories.
plus UNDELETE, DISK ANALYSIS, UNFORMAT
DISK SPEED CHECK and much more !

Only £24.95-

Antic

Sage
Book Keeper.£84.95
Accountant.£129.95
Accountant Plus.£209.50
Financial Controller.
£334.00
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA

Fully featured, fully compatible
ST drive available NOW
an ultra low price
LOWER
r

£82.95
including VAT
and delivery Why pay more?
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E3IO 0386-765500

I Phone us with your
ACCESS or VISA
card details on:

Basic Version 2 (includes compiler) .£34.95
Basic Compiler.£20.95
Basic Version 3.£49.00
Draft. £69.95
Draft Plus.£97.95
Vector.£24.95

First Word Plus.£59.95
GST C Compiler.£15.95
Macro Assembler.£15.95
1 st Mail (for 1 st Word only).£15.95

A Top Quality 2nd Drive for the ST
.at a price that makes sense!

How to order from

Timeworks
Data Manager.£29 95
Data Manager Professional.£52.00
Desk Top Publisher.£74.95
Partner ST.£37.95
Swift Calc.£29.95
Word Writer .£37.50
Base Two.£44.95
CAD 3D 1.0. £18.95
Cyber Control (animator).£44.95
Cyber Paint 2.0.£54.95
Cyber Sculpt.£59.95
Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0).£67.95
Cyber Texture.£37.95
Architectural/Human/Future design disks.£22.95
COLR (sprite editor).£18.95
Genesis molecular modeller.£22.95
GIST (sound editor).£26.25
Migraph Draw Art Professional.£29.95
Migraph Scan Art.£37.95

, Existing users - upgrade your
Disector ST disk for only £7.95

An external
2nd drive for the
Atari ST at an ultra low
price - complete with its own plug-in external power
supply! Based around a top quality Citizen drive
mechanism, this drive gives the full 720K formatted
capacity. Quiet in operation, neat slimline design,
colour matched to the ST, with a long connection
cable for location left or right of the computer.

ST Software

Lets make...
Signs and Banners.£8.95
Greetings Cards.£8.95
Calendars & Stationary.£8.95
Art Library 1 (clip art) .£8.95
Art Library 2 (clip art) .£8.95
Buy all the above ‘Let's make’ series for.£40.00

Music
Mastertracks Junior.£89.95
Mastertracks Pro.£219.95
Pro Sound DesignerMk.il.£58.95
Steinberg Pro 24.£250.00
Super Conductor.£37.50

Games and Simulations
Carrier Command.£18.95
Elite.£18.95
F-16 Fighting Falcon.£18.95
Flight Simulator II.£37.45
Gunship .£16.95
Silent Service.£16.95
STAC Adventure Creator.£29.95
STOS Game creator.£22.50
U.M.S.
£18.95

Miscellaneous
Degas Elite.£19.95
Easy Draw 2.£44.95
Easy Draw + Supercharger.£74.95
Easy Tools (requires 1Mb RAM).£29.95
Fast Basic Disk.£37.95
Fast Basic ROM.£69.95
Fleet Street Publisher.£86.25
Fontzl .
£21.95
FTL Modula-2.£55.95
Hisoft Devpac.£44.95
Hisoft Power Basic.£29.95
Home Accounts (Digita).£18.95
Logistix .£79.95
Microsoft Write.£19.95
Mark Williams C.£99.95
PC Ditto.£67.50
Protext .£79.95
Quantum Paint..£15.95
Spectrum 512.£44.95
Superbase Personal.£69.00
Superbase Professional.£179.95
Word Perfect V4.1 .£149.95
Word Up .£49.95
VIP Professional (1Mb RAM required).£39.95

All prices include VAT and delivery. Next day delivery £5.00 extra.

fwl Send cheque, Postal Order
^ or ACCESSIVISA card details
Govt, educ. & PLC orders welcome
Same day despatch whenever possible
All goods subject to availability, E.&OJL
Open to callers 6 days, 930-530

Evesham Micros Ltd
63 BRIDGE STREET
EVESHAM
WORCS WR11 4SF

<Z> 0386-765500
fax 0386-765354
telex 333294

Also at: 1762 Pershore Rd., Cotteridge, Birmingham B30 3BH Td: 021 458 4564

ATARI MEGA ST2

ATARI
5 2 OST-FM

Serious computing with unlimited expandability. 68000
processor running at 8MHz, built-in 720K floppy drive, Midi
ports with 3 3 programmable sound channels, Mouse,
GEM. Choice of Monitors. High resolution Mono
Monitor.£799
Medium resolution Colour Monitor.£934
20Mb Supra Hard Disk ex stock.£455
A bargain if ever there was one! 2Mb Atari Mega with Mono
Monitor, Atari SLM804 Laser Printer, Lotus 1-2-3
compatible spreadsheet and Microsoft Write WP pack. Our
Special Price.£1479

1Mb

£299

8 pages per minute in 300 dots per inch resolution at a price
not be missed.£1085
All the brilliance of the Atari with 1Mb of RAM and 1Mb
double sided disk drive.£399

plus V.A.T.

With SUPER PACK of over £450 worth of FREE software

plus FREE STARTER KIT
Exclusive Computer Express Atari starter kit.
* ST OWNER’S SECOND MANUAL
* PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE * MOUSE MAT

Page Flipper with FX animated graphics and sound. £99.00
Descartes? Educational Graphing Tool.£21.99
Silver Ray Tracing and Animation.£99.00
IntroCAD - Amiga aided design.£44.99
Director - Thames TV on your Amiga.£42.99
Professional Pagesetting - under.£100.00
Educational Software - from.£32.50
Deluxe Photo Lab - omnicolour paint system.£56
Photon Paint - the latest word in paint packages.£49

ATARI HARDWARE
Atari 520STFM, 512K RAM, 1 Mb Disk Drive, Mouse.£235.99
Atari 520STFM 512K RAM, 1 Mb Drive, Super Pack S/Ware.£299.00
Atari 1040STFM, 1Mb RAM, Disk Drive, Mouse.£399.00
Atari 1040STFM with SMI24 Mono Monitor.£499.00
Atari 1040STFM with Philips 8833 Colour Monitor.£639.00
Atari Mega ST2,2Mb RAM, Mouse, Mono Monitor.£799.00
Atari SMI2412” High Res Mono Monitor.£119.00
Atari SCI 22412" Med Res Colour Monitor.£339.00
Cumana 1 Mb Double sided 3.5” Disk Drive.£99.00
Philips 8833 Med Res Colour Monitor - Excellent Buy.£249.00
Super Drive 20Mb Hard Disk - Auto Boot!.£455.00

MIDI for the AMIGA
Call for details of our range of Midi equipment and software.

STARLC-10
For the money no other printer offers so much. 80 column
multifont printer with 8 resident fonts and paper parking.
144cps draft and 36cps in NLQ quality. Parallel or
Commodore interface versions available.£209
Colour version printing 7 colours.£239

PROFESSIONAL ATARI SOFTWARE
DX Heaven Editor - Midi Synth Editor.£88.00
Steinburg Pro 24 software - from as little as.£150.00
Film Director - Animation Package for Art Director.£44.00
PC Ditto - At Last a Full IBM Emulator.£66.00
Timeworks DTP - Xerox Ventura Clone.£89.99
Easy Draw II - Great with Timeworks DTP.£39.00
Spectrum 512 - The Ultimate Paint Programme.£35.00
First Word Plus.£56.00
WordPerfect.£169.00
Superbase Personal - Powerful Relational Database.£73.00
Timeworks Desk Top Publisher - The Ventura DTP Clone.£34.00
Fastcom - Popular ST Communications Package.£36.00
Mark Williams ’C' Compiler - ’C’ How You Like This.£90.00
Fast ST Basic (ROM) - It’s really fasti.£66.00
Fast ST Basic (Disk) - Disk Version of Above.£33.00
CAD 3D 2.0 Cyberstudio - The Best 3D Drawing Kit.£66.00

ATARI TOP SELLING LEISURE SOFTWARE
Advanced OCP Art Studio - Low Cost Art Package.£18.45
Chessmaster 2000 - 3D Graphics With Speech.£18.45
Flight Simulator III- Very Realistic Best Seller.£36.00
Flight Simulator Scenery Disks - For Use with Above.£18.45
International Soccer - Kick ’em to death.£17.95
Obliterator - Through the plasma in Cinemascope graphics.£21.95
Terrorpads - Watch Out They’re Here!.£18.45

MANY OTHER TOP RELEASES AVAILABLE

AMIGA
Amiga 500 with free TV Modulator.£319
Amiga 500 with modulator and 10 Games.£355
Amiga Colour Monitor.£249
Amiga Mini Genlock.£99
Amiga External Drive 3.5".£79
Amiga 500 External 20Mb Hard Disk with SCSI.£499
Amiga2000(B) CPU and Keyboard ..n" "£979

GAMES SOFTWARE
Afterburner.Call
Carrier Command.
Atari Amiga £21
Corruption.Atari Amiga £23
Dagas Elite.%.Atari Amiga £23
Daley Thompson.Amiga £19
Dragon Ninja.Call
Dungeon Master.Atari £19
FI 6 Falcon.Call
Flight Simulator 3 IBM.Atari Amiga £39
Garfield.Amiga £16
Interceptor.Amiga £23
Manace.Amiga £17
Operation Wolf.Atari Amiga £18
Starglider 2.Atari Amiga £19
Star Ray.Atari £16
Star Ray.Amiga £23
STOS Game Creator.Atari £26
Super Hang-on.Atari £19
Thunderblade.Call
U.M.S.Atari £23
Virus.Atari Amiga £19
Where Time Stood Still.Atari £16
Plus a full range of all popular software at low prices.

EPSON LX800
This latest offering from Epson zips along at 150cps in draft
and 25cps in NLQ. Comes complete with Parallel Esc-P or
IBM Parallel interface as standard, plus top mounted tractor
feed. Good clear typeface, and 80 column wide.£159

PANASONIC 1081
At this price who can ignore this little winner. 120cps draft
and 30cps in NLQ makes it everybody’s favourite.£143

NEC P2200
At last a 24 pin printer you can afford, and with NEC’s
renowned reliability. This little baby cruises along at 168cps
in high speed, 140cps in standard and a really nippy 56cps
in Letter Quality mode. This printer should be on every
decerning buyers list. NEC P2200.£289
Cut Sheet Feed.£65

TIMEWORKS
The latest in low-cost DTP. An excellent package for
anyone wanting to make a start in DTP for a very modest
sum. Timeworks is very popular, and has good telephone
support from the manufacturer. IBM.£89
Atari.£89

All goods guaranteed. Official Purchase orders accepted from Government, Local Authorities, Universities and PLC's All prices exclusive of VAT and subject to change
without notice. Delivery charges extra. No returns or repairs accepted without Returns Authorisation Number (obtainable from our Technical Support Department)
Defective dead-on-arrival merchandise repaired or replaced immediately at our carriage expense. Carriage on warranty repairs is paid by the customer. Non defective credit returns
subject to a 15% restocking fee. Technical support available Monday to Friday. Export and trade enquiries welcome.
FOR FULL PRICE LIST PLEASE CALL
EXPORT & TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
TELEPHONE & MAIL ORDERS WELCOME

^0727 37451

MICRO-COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS
SOFTWARE, SALES & SUPPORT
CREDIT CARDS NOT DEBITED UNTIL DESPATCH

HEAD OFFICE

• CAXTON CENTRE • PORTERS WOOD • ST. ALBANS • HERTS • AL3 6XT • (0727) 37451

NORTH LONDON
MANCHESTER
WEST LONDON
BIRMINGHAM

•
•
•
•

99 PARK STREET LANE • BRICKET WOOD • ST. ALBANS • HERTS AL2 2JA • (0727) 72790
85 WASHWAY ROAD (A56) • SALE • MANCHESTER M33 1TQ • 061 962 0780
304 KINGSHILL AVE • HAYES • MIDDLESEX • 01-841 8744.
1046-1048 COVENTRY ROAD (A45) • HAYMILLS • BIRMINGHAM B25 8DP • 021-772 5212

SHOWROOM OPENING HOURS: Monday-Friday 9am-6pm Saturday 10am-5pm

The standard

PC-DITTO

Can the ST hold its own in a world dominated by Big
Blue? If you need PC compatibility, should you consider
pc-ditto, or is it just a novelty? john Nuttall finds out.
Emulation is described in my dictionary as
an attempt to equal or surpass something,
by imitation. It also had an archaic usage
meaning 'jealous rivalry'. Perhaps the latter
definition is more to the point when
applied to computer emulation - that pro¬
cess of making one computer behave like
another, so that it can operate on the same
data and run the same programs as the
imitated system. It is likely to be quite a
complicated affair, as one CPU tries to
cope with instructions designed for anoth¬
er. Then there is the problem of disk for¬
mats, memory management, and peripher¬
als such as keyboards and monitors, print¬
ers and mice. Finally, there is nearly always
a trade-off between compatibility and
speed of execution
The ST is well-blessed with emulators.
Some emulate by software, others by hard¬
ware and software in tandem. Currently, it
is possible to emulate a CP/M machine, an
Apple Macintosh, a MS-DOS Personal
Computer, and there's even a rumour
about an Amiga emulator and one that
runs software written in BBC Basic. Why
should the public be interested in an emu¬
lator? The reasons are many and varied. It
may be that we already own or have access
to another computer. We may need to run
programs or manipulate data from a sys¬
tem we no longer own. Likewise, there
might be software we prefer or need to

run, without going to the expense of pur¬
chasing another computer. In rare cases,
the emulator might offer a better price/per-

Like it or not, the IBM and its clones still
dominate the business world. When it was
introduced in August 1981, the IBM
Personal Computer was a rather staid
machine. It contained an 8088 processor,
16-bit internally, but communicating with
the outside world in 8 bits. It was thought
that the maximum memory size of 640K
was more than sufficient for everyone. And
it contained no more than a few kilobytes
of ROM BIOS because it boots its operating
system (MS-DOS or PC-DOS) from disk. A
recent article put it this way:- "The PC
machine is blessed or cursed with the MSDOS operating system where commands
have to be typed at the keyboard to per¬
form even the most basic functions. While
such commands instil a tremendous disci¬
pline in the user, they could hardly be
described as state of the art".
Over the years, the humble PC has
been welded and bolted to keep pace with
a developing market. MS-DOS has gone
through numerous releases, (4.0 is the lat¬

Procomm Plus, running perfectly under pc-ditto.

formance ratio than the original machine.
Be aware though, that the host machine
will need sufficient memory to cope with
the emulating software and the programs
and data you intend to use.
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X Tree, a standard DOS utility for examining the contents of a disk.

est), disk drives vary from 5.25" single or
double-sided (160K) to high capacity
(1.2Mb) 3.5" units, and the processor itself
might be a 80286 or 80386 with increased
clock frequencies. Even the screen stan¬
dard presents a number of options from
monochrome Hercules to the Colour
Graphics Adaptor (CGA) or the Enhanced
Graphics Adaptor (EGA). When all is said
and done, there is very little that is "stan¬
dard" about the machine.
Nevertheless, as can be gleaned from
the pages of ST World, folk are very inter¬
ested in running PC software on their ST
computers, either because they can get
hold of mature PC programs at a reason¬
able price, or because they use PCs at work
and want to continue their work when
they arrive home. I have been using a PC
emulator for the last twelve months for
two reasons. In the first place, there are
some programs that I wish had appeared
on the ST: something of the calibre of
Smart or other integrated software.
Secondly, there are simply hundreds of
public domain programs that can be had
for very little, that are worthy to be ranked
among the best. A recent trip around my
local Dixons store, provided me with large
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boxed versions of Perfect Writer II and
Perfect Filer II at £5.95 each - sold off
because they were pulling out of the busi¬
ness sector. A copy of any PC periodical
will furnish you with addresses for PD or
discontinued software. A word of warning
is in order: some of the software being sold
off cheaply is very much "first generation" sometimes buggy, sometimes awkward to
use, and sometimes with little or no user
support.

pc-ditto
A very cost-effective route to PC emulation
comes in the form of pc-ditto from AvantGarde Systems in America. Its form of
emulation is via software alone, so there
are no costly hardware items to fix to your
already overcrowded cartridge port. The
package contains a 3.5" disk, a manual,
and a keyboard template. The last item is
required because the ST keyboard lacks
such features as 'page up' or 'page down',
along with scroll and number lock. These
functions are therefore assigned to the
HELP and UNDO keys and the top keys on
the numeric pad.
The software will run on a 520 or a
1040 ST. Due to limitations inherent in
MS-DOS, there is no significant advantage
in using a Mega ST; you will always be lim¬
ited to a maximum workspace of 703K.
Likewise, a monochrome or colour moni¬
tor can be deployed. The user will need to
obtain PC or MS-DOS as this is not sup¬
plied with the package, and if you don't
already have it, it could cost you an extra
£50. If you want to make the most of the
capacity of your 3.5" disks, or use your
standard Atari hard disk, then ask for MSDOS 3.2 or 3.3. The list of software com¬
patible with pc-ditto is quite impressive,
and I had no trouble running WordPerfect
4.2, Smart, Ability Plus, Procomm Plus, the
Perfect series, Sage Accounts, Sidekick, and
a host of PD material.

GEM 3 for the PC; the Desktop is far less sophisticated than the ST's, and is excruciatingly
slow under pc-ditto.

write MS-DOS programs and data, and may
also hold the system files, making it possi¬
ble to boot from partition C. This was an
added bonus for me, as it considerably
shortened loading time, and it was also
possible to mix ST and IBM files on the
same partition. Pushing my luck further, I
discovered I could even have the MS-DOS
booter and the normal Atari hard disk
booter in the same root directory. Of
course, you will need to re-format the par¬
tition with the usual FORMAT C:/S to copy
over the system programs. Curiously, these
are visible files whereas they are hidden on
a true MS-DOS machine. Additional files
are provided to get MS-DOS to cope with
multi-partitioned hard disks. The partition
size should be larger than 4.2Mb but less
than 32Mb.
A further menu option describes the
mouse options. Many, but not all PC pro¬
grams can make use of a mouse. This piece

The pc-dltto configuration program allows many of the ST's facilities to be used by the emu¬
lator.

Installation is quick and easy; there is a
menu program which has to be run from
the desktop to set the system configura¬
tion correctly. An external drive of the 3.5"
or 5.25" variety may be connected; a hard
disk (if connected) can be used to read or
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of software will handle a serial mouse (i.e.
compatible with the Microsoft mouse), or a
generic mouse mode, where it emulates
keystrokes. The driver for this and the hard
disk should be added to the batch file on
the MS-DOS boot disk. Further fine tuning,

before actually running MS-DOS, requires
the user to specify the type of monitor
used (colour display on an Atari
monochrome monitor is done by shad¬
ing), and the colour palette of your taste,
and the keyboard country of origin. Do
make certain that you purchase the latest
release of the software, which is 3.64, as
there are still early versions around which
are grey imports and do not support
European machines properly.
In order to launch MS-DOS, simply
double click on PC_DITTO.PRG and you
will be prompted for the MS-DOS system
disk which usually resides in drive A. After
a while, the tedious A> prompt appears
and you are ready to load up your software
or perform command line operations. If
you are unfamiliar with these, you will
need to obtain some guide or prompt card
- they are not the most intuitive of com¬
mands and are very fussy about spaces and
punctuation.
We began this article by defining emu¬
lation as an attempt to equal or surpass
something, by imitation. How well does
pc-ditto cope? First reactions were very
favourable. It is robust, reliable, and a bar¬
gain. It supports the parallel and serial
ports fully, and will even take the time and
date from either an ST with a clock card
installed, or a Mega ST. However, the soft¬
ware solution to emulation is slow, rating
0.3 Norton speed, meaning it is about a
third of the speed of a standard PC. In real¬
ity, the loss of speed is not always noticed.
It depends in great measure on what soft¬
ware you are running. Perfect Writer II was
very slow at refreshing the screen, and it
was very frustrating to use. WordPerfect
fared a lot better, as did Smart.
Communications software worked perfect¬
ly, and I know one PC dealer who has
bought an ST with pc-ditto, which sits
there all day running his bulletin board
software. You can't ask for a higher recom¬
mendation.

Run time
Any emulator is going to require the user
to get hold of software in the format
native to the system it imitates, and pcditto is no exception to this. A number of

Fill Off

Artline from Digital Research running under pc-ditto on an ST. This sophisticated art / draw¬
ing package is claimed to be an Illustrator (Macintosh) rival. Sadly it is unusably slow under
ditto.

prospective purchasers still ask me if the
ST is IBM-compatible, and the answer is
"yes, about 80 per cent." In fact the 3.5"
double-sided disk format is about 98%
compatible. Users will find however, that
while they can read either 3.5" or 5.25"
IBM format disks, there are problems writ¬
ing to them. Although the IBM and ST
disks use the same track and sector sizes,
there is a crucial difference. Both formats
use a boot sector, but the MS-DOS system
keeps vital information embedded on it,
while the ST is one word different. If the
ST then writes anything to that sector, MSDOS can't quite work out what is happen¬
ing.
There are a host of programs available
for formatting disks under GEM to be IBM
or clone compatible, some of them public
domain. The trouble is that they do not
work very well and there are reliability
problems. The new TOS 1.4 for the ST has
greater fidelity in formatting, reading and
writing DOS disks. If you want to read and
write to the same disk using pre 1.4 TOS it
is far more reliable to format them on a
true PC. I have never encountered a single
problem when formatting 3.5" disks on my
Amstrad PPC. Something of a similar prob¬
lem will be encountered on a 5.25" disk
drive, but problems are accentuated by the
fact that the drive must be 40 and not 80
track. In either case, the user is then best
advised to issue an MS-DOS copy com¬
mand to port over the files under pc-ditto
to the newly formatted disk. Fortunately,
the configuration program within pc-ditto
allows us to connect an external drive to
the ST, and this can be either a 5.25" or
3.5" type, although you must specify
which is connected. Thus copy-protected
5.25" disks need to start from the second
drive. For hard disk users, I noticed that
the manual states that there might be
problems installing some varieties of DOS
on the hard disk and Avant-Garde Systems
are working to increase compatibility. I
certainly encountered no difficulties with
MS-DOS 3.3.
What can you do to get hold of PC
software and make it run reliably on the
ST under emulation? The simplest option
would be to get hold of a 3.5" version of
the software and copy it either as outlined

above or onto a hard disk. Since a number
of newer PCs have now adopted the small¬
er disk size, most software publishers offer
the 3.5" size. Another option would be the
purchase of a 5.25" disk unit. My original
Cumana CS400 drive was modified with
pull up resistors and a 40/80 switcher, by
Cumana themselves for next to nothing.
There are also a few companies offering
drives suitable for use with the ST, includ¬
ing the distributor of pc-ditto on this side

of the Atlantic, Power Computing, who are
offering a software and hardware package
at £159.00. If all that sounds impossible or
too much expense, then a disk format con¬
version service is available from companies
such as Grey Matter. It will even work in
reverse, so that GEM files could be copied
to PC format disks. If you own a modem,
then you can download material which
could be worth having. However, watch
the cost of the phone bill - it might end up
more expensive than actually going out
and purchasing something.
If you know somebody with a PC, then
you can always transfer material from one
machine to another via a null-modem
cable. It is fast and reliable and you can
tackle any problems as and when they
occur. Bear in mind the copyright that
exists on commercial software including
DOS, and the restrictions that apply even
to shareware material.
In the final analysis, pc-ditto keeps its
promise. It doesn't quite equal or even sur¬
pass an unadorned PC, but it does scotch
the myth that an ST cannot be IBM com¬
patible, just.

Product:
Version:
Price:
Author:
Supplier:
Phone:

PC ditto
3.64
£79.95
Avant-Garde Systems
Power Computing
0234 273000

There is another alternative for Atari users wishing to run PC applications. This is the PC5
from Atari's range of low-cost high-performace PC clones - see a full review in a future issue
of ST World.
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The Adimens relational database package is due to arrive
here in the UK by spring of this year. Gunter Minnerup
gives an indication of what to expect from one of Atari
UK's new power-products.
Atari's move into the serious software mar¬
ket, recently begun with the release of
HyperPaint, is set to bring the company
into competition with some established
names. In the DTP arena, for instance,
Atari's Calamus will take on the combined
might of Fleet Street Publisher, Pagestream
and Timeworks. Due to be released around
spring of this year is the database package

called Adimens. Is it good enough to rival
market leaders, Superbase Personal and
Superbase Professional?
Like Calamus, Adimens is an import
from West Germany where it has been in
widespread professional use not only on
the ST but MS-DOS, VAX and UNIX sys¬
tems too. Adimens ST makes full use of
GEM (see screenshots below, which have

been taken from the German version) and
comes in several individual modules:
INIT.PRG to define database structures;
DRC.PRG to create the necessary GEM
resource files; EXEC.PRG for working with
and maintaining data files; and
REORG.TTP to modify existing databases.
In addition, there are ADITALK, a pro¬
gramming language and environment to
write stand-alone applications which is
somewhat reminiscent of dBase, and ADIMENS-PROG to support the incorporation
of C, Pascal and GFA Basic routines in
Adimens programs. In Germany, Adimens
has become the centre of a considerable
cottage industry with a range of specialist
books and off-the-shelf applications - it
will be interesting to see the exact shape of
Atari UK's offering and the impact it has
here on Superbase's supremacy.
Note: This brief preview is based upon
the current German release of
Adimens; the full UK version is still
undergoing final testing by Atari.
Prices and availability will be
announced shortly.
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professional music systems

MOUSE MUSIC
Top-quality 4 channel stereo sampler with sequencer and midi controller

SOFTWARE

SPECIFICATIONS

0 mono software in ROM, colour loadable from disk
0 record in stereo or mono (2 channels) -1 to 44.1 kHz
0 playback up to 4 channels
2 stereo / 4 mono or any combination
0 all 4 channels totally independent:
playback • looping • direction
kHz speed • volume control
0 comprehensive editing features:
cut • paste • overlay • channel mixing • echo
reverb • manual editing of waveforms
variable fades • magnification to any level
• midi and sample sequencer
on-screen keyboard • keyboard split • octave shift
multiple events • 4 sample and all midi channels
• 8 variable sample buffers
• Midi File compatibility

AVAILABLE NOW!

HARDWARE

SPECIFICA HONS

•
•
•
•

cartridge port
1 to 44.1 kHz
8/12 bits

•

•

•
•

connection:
kHz rate:
data size:
controller.
input:
Output:
connections:
input:
output:
channels:
input
output:
power:
special features:

AD 7575 JN ADC Sample & Hold
AD 7528 JN Multiplying DAC
2 phono sockets
4 phono sockets
2 channel (stereo or mono)
4 channel (stereo or mono)
from ST cartridge port
noise elimination filtering
input level adjust control
mono software in ROM

Complete System including
high-quality MM5000 5-Octave Keyboard:

£249.00

Please rush me my Mouse Music Complete System as shown below:

Name:__
Address:__
_
Post Code:_
Please make cheques/POs payable to Power Computing

Access / Visa: I

i

i

i

I

i

i i I i i i I
Expiry Date: _

□ Mouse Music
□ As above with Master Tracks Jnr:
□ As above with C-Labs Notator:
□ MM5000 Music Keyboard if
included with above

£199.00
£269.00
£549.00
£50.00

POWER COMPUTING
• 44 a&b Stanley Street • Bedford • MK41 7RW • Tel: 0234 273000 •
Pncej include »5% Bntnh VAT and delivery in UK For ovemght count please Add f r 50 Non UK dainty p*ea%e telephone «<v prices
W» reserve m# nght to change pnces and specitications without poor nonce

EIDERSOFT

POWER HOUSE
DIRECT

0234
0234
273000

TRIANGLE
I

TRIANGLE DISK DRIVES

T

STAR LC-10 PRINTER
Other NEC and Star printers available - please call

Top-quality 720K+ double-sided NEC 1036a disk drives

Single 3.5" Disk Drive with built-in PSU:
Double 3.5" Disk Drive with built-in PSU:

£90.00
£179.00

Superb quality 9-pirt dot-matrix printer. Epson & IBM compatible.

Mono Printer: £180.00
Colour Printer: £249.00
LC-10 Colour with Quantum Paint: £269.00

COLOUR MONITORS
All monitors supplied with free lead to ST or Amiga State which.

At Multisync monitors for High and Low Roe Include special switch leads

Top-quailty 3.5" and 5.25" Drives in one case. Built-in power supply

Multi-Drive (3.5":720K, 5.25":720K / 360K):
Multi-Drive with PC-Ditto:

£199.00
£249.00

TRIANGLE 5.25" DRIVE

IBM-Compatible 40/60-track 5.25" Disk Drive. Built-in power supply.

5.25" Disk Drive (720K / 360K):
5.25" Disk Drive with PC-Ditto:
PC-Ditto IBM'M Emultation Software
Speed-Pad Mouse Mat - ultra quality
“

”

£115.00
£159.00
£79.95
29.95

Philips CM8852 Pro Colour Monitor
Works with
all ST Screen Modes

£279.00

TRIANGLE HARD DISK

NEW! Triangle Turbo3 SCSI Auto-boot hard disks. Built-in batterybacked clock; Through-DMA port; Power switch at front; Option to fit
internal floppy disk. Supplied with fantastic software! AMAZING!

20 Megabyte Turbo3 SCSI
40 Megabyte Turbo3 SCSI

£399!
£499!

Available January - call today for full details I

Cheques / POs to; Power Computing • 44a & b Stanley Street • Bedford • MK41 7RW • Tel: 0234 273000 • We take Access & Visa

POWER HOUSE
DIRECT

tfJtxiusrL

oftware
election

So

<3^ tfat, IwAt ±Q$MM2AjC GAMZilcMt,

tfw 'Ato/li <§7

All items regular stock lines - recommended and guaranteed!
**

WE WILL MATCH ANY QUOTED PRICE
COMPLETE
CAD SYSTEMS

Basic:

£599.00

520STFM; Mono Monitor; Campus Draft;
Star LC-10 Printer

Professional:

£1,499.00

1040STFM; Mono Monitor; Campus CAD;
Roland DXQO A3 Plotter

Accounting
Accountant.£154.21
Accountant Plus.£205.95
Book keeper.£102.45
Financial Controller.£309.45
Home Accounts.£22.45

Art& Graphics
Cyber Paint.£62.95
Degas Elite.£22.45
Quantum Paint
£24.95
Spectrum 512.£53.95

PLEASE CALL!

Communications

**

COMPLETE
MUSICIAN'S SYSTEMS

Fastcom.£44.99
Flash.£22.45
Ruby-Term.£44.95

Basic:

Databases

1040S TFM; Mono Monitor; 2nd Drive; Mouse
Music; 5-Oct. Keyboard; Master Tracks Jnr

Superbase Personal.£89.95
Superbase Professional.£224.95

£899.00

Professional:

£1,599.00

Mega S T2; Mono Monitor; 2nd Drive; Mouse
Music; 5-Octave Keyboard; Notator

DTP
Timeworks DTP.£89.95
Signum II.£184.00

Languages, etc
Devpac ST.
£53.95
Fast Basic (Disk).£40.35
GFA Basic Interpreter.£41.35
Hisoft Basic.£71.95
Laser C.£134.95
Power Basic.£35.95

Spreadsheets
Digicalc.£35.95
Master Plan.£80.95
VIP Professional.£134.95

Utilities
Flash-Bak & Cache
£34.95
K-Roget.£44.95
Thunder.£35.95
Twist.£35.95
.

.

CAD
Campus Draft
£69.95
Campus CAD *New price* ...£299.00
CAD 3D.£22.45
Cyber Studio CAD 3D.£80.95
PLOTTERS
PLEASE CALL!
.

Sound, Music, etc
C-Lab Notator.£436.50
Master Tracks Junior.£89.95
Musigraph.£135.00
Pro Midi
£19.95
Pro Sound Designer
£49.95
.

1st Word Plus.£71.95
Microsoft Write.£134.95
Tempus - Text Editor
£34.95
Word Up.£53.95
.

.

PHONE NOW FOR THE LA TES T GAMES
A T PRICES TOO HOT TO PRINT!

.

NEED A COMPUTER?
PHONE US FIRST!

Word Processors, etc

cr^
Not ordering? Use this form to send now for our free glossy catalogue - due out midNovember. Everything you could ever want for your ST under one roof!
NAME:

Please send me the following:

Price:

ADDRESS:

POST CODE: _
TELEPHONE:
COMPUTER SYSTEM:
Total:

0234 270133
All pnces Include 15% British VAT and delivery in UK For Overnight courier, please add f 7 50
Non UK delivery please telethon* lor prices (charged at cost)
Ail puces subtect to change without notice
We recognise all trademarks mentioned
r 1968 P J VanOoom / Trumpstat Ltd

1. I enclose a cheque / PO* made payable to Power Computing for £
2. Please debit my credit card: ACCESS / VISA4

J

I

-L I

I

11

1

Expiry Date: _

JL

Please quote this when ordering

When the word quality counts
When you're trying to convey a message, be it a long report, a
long letter or even a thesis, the last thing you need is your
wordprocessor to 'get in the way'. You'll need a document
processor which understands how you work, your requirement
for speed and above all, one which gives you the highest
possible print quality - even from 9-pin dot matrix printers.
It may be that you require a package to produce a 100 page
report with variable headers and foot-notes as well as automatic
and on-screen page numbering - you may be producing
manuals with graphic illustrations - technical manuals containing
complex mathematical formulae, which may require specialised
characters and precise alignment - foreign language documents
in any European language, as well as Arabic, Bengali,
Devangari, Farsi, Greek, Gujerati or Urdu. Alternatively, your
need may simply be to produce fast, efficient and superbly high
quality business letters. If your needs are any one or more of
the above, then you need a very special product.
Many programs offer speed, flexibility and even output

quality. However, there is only one package which combines all
these fine attributes in one robust program - Signum 2.
When you then discover that Signum2 also offers
proportional spacing, true WYSIWYG display, multiple-definable
high quality fonts, amazing individual character precision down
to 1 /90th of an inch, multiple columns, fast graphics handling
and numerous foreign founts - you will decide that it has the
quality you've come to expect from a Signa Publishing product.
When the word quality counts - count on Signum.

s§

Publishing
Systems Ltd

Trevenen House, Cricket Hill lane, Yateley, Camberley.
Surrey, GUI 7 7BA. 0252 874406/875031 Fax (0252) 871086

ST.WORLD
After being nearly starved of enough
usable letters to fill a page last month (all
off enjoying the Christmas spirit, I pre¬
sume!), we now have rather a high quo¬
tient of pertinent and dynamic letters to
portray this month, which is going to
force me to keep my opening waffle to a
minimum again. What was that head
rolling past? Oh yes, I must remember not
to mention the Copy Protection article
which appeared in ST World, and some¬
where else...
The subject of keyboard hassles is obvi¬
ously something that many feel strongly
about. There was a feeling of irony as I
typed in Mrs Diana Ross's letter, champi¬
oning touch-typing, while I struggled to
bash the keys in my own distorted fashion.
GDOS raised its head again - although I'm
sure that 1st Word Plus does nothing at all
with GDOS; I think the misunderstanding
arose when Mark R Hilton, in I/O STW35
tried modifying the ASSIGN.SYS file using
FWP, then ST Writer. You need a real text
editor to do this with - Tempus, or
MicroEMACS, for example. ST Writer will
not save out as pure ASCII, so that would¬
n't work for ASSIGN.SYS mashing.
A letter from a local solicitor caused
much anxiety - until we realised that it
was simply another I/O contribution solic¬
iting some advice (no, please don't send
him a bill after furnishing a reply to his
questions!). Another slice of history turned
up: someone out there actually uses a
Microwriter! I have been seen lately with a
Psion Organiser II, which I consider either
hideous, useless or invaluable, depending
on whether I'm entering data or retrieving
it.
ST World I/O is edited by Ian Tindale.
Write to: ST World I/O, 10 Theatre
Lane, Chichester, West Sussex, P019
1SR. Fax: 0243 789809.

GDOS and backpack: I think it must be
mostly a matter of memory; I am using
Microsoft Write with Backpack, with few
problems on a 1040ST. However, I was
unable to install GDOS onto Degas Elite
and my one attempt to get GDOS to work
with 1st Word Plus was a waste of time. In
neither case was BACKPACK.ACC installed.
I was also unable to find a use for Metafile.
I fiddled around with the resulting .GEM
file and couldn't get any program to take it
up even after trying different suffixes.
It is quite likely that I didn't do every¬
thing quite correctly, as I have only recent¬
ly discovered GDOS. All I can say about it
is that in Microsoft Write it is a pleasure to
use, even with a fairly elderly 9-pin DMP. I
may very well abandon 1st Word Plus in its
favour, for ordinary word-processing.
How can I get VIP to produce the same
excellent graphics output as Swiftcalc? Part
of the printout gets laterally displaced and
now and then includes a rogue '3' at the
end of the line, and then a duplicate row of
dots. This occasionally happens with Write,
too. I never get this problem with the
Graph module in Swiftcalc or with Degas,
so I doubt if the printer is faulty (Canon
PW-1080A). [Sounds like a printer driver
problem - how compatible is a Canon PW1080A with, presumably, the Epson FX-80
that these programs (via FX-80.SYS) think
they're driving? - Sysop].
Dr. John A Roth, Earley, Reading.

Decent ST applications?
Started by Barry Rose, STW31, p26
+Marketing considerations, Lee Cooke, STW33, p23

enough: but go to Read Picture and the file
selector defaults to drive A, even if you
read your document from drive B. This
applies with the new version, with the
default set to drive B.
The same applies to Delete File, always
drive A. And don't expect the graphics to
actually appear where you position them!
Or that the printer driver will drive the
printer properly; more money for a dedi¬
cated driver there. The flashing cursor I
absolutely hate - why can't I switch it off?
Furthermore, it took three letters to
Softline before I could get FirstMail to
function properly, because rather than
admit in the manual a rather obvious
shortcoming, and explain it in a twentyword sentence, the problem is glossed
over.
So I have now spent over £100 on an
average, sluggish piece of software. Had I
known anyone with an Atari ST when I
first bought FWP (I now know 5 other peo¬
ple with various STs), and had been offered
a copy, I would have had a chance to
decide to save my £100 and maybe put it
towards Signum, which I now cannot jus¬
tify. I buy software to use. I have not the
slightest interest in the process of the com¬
puter. I'm sorry if this is heresy, but I don't
want to have to program anything at all,
or work around any shortcomings. As
someone who has been exposed to PC type
machines at work, I recognise the userfriendliness of the Atari ST - why spoil it
with inadequate software?
Magazines such as yours cannot escape
some share of the responsibility. For
instance, I have read excellent reviews of
Signum, which can position text with
extreme accuracy, but, does it suffer from
the same shortcomings as FWP? Can it
position graphics with the same accuracy?
Is its file handling less irritating? How
many times have I read "this is only a beta
version - the manufacturers will fix this
bug / glitch / other problem before
release"? Why are you testing beta ver¬
sions? It is not your job to drum up inter¬
est in new software - let the manufacturers
advertise. I think the nub of the problem is
this: people do not want to fork out
upwards of £40 for serious software only to
find it full of annoying foibles. If they can
borrow a copy to try out, they probably
will. And if you have a copy already, why
pay all that money for a manual, and pos¬
sibly the privilege of paying half as much
again for a new version, if it ever arrives,
with some of the original faults removed?
Colin R Harrison, Catford, London.

Fussy disk drives

+Singing dog syndrome, A M Burnett, STW36, p27
Started by T Q Tran, STW32, p26

GDOS fonts
Started by Ian Tindale, STW30, p36
+Found fonts in Fit Str, Charles Quekett, STW32, p24
+Being left behind?, Barry Parkinson, STW32, p24
+PostScript solutions, Richard Seel, STW32, p24
+The lost fonts, Mark R Hilton, STW35, p23

Mostly a matter of memory
In answer to Mark Hilton's question about

Try before you buy?

+Fussy disks, lain Laskey, 5TW34, p24
+Highly dense disks, A M Burnett, STW36, p27

If software houses paid rather more atten¬
tion to their product, law-abiding citizens
would be less prone to casual copying and
swapping of titles. For a good example,
look no further than 1st Word Plus. After a
long wait, I bought, at full retail price, FWP
when it was finally released. It is shot
through with examples of slipshod and
lazy programming. For instance, graphics
to be imported must be in the same folder
as the document they belong with. Fair

+2Mb Floppies, Paul Rossiter, STW36, p27
+Kick to flip the bits, lain Laskey, STW36, p27

Best of three
Some drives have big problems handling
HD disks. I have a new 1040STFM with
Mega ROMs, and since the cheapest disks I
can get are Verbatim HD (sic!!! isn't it?) by
now all my disks are HD. I use them in
Atari, PC-Ditto and MagicSac modes, with
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no problems at all. However, a few of my
friends also purchased these disks on my
recommendation, and I ended up having
to buy the disks back from them, as their
drives couldn't handle them, Neither can
all the early Macs, and quite a few Amigas
(in fact, of the three machines, Atari's rate
of success is the highest). All that doesn't
quite explain why, but at least your prob¬
lem isn't unique, nor is there anything
wrong with your machine or drive.
Swavek Jabrzemski, Clovelly, NSW,
Australia.

DIY hard disk
Started by Alex Pidd, STW32, p26
+Expert advice, Andrew D Barclay, STW34, p26
+Expert reassurance, Bob Bell, STW35, p26

Driving a hard bargain
Since you published my letter offering
advice on DIY hard disks, I have been con¬
tacted by over 40 people for help; everyone
who wrote enclosed a stamp, which at least
shows ST World readers are polite! Recently
the situation has changed, and I offer this
letter as an update.
Unless you want to make up a hard
disk as a hobby project, in which case the
money saved may be secondary, the recent
price reductions on commercial 20Mb
drives mean that the main savings now
come from using secondhand drives,
adding on drives to existing kits, or making
up fast big drives. If you are content with
the smaller and slower drives - as the
majority of users are - then a genuine Supra
/ Atari hard disk will be the best bet.
A number of those who wrote either
had various bits surplus or wanted bits,
having had the odd technical disaster. If
you are a private owner and have spare
controller cards, drives, power supplies,
cases, etc. or are in need of these, I will try
and act as an information exchange or HD
marriage bureau, if you write and let me
know your requirements. Lastly, two quick
tips: if your kit works, but not properly,
giving read errors or lots of bad sectors,
remake all connections and reformat with
fewer cylinders and heads - this will satisfy
you that the electronics are OK. Never
install an autoboot unless you know how
to get into the drive from floppy - if you
put a bad .ACC file on drive C your disk
will loop round, endlessly resetting - even
FlairPaint reviewers can fall into this trap!
Andrew D Barclay, 34a Bridle Road,
Stourbridge, West Midlands DY8 4QE.

An eye on the
keyboard
Started by Colin Robson, STW34, p27
♦Listen ear, Ian Tindale, STW35, p28
+0il teach mice elf!, Martin Jelfs, STW36, p28
♦Typing solution, David Roberts, STW36, p28
♦The turtle taught us, Ian Tindale, STW36, p28

Microwriting in serial
I am also interested in alternative key¬
boards. In particular, I would like to be able
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to use my Microwriter as the alternative
keyboard. 'Microwriter' is that curious little
machine which was supposed to revolu¬
tionise writing / typing, which you 'type'
into with one hand, describing letters with
a combination of button presses, each
located under a different finger. I can do
basic word processing, i.e. insertions, dele¬
tions, word-wrap and paragraph format¬
ting, but it's big advantage is that it is very
easy to 'type' quickly and accurately (as
well as being a handy wee gadget that you
can carry around and use anywhere). It is
normally plugged directly into a serial
printer after the letter, such as this, is
'typed' and the hard copy is required.
However, for use with the ST, it is the
fast and easy (to someone who can't touchtype conventionally) keyboarding of text
which the Microwriter could potentially
offer, that interests me. In short, does any¬
one know how the serial output of the
Microwriter could be fed into the ST as an
alternative to the serial output from the
ST's built-in keyboard, whilst preferably
keeping the Atari keyboard on-line for use
of the function keys, etc.?
The ST and Microwriter can, of course,
with suitable communications software in
the ST, talk to each other through the
modem port, but I am really hoping for a
more direct link so that any program
accepting text, such as word processing,
databases and CAD, can be run on the ST
with the text being input from the alterna¬
tive (Microwriter) keyboard.
Brian Snell, Dundee.

Touching upon typing
May I may use your column to offer a
piece of advice to readers, especially those
new to computing, or planning to buy
some of the increasingly available educa¬
tional software for their children?
Do take the time to learn touch-typing
before you learn bad habits using two-fin¬
ger, eyes-down methods. It is quite an easy
skill to learn from scratch, but painfully
difficult to adapt to once you have learned
bad fingering. At the risk of sounding
incurably sexist, girls in particular are
going to have a bad time at secretarial col¬
lege if they have deeply-ingrained clumsy
habits. The increased speed, accuracy and
concentration are really worth the time
and effort for anyone who is going to use
the keyboard extensively.
The great advantage of having an Atari
ST in this respect is that there are programs
around which will teach you from the
screen; it is not my intention in writing
this letter to push any of these, but I can
provide details to anyone having difficulty
in finding one. But I would also like to
know if anyone is aware of an advanced
typing tutor, as those I have encountered
are fairly simple and do not help beyond
the stage of short sentences.
Diana Ross, Selly Park, Birmingham.

Layout your keyboard
The simple answer to typing with the capslock on is not to use the capslock at all,
but to use the shift key instead! The only
other 'legal' solution is to use interrupts to
test the type of key being pressed, and out¬
put a noise accordingly. This would mean

turning off all the BIOS keyboard routines
and writing your own - a horrendous sug¬
gestion!
As for the other question of reconfigur¬
ing the keyboard layout to make the num¬
ber keys equal to their shifted counter¬
parts. This is fairly easy to do - first make a
backup of your word processor (if possible,
thankyou Frank Doddy). Next, using a disk
sector editor, search for a set of keys, for
example 'qwerty'. You will probably have
now found the keyboard layout tables
(three tables detailing which key repre¬
sents which ASCII character, for normal,
shifted and caps keys). Simply change the
appropriate characters into what you want
them to be, et Voila! - your custom key¬
board layout. For further information, see
'ST Internals' under XBIOS 16, XBIOS 24
and the table on page 84.
Simon Marsh, Ladybridge, Bolton.

From the New World
Ian Tindale, in ST World I/O, mentions the
Dvorak keyboard layout in the piece on
page 28. This keyboard layout has nothing
to do with the composer of the same
name, but was, I think, developed by the
American Navy, who found it speeded up
the average typist by about 30%, if, that
was, the typist was not already familiar
with the qwerty layout. My old Apple II
had a software file which reconfigured the
keyboard to Dvorak; the trouble was that
unless you shifted all the key caps, it was
quite a job to instruct the computer to
change back again!
W F M Deans, Thurso, Caithness.

Czech this out!
Oh, so Anton Dvorak (1841-1904) didn't
really create a new keyboard layout inbetween composing loads of Slavonic dances
and a pretty neat piece of music in his
New World symphony! Well I'll be!
Actually, this Dvorak keyboard which I am
cognisant of is more than a layout - it's a
new shape. I recall, dimly, a TV pro¬
gramme I saw many years ago, depicting a
fellow who started out in business and
rapidly and morbidly sank from trace, as
nobody rushed to buy his new invention.
He'd designed a keyboard unit where
the keys were laid out in two bowl-like
recesses, each one facing the direction of
origin of each hand, instead of the silly sit¬
uation today's qwerty keyboards present a few dead-straight rows of buttons, which
your hands attack from virtually 45
degrees and in a tight curve of movement.
Apparently, this not only used a more sen¬
sible layout (I'm informed that the present
layout materialised to prevent typists from
jamming the slow mechanics of the turnof-the-century typewriters), but used a
more ergonomic design, resulting in less
back stress and more of the good things in
life.
This is what I thought a Dvorak key¬
board was, not just a mere re-arrangement
of keys. I also vaguely recall seeing a PD
program on a bulletin board (probably
BBS09III - 0705 736025) which purported
to rearrange an ST's keys to conform to
Dvorak's Symphony No. 9 in E Major.
Can you honestly imagine everyone still
using keyboards to confer with computers

in the year 2001? The comment regarding
voice synthesis and recognition wasn't
entirely flippant - we have cheap transput¬
er machines (ATW); we have speakers and
microphones; we don't quite have cheap,
fast, effective formant analysis and
sequence substitution - but it can be done!
Ian Tindale, ST World.

Trackerballs
I notice that the subject of Trackerball vs
Mouse gets another airing in the January
ST World. I was particularly interested in
the comments about the necessary 'hand¬
edness' of a trackerball on the lap-top
machine. Now I have had to use both types
for the last year. I use an Atari ST with its
standard mouse, and an Apricot Xen-i 386
with its standard mouse; trouble is, the
Apricot mouse is a trackerball. The only
way I could get the hang of both con¬
trollers was to carry on using the mouse
with my right hand (I'm right handed), but
to use the newer trackerball with my left.
Otherwise I wound up pushing the Apricot
trackerball thingy bodily round the desk
and turning the air blue.
I also set the Apricot mouse driver up
so the buttons were reversed (left for right)
which seems to feel consistent. Now I'm
perfectly at home with either type
(although I have to say that the better
alternative would have been to replace the
Apricot mouse rather than learn both, but
that would have cost money - distant
sound of accountant falling over), but only
if I get a choice of which hand to use with
which!
David Morton, extracted from CIX.
atari.st/main msg#2656

mand sequence, such as in decimal 27, 38,
0, 48, 125, 78* (47 character bytes), to
define the characters from 'O' through to '}',
mistake is made in the initial character and
the standard NLQ character is used on
printing. As further redefinitions of 78
characters at a time are made, the faulty
character moves on by one position at
each definition, letting the original '1' then
the '2' etc. show through.
The problem does not appear if the full
78 characters are redefined in groups of
less than 78 characters, or if 77 is used as
the maximum group size. My LC-10 has
ROM NXIP1.2. Perhaps someone with a
later version or a colour upgrade could let
me know if the feature exists on these
machines?
Tony Goodhew, Birstall, Leicester.

NL-10 font editor
I have written a simple font editor in GFA
Basic for altering Star NL-10, NLQ fonts.
Anybody is welcome to it, as long as they
send me a disk and SAE. I, too, would be
interested in good font software for these
printers.
Simon Marsh, 11 Kilmaine Drive,
Ladybridge, Bolton BL3 4RU.

ST's and video
monitors
Started by lain Laskey, STW34, p27
+Analogue and TTL, Ian Tindale, STW34, p27
+TTL multisync, Paul Rossiter, STW36. p28

Amstrad upgrade

Simon Poole's KEYEDIT.PRG
The answer to Mr Robson's problem of
redefining the upper row of the keyboard is
simple. There is a program called KEYED¬
IT.PRG, which allows you to design your
own keyboard. Many of my friends, who
have got English or German ROMs in their
Atari STs, use this program to get the
Danish characters ae, 0, a, AL, 0, and A on
the proper keys. When run, the program
generates a program called KEYS.TOS,
which you put in your AUTO folder. The
program is written by Simon Poole, and is
distributed in Denmark by the PD libraries.
The other problem could be solved by
avoiding the CapsLock key altogether and
using the Shift key instead.
Jens Kristoffer Nielsen, Silkeborg,
Denmark.

Star LC-10 fonts
Started by Tony Goodhew, STW34, p27
+Hassle free colour drivers?, D W McLeod, STW35, p28

78 characters minus one
Further development work on the use of
the Star LC-10 with downloaded NLQ fonts
has led to the discovery of the following
feature. The LC-10 can hold 78 NLQ down¬
loaded characters, paragraph 3 on page 94
of the manual. If you attempt to redefine
the full 78 characters with a single com¬

If there are any ST owners who, like me,
have upgraded from an Amstrad system,
but kept the monitor, then they probably
have had the same saga of the monitor
connections. Several firms produce leads,
but the two I tried didn't work, so I made
my own. In the end, it was surprisingly
easy, and all I had to do was place three
220 Ohm resistors in series with the red,
green and blue lines, and join the horizon¬
tal and vertical sync lines together
[Hmmm... you're potentially risking the
longevity of your glue chip that way. Better
to make sure one sync line, when it's high,
isn't also being dragged down by the other
line when that other line is low, hence
people's performances with resistors and
diodes to twin the sync together. - Sysop].
The only problem I faced was getting
the sound, and this was solved unexpect¬
edly when I went into my local Tandy
shop and found a high gain amplifier on
sale. This was connected to the sound out¬
put from the ST on the monitor plug (pin
1) and all works well. For the power to the
amplifier, I used the 12V socket on the
front of the Amstrad monitor, although
the amplifier is normally powered by a 9V
battery, it also works well [you're at it again
- solid state electronics is long-lasting and
reliable, it's usual mode of failure is
through thermal imbalance or overheat¬
ing. Running two sync lines into each
other, or driving an amp designed for 9V
by forcing 12V up it will work, but for how
long? - Sysop]. The stock number for the

amplifier is 27771008, and it costs £9.99.
CpI S Richardson, ESA, RAF Marham,
Kings Lynn.

Modula who?
Started by Albert W Nicholson, STWJ5, p29

MIDI network made easy
I am writing to you in appreciation of a
company who gave me support through¬
out the development of my A level com¬
puter science project. The project was to
create a network, using MIDI to connect a
number of STs together. The language I
decided to use was Modula-2, but I had
neither any previous experience in this
language, nor any knowledge of MIDI.
The Modula-2 package our school
owned was by M2S of Bristol. At the begin¬
ning, and at a number of other times, they
supplied technical information over the
phone, or in the form of listings, where
necessary. The people were willing to lis¬
ten, and the listings always arrived
promptly in the post.
I would like to thank M2S for their
help, without which I would not have
overcome some of the problems. I am now
studying a degree in computer science, at
Brighton Polytechnic, and one of the lan¬
guages we are using is Modula-2. I can,
therefore,
thoroughly
recommend
Modula-2 as an excellent language with
which to write a major (or minor) piece of
software.
James O'Shea, Hove, Sussex.

New Discussions
Solicitor's Software
I am a solicitor with a firm in the South of
England, who is contemplating purchasing
a number of STs for our various offices. I
already own an ST personally, and believe
that it is a suitable machine for a variety of
applications within a solicitor's office.
My major stumbling block to be able
to proceed with this project is that I do not
know whether there is an accounts pack¬
age produced by any of the software hous¬
es which are approved by The Law Society
for solicitors' client's accounts and office
accounts. There are a number of stringent
rules which have to be abided by, and
packages have to be approved by The Law
Society before they may be used by a solic¬
itor. I would be obliged if any of your read¬
ers could inform me whether or not they
are aware of any such software for the ST,
if so, could they supply the names and
addresses for me?
Michael Dalton, Hayling Island, Hants.

Beginners start here -1
I am toying with the idea of buying a com¬
puter to use as a word processor, and as a
first step in the process, I have bought a
number of computer magazines in order to
find out what facilities the machines
afford, what their expected life may be,
and most importantly, what their users
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think of them. I have been familiar with
computers since the days when a mini¬
computer was regarded as a machine hav¬
ing less than 16Kb of memory, when
everything was in machine code, and a
punched-tape reader was regarded as a
high-speed input device. I am, therefore,
no computer ninny. Nor am I a musical
ninny. All the same, I found the article 'An
introduction to basic sequencing’ (page 38,
STW35) neither introductory, nor basic.
Perhaps I should try to find some earlier
articles on computerised music, or was the
balance between jargon and information
in the article just a bit too far to one side?
W F M Deans, Thurso, Caithness.

will be most useful to receive such help
and tales of early experiences.
Ian Tindale, ST World I/O.

WordUp purchase justified

Referring to the review of WordUp in issue
29:1 also have WordUp, yet right-hand jus¬
tification not only is there, but works very
well indeed. Nor have I noticed the lack of
metric measurements. If anything, I seem
to have both metric and imperial pre-sets,
and a chance to introduce my own cus¬
tom-made measurements in any units I
choose. In fact, this program looks and
feels very much like Mac word processors,
especially in its block highlighting and
Beginners start here - 2
fonts functions (I have Magic Sac, and used
to use it a lot, until I bought WordUp).
On a slightly different note, right after
Every month I glean the pages for as much
baying WordUp, I rang Neocept in the US
information as possible, both write-ups
to let them know that I was sending in my
and adverts. For me, as a newcomer to the
registration card, along with the disk for
Atari 520STFM, I find it confusing; the
the update I knew was out by then. To my
Atari booklets supplied with the computer
enormous surprise they told me not to do
do not seem to be very informative as to
that as it would confuse their accounting
programming, or even examples. Could
system, but to just send my registration
you recommend a suitable publication for
card, wait for the notification of an update,
a newcomer, and also a suitable language?
and only then send in my disks!!! Well, I'm
I notice in certain write-ups things like
still waiting, Neocept... (mind you, I love
'C, Fast Basic, HiSoft Basic. What does it
both WordUp and Fontz!).
really all mean? I have tried writing small
Swavek Jabrzemski, Clovelly, NSW,
programs for my hobby - I am a Radio
Australia.
Amateur - but I find I have to load Atari
Basic, then load the program and then
run. Is there an easier way? Any advice or
Right justification rightly justified
suggestions would be appreciated.
Jim Skillen GI4TSK, Comber
Aha! Swavek, you've spotted something
Newtownards, Co. Down.
which grates against my early exposure to

Beginners start here - 3
Several of the questions posed in I/O have
been of a rather basic nature. I can recom¬
mend a text by Andreas Ramos, Arhus,
Denmark. The text is named 'Your second
manual to the ST'. It is available on disk,
and I suspect that A50 from ST UK is in
fact that very text - the size (250K) is about
right. Apart from its value as a manual, it
is also quite funny. It is written in English,
and contains a lot of references to cats (see
also Andreas's contributions to I/O in
STW32; he always talks about cats!).
Jens Kristoffer Nielsen, Silkeborg,
Denmark.

Beginners start there - 4
As Jens mentions, above, 'Your second
manual to the ST' by Andreas Ramos, is
something most newcomers will benefit
from. We recently received a copy - an A4sized book, from Glover publishing, cost¬
ing £3.95, + 50p p&p to Denmark.
Incidentally, mention is made of ST World
ourselves, but the subscription address is
wrong - we have moved our subs operation
back in-house, to the Chichester address.
As a radio ham, you'll be interested to
know of a PD library hold a number of
programs for the Radio Amateur, among
everything else they do. Ask for a list, from
The South West Software Library, POBox
562, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 2YD.
I hope that, like Jens, many of our
readers will write in to help Jim Skillen,
and others in a similar situation, with the
predicament he and others face, using the
wealth of experience of our readership. It
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five-year apprenticeship in the art of floppy-juggling is essential to the smooth run¬
ning of this program" or, "Don't forget to
cancel all appointments for the next hour
if you plan to print something". For those
who are baffled, using a 1040STFM with
an Epson GQ-3500 laser printer and
Timeworks DTP to print 1 sheet, the proce¬
dure is as follows:
1
Insert Startup disk
2 Reboot ST (with Epson powered down)
3 Insert Fonts disk
4 Insert Startup disk
5 Select Open File
6 Insert Data disk
7 Select file to print
8 Insert Startup disk
9 Switch on Epson
10 Select Print
11 Insert Fonts disk
12 Insert Startup disk
13 Wait about 10 mins
14 Insert Fonts disk
15 Insert Startup disk
16 If second copy required goto 10
The most efficient way to print multiple
copies using this setup would be to send
all the data to the Epson once, and select
multi-copy on the printer. The printer
driver would not allow this, and a software
bug (admitted by Electric Distribution) cor¬
rupts second and further copies. For any¬
one else using this setup, I have modified
the printer driver to allow multiple copies.
I'll be happy to assist anyone I can.
Andrew Corbett, Gosport, Hants.

typesetting - the computer industry's con¬
fusing way of referring to what in graphics
terms would be called ranged-left or
ranged-right or justified (or in typesetting
terms: quad-left, quad-right and justified)
as left justification, right justification and
justification. Although you can choose a
paper size in both metric and inches, you
cannot set the ruler to metric, nor any of
the other areas where measurements are
required. If you want to place a graphic to
a size of 64*40mm, you can't - you have to
guess (or use inches, I suppose).
You seem to have to go through a
tedious process to get things registered
from over there in Australia. We should
count ourselves lucky we have local distrib¬
utors to take care of things like that. You
mention the following at the head of your
fax to us: "believe it or not, there's only
one computer shop / mail order house that
I know of which imports ST World, usually
once every three months from the US, as
it's apparently cheaper than bringing it in
from England!!!" Well, you might like to
try a couple of the more technical book¬
shops in Melbourne who may actually
stock it. I can't remember their names
(more than a decade since I lived there)
and a friend of mine now living in NSW
informed me last year that he saw it rea¬
sonably regularly in Melbourne, but never
in Sydney, so maybe there's hope! Contact
us for the possibility of an Oceana
Subscription rate.
Ian Tindale, ST World.

Floppy-driven to destruction
May I be the first to start a thread on what
the software houses don't mention - like "A

Hard-driven to destruction
I have recently purchased a 30Mb
SupraDrive to upgrade my 1040STF, but I
was surprised to read the following in the
SupraDrive manual: " ...don't ever try to
copy a file to itself. A bug in the TOS oper¬
ating system may trash the entire hard
disk contents if you accidentally try... This
can occur with floppies, but it isn't as criti¬
cal then because you are not dealing with
the potentially large amount of data on
the hard disk. This problem normally hap¬
pens when copying a group of files at one
time."
Three questions:
1 Is the problem real?
2 Why have I never seen it discussed
before, it seems a very basic flaw in TOS.
3 I take it that pull down 'save and
resume' (and other) operations are
designed to get around the bug. What wor¬
ries me is that I use long 1st Word Plus
files with up to 60 picture files per docu¬
ment, with the pictures being pulled in
using the FWP Snapshot utility. The prob¬
lem is that Snapshot does not display a
dialogue box if there is a clash of file
names (there are other filing problems
with Snapshot as well). Does this mean
that if I update a picture .IMG file and in
simply overwriting the old one, I may
"trash the entire hard disk". Eeeeeeek!
Martin R Leach, Battersea, London
SW11.

PRIZES! PRIZESiPRIZES!
That's it for this month. Subscription
prizes are going out to: W F M Deans,
Colin R Harrison, and James O'Shea.
See you again next month. - Ian.
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Finance

M
-The Worlds Most Sophisticated Personal Pinance Program—
If you run a personal bank account and have an Atari ST then
you need "PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER".
AS EASY TO USE AS A CALCULATOR
PFM makes full use of the ST's Gem interface, if you need to
amend or update an entry or Standing order simply click on it.
Your screen looks just like a bank statement!
STANDING ORDERS & DIRECT DEBITS EATEN ALIVE
PFM handles Credit and Debit — Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly and
even complicated regular payments like 12 payments of £52.99
followed by one of £12.50, PFM will check the date and
automatically insert standing orders as they become due.
BUDGET WITH EASE, AT THE CLICK OF A MOUSE
If you're the type that likes to look ahead then PFM allows you to
set budgets for both expenditure and income. Up to 10 budgets
can be set over a year, a quarter or a month and then displayed
either in figures or as a bar graph for a given period. Income/
expenditure for these budgets can also be shown as a pie chart
so you can tell at a glance where your money's gone. PFM also
allows you to display or print your budget groups selectively so
you can see your expenditure quickly and easily.
BALANCING WITH YOUR BANK ACCOUNT IS NO
LONGER A JUGGLING ACT
When you get your bank Statement or a balance from an
autobank machine you can confirm it with PFM quickly and
easily. Simply select PFM’s unique “Auto Balance” option and
type in the balance as given by the bank and PFM will attempt to
balance and highlight entries that have not yet been processed
through the bank.

MAIN ACCOUNT SCREEN

Home Finance Program 5y Peter Veale
Here's what the critics say:
"PFM is one of those rare programs with which it is easy to feel
comfortable from the first time you run it."
Ron Massey, ST USER
"Personal Finance Manager is a sophisticated home financial
package, it will probably help you save money."
ST UPDATE.
"PFM is just the ticket if your expenditure is as disorganised as
mine."
POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY.

BUDGET COMPARISON BAR-

PIE CHART SHOWING SELECTED

BALANCE DISPLAY SHOWING

GRAPH SHOWING BUDGETS

ENTRIES OVER CHOSEN DATES

HIGHS & LOWS OVER

& ACTUAL EXPENDITURE

OTHER FEATURES

0R ,NC0ME

%

* The number of entries is limited only by memory size
* You define the file size
* Old entries are automatically deleted
* Automatically places entries in date order
* European or U S.A. date formats
* Balance of account graph
* Moveable and re-sizeable windows
* Run multiple bank accounts by simply using different file
names
* Facility to check off items against statements
* Locates cheques written months ago in seconds
* Selective print features for dates/statements/standing
orders and budgets

SELECTED DATES

Free 30-Day Trial
Order direct from MICHTRON
and if you are not 100% satis¬
fied, return within 30 days for a
full refund.
NOT COPY PROTECTED

TO ORDER:
SEND TO: MICHTRON
PO BOX 68, St. Austell,
Cornwall. PL25 4YB.
Allow 28 Days for delivery

BY PHONE:
WITH CREDIT CARDS.
TELE: (0726) 68020.
f30.95 (incl P&P).

0

Please send me Personal Finance Manager at £30.95 (incl P&P)

D

Cheque enclosed made payable to MICHTRON

□ Please debit my credit card account.

1 1 1 1 1 Mill I I I II I I I I I

Expiry date:

Name___c

MichTrori

Address.
Signed:

Caroline at the recent BETT
education show, where the
progenitors of Midigrid
were demonstrating their
brain child to teachers.
To recap on the program
(detailed by Chris Mullen
in issue 35 of ST World),
Midigrid is a kind of
sequencer/ computer key¬
board/ performance tool/
cooking utensil. Oops, sorry
about that; the trouble is
that applications for
Midigrid, like the radical
window system in my story,
are not immediately evi¬
dent. So far, initial reaction
to Midigrid has focussed on
one specific type of use to
which the program is cer¬
tainly, but not exclusively,
suited; easy access control
of performance using the
mouse to generate music.
want to use it, and why?"
Obviously attractive to
impaired-movement stu¬
MidiCrid
dents, the media have
unfortunately concentrated
The user-interface he was
on this aspect of Midigrid
seeing was the first WIMP
to the exclusion of all else,
window system, and his
reaction was similar to mine much to Andy and
Caroline's distress. But
when first confronted with
again, I think it's largely
Midigrid, certainly an inno¬
due to not having much
vative product but giving
else to say about the pro¬
rise, through a certain cyni¬
gram due to lack of under¬
cism, to the same shrug of
standing and imagination.
indifference. The 'so what'
Yet,
a little forethought
syndrome, I suppose. But all
reveals remarkable poten¬
this was to change when I
tial for this software and I
met Andy Hunt and wife

In this month's
MIDI column, Craham
Wayne, talks about
some of the latest
developments and
new products in the
ST MIDI arena. There
will be some tips on
offer too.

THE WORLD OF

iiMffiainn
I once met a chap who told
me an interesting tale
which I would like to relate
to you. Apparently, he had
gone west on business, vis¬
iting California's Silicon
Valley where he met,
among others, some soft¬
ware engineers from Xerox
who were very excited
about a new interface they
had designed. When shown
the prototype system, my
acquaintance was politely
unimpressed. "It's very pret¬
ty", he said, perhaps patronisingly, "but who would

Ex-Cambridge graduates, Andy and Caroline Hunt, who devised the unique
Midigrid software.
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would like to offer some of
the ideas generated in my
discussion with Andy and
Caroline.
One idea that came to
me quite early in our con¬
versation had to do with
the awkward business of
setting up key-groups for an
Akai S900 sampler,
although any sampler could
be controlled in a similar
fashion. Using Midigrid,
samples assigned to a box,
which could be one sample
or a combination of
sounds, can then be played,
remapped to a keyboard or
sequenced. If you own an
S900 you will know how
much time is used setting
up key assignments.
Another useful idea came
out of my own work with
video soundtracks. One
often requires several
events to occur simultane¬
ously to a particular point
in the picture. Midigrid will
facilitate setting up boxes
containing notes, controller
events, triggers to external
effects units (program
change, gate control etc)
and several boxes could
hold different types of
event ready to be triggered
by a click of the mouse in
the required box.
And there's more. In
performance situations,
each box in the Midigrid
can be programmed to trig¬
ger sequences, or other
events, by the click of one
mouse button. Since virtu¬
ally any combination of
events can be set up, the
implications for performers
could be profound.
Similarly, the ST could be
interfaced to other types of
trigger device; pads, light
sensors or the like (a la
Jean Michel Jarre) could
command boxes within
Midigrid to set off chords,
sequences or other special
effects. But perhaps the
most interesting aspect of
our discussion came from
Andy, who told me about a
lighting engineer who is
designing a midi interface
between the ST and the
lighting controller, with the
intention of preprogram¬
ming lighting cues and
effects which will be trig¬
gered during performance
using Midigrid.

These ideas are only a
starting point for the appli¬
cation of Midigrid. In the
coming months I hope to
bring you new ideas and
uses for the program which
Andy and Caroline will be
feeding me from time to
time. And if you discover
new and interesting ways of
using the program, drop me
a line and I'll pass on your
ideas. It would be a great
shame to see Midigrid suffer
in the commercial market
through lack of exploita¬
tion. In a world where origi¬
nality is often suppressed, it
is refreshing to find brave
souls who will challenge the
established ways. I only
hope we can meet it as
courageously.

Midi Studio
Since my only lead on new
product this month came in
the form of a tip-off that
Ladbroke's new sequencer,
Midistudio, was worth
checking out, I had to resort
to the undignified business
of verbally twisting Brian
Davies' appendages in order
to get an early copy. But,
good as his word, the disk
arrived next day with a text
file of the manual. Brian
was at pains to point out
that this was a pre-release
version.
He needn't have wor¬
ried: not only does
Midistudio seem wellbehaved, it also gives every
impression of being a stan¬

dard-setting product in this
price range. Midistudio is a
pound short of £100 but
will give Steinberg's Pro 24 a
good run for its money.
Midistudio has 20 tracks,
but the track count is not
the issue here; it's a ques¬
tion of design quality.
Midistudio is designed to
allow musicians to over¬
come the kind of
intractabilities that midi
throws up every now and
again. For example - take
program change numbers.
Devices sport a range of dif¬
ferent arrangements, vary¬
ing from one manufacturer
to another. Banks numbered
1 to 128 or 0 to 127, A and
B, or even base 8 counting
from 11 to 88 like the D50,
are all catered for in
Midistudio. No more having
to keep look-up tables on
pieces of paper, converting
the sequencer program
change numbers to those of
the destination device.

Research
Another area (one of many,
really) that demonstrates
consideration and good
research on the part of John
Blackledge and AB Software,
creators of Midistudio, are
the extensive sync options
accounting for sending and
receiving clocks, sync start
and song pointers, in all
kinds of combinations, sev¬
eral of which are designed
to speed up rehearsals.
Creating songs from

Midistudio combines mouse and keyboard input fairly
extensively, so remote, mouse-only operation is not really
feasible. However, the abandonment of Gem windows
speeds operation considerably, and Midistudio is fast and
effective to use. Most important, numerical data can be
edited incrementally with the mouse buttons but real-time
mixing changes must be made with keys.

sequences is simple, per¬
formed visually by the
expedient of dragging
named blocks around the
screen. Whole tracks can
also be moved, comprising
chained and copied
sequences.
If there was an area of
the design subject to possi¬
ble criticism, it might be
the low resolution of the
clock, which is limited to
24 pulses per quarter-note.
In the manual, which is
pretty chatty to say the
least, Blackledge claims to
have followed advice from
musicians who told him a
higher resolution was
unnecessary. Personally, I
think he was talking to the
wrong players, but it must
be said that the manual
also invites comment and
feedback from owners and
includes a list of possible
update revisions for com¬
ment. Fair enough.
There are some facilities
it would be unreasonable to
expect of software in this
price range, but most of the
exclusions are well con¬
ceived and not much
missed by their absence.
There is no piano-roll-type
display of track contents;
all event editing is numeri¬
cal. There is no score-writ¬
ing or display but this is a
task best left to software
specifically designed to
encompass standard nota¬
tion transcription and the
printing thereof, not a sim¬
ple task by all accounts. But

there was one area in which
I was disappointed:
Midistudio does not sup¬
port the midi standard file
format. The author is criti¬
cal of the standardisation so
far, but does state his inten¬
tion to release a follow-up
utilities disk containing,
amongst other things, a fileconversion program, to and
from standard files.
By far and away the
biggest surprise about this
package was an offer con¬
tained in the manual. The
author will consider cus¬
tomising individual ver¬
sions of the program as a
(chargeable) service to
users, according to their
specification (if within the
realms of possibility). I can¬
not count the number of
times I would have liked
some modifications to my
software, all to no avail, of
course. Not only is this an
enterprising service, but one
that, if adopted by software
developers in other areas,
could really broaden the
possibilities for software
engineering and use. I hope
it works out in practice.
Midistudio certainly has.

Midistudio also contains a mixer screen, in which faders
are assigned to the volume controller (#7) for each track.
Channels, transposition and program changes are also set
here, and the whole display animates as the track plays,
which sounds gimmicky, although I suspect it may turn
out to be useful.
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It took our reporter a
while to recover from the
disappointment of seeing
relatively few computers
at Frankfurt's 1989 Music
Messe, overwhelmed as
they were by the awe¬
some range of musical
equipment and accou¬
trements. But, while
pushing his way through
more stereotypical Heavy
Metal guitarists than
there are stars in the sky,
Graham Wayne did catch
a glimpse of some STs,
demonstrating a few
items of interesting new
software...
It is pertinent to recall
that the music industry was
quick off the mark when
developing applications for
the ST. Three years on from
those early, and buggy pro¬
grams and the Midi market is
almost unrecognisable both
for its diversity and depth.
Consequently, the software
trends shown at this year's
Music Messe, held in the vast¬
ness of the Frankfurt exhibi¬
tion centre, further confirmed
my feeling that we are about
to see some spectacular new
applications of all kinds in
the coming year, based on a
most significant development
shared amongst several
exhibitors - new operating
systems for the ST. Steinberg,
Hybrid Arts and new British
company, Digital Muse, have
announced software based on
proprietary operating systems,
following the Dr. T Supergem
story reported in last month's
ST World. This is a path that, I
predict, many developers
across the broad spectrum of
application software will take

as programmers seek access to
the raw power of the 68000
chip without the overhead of
TOS and GEM.
Another observable trend
in the Midi computing field is
that, like automotive design
of the last few years, there is a
drawing together of facilities
and interfacing whereby one
sequencer begins to look
rather like another, offering
one or other variant on the
familiar themes of scrolling
piano rolls, notated sequence
displays, user-definable win¬
dows and graphic displays of
virtually any kind of data.
Only the editors still display
some idiosyncratic design but,
in general, it is becoming
harder for the prospective
buyer to choose between one
manufacturer and another,
since most of the new applica¬
tions offer vast ranges of facil¬
ities.

Hardware
There was plenty of hardware
on show, from patch bays to
specialist midi-controllers for
guitarists. Schaller were show¬
ing a Midi conversion system
for saxes and clarinets (and
also for autoharps, which is a
thought-provoking idea for
inputting Midi data) although
the most interesting device I
saw was a Midi microphone
developed by the French com¬
pany Digigram SA. Called the
Midimic, this unit converts
any audio sound into note
and pitch information which
can be transmitted as Midi
data, so it is now possible to
sing straight into your ST.
Let's hope it's reasonably
intelligent; some of its appli¬

cations certainly won't be.
Hybrid Arts occupied a
stand at the show, on which
their new operating system,
Chaos, was running Genedit,
an editor designer program
that they claim will support
virtually any synth that sup¬
ports system exclusive data.
Hybrid have also released
what they call the 'final, offi¬
cial' version of their range of
four sequencers, which means
that they consider it finished
and further upgrades are
unlikely. New to the show,
however, was the Edith
sequencer, a version of their
existing 60-track sequencer
that supports Midi time-code
in software. And for those
whose credit cards can with¬
stand a major assault, the
ADAP disk-based sampling
/recording system was on
show, driven by the ST.
Hybrid Europe (as opposed to
Hybrid US) were demonstrat¬
ing a remote ST interface
called Hybridmode which is
designed to sit on a keyboard
or mixing desk and will trans¬
mit most of the frequently
used key and mouse inputs for
Hybrid, C-Lab and Steinberg
Pro 24 sequencers.

Superscore

(above) Steinberg's comprehensive' range on display
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US company, Sonus, were
demonstrating the latest ver¬
sion of Superscore, the power¬
ful transcription and sequenc¬
ing software. Superscore VI.3
now offers several new fea¬

tures, the most interesting of
which is the elimination of
unwanted rest symbols when
converting sequences into
notation, which can often be
irritating and time-consuming
to remove by hand after the
event. Masterscore V2.0 was
also on show, with the event
editor now incorporated into
the sequencing program
instead of running as a sepa¬
rate program. To give you
some idea of the power on
offer, Masterscore offers 1/768
note resolution, 768 tracks (24
sequences of 32 tracks each)
dual Midi outputs, SMPTE hit
points and a partridge in a
pear tree. Also present at the
show were German company,
Soft Arts, demonstrating their
extensive range of ST prod¬
ucts, including the new Ml
editor, which incorporates a
32-track sequencer that will
run simultaneously with the
8-track sequencer in the Ml
itself.
While most of the innova¬
tions in Midi software were
concentrated at the expertuser end of the market, the
smaller and cheaper products
from most developers were
graced by a trickle-down
effect, as last year's code gets
incorporated into more mod¬
estly-priced, but increasingly
substantial offerings. Prices
are rising for state-of-the-art
software, up to £500 or more
for some products which is
comparable to existing
Macintosh application costs,

but value for money is readily
available although the choic¬
es are more narrowly defined
and depend on taste or spe¬
cialisation rather than a fea¬
ture count. However, it will
be interesting to see the
response from the other US
companies whose presence
was missed at the show,
namely, Passport and Dr. T,
both of whom have new
products forthcoming. As I
say, there's going to be some
hair-raising software for the
ST this year. All I need is
some hair.

Steinberg
Steinberg were showing one
of the most comprehensive
ranges of ST-based products at
the show. Pro 24,
Masterscore, the Synth and
Soundworks series of editors,
including the new Ml utility
were on display, along with
Pro 12 and the DMP 7 editor
for Yamaha's digital mixer.
But pride of place went to
Cubit, the new sequencer
that supersedes Pro 24 and
runs under the M.ROS operat¬
ing system written by
Steinberg. The most signifi¬
cant aspect of these new
developments is that M.ROS
is a true multi-tasking O/S,
where programs in memory
will continue to execute
while the user addresses
another, unlike switching
devices that put programs on
'hold', as it were. M.ROS also
handles synchronisation
between programs to ensure
priority for time-domain
operations such as sequenc¬
ing. In addition, it forms a
comms channel between sev¬
eral STs, any of which can
control all the others, and
offers a clock resolution of
one SMPTE subframe (0.5 of a
millisecond at 25 fps) or 384
ppq.
Cubit, on the other hand,
is the next generation of
sequencing software from

Steinberg's Cubit

Steinberg. The most interest¬
ing developments are appar¬
ent in the user-interface,
which has grown conspicu¬
ously towards Macintosh
styles of presentation, and
towards Passport's interface in
particular. Note in the screen
shot the curious use of the
Chicago font, standard to all
Mac software. I don't think
my ST will be fooled. Anyway,
Cubit boasts an awesome
1024 tracks over sixteen
pages, all of which may be run
independently. (Sixteen meg
ST, anyone?) Many features
are refinements on existing
features found in sequencing
software, but the overall style
and concept sets the tone for
Steinberg as they approach
the 1990's.
Final items of note on the
stand: the Avalon sample pro¬
cessing software, a compre¬
hensive editing and resynthe¬
sis package of tremendous
power and will run with an
optional D/A board for the ST
providing 12 bit resolution
monitoring of samples played
by the computer, and the
Mimix mixing desk fader
automation system, which
allows up to 64 faders to be
controlled from the ST.

C-Lab
The most impressive display
of STs was mounted by C-Lab,
who were showing the wellestablished Creator and the
Notator, which combines all
the Creator functions with
notation display of sequences
available as an editing option
as well as printing. This fol¬
lowed another trend in the
sequencer market, that of
notational display as an
option for input and editing.
It seems the 300-year develop¬
ment cycle of music notation
is hard to better when repre¬
senting music graphically.
C-Lab were also demon¬
strating Unitor, which offers
two extra midi-ins and outs,

(above) C-Lab showing Creator and Notator
(below) Digital Muse with Virtuoso

and something that doesn't
end with 'or', the Export Midi
expansion interface that offers
96 Midi channels to the
power-hungry (and presum¬
ably rich, if you have enough
gear to put on the end of 96
channels) musician.

Digital Muse
It was nice to see a new British
company at the show, in the
form of The Digital Muse, a
London-based development
house showing Virtuoso, their
brand new sequencer software.
Written entirely in machine
code for optimum speed, they
are one of the companies who
feel that the GEM interface
offers too many limitations for

serious Midi products.
Claiming to be a multi-tasking
program, it appears that
Virtuoso will run and allow
editing simultaneously, as well
as performing disk operations
as a background task. The
note resolution is very high 480 ppq is quoted - and
Digital Muse promises devel¬
opment of the product range
in several areas, forming a
strong suite of ST software to
challenge the dominant forces
in the Midi computing world.
Virtuoso is expected to be
available within a few weeks
of the show.

Virtuoso from Digital Muse
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SUBSCRIBE
NOW AND SAVE

OFF THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
OF 12 ISSUES OF ST WORLD
ST WORLD IS THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL
COMPUTING ON THE ST. COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF
THE MACHINE'S AWESOME CAPABILITIES, INCLUDING:
GRAPHICS, MIDI & MUSIC, BUSINESS APPLICATIONS,
PROGRAMMING, COMMUNICATIONS, PUBLIC DOMAIN
SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND NEWS
Dept, STW Subs,
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10 Theatre Lane,
Chichester,
West Sussex,
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Or by phone(0243) 533575
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Europe.£34,....£29
Rest of World.£44f.....£39
The first issue of your subscription
will be the next issue published.
You will also receive a letter of
confirmation within two weeks of
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magazine. I enclose a cheque/Access card number.
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Country.
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520ST-FM SUPER PACK
1Mb DISK DRIVE
£450 OF SOFTWARE
ARCADE GAMES
Arkanoid II
Imagine
Beyond The Ice Palace
Elite
Black Lamp
Firebird
Buggy Boy
. Elite
Chopper X
Mastertronic
Ikari Warriors
.Elite
Marble Madness
Electronic Arts
Quadralien
Logotron
Ranarama
Hewson Consultants
Return To Genesis
Firebird
Roadwars
Melbourne House
Starquake
Mandarin
Test Drive
Electronic Arts
Thrust
Firebird
Thundercats
. Elite
Wizball
.Ocean
Xenon
Melbourne House
Zynaps
Hewson Consultants

A

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£9.99
£14.95
£24.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£24.95
£9.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.99

The range of Atari ST computers offers something for everyone. From the games enthusiast
who wants the challenge of the very best in arcade action, to the businessman who wants to
make financial forecasts or faultless presentations. The ST offers high quality graphics,
sound and speed for the gamer, whilst providing a fast, user friendly and affordable solution
to business. The ST is now firmly established in the home environment and boasts a wealth
of users in education, local government, television, and a variety of different businesses.
Software for the range stretches to cover applications as diverse as ENTERTAINMENT,
ACCOUNTS, ART, COMMUNICATIONS, COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, DATABASES
DESKTOP PUBLISHING, EDUCATION, MUSIC, PROGRAMMING, SPREADSHEETS, WORD
PROCESSING and more. For a full list of the software available, as well as details of the ST
range, complete and return the coupon below.
All prices correct at the time of going to press. EAOE.

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

520ST-FM EXPLORER PACK

ATARI
SX COMPUTERS

SPORTS SIMULATIONS
The Atari Super Pack is ideal for you if you want to get off to a flying start
with the best in entertainment software. The Pack includes a 520ST-FM
with %Mb RAM, a built-in 1Mb disk drive, over £450 of top games and a
joystick. If you buy the Super Pack at Silica Shop, we will add our own ST
Starter Kit (worth over £200), Free Of Charge. Return the coupon for details.

Eddie Edwards Super Ski
Seconds Out
Summer Olympiad ’88

Elite
Tynesoft
Tynesoft

WITH BUILT-IN 1Mb DISK DRIVE

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
Organiser

Triangle Publishing

£49.95

JOYSTICK
Atari CX40 Joystick

Atari Corp

£4.99

FREE ATARI BUNDLE VALUE:£458.97

INCLUDING VAT

With SMI24 mono monitor: £498"

With SCI224 colour monitor: £698 Vat

1040ST-FM PROFESSIONAL PACK
NOW WITH TV MODULATOR
For the serious home user and the small business, we are
pleased to announce a new package based around the
1040ST-FM. The 1040ST-FM has 1Mbyte RAM and a
1Mbyte built-in disk drive. In addition, the 1040ST-FM
now comes with a TV modulator built-in. (The previously
available 1040ST-F was designed for use with a monitor
only and did not come with a modulator.) This modulator
allows the 1040ST-F to be plugged directly into any
domestic TV set, and comes complete with a lead to
allow you to do so. The new ‘Professional Pack’ from
Silica includes the new 1040ST-FM with modulator plus
four high quality software packages including a spread¬
sheet, database, word processor and programming lang¬
uage. This ‘Professional Pack’ software will enable you to
get straight down to business with your new computer. In
addition to this software (worth £384.84), if you buy the
Professional Pack from Silica Shop, you will also receive
the Silica ST Starter Kit (worth over £200), Free Of
Charge. Return the coupon for further information.

£499

The value for money offered by the Atari ST range is reflected in the Explorer Pack
featuring the 520ST-FM computer with 512K RAM. The 520ST-FM computer now
comes with a built-in 1 Mb double sided disk drive as well as a free mouse controller
and a built-in TV modulator. The new 520ST-FM Explorer Pack includes the 520STFM computer, the arcade game Ranarama, a tutorial program and some useful
desktop accessories. In addition, if you buy the Explorer Pack from Silica, we will
give you the Silica ST Starter Kit worth over £200, FREE OF CHARGE. Return the
coupon for details of our Starter Kit and of the full ST range.

ATARI 1040ST-FM
(Computer) £499.99
VIP PROFESSIONAL
(Spreadsheet) £149.95
MICROSOFT WRITE
(Word Processor) £149.95
SUPERBASE PERSONAL
(Database) £59.95
BASIC DISK & MANUAL
(Language) £24.98

INCLUDING VAT

With SCI224 colour monitor:

£798£

NORMAL RRP: £884.82
LESS DISCOUNT: -£385.82
PROFESSIONAL PACK PRICE: £499.00

2Mb & 4Mb MEGA ST
4Mb MEGA ST

vRQQ ,NC

+ mono monitor = £998
+ colour monitor = £1198

£1199^

♦ mono monitor = £1298
fcolour monitor = £1498

Desktop Publishing (DTP) is one of the fastest growing applications for personal
computers We are pleased to announce a powerful low cost package for the Atari ST
called PageStream PageStream costs only £149 (+VAT=£171.35) and, because it
works with an Atari 1040ST and a Seikcsha SP-180AI printer, you can be up and
running with a complete system for less than £1000. Some of the features of
PageStream are listed to the right. If you would like further information on this
program, complete and return the coupon below, ticking the ‘DTP box in the corner

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

TEXT-FLOW AROUND GRAPHICS
ROTATION OF TEXT & GRAPHICS
SLANT OR TWIST ANY OBJECT
POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE
TAG FUNCTION
AUTO/MANUAL KERNING & HYPHENATION
GROUPING OF OBJECTS

Y9U OWN AN ATARI ST?
If you already own an Atari ST computer and would like to be registered on our mailing list as an
ST user, let us know. We will be pleased to send you copies of our price lists and newsletters
FREE OF CHARGE as they become available. Complete the coupon and return it to our Sidcup
branch and begin experiencing a specialist ST service that is second to none.

SILICA SHOP:
SIDCUP (& Mail Order)

SC1224 colour monitor: £598 v

WHY SILICA SHOP?
Before you decide when to buy your new Atari ST
computer, we suggest you consider very carefully WHERE
you buy it. There are MANY companies who can offer
you a computer, a few peripherals and the top ten selling
titles. There are FEWER companies who can offer a wide
range of products for your computer and expert advice
and help when you need it. There is ONLY ONE
company who can provide the largest range of Atari ST
related products in the UK, a full time Atari ST specialist
technical helpline and in-depth after sales support, inc¬
luding free newsletters and brochures delivered to your
door for as long as you require after you purchase your
computer. That one company is Silica Shop. We have
been established in the home computer field for ten years
with an annual turnover in excess of £8 million and can
now claim to meet our customers requirements with an
accuracy and understanding which is second to none.
But don’t just take our word for it. Complete and return
the coupon below for our latest literature and begin to
experience the Silica Shop specialist Atari service.

The MEGA ST computers are styled as as lightweight keyboard with a separate CPU,
connected by a coiled telephone style cable. There are two versions of the MEGA ST,
one with 2Mbytes of RAM and the other with 4Mbytes. Each version has a 1 Mbyte
double sided disk drive built-in to the CPU unit. The MEGA ST’s do not come with
modulator built-in and must therefore be used with a monitor. With every MEGA ST
purchased, we will add the 'Professional Pack' software (worth £384.83) detailed
above, plus the Silhcp a ct
ica ST Starter Kit
2Uf>MEGA ST
(worth over £200)
both Free Of Charge.
Return the coupon
for further details.

+ SM124 mono monitor: £398"

SILICA STARTER KIT: Worth over £200, FREE
with every Atari ST computer bought from Silica.
PROFESSIONAL PACK: Free business software
with 1040ST-FM and MEGA ST’s bought from Silica.
DEDICATED SERVICING: 7 full-time Atari trained
staff with years of experience on Atari servicing
THE FULL STOCK RANGE:

All

of your Atari

requirements from one place.

AFTER SALES SUPPORT:

The staff at Silica are
dedicated to help you get the best from your ST

FREE CATALOGUES: Mailed direct to your home
as soon as we print them, featuring offers as well
as all of the new releases.
FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware
orders shipped within the UK mainland.
PRICE MATCH PROMISE: We will match comp¬
etitors on a ‘same product same price’ basis.
FREE TECHNICAL HELPLINE: Full time team of
Atari technical experts always at your service

FREE SILICA STARTER KIT
WORTH OVER £200
WITH EVERY ST - RETURN COUPON FOR DETAILS
ALL PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE FREE UK DELIVERY^

To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept

STW0389

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA144D*

PLEASE SEND FREE LITERATURE ON THE ATARI ST
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

I
I
I

Address:
01-309 1111

1-4 The Mews, Hather/ey Road, Sidcup, Kent, DAI4 4DX
OPEN: MON-SAT 9am - 5.30pm
LATE NIGHT: FRIDAY 9am - 7pm

LONDON

01-580 4000

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
MON-SAT 9.30am - 6.00pm
LATE NIGHT: NONE_

_OPEN:

LONDON
L

01-629 1234 ext 3914

Self ridges (1st floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB
0PEN: MON-SAT 9am - 6.00pm
LATE NIGHT: THURSDAY 9am - 8pm ^

Postcode:
Do you already own
own a computer
Jf so, which one do you own?
.

I
nTn
,
U1 r 1_)

1

M

Spot the Difference
There are scanners on the market which look remarkably like the
Hawk CPI 4. Look closely and you will discover that the CPI 4, and
some of its competitors are based on the Silver Reed personal
photocopier mechanism.
That's where the similarity ends. The differences lie not in the
sleek black casing, but in the discerning scanning hardware and
software implemented by Marvin's design engineers. The hardware
is very accurate in its detection and conversion of grey scales which
provides the basis for good image reproduction.
Scansoft is the amazing software driving force which couples
up with the hardware to produce results of remarkable quality. The
Hawk and Scansoft are not only capable of creating high quality
scans of both 2 and 3 dimensional objects; dither them using any
one of five algorithms; edit them at 200dpi resolution; output them
on the Hawk's thermal printer; but you can also use the system as
your own personal photocopier. The range of Scansoft features is
so extensive that it even includes a full-blooded painting and

drawing program with which to create, modify, enhance alter and
add text to any image. It does not finish there either - once scanning
and editing is complete, images may be ported to any of the popular
DTP packages in a variety of formats - even MS-DOS computers.
As you can see, the difference lies in the added hardware and
software - under the eagle eye of the Hawk, you'll soon see there is
every difference.

Trevenen House, Cricket Hill Lane, Yateley, Camberley,
Surrey, CU17 7BA. 0252 874406/875031 Fax (0252) 871086

PROGRAMMING
ADVANCED
ST GRAPHICS

number of pixels will be 'shift¬
ed in'. Note that for cases when
the hidden pixels are an exact
multiple of 16 the shift count
is 0 so no preceding pixels are
used.

In part two of our new programming series, Jeff Lawson
explains how to master horizontal scrolling and sprites.

Bottom dipping(!)

• HORIZONTAL SCROLLING • CLIPPED
SPRITES • SPRITE BOUNDARY CHECKING

Last month I dealt with simple
sprites and vertical scrolling
and described routines for ele¬
mentary functions, such as,
palette setting, screen buffer¬
ing, loading and saving files.
This month I shall cover hori¬
zontal scrolling and sprites
that are clipped to the screen.
A demo program shows how
the new routines may be used.
The program code presented
will run in the low resolution
screen mode. Conversion to
monochrome is straightfor¬
ward and was discussed last
issue.

Horizontal scrolling
A wide image must be formed
in order to scroll horizontally.
'Wide_Image' in Listing 2.1
shows how such an image can
be created from a series of
Degas screens:
"SCREEN_A.PI1",
"SCREEN_B.PI1",

etc.

The routine 'Scroll_fr_H' given
in Listing 2.2 produces a screen
image by reading the wide
image from the starting pixel
held in DO writing D7 rows
starting at the screen row held
in Dl. This routine is flexible
in that it provides for fast
scrolling by allowing succes¬
sive frames to be separated by
several pixels. Two or three
horizontal strips scrolling at
different rates would give the
parallax effect that has found
favour in some ST games.
'Scroll_fr_H' has the drawback
of being clumsy since the origi¬
nal wide image may need shift¬
ing up to fifteen places during
one frame. Notice, too, that
there is a lot of jitter because
the scroll frame is produced
fast when 0 shifts are required
and slow when a shift of 15
places is required. (An appro¬
priate delay loop linked to the
TOS 400Hz timer would slow
down but smooth out such
scrolling.) A quicker imple¬

mentation would manipulate
the data available from the pre¬
vious frame (provided it had
not been overwritten: sigh,
'...problems,
problems').
'Scroll_Left' given in Listing 2.3
gives a dedicated piece of code
for scrolling a wide image left
by one pixel. 'Scroll_Left' can¬
not scroll by more than one
pixel at a time, of course, and
screen buffering introduces an
additional problem in that suc¬
cessive frames lie on different
logical screens. Clearly, some
thought must go into a work¬
able
implementation
of
'Scroll_Left'. Interestingly, for
the monochrome version of
'Scroll_Left' the inner-loop
need only consist of one
instruction: 'ADDX.L -(AO),(A2)' with 19 iterations. (A2 is
identical to AO here.) This is
possible because there is only
one bit plane.

Clipped Sprites
Sprites are often required to
slide smoothly on and off the
top, bottom or sides of the
screen. The simple sprite rou¬
tine described last issue is inca¬
pable of doing this: I shall now
describe a new routine that
will. The routine, called 'Sprite',
is given in Listing 2.4. I have
partitioned the 'Sprite' listing
into several sections for easy
reference. A sprite's coordinates
are taken to lie at its centre. In
order to write a sprite onto the
screen, the top-left coordinates
are formed by subtracting half
the sprite width from the cen¬
tre x coord for the left-most
pixel (SECTION B) and half the
height from the centre y coord
for the top-most pixel (SEC¬
TION E). The screen format
specific code which was exem¬
plified last issue is most promi¬
nent in SECTIONS D and G
which adjust the screen ptr
held in A4 for addressing the
screen at the top-left of the
sprite. Note that SECTION D is
unnecessary if the sprite lies

past the left of the screen.
Similarly for SECTION G,
should the sprite lie partially
above the screen. If the sprite
lies entirely off screen then this
is detected while clipping in
SECTIONS C, F, H and I and a
branch to 'off_screen' termi¬
nates the proceedings.

Left clipping
Left clipping is handled in SEC¬
TION C. The pointer to the bit
image data (held in A3) must
be adjusted to account for the
clipped region of the sprite. It
is tempting to suppose that the
number of chunks by which
the bit image ptr is to be
moved is equal to the number
of pixels out of sight divided
by 16. However, a careful anal¬
ysis shows that a more subtle
calculation is required. Suppose
the number of hidden pixels,
held in DO, lies between 1 and
15, then a 'LSR #4,DO' would
result in 0 when we really want
1. Hence, 'LSR #4,DO' must be
followed by 'ADDQ #1,D0'.
However, in the case of 16 hid¬
den pixels 'LSR #4,D0'/'ADDQ
#1,D0' gives 2 when 1 is
required. An initial 'SUBQ
#1,D0' ensures that the correct
number of chunks is produced.
The number of chunks by
which A3 is to be incremented
is multiplied by 10 for the
number of bytes (one mask
word and four bit plane words
per chunk). A further point
must be considered. Suppose
that there are 7 hidden pixels:
'SUBQ #l,DO'
'LSR #4,DO'
'ADDQ #1,DO'

gives 1, A3 is moved along by 1
chunk and 16-7=9 pixels are
lost. To avoid this loss, bit 7 of
the 'spritejvars' flags is set to
remember that data from the
chunk preceding that pointed
to by A3 be read. The shift
count (found in SECTION I) is
9 in this case so the correct

Top clipping
Top clipping is dealt with in
SECTION F. This is a simple
matter of moving the sprite
pointer (A3) down by the num¬
ber of hidden pixel rows and
reducing the row counter (D7)
appropriately.

Merely a matter of reducing
the row counter by the number
of hidden pixel rows.

Right clipping
The number of chunks to be
handled will be reduced if part
of the sprite lies off to the right
of the screen. The reduced
chunk count is found by divid¬
ing the number of visible pix¬
els by 16 then adding 1 if the
number of visible pixels is not
an exact multiple of 16. Bit 6 of
the 'sprite_vars' flags is cleared
to indicate that a shift out on
the rhs should not be written.
The 'pre_load' part of
SECTION J is quicker than
retaining the data by a ROR.L
into the MSWords of the regis¬
ters. (Not so for the MC68020
which has a barrel shifter exe¬
cuting a multiple shift in the
same time as a single shift).
'Sprite' will be used in an exam¬
ple program later.

Special effects
The 'Sprite' routine may be
modified to incorporate an
additional mask for several spe¬
cial effects. Sprites could be dis¬
played or removed by sweeping
from top-left to bottom-right,
say. They can ripple onto or off
the screen by a careful mask
definition. To illustrate the
masking technique Listing 2.5
shows how 'Sprite' may be
extended to use a series of stip¬
ple masks which give the effect
of a sprite fading on and off
the screen.

Sprite collision detection
When sprites are moving
around a screen they most
commonly overlay a back¬
ground image (which may be
scrolling!). Detection of a colli¬
sion between a sprite and a
'boundary' on the background
image is often required in
games. Collision between
sprites is also important for
games. For applications it may
be necessary to detect when an
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PROGRAM 2.1 - Load Degas to give wide image

ADVANCED ST GRAPHICS

* Routine to load a given number of Degas screens producing a
* wide image.
* D0-D7/A0-A2/A4

smashed.

MOVEQ

Wide Image

wd img lpl

#no__of_scms-l, D6

MOVEQ

#0,D5

LEA

Screens 2_name(PC),AO

LEA

Screen header(PC),A4

counter for loaded screens

MOVE.L

#32034,D7
Load File

BSR

* Fix new screen onto the existing wide image:
LEA

Wide_image, AO

MOVE

D5, DO

MOLD

#32000,00

ADDA. L

DO,A0

ptr to end of current wd img

LEA

32000 (A0), A1

ptr to end of next wd img

LEA

32034 (A4),A2

ptr to end of loaded scrn

MOVE

#200-1,D4

row counter

wd_img_lp2

MOVEQ

#160/4-1,D2

longwords per row

wd__img__lp3

MOVE.L

- (A2),- (Al)

transfer a

DBRA

D2, wd_img_lp3

MOVE

D5,D3

BRA. S

next img4

MOVEQ

wd_img_lp5

MOVE.L

- (A0), - (Al)

DBRA

D2,wd__img_lp5

DBRA

D3, wd_img_lp4

transfer

DBRA

D4, wd_img__lp2

ADDQ

#1,D5

'old wd img'

row

another screen processed

LEA

Screens2__index (PC), A0

ADDQ.B

#1,(A0)

DBRA

D6,wd img__lpl

LEA

Screenjpalette(PC),AO

BRA

SetJPalette

next file name index

(return)

"SCREEN J'

Screens2 name DC.B
Screens2

row

#160/4-1,D2

wd_img_lp4

next_img4

'new screen’

"A.PI1",0

index DC.B
EVEN

* These lines must
*

lie at the end of the program calling

’ Wide_Image' :

Screen header

*

EQU

Screenjpalette EQU

*+2

Scree njLmage

EQU

*+34

Wide_image

EQU

*+32034

PROGRAM 2.2 - Horizontal Scroll
* Routine to produce a horizontal scroll
* Entered with wide
*

row in Dl,

frame of D7 rows.

image pixel column in DO,

A0 pointing to the

with screen pixel

screen base and Al pointing to

* the base addr of wide image.
* D0/D1/D6/D7/A0/A1

smashed.

img_widthl

EQU

no_of_scrns*160

byte width of wide image

Scroll_fr_H

MULU

#160,Dl

screen row offset

ADDA

Dl, A0

MOVE

DO, Dl
#1, Dl

LSR
AND

#$FFF8,Dl

ADDA

Dl,Al

ptr to correct starting word

AND

#$F,DO

count

BRA. S

next_JB_row

ScrljEr__lp3

MOVEQ

#80/4-1,D6

80 words per row

Scrl_fr_lp4

MOVE.L

8 (Al) , Dl

MSW

(Al) +, Dl

LSW

MOVE

*

ROL.L

DO,Dl

MOVE

Dl, (A0) +

for left

(sic)

data from MSW shifts

shift

into LSW

their rectangular extents do
icon (sprite) is dragged out of a
(sprite kerning?!). For fast-mov¬
window or onto a window. In
ing graphics this probably
deciding how to write collision
won't cause a problem but, it
detection code it is best first to
could be important for slowrecognize any motion con¬
moving sprites. A more accu¬
straints that operate on the
rate collision detection algo¬
sprite. For instance, if a back¬
rithm would consider the sprite
ground image shows a side
masks after the rectangular
view of a scene upon which a
extents method had indicated a
sprite is constrained to move
collision. A judicious reduction
horizontally
(along
the
in rectangular sprite extents,
'ground') then collision detec¬
based on knowledge of possible
tion on its left or right-hand
motion constraints, would pro¬
sides may be all that is neces¬
duce an acceptable compromise
sary. However, if objects (other
in all but the most exacting sit¬
sprites) are being dropped from
uations.
above the horizontally moving
The program in Listing
sprite then collision with the
2.8 illustrates how sprites may
top of the sprite must also be
be combined over a horizontal¬
accounted for. A further point:
ly-scrolling
background.
what constitutes a collision? Do
Collision detection routines are
sprites merely have to touch or
used to keep the sprites within
must they overlap? Sprites may
a horizontal strip and to cause
overlap by more than just one
an explosion if they collide.
pixel if they are travelling at
Try adapting the sprite¬
greater than one pixel per
cutting program given last issue
frame. The algorithm must rec¬
in Listing 1.7 so that it can
ognize these features.
handle sprites of different sizes
Naturally, it is best to
on the same Degas screen and
run the collision detection code
produces a file in the format
before the corresponding frame
expected by 'Sprite' in Listing
is written, since this will allow
2.5. You will then have the
overlapping sprites to be re¬
basis of a useful sprite system.
positioned (bounce) if neces¬
sary. Alternatively, a collision
About the author
condition could trigger a series
of explosion sprites partially
Jeff Lawson is an accomplished
covering the overlapping
video games programmer special¬
sprites. 'Bounds' in Listing 2.6
ising in games with state-of-theshows how a sprite may be
art graphics. Previous work
checked against left and right
includes two flight simulationtype games for the ST. Most
bounds. 'Collision' in listing 2.7
notably, he is currently working
checks for a collision between
on a sophisticated 3D game with
two sprites. The extent of a
Stargliderll-like graphics, due for
sprite in 'Collision' is taken to
release later this year. Jeff has also
be a rectangle but, in fact, most
written FlairPaint, which was
sprites have irregular outlines.
under development for one and a
Hence, two sprite bit images
half years.
may not overlap even though

repetition improves the blit/control-counting ratio:
MOVE.L

8 (Al),Dl

MOVE

(Al)+,Dl

ADD

* right-most pixel visible from wide image:

ROL.L

D0,D1

MOVE

Dl,(A0)+

MOVE

Dl, DO

LSR

#1, Dl

8 (Al),Dl

AND

#$FFF8,D1

(Al) +, Dl

LEA

7 (Al,Dl) , Al

MOVE.L
MOVE

D0,D1

AND

#$F,DO

MOVE

Dl, (A0) +

NEC

DO

ADD

#15,DO

CMP

#8, DO

really second byte of word?

BCS.S

second byte

yes

MOVE

8 (Al) , Dl
(Al) + , Dl

ROL.L

DO, Dl

SUBQ.L

#1, Al

first byte of a word

MOVE

Dl,(A0)+

SUBQ

#8, DO

ensure bit posn within byte

BRA. S

next__lft_rw

second byte
DBRA

D6, Scrl_fr_lp4

LEA

img widthl-160(Al),A1

DBRA

D7,Scrl fr lp3

* Handle each bit plane
next

row on wd img

left lpl

*

Scroll D7

-

Scroll left one pixel

rows left by one pixel,

starting at row DO.

New

clr_scrl_bt

* pixel position on wide image is in Dl.
* D0/D1/D5-D7/A0/A1
img_width2

EQU

ScrollJLeft

ADDQ

smashed.

left_lp3

MOVE

BEQ.S

clr scrl bt
#1, Dl
Dl, (A0)

write right-most plane word

MOVEQ

#19-1,D5

handle remainder of plane words

SUBQ.L

#8, A0

next plane word to the left

#1, DO

row will be read right to left

(A0) , Dl

ADDX

Dl, Dl

#160,DO

MOVE

Dl, (A0)

ADDA

DO, A0

DBRA

D5,left
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(doesn't affect X flag)

OR
MOVE

MOVE

form right-most visible pixel from wide image:

X flag used below

DO, (Al)

set to byte width of wide image

160-2 (AO), AO

image

(A0) ,Dl
Dl, Dl

BTST

MULU

LEA

four planes

ADD

320

* point to last word on scrn starting row:

*

separately within a row:
#4-1,D6

(the remainder already lie on the screen):

left_lp2

PROGRAM 2.3

MOVEQ

* the right-most bit on a row must be read from the wide

RTS

*

assume 2nd byte of plane 4 wd

ROL.L

MOVE.L

next_H_row

#319,Dl

* point to the byte containing the plane 4 bit of the

(X is used and affected here)

lp3

LEA

19*8-2(A0),A0

next

SUBQ.L

#2, Al

next wide image plane

(previous)

scrn plane

DBRA

D6,left_lp2

LEA

next_lft_rw

160+8 (AO), AO

next

LEA

img_width2+8(Al),Al

DBRA

D7,le£t_lpl

screen row
next wide image row

RTS

PROGRAM 2.4 - Draw a Sprite

BCLR

#6, (AO)

MOVE

#320,D6

SUB

D1,D6

BLE

off_screen

MOVE

D6,D4

LSR

#4,D6

AND

#$F,D4

BEQ.S

right ok

ADDQ

#1,D6

MOVE

D3,2(A0)

* Routine to draw a sprite.

*

* Entered with sprite vars valid and A5 pointing to the screen

right_ok

* base.

* AO points to sprite_vars

* D0-D7/A0-A4

smashed

no

entirely off right of screen

bytes per sprite row

flags

* A3 points to bit image data rectified for clipping
* A4 points to screen

* Sprite data files are expected to take this

format:

* sprites
*

DS.L

ptr to sprite data-*

* sprt data
*

DS.W

1

words per plane per row

DS.W

1

row offset

*
*

DS.W

1

pixel width

DS.W

1

pixel height

*

DS.B

?

bit image data

)

for each sprite

(chunks)

(total bytes per sprite

row)

* D5.W no.

of right

* D6.W no.

of words per plane per row to actually be displayed

* D7.W no.

of rows to be displayed

*

(mask plus four planes

SECTION J:

* For the remainder of the routine DO is used to hold the screen
*

*

clearing mask and Dl--D4 are used to hold bit

* planes

MOVE

interleaved)

MOVEA.L A5,A4

sprite_lpl

screen base address

D7,-(A7)
next row
D6,D7

chunks

MOVEA.L

A3, Al

data ptr

MOVEA.L

A4,A2

sprite vars(PC),A0

BTST

#7, (AO)

use preceding data?

(A0)+,D0-D2

BNE.S

pre_load

yes

'sprite var'

sprite ndx & x,y coords

flags

from now on.

*

ensure

'blank'

data

iLs

shifted in for initial write:

LEA

sprites(PC),A3

MOVEQ

#-l,DO

null mask

LSL

#2,DO

MOVEQ

#0, D1

blank bit

LEA

0 (A3,DO) , A3

MOVEQ

#0, D2

ditto

ADDA.L

(A3),A3

MOVEQ

#0, D3

ditto

MOVEQ

#0, D4

ditto

BRA. S

next_word

index -> offset

point to sprite data

(A3) +, D6

MOVE

(A3)+,D3

MOVE

(Al) +, DO

mask

MOVE

(A3)+,D4

pixel width

MOVE

(A1)+,D1

plane 1 bit

MOVE

(A3)+,D7

pixel height

MOVE

(Al) +, D2

plane 2 bit

image

MOVE

(Al) +,D3

plane 3 bit

image

MOVE

(A1)+,D4

plane 4 bit image

words per plane per row
row offset when reading data

sprite__lp2

* form screen x coord for left of sprite:
MOVE

D4, DO

LSR

#1,DO

width/2

SUB

DO,Dl

lhs x coord,

*

shift

aka starting x

* check for left clipping:
MOVE

Dl, DO

BPL.S

left all on

NEG

DO

CMP

D4, DO

BGE

off screen entirely off left of screen

BSET

#7, (A0)

D5,D1

LSR. L

D5,D2

LSR. L

D5,D3

LSR. L

D5,D4

AND

DO, (A2)

OR

Dl, (A2)

OR

D2, (A2) +

AND

DO,(A2)

OR

D3, (A2) +

AND

DO,(A2)

OR

D4, (A2) +

#1, DO

adjust

this many words per plane lost

ADDQ

#1, DO

SUB

D0,D6

for multiple of 16 case

fewer chunks to process

* words per plane ~> bytes per sprite data row:

*

* effectively D0*10:

*
*2

*

ensure valid sprite data will be shifted in on next iteration:
(only interested in MSWord:
than

'MOVE.W/'SWAP '

pre_load

-10(Al),DO

MOVE.L

-8 (Al),Dl

plane 1 bit

image

-6 (Al),D2

plane 2 bit

image

-4(Al),D3

plane 3 bit

image

MOVE.L

-2(Al),D4

plane 4 bit

image

DBRA

D7, sprite_lp2

BTST

#6, (A0)

rhs writable?

BEQ.S

row done

no

BRA. S

left_clippd

MOVE.L

* SECTOIN D:
from left of screen:

next_word

BCLR

#7, (A0)

no left

LSR

#1,DO

4 planes

AND

#$FFF8,DO

ADDA

DO,A4

clip

*
full offset

MOVE

#-l,DO

CLR

Dl

* form screen y coord for top of sprite:

CLR

D2

left_clippd

CLR

D3

CLR

D4

D7,D5

MOVE

D5, DO

LSR

#1,DO

height/2

SUB

DO, D2

top sprite y coord

pixel height of sprite

*

LSR. L

D5, DO

* SECTION F:

LSR. L

D5,D1

* check for top clipping:

LSR. L

D5,D2

BPL.S

top__all__on

LSR. L

D5,D3

NEG

D2

this many rows out of sight

LSR. L

D5,D4

SUB

D2,D7

reduce row count
AND

DO,(A2)

BMI

off_screen entirely off top of screen

MOVE

D3,D0

MULU

D2, DO

ADDA

DO,A3

MOVEQ

#0,D2

BRA. S

top_clipped

bytes per row

OR

Dl, (A2)

AND

DO, (A2)

point to correct row within data

OR

D2, (A2)

new screen y

AND

DO, (A2)

* SECTION G:
* generate screen offset

from top of screen:

MOVE

D2, DO

*

MULU

#160,DO

row_done

ADDA

DO,A4

row offset on screen

* SECTION H:

next_row

* check for bottom clipping
ADD

(ouch) :
sprite row

OR

D3, (A2)

AND

DO, (A2)

OR

D4, (A2)

next screen row

2 (A0), A3

next data row

#1, (A7)

BPL

sprite lpl

ADDQ.L

#2, A7

1 past last

#200,D5

(sic -

SUB

D5,D7

fewer rows of sprite to draw

* Example

BMI

of£_screen

entirely off bottom of screen

* This data must be left

* check for right clipping:
#6, (A0)

MOVE

Dl, D5

AND

#$F,D5

places to shift right

ADD

Dl,D4

1 past

CMP

#320,D4

additional

BLE.S

right__ok

yes

assume no right clip

★

*
last

sprite data.

shift possible?

justified within words.

Ideally the data would be prepared by another program
given last issue).

(similar

The data could then be

loaded or linked with the main program.

sprites

sprite column

remove row counter

RTS

* that in Listing 1.7

BSET

+
+

160 (A4) , A4

D2,D5

*

+

SUBQ

bottom_ok

* SECTION I:

+

LEA

SUB

of£_screen

(a MOVEQ would smash MSW)
ditto

ADDA

BLE.S

inclusive pixel)

mask

ensure trailing data is blank:

* SECTION E:

MOVE

takes less program memory

MOVE.L

#2,DO
DO,A3

*4

'MOVE,.L'

though they execute in the same time)

MOVE.L

LSL
ADDA

* generate offset

+

DO,(A2)

#4,DO

DO,A3

LSR. L

AND

SUBQ

ADDA

D5,D0

indicate previous word shift in

LSR

DO,DO

LSR. L

* write the sprite data to the screen:

this many pixels out of sight

ADD

image

sprite data to correct screen position:

* SECTION C:

bottom_ok

image

MOVE

* SECTION B:

top_clipped

screen ptr

LEA

* get starting position etc:

top__all_on

keep row counter on stack

BRA
MOVE

MOVEM
* A0 points to the

left_all_on

image data for

1 to 4.

* SECTION A:
Sprite

shifts to be performed on each row of data

DC.L

spriteO-*

DC.L

spritel-*

DC. L

sprite2-*

*
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* Small blob:
spriteO

DC.W
DC. W
DC.W
DC.W
* bit iamge data:
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
*
*
* Big blob:
spritel

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
* bit iamge data:
* row 1:
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
* row 2:
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
* etc
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

1
chunks per row
10
total bytes per row (row offset)
9
pixel width
10
pixel height
mask pin 1 pin 2 pin 3 pin 4
$DDFF,$0000,$2200,$0000,$0000
$C9FF,$0000,$3600,$0000,$0000
$007F,$0000,$FF80,$0000,$0000
$087F,$0000,$E380,$1400, $0000
$DDFF,$0000,$2200,$0000,$0000
$C9FF,$0000,$2200,$1400, $0000
$007F,$0000,$FF80,$0000,$0000
$007F,$0000,$FF80,$0000,$0000
$D5FF,$0000,$2A00,$0000, $0000
$D5FF,$0000,$2A00,$0000,$0000

3
30
48
14
mask

chunks per row
total bytes per row (row offset)
pixel width
pixel height
pin 1 pin 2 pin 3 pin 4

$FFFE,$0001,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$7FFF,$8000,$0000,$0000,$0000

chunk 1
chunk 2
chunk 3

$FFFC,$0003,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$3FFF,$C000,$0000,$0000,$0000
$FFF0,$000F,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0FFF,$F000,$0000,$0000,$0000

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

$FF80,$007F,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$3C3C,$0000
$01FF,$FE00,$0000,$0000, $0000

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

$F800,$07FF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$07E0,$0000
$001F,$FFE0,$0000,$0000,$0000

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

$0000,$FFFF,$E000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$0000, $0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0007,$0000,$0000

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

$0000,$FFFF,$FF80,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$01FF,$0000,$0000

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

$8000,$7FFF,$07FC,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0001,$FFFE,$3FE0,$0000,$0000

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

$8000,$7FFF,$001F,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$E007,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFE,$F800,$0000,$0000

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

$C000,$3FFF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$7FFE,$0000,$0000
$0003,$FFFC,$0000,$0000, $0000

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

$E000,$1FFF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0007,$FFF8,$0000,$0000,$0000

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

$F800,$07FF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$001F,$FFE0,$0000,$0000,$0000

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

$FF00,$00FF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$00FF,$FF00,$0000,$0000,$0000

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

$FFF0,$000F,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0000,$FFFF,$0000,$0000,$0000
$0FFF,$F000,$0000,$0000,$0000

ADVANCED ST GRAPHICS
*
*
*
*
*

bit 6 set if data which shifts out on the right can actually
fit on the screen
bit 7 set if part of the image is off screen to the left so
the first right shift of a row must move data in from
the previous word rather than move in zeros.
DS.B
1
packing (re-align on word boundary)
DS.W
1
bytes per row of sprite data

PROGRAM 2.5 - Extensions to Sprite routine
* Extensions to 'Sprite' which allow for fading.
* Extended sprite variables:
1
object index
DS.W
sprite__vars
2
position (x,y) on screen
DS.W
1
flags
DS.B
* bit 5 set for fade
* bit 6 set if data which shifts out on the right can actually
*
fit on the screen
* bit 7 set if part of the image is off screen to the left so
*
the first right shift of a row must move data in from
*
the previous word rather than move in zeros.
packing (re-align on word boundary)
DS.B 1
bytes per row of sprite data
DS.W 1
no. of chunks per row to be displayed
DS.W 1
fade type offset
DS.W 1
fade row offset
DS.W 1
screen clearing fade mask
DS.W 1
* Extended SECTION J:
* Storing the variable held in D6
* as a fade mask.
MOVE D7,-~(A7)
BTST #5, (A0)
BEQ
next_row
MOVE D6,4(A0)
BRA
next_rowF
* Remainder of original SECTION J
sprite_lpl
etc.
off screen

frees-up the register for use

fading requested?
no
chunks per row displayed
goes here:

RTS

* Additional fade-specific stuff:
fade_masks

sprite_lplF

valid_fade

*
*
* Explosion blob:
DC.W
sprite2
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
* bit iamge data:
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DS.W
sprite_vars
DS.W
DS.B
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1
chunks per row
10
total bytes per row (row offset)
15
pixel width
14
pixel height
mask pin 1 pin 2 pin 3 pin 4
$FEDF,$0000,$0100,$0020, $0000
$F297,$0000,$0D08,$0060,$0000
$9D27,$0000,$6218,$0040,$0080
$E60F,$0000,$1870,$0000,$0180
$9203,$0000,$0C20,$601C,$01C0
$E00F,$0000,$0000,$1800,$07F0
$0019,$0000,$E060,$0006,$1F80
$EC4F,$0000,$10B0,$0000,$0300
$DAA7,$0000,$2440,$0018, $0100
$F2DF,$0000,$0C20,$0000, $0100
$A6ED,$0000,$1910,$4002,$0000
$EE77,$0000,$1180,$0008,$0000
$FB53,$0000,$0080,$042C,$0000
$DBDF,$0000,$0000,$2420,$0000
1
object index
2
sprite centre x,y coords on screen
1
flags

ST World March 1989

sprite lp2F

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

%0111111101111111
%1111011111110111
%1101111111011111
%1111110111111101

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

%1110111011101110
%1011101110111011
%1101110111011101
%0111011101110111

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

%1010101010101010
%0101010101010101
%1010101010101010
%0101010101010101

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

%1000100010001000
%0010001000100010
%0100010001000100
%0001000100010001

DC.W
DC.W
DC.W
DC.W

%1000000010000000
%0000100000001000
%0010000000100000
%0000001000000010

SUBQ

#2,8 (A0)

BPL.S
MOVE
MOVE
ADD
MOVE
MOVE
NOT

valid_fade
# (4-1)*2,8 (A0)
4 word-rows per mask
6 (A0),D6
fade type offset
8(A0),D6
plus fade row offset
fadejmasks(PC,D6),D6
D6,10 (A0)
screen clearing mask
D6
sprite clearing mask

next fade row offset

MOVE
MOVEA.L
MOVEA.L
BTST
BNE.S
MOVEQ
MOVEQ
MOVEQ
MOVEQ
MOVEQ
BRA. S
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
LSR.L
LSR.L
LSR.L
LSR.L
LSR.L

4 (A0),D7
A3,Al
A4,A2
#7,(A0)
pre loadF
#~1,D0
#0, D1
#0, D2
#0, D3
#0, D4
next_wordF
(Al) +, DO
(A1)+,D1
(A1)+,D2
(Al) +, D3
(Al) +, D4
D5,D0
D5,D1
D5,D2
D5,D3
D5,D4

chunks
data ptr
screen ptr
use preceding data?
yes

* add the fade element to the

sprite element

for the screen

LEA

* clearing mask:
10(AO),DO

MOVE

image data for

* mask the sprite bit
AND

D6,D1

AND

D6,D2

AND

D6,D3

AND

D6,D4

fade effect:

next wordF

next_rowF

!

(A3) +, DO

2nd sprite index

#2, DO

ADDA

DO, Al
(Al) +, Al

ADDA. L

AND

DO, (A2)

OR

Dl, (A2) +

AND

DO, (A2)

BSR.S

chk extents

OR

D2,(A2)+

BGE.S

COllision2

AND

DO, (A2)

*

OR

D3, (A2) +

chk_extents

MOVE

(A2) + , DO

first x

AND

DO, (A2)

MOVE

(AO) + , Dl

first width

OR

D4,(A2) +

MOVE

D1,D4

MOVE.L

-10(A1),D0

LSR

#1,D4

width/2

MOVE.L

-8(Al),Dl

SUB

D4, DO

left

MOVE.L

-6 (Al) , D2

ADD

DO, Dl

right-

MOVE.L

-4(Al),D3

MOVE.L

-2(Al),D4

DBRA

D7,sprite lp2F

BTST

#6, (AO)

BEQ.S

row doneF

* A3 points to centre coords of second sprite
* Check left/right extents:

comments

*

in parentheses

MOVE
MOVE
rhs writable?
no

LSR

#1, D4

#-l,DO

SUB

D4,D2

ADD

D2,D3

CLR

D2

CLR

D3

CLR

D4

LSR.L

D5, DO

LSR.L

D5, Dl

LSR.L

D5,D2

LSR.L

D5,D3

LSR.L

D5,D4

OR

10(AO),DO

AND

D6,D1

AND

D6,D2

AND

D6,D3

AND

D6,D4

AND

DO, (A2)
Dl,(A2)+
DO, (A2)
D2,(A2)+

AND

DO,(A2)

OR

D3, (A2) +

AND

DO,(A2)

OR

D4, (A2) +

(height)

(height/2)

(top)

most pixel column

(btm-)

most pixel col

D3,D4

Dl

OR

coord

(A1) + ,D3

MOVE

CLR

OR

(y)

(A3) + ,D2

MOVE

AND

no overlap

refer to the second pass:

similarly for second sprite:

CMP
*

Z

set

collision2

left/right

D3, DO

for touch,

Z

(top/bottom)

compare

and N clear• for no overlap

BGE.S

collision2

CMP

Dl,D2

left/right

RTS

N set:

(top/bottom)

possible

compare

(definite)

collision

PROGRAM 2.8 - Scrolling and Sprites Demo
* This is an example program which illustrates the routines
* involved in horizontal

scrolling.

clipped sprites

and

* collision detection
no__of_scrns

*

main_loop

LEA

160 (A4),A4

next

ADDA

2 (AO) , A3

next data row

SUBQ

#1, (A7)

BPL

sprite lplF

ADDQ.L

#2, A7

EQU

3

BSR

Wide_Image

set up logical/physical

*
row_doneF

(AO) +, AO

LSL

* AO points to width/height of first sprite
* Al points to width/height of second sprite
* A2 points to centre coords of first sprite

* write the data to the screen:

pre loadF

0 (Al, DO) , AO

ADDA. L

OR

screen row

RTS

set this to the no,

of screens

create wide

reqd

image

screens:

BSR

Get_Screens

LEA

Variables(PC) ,A6

BSR

Init_sprt

MOVEA.I, -8 (A6) , AO

logical screen ptr

MOVEA.I, -12 (A6) , Al

wide image ptr

MOVE

(A6) , DO

horiz

MOVE

6 (A6) , Dl

vert

MOVEQ

#80,D7

no.

BSR

Scroll_fr_H

BSR

Updt_Sprts

BSR

Write_Sprts

BSR

Updt_H_Scrl

BSR

Toggle_Screens

BRA. S

main_loop

scroll index
scroll position

of rows to scroll

*
*

PROGRAM 2.6 - Sprite boundary check
Routine which checks the sprite,
held in

' sprite-vars',

* Move sprites and check for collision with scroll
Updt_Sprts

whose index and coords are

against a left boundary in Dl.W and a

right boundary in D2. W
Routine returns Z

set

for touch condition,

N set

for overlap

and both Z and N clear for no collision.
D0/D3/A0/A1

smashed.
sprite data:

LEA

sprites(PC) , AO

LEA

sprite_vars(PC),Al

MOVE

(Al) +, DO

sprite

LSL

#2,DO

index -> offset

ADDA

DO, AO

ADDA. I,

(AO) + , AO

MOVE

(AO) ,D0

MOVE

LEA

8 (A6) , A0

region:

sprite height/2

MOVEQ

#5, D3

BSR

Move Sprite

small

sprite

MOVEQ

#7, D3

sprite height/2

BSR

Move Sprite

big sprite

index

(This shows how tacky having more than one
can be.

*

'Variables'

Ideally

LSR

#1, D3
D3

point to sprite width

(sly)

width

width/2

ADD

(Al) ,D3

SUBQ

#1,D3

allow for

CMP

D1,D3

Z

BLE.S

collisionl

N set

ADD

D3, DO

right most pixel column

ADDQ

#1, DO

allow for

CMP

DO, D2

Z

set

'touching'

test

'touching'
N set:

'Sprite'

is easily

sprite index

* centre coords of a second sprite at an offset of 18

from

'sprite_vars'.

18 (A0) , Al
(A0) +

small

sprite index

MOVE.L

12 (A6) , (A0)

small

sprite coords

MOVE

#1,(Al)+

big sprite index

MOVE.L

20(A6),(Al)

big sprite coords

BSR

Collision

BGT.S

sprites ok
are allowed to touch but not overlap)

MOVE

#10,26(A6)

no.

BSET

#0, 25 (A6)

remember explsn in progress

of explosion frames

CLR. L

8 <A6)

stop sprites

CLR. L

16 (A6)

moving

* determine explosion site:

This code expects

* the sprite variables to be extended to include

LEA
CLR

(BGE.S used if sprites

test
overlap

sprite vars(PC),A0

Initiate explosion:

RTS

* Routine to check for a sprite collision.

least

LEA

*

for overlap

touch;

set of variables

should be held within

pointed to by A6 but at

*
for touch,

set:

'sprite_vars'

* transported from one program to another.)

DO, D3

NEG

* Routine returns Z

yes

*

PROGRAM 2.7 - Check for Sprite collision

*

explosion?

explosion

*

* centre x coord - width/2 = left -most pixel column of sprite:

collisionl

#0, 25 (A6)

BNE.S

* Check for collision between sprites:

* Point to the correct
Bounds

BTST

sprites_ok

MOVE

12 (A6) , DO

small

ADD

20 (A6) , DO

big sprite x coord

sprite x coord

ASR

#1/ DO

mean

MOVE

DO, 28 (A6)

MOVE

14 (A6) , DO

small

ADD

22 (A6) , DO

big sprite y coord

ASR

#1, DO

mean

MOVE

DO,30(A6)

explosion sprite y coord

explosion sprite x coord
sprite y coord

RTS

* Process explosion:
set

if sprite touch,

N set if sprites

* overlap and both Z and N clear for no collision.
* D0-D4/A0-A3

smashed.

Collision

LEA

sprites(PC), Al

LEA

sprite vars(PC),A2

LEA

18 (A2), A3

MOVE

(A2)+,D0

LSL

#2, DO

1st

sprite index

explosion

LEA

sprite_vars(PC),A0

SUBQ

#1,26 (A6)

BEQ.S

end explo

CMP

#5,26 (A6)

start

BGT.S

explo done

no

BNE.S

update

no

BSET

#5, 6(A0)

fade flag

MOVE

#4*8,12 (A0)

initial fade type offset

fade

next explosion frame

fade?
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explo_done
update_fade

ADVANCED ST GRAPHICS

RTS
SUBQ

#8,12(AO)

RTS
end_explo

BCLR

#0, 25(A6)

stop explosion

BCLR

#5,6(AO)

stop fading

* Re-initialize sprite data but retain y coords:
MOVE

14 (A6) , - (A7)

MOVE

22 (A6) , - (A7)

BSR.S

Init

MOVE

(A7) +, 22 (A6)

big sprite y coord

MOVE

(A7) +, 14 (A6)

small

input_done

BRA. S
no_right

sprt

sprite y coord

CMP .B

#$48,DO

BNE.S

no__up

TST

6 (A6)

BEQ.S

input done

SUBQ

#1, 6 (A6)

update sprite positions:

RTS

SUBQ

#1,14(A6)
#1,22 (A6)

SUBQ
*

Initialize new sprite data:

Init_sprt

i_sprt_lp

8(A6),A0

LEA

aprite_dat (PC) ,A1

MOVEQ

#16/4-1,DO

redundant

16 bytes

MOVE

6 (A6) , DO

ADD

#80,DO

(Al)+, (A0) +

BRA. S

delete_row

DBRA

DO, i_Sprt_lp

BRA. S

input done

CMP .B

#$50,DO

small sprite delta x,y

BNE.S

input done

"

DC .W

2,2

DC. W

~

-10,95

small sprite x,y coords

CMP

#199-79, 6 (A6)

-2,2

big sprite delta x,y

BEQ.S

input_done

DC .W

468,93

big sprite x,y coords

MOVE

6 (A6) , DO

ADDQ

#1, 6 (A6)

Sub-routine to move sprite pointed to by AO

*

scroll region collision.

and check for

i sprite positions:

Entered with sprite height/2

* held in D3.
smashed,

Move_Sprite

AO updated to point

just past

sprite data.

#1,14 (A6)

ADDQ

#1,22(A6)

ADDQ

#1,30(A6)

MULU

#160,DO

(AO)+,D0/D1

delta x,y

ADD

DO, (AO)

update x coord

MOVEA.L

-8 (A6) , A0

new x coord

ADDA

DO, AO

(AO) +, DO
Dl, (AO)

ADD

(AO) +, D1

MOVE

row
delete row

MOVEA.L

-4(A6),A1

new y coord

ADDA

DO, A1

MOVEQ

#0, DO

MOVE

6(A6),D2

vertical scroll position

ADD

D3,D2

account

CMP

D2,D1

BGT.S

topjok

MOVE

D2, -2 (AO)

sprite remains over image

* update scroll index:

MOVE

#2,-6 (AO)

new delta y

inputjdone

for sprite height

del_row__lp
_1P

*

#160/4-1,Dl

MOVE.L

DO,(A0)+

MOVE. L

DO,(Al)+

DBRA

Dl, del_row_l

*

TST

rght_ok
*

2 (A6)

#80-1,D2

SUB

D3,D2

SUB

D3,D2

CMP

#no_of_>scms*320-320, (A6)

CMP

D2, Dl

BLT.S

update done

account for sprite height

BMI.S

leftjmotion

ADD

DO, (A6)

BLT.S

bott_ok

MOVE

#no of scms*320-320, (A6)

MOVE

D2,-2(A0)

invert_dir

NEG

2 (A6)

MOVE

#-2,-6(AO)

update_done

RTS

leftjmotion

SUB

DO, (A6)

BGT.S

update done

CMP

#-50,DO

BGT.S

left ok

MOVE

#369,-4(A0)

check for right

left_ok

4 (A6) , DO

MOVE

ADD

check for left collision:

bott_ok

physical screen

MOVEQ

check for bottom collision:

top_ok

logical screen

update y coord

check for top collision:

*

ADDQ

MOVEM

MOVE

*

{down arrow)?

DC .W

*

* D0-D2

line:

MOVE. L

RTS
sprite_dat

#1,30 (A6)

SUBQ

LEA

{up arrow)?

wrap

sprite x coord

CLR

(A6)

BRA. S

invert dir

collision:

CMP

#369,DO

BLT.S

rght ok

Widejtmage

from Lst 2.1

MOVE

#-507-4 (A0)

SetJPalette

from Lst 1.4

GetJScreens

from Lst 1.5

*

Include the following routines here:

RTS

;

- don’t include last 6 lines

don’t include last

5 lines

TogglejScreens from Lst 1.6

*
* Routine to write all active sprites to screen.
WritejSprts
* draw small

logical screen ptr

MOVEA.L -8 (A6), AS
sprite:
LEA

Load_File

from Lst 1.7

Scroll_fr_H

from Lst 2.2

Sprite

from Lst 2.4

Collision

from Lst 2.7

CLR

(A0) +

sprite index

MOVE.L

12 (A6), (A0)

sprite coords

BSR

Sprite

logical_screen

* draw big sprite:

physical

screen

-

less

’sprite_vars’

part

DC .L

Wide_image

-12

DS.L

1

-8

DS.L

1

DC.W

0

horizontal

-4

LEA

sprite vars(PC), A0

MOVE

#1, (A0) +

sprite index

DC.W

1

scroll direction

2

MOVE.L

20 (A6) , (A0)

sprite coords

DC.W

1

scroll

4

BSR

Sprite

DC.W

60

DS.W

2

Variables

* draw explosion sprite if necessary:

sprt s_drawn

& 2.5

sprite_vars(PC), A0

scroll index

increment

vertical scroll posn

0

6

small

sprite delta x,y

8

sprite x,y coords

12

BTST

#0,25(A6)

DS.W

2

small

BEQ.S

sprt s_dr awn

DS.W

2

big sprite delta x,y

16

LEA

sprite_jvars (PC),.A0

DS.W

2

big sprite x,y coords

20

MOVE

#2,(A0)+

sprite index

DC.W

0

flags

24

MOVE.L

28 (A6) , (A0)

sprite coords

BRA

Sprite

(sic)

*

bit 0

set

for explosion

RTS

DS.W

1

explosion frame counter

26

DS.W

2

explosion x,y coords

28

*
*

DS.W

1

object index

* Routine to update the rate at which scrolling occurs and

DS.W

2

position

* to actually move the scroll index to its new position.

DS.B

1

flags

sprite_vars

* Look for keyboard input:
Updt_H_Scrl

no_left

50

(x,y)

on screen

*

bit

5

set

for fade

MOVE.L

#$10002,-(A7)

*

bit

6

set

if data which shifts out on the right can actui

TRAP

#13

*

ADDQ.L

#4, A7

*

TST

DO

the first

the previous word rather than move in zeros.

fit on the
bit 7

set

screen

if part of the
right

image is off screen to the left

shift of a row must move data in from

BEQ

inputjdone

MOVE.L

#$20002,-(A7)

DS.B

1

packing

TRAP

#13

DS.W

1

bytes per row of sprite data

ADDQ.L«

#4, A7

DS.W

1

no.

fade type offset

scan code

(re-align on word boundary)

of chunks per row to be displayed

SWAP

DO

look at

DS.W

1

CMP .B

#$4B,D0

{left arrow)?

DS.W

1

BNE.S

no left

no

DS.W

1

screen clearing fade mask

TST

4(A6)

DS.W

1

index for possible collision sprite

BEQ.S

input done

DS.W

2

x,y coords

SUBQ

#1,4(A6)

BRA. S

input_done

fade

row offset

for collision sprite

*
Screen_header

EQU

CMP .B

#$4D,DO

{right arrow}?

Screenjpalette EQU

*+2

BNE.S

no_right

no

Screen_image

EQU

*+34

CMP

#20,4(A6)

arbitrary maximum

Wide_image

EQD

*+32034

BEQ.S

input done

screen_space

EQU

*+32034+32000*no of sera

ADDQ

#1,4 (A6)
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PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Normal RRP Inc.VAT:

Atari Mega ST2
with monochrome monitor.£1034.99
Atari SLM804 laserprinter.£1379.99
External second floppy drive.£89.95
Microsoft ‘Write’.£149.99
‘VIP Professional’.£149.95
‘Fleet Street Publisher’.£115.00
TOTAL RETAIL VALUE INC VAT... £2919.87
Optional Mega-File 30Mb Hard Disk (shown) only £539.00

Our Price only...

£1795.00

includes VAT, delivery and
90 days on-site maintenance
same price as a Panasonic KXP4450!

CAMERON
SCANNERS
VIDI-ST
GREAT VALUE REAL-TIME
VIDEO DIGITISER FOR THE ST
Check the features on this new product from Rombo:
□ Grabs from moving video in 1 /50th second in full 16 shades!
□ Stores sequences of captive images in memory faster than 12
per second
□ Animates frames at up to 25 per second
□ Can ‘carousel’ frames (up to 24 on 1 Mb ST)
□ LOAD and SAVE in DEGAS, NEOCHROME or IMG formats
□ Cut and Paste pixel-accurate blocks between frames
□ Manual control of contrast and brightness, with an additional
8 levels of software brightness control
□ Full palette control of individual frames
□ ‘Grab window’ feature allows partial frame capture, for overlay
with existing frames
□ User interface makes software extremely easy to use
□ Full documentation of machine code interface, for inclusion in
the user’s own programs.
□ Runs on any ST in low-resolution mode, with video recorder
or video camera.

£95.00

Price includes VAT, delivery,
interface unit, software, video
connection cable and manual.

PERSONAL A4 SCANNER
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full A4 flatbed monochrome image scanner
Scanning resolution up to 200 dpi
Scan software includes options for image halftoning
Manual contrast adjustment on front panel
Scans an A4 page within 10 seconds
Software includes a practical Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) program to quickly convert scanned text into a text file
• Powerful paint software also included, for touching up and
processing of captured images
• Package includes connection cable and interface
module for conhection to the expansion port
• Suitable for use with any ST with a minimum of 1Mb RAM

PERSONAL A4 SCANNER ONLY.£649.00

HANDY SCANNERS
•
•
•
•

64mm width good value image scanners
Scanning resolution up to 400 dpi at a speed of 3ms per line
Type 2 scans 2-tone (black & white) images at up to 200dpi
Type 4 allows halftoning (16 shades), scans at up to 400dpi, and
incorporates scanning window for even greater ease of use
• Complete with ‘Handy Reader’ OCR software as above, ‘Handy
Painter’ powerful paint software and interface connections.

HANDY SCANNER TYPE 2 ONLY.£219.00
HANDY SCANNER TYPE 4 ONLY.£329.00

How to order from

All prices include VAT and delivery. Next day delivery £5.00 extra.

Evesham Micros

M

VfSA

Send cheque, Postal Order
^ or ACCESS/VISA card details

Evesham Micros Ltd
63 BRIDGE STREET

EVESHAM
WORCS WR11 4SF

Phone us with your
ACCESS or VISA
card details on:

Govt, educ. & PLC orders welcome
Same day despatch whenever possible
All goods subject to availability, E.&OJL
Open to callers 6 days, 930-5.30

77 0386-765500

Also at: 1762 Perehore R<L, Cotteridge, Birmingham B30 3BH Td: 021 458 4564

© 0386-765500
fax 0386-765354
telex 333294

UNIT 2A WILLOWSEA FARM SPOUT
LANE NORTH STANWELL MOOR
STAINES MIDDX TW19 6BW
Telephone (0753) 682988

ALIEN SYNDROME.£19.95 £13.50
ARCADE FORCE FOUR.£24.99 £19.50
ARKANOID 2.
£19.99 £13.50
ARMAGEDDON MAN.£19.99 £14.50
BARBARIAN...£24.99 £16.50
BARBARIAN.£19.99 £10.50
BARDS TALES I.£24.99 £1 7.50
BETTER DEAD THAN ALIEN.£19.95 £13.50
BEYOUND THE ICE PALACE ....£19.99 £13.50
£19.95 £16.00
BIONIC COMMANDO.£19.9
.£14.99 £10.50
BMX SIMULATOR..£14.9
£19.99 £13.50
BUBBLE BOBBLE.£19.9
.£19.99 £13.50
^UGGY BOY....£19.9
.£19.95 £13.50
BOMB JACK...£19.9
£24.99 £16.50
BORROWED TIME.£24.9
£34.99 £26.50
BEAURAUCRACY ......£34.9
..£24.99 £16.50
CAPTAIN BLOOD.£24.9
..£19.99 £13.50
CASINO ROULETTE...£19.9
..£24.99 £17.50
CHESS MASTER 2000.£24.9
..£19.99 £13.50
CHUBBY GRISTLE.£19.9
..£24.99 £16.50
CORRUPTION.£24.9
..£24.99 £16.50
CARRIER COMMAND.£24.9
..£19.99 £16.00
CHAMPION WRESTLING.£19.9
..£19.99 £16.00
CHAMPION WATERSKIING.£19.9
£16.50
..£24.99
CHESS.
£24.9
..£19.99 £13.50
CRASH GARRETT.£19.9
..£24.99 £16.50
DARK CRISTLE.£24.9
..£29.99 £19.50
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN ...£29.9
..£24.99 £16.50
DUNGEON MASTER.£24.9
£16.00
..£19.00
DEFLEKTOR.
£19.C
..£19.99 £13.50
DALEY THOMPSON.£19.9
..£19.99 £13.50
DELUXE SCABBLE.£19.9
..£29.99 £19.50
DEJA VU.£29.9
£10.50
..£14.99
DIABLO...
£14.9
..£19.99 £13.50
DIZZY WIZZARD.£19.9
..£19.99
ELF...
£19.99 £13.50
..£19.99 £13.50
ECO.
..£19.99 £13.50
EDDIE EDWARDS SKI....
..£24.99 £16.50
elite.......:.
..£19.99 £13.50
^EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
£7.50
...£9.99
EXTENSOR.£9.99
...£24.99 £16.50
FIRE AND FORGET.£24.9
...£39.99 £26.50
FLIGHT SIM 2 ..£39.9
...£19.99 £13.50
FOOTBALL MANAGER II.£19.9
£13.50
...£19.99
FLINTSTONES.
£19.9
...£24.99 £16.50
FOUNDATIONS WASTE.£24.9
...£24.99 £16.50
FERNANDEZ MUST DIE.£24.9
...£19.99 £13.05
FORMULA 1.£199
...£24.99 £16.50
GUILD OF THIEVES.£24.9
...£24.99 £16.50
GUNSHIP...£24.9
...£19.99 £13.50
GET DEXTER II..£19.9
...£24.99 £19.50
GUANTLET II......£24.9
...£19.99 £13.50
G LINEKERS SUPER SKILLS ....£19.9
...£19.99 £13.50
GOLDRUNNER.£19.9
...£19.99 £13.50
GARFIELD.£199
...£14.99 £10.50
HOLYWOOO POKER PLUS.£14.9
...£24.99 £16.50
HARDBALL...............£24.9
...£29.99 £19.50
HOLLYWOOD HUINX.£29.9
...£14.99 £10.50
HOLLYWOOD POKER.£14.9
...£14.99 £10.50
HELTER SKELTER ..£14.9
...£19.99 £13.50
HOTSHOT.£19.5
...£14.99 £10.50
IKARI WARRIORS.£14.5
...£14.95 £10.50
IMPACT.£14.9
....£19.99 £16.00
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION II.£19.5
...£24.99 £16.50
INSANITY FIGHT.£24.5
....£24.99 £16.50
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER.£24.5
£16.50
....£24.99
IK+...
£24.5
£7.50
....£9.99
I,BALL...£999
....£39.99 £26.50
JET....£39.
....£19.99 £13.50
JEWELS OF DARKNESS.£19
....£19.99 £13.50
JOE BLADE II...£19
....£24.99 £16.50
JUGGLER.£24
....£19.99 £13.50
KILLDOZER.£19
....£19.95 £13.50
NIGHT ORC.£19
....£24.99 £16.50
KINGS QUEST PACK...£24
....£19.99 £13.50
KNIGHTMARE.£19
£7.50
....£9.99
LAS VAGAS.£9
£
....£29.99 £19.50
LEATHER GODDESS.£29
....£19.99 £13.50
LEATHERNECK.£19
....£19.99 £13.50
LEISURE SUIT LARRY.£19
....£19.99 £13.50
LIVING DAYLIGHTS.£19
....£29.99 £19.50
LURKING HORROR.£29
....£24.99 £16.50
LEGEND OF THE SWORD.£24
....£19.99 £13.50
MACH III.......£19
...£24.99 £16.50
MERCENARY COMPENDIUM1 ...£24
.£19.99 £13.50
MICKEY MOUSE.£19
....£24.99 £16.50
MINDFIGHTER.£24
.£19.99 £13.50
METROCROSS...£19
£7.50
.£9.99
MISSION GENOCIDE.£9.99
.£24.99 £17.50
.£14.99 £10.50
.£24.99 £16.50
.£19.99 £14.50
.£29.99 £19.50
.£24.99 £16.50
.£19.99 £16.00
.£19.99 £13.50
.£19.99 £13.50
.£24.99 £16.50

XENON......£19.99 £13.50
ZYNAPS.£19.99 £16.00
2000 LEAGUES UNDER .£19.99 £13.50
HELL FIRE ATTACK.£24.99 £1 7.50
LORDS OF CONQUEST.£24.99 £1 7.50
ARTIC FOX.£24.99 £1 7.50
FIVE STAR COMPENDIUM.£24.99 £1 6.50
HEROES OF THE LANCE.£24.95 £19.50
HOSTAGES.£24.99 £16.50
OPERATION WOLF.£24.99 £16.50
AFTER BURNER.£24.99 £1 6.50
FALCON.£29.99 £19.50
FAHRENHEIT 451.£24.99 £1 6.50
FIREZONE.£24.99 £16.50
KENNEDY APPROACH.£24.99 £16.50
MUNSTERS.£19.99 £13.50
MINI GOLF.£19.99 £13.50
NIGHT HUNTER.£24.99 £17.50
JOAN OF ARC.£19.99 £13.50
ESPIONAGE.£19.99 £13.50
BATMAN.
£19.99 £13.50
MANHUNTER.....£29.99 £13.50
ADVANCE RUGBY SIM.£19.99 31 3.50
CRAZY CARS II.£19.99 £1 3.50
VIP PROFESSIONAL.£149.99£110.50
WORD PERFECT.£228.99£1 75.50

UTILITIES

ADVENTURE ART STUDIO ...£69.99 £50.50
ANIMATOR./....yr..£79.95 £60.50
ART DIRECTOR ...LyL..£49.95 £32.50
BACK PACK..£49.99 £32.50
CAD 3D V2.0 + CYBERMATE £89.95 £62.50
CAD 3D FONTS & PRINTIVE.£29.95 £21.50
DEGAS ELITE.£24.95 £17.50
DEV-PAC V 2.0.£59.95 £45.50
DIGI DRUM. .^24.95 £17.50
DELUX MUSIC CON SET .><£69.95 £50.50
EASY DRAW II .£59.95 £45.50
E DRAW II SURCHARGED V.£99.99 £72.50
EASY DRAW II GEN LIBRAR.£29.95 £21.50
EASY DRAW II TEC LIBRAR .£29.95 £21.50
FAST ASSEMBLER.£19.95 £16.50
FIRST WORD PLUS.£79.95 £60.50
FILM DIRECTOR.£59.95 £45.50
FLEET STREET PUBLIS.£115.00 £95.50
GFA ARTIST.£49.95 £32.50
GFA COMPILER.£45.99 £32.50
GFA BASIC INTERPRET V 3 .£45.95 £32.50
GFA DRAFT.£99.99 £72.50
GFA DRAFPLUS.
£139.00£115.00
GFA SHEET.£45.99 £32.50
GFA VECTOR....£34.95 £26.50
GRAPHIC SHEET.£59.99 £45.50
GSTC COMPILER.£24.95 £17.50
K SPREAD II.£79.95 £60.50
K DATA.£49.99 £32.50
K GRAPH II.£49.99 £32.50
K MIMNSTRAL.£49.99 £32.50
KROGET.£29.95 £21.50
K WORD II.£59.95 £45.50
K SEGA.£49.95 £32.50
K OCCAM.£59.99 £45.50
LATTICE C V 4.£89.95 PHONE
LISP.£89.95 £69.50
MACRO ASSEMBLER.£24.99 £17.50
MAPS & LEGENDS.£29.99 £21.50
MODULA II DEVELOP.£149.99 £110.50
MODULA II STANDARD.£99.95 £72.50
MUSIC STUDIO.£24.99 £21.50
MCC PASCAL.£89.99 £69.50
PAINTWORKS.£34.95 £26.50
POWER BASICS.£39.99 £26.50
PUBLISHING PARTNER.£159.9£115.50
SAGE ACCOUNTANT.£171.9£150.50
SAGE ACCOUNTANT PLUS..£228.8£175.50
SAGE BOOKKEEPER.£113.99£85.50
SAVED.£29.99 £21.50
ST DATA MANAGER.£79.99 £60.50
ST SWIFT CALC.£79.99 £60.50
ST WORD WRITER.£79.99 £60.50
ST DOCTOR.£19.95 £16.50
ST REPLAY.£79.99 £60.50
SUPERCONDUCTOR.£49.99 £32.50
SUPERBASE PERSONAL.£99.95 £72.50
TIMEWORKS DTP.£99.95 £72.50
TIMEWORKS PARTNER.£49.95 £32.50
TRIMBASE.£89.95 £70.50

CAN THE BEST GET ANY BETTER?

As well as reporting the revisions to the sophisticated
database Superbase Professional, Graham Wayne com¬
pares the latest offering from Precision software to
its down-market relative. Personal 2, and ruminates
on the various ways to use and choose a database.
For any business or professional person
using an ST and requiring a top-flight
database to run on it, Superbase
Professional has, since its release in April
'88, been a leading contender. Now, eight
months on, Precision Software have
released an upgrade, version 3.01. But
before we consider the revisions to the pro¬
gram, perhaps it would be helpful to
review the features of Superbase Pro that
provoked ST World (in Issue 27) to nomi¬
nate it 'a landmark in modern microcom¬
puter software'. This is high praise indeed,
but deservedly so; Superbase Pro really is
an astonishingly powerful relational
database.
In appearance and use it is largely iden¬
tical to its little brother, Superbase Personal
2, which was reviewed in the last issue.
Indeed, many of the features are shared by
both programs and in describing the com¬
mon elements, plus the extra facilities to
be found in Professional, one can deter¬
mine the relationship between the cost
and possibilities on offer, which may be
matched to the business application and
available budget by one or other of the
programs, but without compromising on
Desk
8III

the essential power of the database - the
ability to handle, sort and report on collec¬
tions of data very quickly, in numerous
and flexible ways. Both Superbase products
achieve this by providing an efficient,
largely mouse-driven design environment,
an extensive range of field types, a text edi¬
tor and the ability to incorporate external
files in a database. Both have comprehen¬
sive report generators and allow the user to
perform many types of calculation, com¬
parison, validation and so on. Most impor¬
tantly, Superbase is a relational database
which means that information can be
passed from file to file, record to record,
and reports can incorporate or store
derived data from anywhere in the
database via a unique relational link, like a
name or a number, by which the informa¬
tion is located. The Superbase system also
supports other file types, notably the IBM
format dBase 2 and 3 files, although Pro 3
supports a wider variety.

The Professional touch
But where Professional really extends the
possibilities of data management over its
Desk

Project Record Process Set Systen Progran_
Superbase: D:\SB_PRB\DATAFILE\PICTURES\PICTURES indexed on Nunber
I SB

PICTURES

I

more modest companion, Personal 2, is in
two major areas. The first is built in to the
main programming shell - another pro¬
gramming shell! You see, the outer shell is
GEM driven, pointing and clicking and
using menus to get results such as design¬
ing a form or a report, selecting files or
records to update. The only time the key¬
board is used is to enter data of some kind,
although the Superbase products contain
many keyboard shortcuts and Pro also had
programmable function keys. But within
the program menu in Superbase Pro are a
host of new features based round the basiclike programming language called DML
(Database Management Language) that is
built into the main program. Entered by
typing into a special program editor,
through use and concatenation of simple
commands, all the functions of the
database can be entirely automated. One of
the main purposes for such automation is
the insulation of the user from the
mechanics of the database, for example,
when relatively unskilled staff are required
to enter data routinely, but without having
to instruct the program what to do with
the data once in the system. That part of
the data management can be running in
the background as a separate program,
invisible to the end-user.

The boys in the back room
Background programming, or procedures,
are also invaluable for complex data
retrieval and manipulation performed on a
regular basis, checking for valid input, call¬
ing other records and files for calculations
and issuing the final report. Indeed, the
program can automate the database to
such an extent, with commands for virtu¬
ally all the database functions, options and
even user-defined menus, that it is largely
unnecessary to run it from within the pro¬
gramming shell. Precision have recently
completed a run-time module that they
will license to users, allowing user-auto¬
mated programs to be run as stand-alone
systems. This is as close as you can get to a
bespoke system without employing some¬
one to write it from scratch.
The second major facility that Pro
offers over its little brother is another pro¬
gram that comes on a separate disk. Called
the forms editor, it is primarily a design
program with which the look of the screen,
and printed reports, can be created by the
user. GDOS fonts are supported and art¬
work from graphics packages can be incor-
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The forms editor lets you design user-friendly entry and dis¬
play screens, as well as the format of printed output. The
key options are programmed in DML.
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porated in the form designs. More than
this, the revised forms editor (V3.01) also
provides the tools to design and program
transactional forms which will input, dis¬
play, calculate, store and report using data
from several different files simultaneously,
as well as providing more versatile options
for report formatting and adroit types of
analysis. So, all in all, the full range of fea¬
tures contained by Superbase Professional
should facilitate the most demanding of
users. Conversely, Personal 2 provides all
the data-handling power, but without the
form design program, a selection of fonts
and the DML programming language, a
statement I must qualify by adding that
Personal 2 still offers a wide range of basiclike commands that may be used in creat¬
ing reports, searching for data , mail-shots

Superbase Professional 3 has several
enhancements to the previous version,
as well as some improvements to exist¬
ing functions. The most significant
addition is probably the implementa¬
tion of full transaction handling,
where linked data from different
records and files are displayed in sets of
repeated fields within a transaction
form. Existing owners will be aware
that menu options already existed for
transactional form design but the
source code didn't quite make it into
the program. This feature has now
been completed. The import and
export of files have been improved and
a reasonable XModem communica¬
tions module added which can also be
controlled by internal DML (Database
Management Language) programming
commands. Mail-merge now accepts
variables embedded in the text docu¬
ment as well as fields; blank lines, such
as addresses with irregular numbers of
field entries, are now closed up.
A number of additional DML key¬
words calling new sub-routines have
been added and the forms editor
exhibits several changes, including the
directory and drive selection, which
works properly now. However, these
options can only be accessed via their
own menu entry so you still can't
change directory or drive from the load
or save file selector, for example, mak¬
ing disk navigation unnecessarily tor¬

and so on. The choice of which program,
therefore, is entirely dependent on the
intended application and the degree of
sophistication required, not the difference
in quality between low and high priced
products.

Afterthoughts
Other than the above-mentioned points, it
is difficult to fault Superbase Pro 3, given
the short period of familiarisation. There
are few features of any comprehensive
database on the market and on any person¬
al computer, that Pro 3 lacks. The directory
change could certainly be improved; I per¬
sonally prefer to design the records and the
way they look in one program, which saves
some time. The object manipulation and

tuous. This is an unfortunate omission
that could have been remedied.
Another lost opportunity is in the pro¬
gram editor, which was strongly criti¬
cised in the original ST World review.
The editor now allows indentation of
program lines so that nested structures
can be clearly identified, but there are

editing of attributes in the forms editor
(the style and appearance fields, boxes,
lines and text) is slowed down by the use
of menu selection instead of dragging
active points on the object outline, a stan¬
dard GEM technique after all. But these are
minor issues; they do not stop the job
from getting done, albeit with a little inel¬
egance. However, I fully expect to see
another revision or two in the lifetime of
this product, so who knows what the
future may bring?

Product:
Price:
Upgrade:
Publisher:
Phone:

Superbase Pro V3.0
£249.95 inc VAT
£29.95 (Pro2 owners)
Precision Software.
01 330 7166

still no block functions, return does
not create a new line and there contin¬
ues to be a lack of consistency between
the text editor, which has all the neces¬
sary functions, and the program editor,
which is diminished by their absence.

The Transactional
forms in Pro 3 are
one of its most
powerful report¬
ing
features.
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A capable comms module
has been added to Pro 3.
Comms can also be put
under program control for
automated batch up or
download.

Programming: Beyound the pale for mere mortals?
Whenever one reads about databases, the
topic of programming always seems to
crop up. It is hardly surprising, therefore,
that many people might be discouraged
from buying a database, no matter how
useful it could be, at least in part because
they don't feel confident about so daunt¬
ing a task as learning to program a com¬
puter. But why, having purchased a pro¬
gram, should one have to program it as
well? The answer may be discerned by an
oblique glance in the direction of the rag
trade.
Buying clothes can be a frustrating
affair. If, like me, your body doesn't seem
to conform to any of the standard sizes
(I'm very tall, as it happens) you may
resort to the more costly expedient of
bespoke tailoring, two words that may
also be heard in the discussion of
database development. For, like ill-fitting
clothes, most businesses discover that offthe-peg databases have several baggy bits,
or the sleeves are too short (am I going
too far with this analogy?) At this point,
there is no option but to configure a
database to the exact requirements of the
user - bespoke systems, tailored to the
business.
There are experts at writing databases
to serve specific business requirements.
Called systems analysts, they command
the sort of salaries you and I can only
dream of - I've been quoted anywhere
between £200 to £400 a day for such
expertise. Needless to say, this is not an
insignificant factor when considering
whether to do the job yourself.
Traditionally, databases have been cus¬
tom-built in Basic, C and other lan¬
guages, a phenomenally time-consuming
endeavour. But, following the advent of
more powerful personal computers, a new
kind of development tool has become
available - the shell system. In reality a
very high-level language, the shell is a
programming environment containing
built-in commands and procedures that
are very specific to, in this instance,
database development and special rou¬
tines built into the shell perform complex
tasks in the background, unseen by the
user but at his command for the sake of

...then
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typing or mousing a certain keyword or
command.
The Superbase products are shell sys¬
tems. If you purchase one of them, you
haven't actually bought a database, but
the means to create one (if you dispense
with any demonstration files which,
unfortunately, never seem to suit the task
one has in mind). Where the quality and
power of the system becomes evident is
in how easy the programming shell
makes it for the user to accomplish com¬
plex and sophisticated forms of data
management, without spending ludicrous
amounts of time achieving it. But just
how complex is programming a database?
The answer depends on the kind of
application the user is designing for. The
initial steps of building files, each con¬
taining records (an individual item in the
file relating to say, a customer, a job or an
item of stock), in turn consisting of fields
for various kinds of data, are straightfor¬
ward. But when you wish to manipulate
that data, perform calculations, analyses
or cross-reference it, some background
programming must be written. The
Superbase systems contain many pro¬
gramming commands, rather like a Basic
language, which help the user achieve
the desired manipulation. Of course, it
would be rather foolish to just dive in
and learn all the programming com¬

mands, reserved words and their func¬
tions; that's the wrong end of the funnel.
In practice, after a file and its records
have been designed, one inevitably starts
off wanting to do a simple thing, like put
the current date into a new form, or sub¬
tract an item from a list when another
type of transaction such as a sale takes
place, or add some figures from several
different files for an analysis. Slowly then,
as the user becomes more demanding of
the system, the program code grows
almost imperceptibly until pages of
abstract symbols are as familiar as, well,
other pages of abstract symbols.
Joking aside, the path is slow to travel
but the rewards both to the business and
personally are substantial. Patience and
humility are the essential qualities.
Programming is very unforgiving; if the
code won't work, its usually your fault
although most shell environments stop
you from making the more obvious mis¬
takes. So don't be dismayed. Taken one
step at a time, you can gradually build a
database that fits your requirements per¬
fectly. As I often say during discussions of
this kind, if you can understand double¬
entry book-keeping, sales ledger, a spread¬
sheet or a cash-flow projection, then you
can program a database. Especially with a
little help from a shell program like
Superbase.

®|
Superbase program ADDSRCH
REM flddsrch - locate Hords in Rddress file
aZ = Q:a$ = ""IREQUEST "LOCATE Word ","",4,aZ,a$,12

S3

IF HOT (aZ) THEN

xS = "SELECT WHERE Notes CONTAINS
SELECT FIRST !FORM SHOW
END IF

+ a$ +

EXECUTE x$

.

K

Programming can get very involved, yet the starting point is always
simple. This little program, which prompts the user to type in a word
that will be searched for in the file. If you have used a basic language,
then some of the commands may be familiar, but Pro 3 has many
high-level commands like Request, which brings up a dialogue box,
and Form Show, which calls up any external files containing the speci¬
fied word.

D:\SB PR0\PAT8FILE\Pleaseopenafiir
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Once you become familiar with the way the programming
language works, more ambitious programs can be imple¬
mented, stage by stage until the full design (which always
changes) is achieved. In this, more complex example, the
table to the left is being generated by the program oppo¬
site. Only part of the program is visible but much of it is
repetitive - another aspect of programming that may give

a false impression of the apparent complexity. Using the
language in conjunction with the forms editor offers the
possibility of fully customised databases. Menus, dia¬
logues and prompts can be programmed as well as the
standard relational operators, conditional and loop struc¬
tures and sub routines.
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LADBROKE COMPUTING
INTERNATIONAL
LADBROKE COMPUTING INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE
SCAN A T UP TO lOOO DPI FOR ONI Y £89.99
SCA N B/W PRODUCE IN COLOUR
Image Scanner
The Image Scanner is a peripheral for the ST which can
provide high quality graphics digitising for a tenth of
the cost of other digitisers.
This simple unit plugs into the cartridge port of the ST
and accepts scanned information via optical cables
which fix easily to the head of any printer. Scanned
images can be saved in raw data, Degas and Neochrome
formats. The Software supports scanning resolutions of
75,150,216,300,360 and 1000 dots per inch horizontally.
There is an example disk available which contains a
slide show of images scanned with this product. The
cost of this disk is £3.99, £2.00 of which is redeemable
on purchase of a scanner.

NEW software

IMAGE SCANNER ONLY £89.99

screen shot

Midistudio £99J?9
Midistudio is a 20 track Midi Music Studio. This Midi software package is a realistically priced
introduction to Midi music processing and includes the following features.
20 tracks each assignable one of 16 midi channels, each track can be transposed up or down 2 octaves,
the main screen features full tape deck controls with individual volume sliders for each track, note
editing facilities including editing of pitch, octave, duration and velocity, plus full midi controller
editing(pitch bend, mod wheel, etc.).
Full control over phrases is offered through Quantizing, transposing, and phrase arrangement software
pages. The arrangement facilities allow moving and copying phrases on any of the 20 tracks.
The package is easy to use and is a strong competitor with Pro 24.
"

Out performs Pro-24 v2.1 in almost every way

"

Atari ST User Jan 89

EDUCA TIONAL SOFTWARE
Add With Oscar £12.99
Sne/f With Qscar £12.99
Spell with Oscar is a game which
teaches spelling, keyboard skills and
motor coordination. Pictures of objects
move smoothly accross the screen and
the pupil should spell the name of the
object while Oscar checks for mis¬
takes. Spell also incorporates select¬
able dificulty levels and a Hi-score
table. Extra data disks £5.99

Add with Oscar is a fully mouse
controlled educational game with full
colour screens and sound for teaching
addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division to children. This program
has selectable difficulty levels and a
Hi-Score table.

AB Animator £14.95

TRILOGY. £12.99
Quick List Plus

is a utility that
compiles a directory of your disks.
Sort on disk or name, reads any drive,
including hard drive. Printer output
for hard copy of databases.

Mastennat

is a formatter that

optimises disk space, allows non
standard sector and track formats/ fast
read format.

Picstrip
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is a utility that captures all or part of a picture file for use in Basic

programs, supports GFA, FAST, HISOFT and ST Basics and is Degas,
Neochrome and AB Animator compatible.

AB Animator is a utility
for creating and animating
sprites. It supports GFA,
HISOFT and FAST basics and
is compatible with degas and
neochrome picture files.Use
the full icon control to animate
up to 20 big frames of 56
pixels wide by 33 pixels high.

LADBROKE COMPUTING
INTERNATIONAL
The Country s Leading Atari Specia/ist
If you like goods to work on receipt and don’t fancy having to return them in order
to obtain working models then T OOK

NO FURTHER

This company has given years of full support to Atari users from their retail premises at 33 Ormskirk Road Preston. Now from their Mail Order premises
they can offer this " second to none " service to users countrywide. All Software/Hardware is ex-stock and fully tested prior to purchase to ensure that
customers receive total satisfaction, returned goods arc now a thing of the past. All hardware is supported by our on site engineers so that quick turn
around on all repairs is guaranteed. There arc no hidden extras WYSIWYG, all prices include VAT and delivery (next day delivery +£3), are correct
at time of going to press and are subject to change without prior notice.
BEWARE OF CHEAP EUROPEAN IMPORTS. Some retailers are importing hardware which is designed to run on 220v. These products are not for
use in the UK. All these cheap imports do not have any dealer warranty OURS DO.

NEW LOW PRICESNEW LOW PRICES NEW LOW PRICES NEW LOW PRICES
BestSe/Iers
£249.99
£359.99
£339.99
£1299
£199.99
£149.99
£359.99
£149.99
Ring

Star* LCIO Colour
NEC 2200
Star LC24/10
Atar i SLM804 Laser
Star LCIO
Citizen 120 D
Epson LQ500
Gachen D/w
Others

Footers

All printers come complete with para' cable.

Quality / Me Drives
Why pay pennies less for a vastly
inferior Second Drive when you can
have a Superior quality 1 Mg second
dr ive including internal power supply
unit so these drives do not drain power
from the ST.
Cumana 1 Mg Drive
£89.99
Triangle 1 Mg Dr ive
£104.99
Others
Ring

Monitors

Bestsellers

HardDriyes

I SM124 Mono monitor
£139
I SC 1224 colour Monitor
£299
I Philips 8833 colour monitor
£249
Phillips 8852 colour* monitor
£275
Deduct £10 if bought with a computer.
I Various TV. Example, Phillips 14" remote control

Atari
Supra
Supra
Triangle
Triangle

I teletext TV.

Phone for others.

£210

20mg
20mg
30mg
20mg
40mg

£499
£499
£599
£450
£650

/ Me/2.SMe UPGRADE BOARD
NO SOLDERINCL REQUIRED

COMPUTERS
520 STFM Suocr Pack

Allows 1 Sfega^!rTirTSTCIega^^nu*motyTtp9adeT^rmpi^itting appropriate
I chips in to sockets provided Phone now for further information.

1 Mg STM (fitted)
1 Mg STFM (kit)
STFM Upgrade fitting service.

520 STFM Joystick, £450 Worth of top
quality software.
£369.99

1040 PACKS

Upgrades Ex-Stock
£110

Meea 2/4 Desktop.

Includes 1040 STFM, (with Modulator), Plus
a choice of software packs.
£449

£90

Publishing Packs.

£20
S20 STFM Explorer Pack

| Please check machine configuration before ordering. All
upgrade fitting prices quoted for machines not previously
| tampered with.

520 STFM

Atari PC’s

Pro Draw Tablet
CRP Tablets

A4
A3

Hawk Scanner

Dust Covets
phone
£414
£818
£1250

£3.99
£4.99

Computers
Monitors
Disk Drives
Hard Disks
Printers

£2.99
£4.99
£7.99

Quality Disks
All out Disks are top quality, not cheap imports. They are such good value
because we buy bulk and pass the saving on to the customer. We also offer
an unconditional lifetime media guarantee.

I Up to 60% discounts on softwarc+free monthly disk. £15

will be guaranteed a 15% discount on all software. The club, although primarily
software,
offers special reduced prices on selected hardware to club members.
Phone, or Write to the address below for an application form.

£299.99

phone

Ladbroke Computing Software Club
With other clubs the price of the membership is only recovered if the customer
purchases many items but with the Ladbroke Computing Software Club we are
offering a free monthly disk based magazine which contains Reviews, hints, tips,
games, utilities everything you could possibly be interested in. As a member you

Entry Level Commodore PCI

Peripherals

Service centre^ / Repairs
Our Atari trained engineers can repair aiihardware in
minimum time at compctctivc rates\
We can arrange pickup for promt delivery to ourselves
for £10. All repairs fully guaranteed

Phone us last for best prices

£279.99

5.25" D/S Q/D
3.5” D/S O/D

Quantity

w
10+box

100_

....£12
....£13
....£110

96 TPI
....£6.50

....£8.00
Z150

Ladbroke Computing International,

ORDER BY PHONE
Call us on numbers below and pay with your

33 Ormskirk Road, Preston, Lanes.,

credit card.

PR1 2QP.

pF^|
[■fi|pSi

Open Monday-Saturday

10 am to 5.30 pm. Dealer enquiries welcome.

(0772)2031

ORDER BY POST
Make cheques PO's payable to Ladbroke Computing Internation
al.. Send SAE for full catalogue.

or 2 1474

BORODINO

Seventy miles west of Moscow sits the
small town of Borodino. It is here at 6 a.m.
on the morning of September 7th; 1812,
that the largest battle of Napoleon's cam¬
paign in Russia commenced. Napoleon
had originally invaded Russia with an
army of 675,000 men, supported by 1300
cannon, and had been attempting to bring
the Russians, under Kutusov, to bay with
at least a three-to-one advantage to him¬
self. However, the wily Kutusov had given
ground and forced Napoleon to fight a
series of small disjointed and indecisive
battles, whilst at the same time stretching
the French supply lines to breaking point.
When the two generals finally faced each
other at Borodino, they met on more or
less even terms with approximately
130,000 French troops facing 120,000
determined Russians. Thus began the bat¬
tle, that as the author of this program
points out: 'provided much of the war in
Tolstoi's "War and Peace", not to mention
the cannons in Tchaikovsky's "1812
Overture'".
This is the scenario being presented to
us by a new computer wargame from a
new author, Dr. Peter Turcan, and the first
in a new series of computer wargames
called "Atari Battlescapes" from Atari
Corp.(UK).
Instead of the usual format of most
wargames, where the players have an 'eye
in the sky' view of everything that occurs
on the battlefield, and where they have
god-like powers enabling them to be
everyone from company commander up to
Army commander and move every single
unit with chess-like precision, "Borodino"
attempts to bring a new aspect to wargam¬
ing and place the players in the situation
as faced by Napoleon or Kutusov on an
eighteenth-century battlefield.
Players are restricted to what they can
see by their own personal range of vision
and they can only physically control their
own movements around the battlefield.

Wargames may not be your cup of tea, but now they have been
given a new lease of life with Atari's new Battlescapes range.
The result is an accurate and challenging re-enacttnent of
classic conflicts from the depths of history.
Simon Tunstall recounts his experience of Borodino.

View east from Redan Redoubt - Napoleon s starting position.

Communications with the player's subordi¬
nate units are conducted via despatch rid¬
ers, who will carry orders, battle reports
and messages between the various units.
To produce a viable simulation and an
interesting and challenging game along
these lines may have seemed a little far¬
fetched not too long ago, but Dr. Peter
Turcan, along with the power of the Atari
ST, appears to have actually succeeded.
Upon booting up Borodino for the first
time, you realise that you may be looking
at something special, when the opening

View north from the Redoubt along the French lines.
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shot of the game is a colour 3D view of
part of the battlefield looking east across
Borodino village, and visible off to the
right, up on a low hill, is (what I later
learned) the large earthworks called the
'Great Redoubt'. However, having been
misled by pretty graphics on many games
before, I reserved judgement for a while
longer, and whilst the remaining data was
loaded, I read with interest a brief text
description of the setting of the battle, as it
appeared in a text 'window' at the bottom
of this display.
There is an option to see the cannons
firing, although this turned out to be a lit¬
tle disappointing, especially as the game
has no sound to draw your attention to
any gunfire.
Here the graphics were very impressive
as I was presented with a view looking east
from Napoleon's starting position at the
"Redan" earthworks, surrounded by the
Imperial Guard infantry regiments of
Curial's division, neatly lined up in battal¬
ion column formation. In front of this
position are the infantry regiments, caval¬
ry brigades and artillery batteries of
Davout's Corps. In the distance can be
seen the Russian positions in the earth¬
works at "The Fleches" and the village of
Utitsa off to the right, with the "Great
Redoubt" off to the left.
The units are represented in coloured
3D blocks of regiments (infantry), brigades
(cavalry) and batteries (artillery), with the
bands of colours indicating their types e.g.
units with dark purple bands with black
on top (hats) are French Imperial Guard
infantry. Units with dark purple tops, red
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bands below and white bands at the bot¬
tom are Russian Cossack cavalry. Artillery
are conspicuous by their guns, in addition
to their tunic colouring. Leading each unit
are the commanders on horses with differ¬
ing flag colours and shapes indicating
whether they are Corps and Divisional
generals or Regimental colonels.
A round cursor, representing a 'tele¬
scope', can be moved around the view and
by "clicking" the mouse button when it is
placed over a unit or landmark, it will
cause information on what you are looking
at to appear in the text 'window'.
Information on landmarks will display
it's name, any units within or on it, and it's
range from your viewing position. To
change the direction of your viewing posi¬
tion, it is a simple matter of typing in
"LOOK N(orth), W(est), etc.", and you will
see the view change to that perspective.
If as I did, the option to view from
other than your commander's position is
selected, then typing in "LOOK (direction)
FROM (a landmark or subordinate com¬
mander's name)" will magically teleport
you to the new position. Using this option,
1 had a wander around the battlefield mov¬
ing from unit to unit after identifying the
next unit with the 'telescope'. Although
the manual states that the view on the
screen only goes out to a horizon of 1.5 to
2 miles, and that the battle area is 6 miles
north/south and 5 miles west/east, it is
only when you see for yourself all of the
units of both sides stretching out into the
distance, that you can appreciate the size
of the thing! Having been suitably
impressed by the 3D colour grandeur of all
these troops awaiting my word before
unleashing their attack, I then got down to
the business of playing the game.
The battle itself lasts the whole day
from 6am to 7pm, when a final tally and
assessement of the result is given. The
game is played in turns, with each turn
representing 15 minutes. A maximum of
eight orders per turn are allowed to each
side, and these take the form of text com¬
mands (as if 'writing' out orders) and are
taken by computer-controlled despatch
riders to the corps commanders who will
then attempt to carry out your orders.
These despatches need not neccessarily be
orders, but can be requests for information
on a unit's position or battle reports. The
parser for the text commands are logical
and well structured, and are explained well
in the manual, with plenty of examples to
help you out.
I started to experiment with some
orders, but soon discovered that things did
not happen very quickly back in the
Napoleonic era! The game has allowed for
the fact that despatch riders did not fly
through the ether and arrive instantly at
their destination and that they are subsceptible to getting killed and not delivering
their message if riding too near to enemy
troops!
Vital information and orders are invari¬
ably 'game hours' old, especially for units
several miles away from your position, and
the battle may have moved on quite con¬
siderably by the time they receive your
orders or battle reports finally get through
to you! Although frustrating at first, this
was what finally got me hooked on the
game system. The feeling that you were
actually there and that you had to rely on
your subordinates or spend your time
charging up and down the line risking life
and limb as you urge on your troops to

View south from the Redoubt along the French lines.

View west from Kutusov’s starting position (he starts some way behind the lines).

greater efforts.
The computer controls your own forces
very well and carries out your orders with a
certain amount of logical sense. The pro¬
gram's combat, movement and computer
controlled tactics have been based upon
detailed Napoleonic miniatures rules,
although which set rules were used has not
been specified.
You will see units rout, units get small¬
er as they take significant casualties,
infantry units form square when threat¬
ened by enemy cavalry, you will get
requests from Corps commanders for extra
troops to support attacks or receive reports
of tactical withdrawals or local counter¬
attacks. The computer opponent can be a
handful if given the opportunity and
appears to make sensible decisions on
when to hold, counter or withdraw.
The time taken for the computer to
resolve movement and combat, and to re¬
draw the view with everything at their new
postions, can be a little slow at times, but
this is acceptable when considering the
amount of data being processed. I have not
played the two-player version of the game,
but have heard from other sources that it
plays well if you are prepared to give it the
time.
The game comes on two disks, plus a

comprehensive 62-page manual with
includes instructions, background infor¬
mation and the Order of Battle for both
sides. In addition, you get a Write On Rub Off pen for use with laminated side of
the enclosed double-sided colour map, one
side of which gives the historical main
moves of the battle, the other side a map
of the battlefield upon which to plot your
own moves. (Why only one map and pen
was supplied for a game that has a twoplayer option is a mystery).
Conclusion
Borodino is an excellent visual and gaming
experience and the more you play it, the
more you appreciate the detail and depth
that has gone into it. Being able to play
either side and to set up your own starting
orders, will give it enough variety for it to
be taken out of the disk box or brought off
shelf and replayed many times. A must for
the serious and not so serious wargamer
alike.
/>

Product:
Price:
Supplier:
Developed by:
Phone:

Borodino
£29.99
Atari Corp. UK
Dr. Peter Turcan.
0753 33344
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HARDWARE FACT FILE:
NEC P6 Plus
24 -pin dot matrix
printer
Rated by many as one of the
best 24-pin printers an ST can
exploit, the NEC P6 has an
excellent reputation for quality
and accuracy. The latest incar¬
nation of this model is the P6
Plus - we look at NEC's latest
hit, here in this month's hard¬
ware fact file.
The NEC P6 and its wider
carriage sister, the P7, have
always known a special rela¬
tionship with the Atari ST.
Signum2, for example, the doc¬
ument processor from Signa
Publishing, is almost perfectly
at home on a P6 - most of the
available fonts are designed for
this output device.
Due to the three main
aspects of this printer: accura¬
cy; resolution and robustness,
the NEC P6/P7 Plus are the per¬
fect dot-matrix printers for
business and office use, where
they will perform time and
again, and withstand most dayto-day punishment.
The manual provided is a
rather thick, very reference¬
like, spiral-bound affair. It
becomes apparent that there
are no dipswitches on this
printer - all settings are soft¬
ware selectable, or front-panel
programmable. The front panel
is a high-quality membrane
switch assembly.
The P6 Plus offers several
built-in fonts and typefaces:
Courier in 10, 12, 15, 17 and
20 pitch (not point); Prestige
Elite in 12, 15 and 20; ITC

Souvenir in 12 and 17; Bold
proportional spacing; Times
PS; Helvette PS; Draft Gothic in
10, 12, high speed, 15, 17 and
20; plus font cards.
Both single-sheet and
sprocket-feed paper can be
used as standard, with the
option of fitting a single-bin
automatic sheet-feeder attach¬
ment. Centronics input is sup¬
ported as standard - RS-232c
costs extra, but is easily fitted.
The NEC P6 Plus can be pri¬
marily thought of as running
under Epson LQ-800 emula¬
tion, however, it offers extra
modes and twice the vertical
dot resolution.
Only three sides of the
NEC P6 Plus are used: power
switch on the right rear
(unreachable), Centronics and
IEC mains sockets on either
end of the rear, and control
panel plus font-card slot on
the front.

n

O

Q

8£3

B

Check list
Input:.Centronics (RS-232c optional).
Colour option:.yes
Hex dump mode:.yes, with hex and ASCII
Emulation:.Epson LQ-800
Text pitch:.10, 12, 15, 17, 20, ps
Column width at 10cpi:....80
Paper width:.127mm-254mm wide
Price:.£649.00 (rrp)
Ribbon:.Endless loop (DR12), 4-colour fabri:
.(DR12), Multistrike (LQ12)
Paper handling:.tractor feed
.plain paper cut sheet
.optional single-bin auto sheet feeder
Special codes:.Triple-width characters
.Double-width characters
.Double-height characters
.360*360dpi graphics
Speeds:.draft 10: 220cps
.high speed 12: 265cps
.letter quality 10: 75cps
.proportional: 94cps ave.
Vert spacing command: ...FS 3 (n) where n/360-inch line spacing.
bit image modes

Summary
The NEC P6 plus is one of the
most intelligent consumerlevel dot-matrix printers
around today. It has a brutally
effective 'look and feel' about
it. The 360*360dpi graphics
should not be taken to mean
that the P6 Plus is capable of
higher quality than a laser
printer. This is simply not the
case - laser printers are faster,
more accurate and more con¬
sistent than any dot matrix.

code..mode..dpi..pins
0..single density..60..8
1..double density..120..8
2..hi-speed double..120..8
3..quad density..240. .8
4..CRT screen..80. .8
6. .other CRT screens..90. .8
32. .single density. .60. .24
33. .double density. .120. .24
38. .other CRT screens. .90. .24
39. .triple density. .180. .24
40. .high density. .360. .24
Max bit-image mode: 360*360dpi

in Courier 10 mode
Underscore on & off italics on
ITC Souvenir, in 10 pitch

NEC P6 Plus

Helvette. proportional spacing and italics

Times, proportional spacing and italics
New Prestige Elite, 12 pitch
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209 - 212 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1 9AF
Telephone: 01-323 4761 Fax: 01-255 1591
Computers; Sales, Services and Training
THE HARDWARE

Phone now!

Atari 520STFM 1 Mb...........£269i
Atari1040STFM...
£399
Atari Mega 2.
£POA
Atari Mega 4.
£POA
Atari 520 Super Pack.£345
Atari 520STM.
£POA
1040STFM Business Pack.£POA
1040STFM Super Pack......£POA
Mouse for Atari in Stock.£24.95

MONITORS

While Stocks Last!

Atari SMI 24. .£119
Atari SCI 224. .£259 j
Atari Computer & Monitor.£POA
Philips 8833. .£229
Philips 8852. .£259

DRIVES

You Must Ring!

1Mb Drive 3.5" (with power supply).........£89
1Mb Drive 5.25".
£119
Atari Megafile 20.£459
Supra 20Mb.£459
Supra 30Mb...
£519
Supra 60/120 Mb.
Megafile 30.
Megafile 60.

£POA
£459
£520

DTP Systems Phone for Best Prices
BLANK DISKS

New Prices!

Sony, 3M, Phillips, Maxell, TDK and JVC Box of 10
Only £12.95

MODEMS
Demon II.
£89
Miracle WS2000.
£109
ide WS4000.£179

DUST COVERS
520...£4.95
520 STFM..£6.
1040 STFM...£5.
Monitors.£6.!

CLOCKS
Internal.
£26.95
External.£26.95
Real Time.
£48.00

THE SOFTWARE

PRINTERS
Lowest Prices!
1st Word +.
....£59
Word Perfect.£175
Amstrad DMP3250......£179
Timeworks DTP.POA
Amstrad DMP4000.£299
Fast Basic.£69
Epson LX800.£179
Spectrum 512.POA
Epson EX800.
£429
CAD 3D 1.0.POA
Epson EXI000.£575
Fonts, Drivers & Primitives.POA
Epson FX 800.£339
Plotter and Printer Drivers.POA
Epson LQ 500.£329
Cyber Studio.POA
Epson LQ 850.£460
3D Developer's Disk.POA
Epson LQ 1050.
£739
Architectural Designs.POA
Star LC10..£189
POA
Star LC10 Colour.£239 I^Future Designs.
Human Forms...
POA
Star NX15.£309
Stereotek.
POA
Star LC2410.£299
Cyber Control.
POA
Panasonic 1081.£155
Cuber Paint.POA
Panasonic 1592.£439
Genesis.POA
Panasonic 1124.
£320
NEC P6+.£POA
GIST.POA
NEC P7+.£POA
Base II....POA
NEC P2200.£319
COLR Object Editors.POA
Juki 6100.£319
Crystal.POA
Citizen 12DD.£149
Maps & Legends.POA
Datamap Collection.POA
Expert Opinion.POA
LASER PRINTERS
Flash.POA
Atari SLM804..,...£1050
Kermit & Remote.
POA
Canon LBP 8A2.£1599
Navigator.POA
Epson GQ3500.£1599
pie.;...POA
HP Laserjet II...:.£1799
Quicktran.POA
Panasonic HL8.
£P0A
Red Alert.POA
Brother HL8.£1999
Star Struck.POA
Olympia Laser 6.£POA

MAIL ORDER WELCOME
PHONE 01-323-4761

ALL PRICES ARE
INCLUSIVE OF VAT

START.POA
1st Mail...POA
1st Word Plus (English).POA
1st Word Plus (French).POA
1st Word Plus (USA).
POA
68000 Macro Assembler.POA
Fractal Generator.POA
GSTC...POA
Mark Williams C Conversion 3.0.POA
Csd for the Atari ST...POA
Easy Draw 2.POA
Supercharged Easy Draw 2.
POA
Easy Tools......POA
Prospero Fortran for GEM.POA
Prospero Pascal for GENW.POA
Data Manager Professional.POA
Data Manager.POA
Swiftcalc.POA
Word Writer.POA
Timeworks Desktop Publisher (UK).POA
Other languages also available.POA
Partner ST.POA
Trimbase ST....POA
Let's Make Calenders & Stationary.POA
Let's Make Greetings Cards.POA
Let's Make Signs & Banners.POA
Art Library 1.POA
Art Library 2.
POA
Display Rack.POA

TtmeucR^

Aim 520
1040 i MEGA ST

Timeworks Desktop

PUBLISHER

ST

FuHiamturad Desktop Publishing
program with Pag* Layout,
Word Procmssing and Graphics.

For a demonstration phone Cavendish on 01 323 4761

UP TO 30% DISCOUNT OFF SOFTWARE!
PHONE FOR BEST DEAL.
We have all the new releases and give all the
good prices.
Ring-01-323 4761 NOW!

EDUCATION CORPORATE
& GOVERNMENT SALES
WELCOME

CAVENDISH DISTRIBUTORS LTD
209-212 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1 9AF
TELEPHONE: 01-323 4761 FAX: 01-255 91

multiple screens, all the usual tools plus rotate to any angle, skivle- horizontal and vertical, zoom, twist,
built ki converter, very well bid out and designed- full
GEM but this does not slow it down ki the way maybe Degas Elite is. This is a truly brillinat program. Abo Paritlux
a monochrome painting program ki GEM and German.
• GR11 - 11 picture converters and utilities - PICswitch 0.7, NEO to mono etc.
• GR13 • Studio and VanGoGo - two excellent colour only art programs. VanGoGo includes an sprite editor
- German but easy to pick up.
• GR14 - Public Painter Mono only absolutely fabulousl

Public Domain Software
MEGA PACKS
• Starter pock. (MEGA 1) £5 Three disks packed with programs and files for the new STer. Disk 1 has a
250k text file of the book 'Your 2nd Atari St manual1. Disk 2 has ST Tour a tutorial. Disk 3 has RAM disks,
spooler, picture converters, desktop accessories, monochrome emulator, Auto loader GEM, extended disks
formatters and loads of other utilities.
• Clip Art 1. (MEGA 2) £5 Three single sided disks full of clip art. Also available as AP36, AP37, AP77.
• Clip Art 2. (MEGA 3) £5 Three sfrigte sided disks full of clip art. Also available as AP78, AP79, AP80.
• Graphics Pack. (MEGA 4) £5 "Three disks of graphic packages and utilities. Disk 1 contains Neochrome
a colour only paint package and Master Painter. Disk 2 is full of picture converters. Disk 3 has Public
painter a fabulous monochrome package.
• Bible Pack 1. (MEQA 5) £10 The King James version of The Holy Bible, The Old Testament. Set of six
single sided disks. The text is in a compressed format to fit on to the disks. When uncompressed each
chapter of each book exists as a separate Ole usable kn any word processor of DTP package.
• Bible Pack 2. (MEGA 6) £5. The King James version of The Holy Bible. The Old Testament. Set of three
double sided disks disks. The text is in a compressed format to fit on to the disks. When ircompressed
each chapter of each book exists as a separate file usable in any word processor or DTP package.

IlIliiMiilWIIB
M PPLICAtlON DISKS

• A5 • Archiver II file/disk compacter version 1.0 excellent, Autodate and many more.
• A6 - Autogem - auto boots any GEM program on booting the ST, Xformat2 - Extended disk formatter,
Shorttermcomms, VC spreadsheet -non GEM spread sheet. Directory lister, System font changer - uses
Degas format fonts. Appointment reminder, Prkit Master to Degas converter, and others.
• A13 - Publishing Partner disk 1. Public domain fonts for non PostScript printers. Hudson, Columbia,
Dcvoll, Thames, Spokane and Saturn. There are colour and monochrome screen drivers and printer
drivers. Font editor - create your own fonts, very complex. Also on this disk is a printer driver for the HP
Laseijet Plus printer. All the fonts on this disk work with the HP Laseijet Plus printer.
• A24 • Astrolab German astronomy program. Monochrome only, version 0.7 latest version - much
improved!.
■ A29 - Skymap mono only star system • 1500 stars are Included excellent astronomy program, . Con term
- version 42 com ms pc kg - on line help, function key editor GEM based.Very good directory printer lister.
• A30 - DEC edt clone for the ST (editor), Disk engineer version 3.01, allows you to do anything to any
disk Is GEM based can give you a complete report on any disks, format, copy, listings and FAT info.
Includes source code. 8-bit to Degas converter, MAC picture tranter program.
• A31- 40 1st Word printer drivers - all Epsons, Panasonic, Atari and Atari Laser, NEC Pirrwriter, Star,
Olympia, Toshiba etc.
• A35 - Compunet fully working supplied by Compunet themselves, version 3.01 docianentation on how
to get started. Plus ProEd. Excellent text editor that is non GEM - very good. Home accounts Payschedual, Accounts (ST Basic program and manual), Loancalc (ST Basic program).
• A36 and A37 - Clip Art 1 and 2, dozens of monochrome pictures and clip art suitable for any package
that uses Degas or Tiny format pictures.
• A38 - Publishing Partner disk 2. Six new fonts for non-PostScript printers - colour and monochrome
screen fonts and docs to tell you how to access the foreign characters of the ST. There is also a much
needed update to the Helvetica font. The 6 new fonts are CaligTify, Elegance, Courier, Roman Bookface,
Westslde and Avant Garde.
• A40 • Harddisk 1. Disk full of hard disk programs • including Turtle version 2.8.
• A41 - Monochrome emulator version 3. This program makes your ST think that it is running in
monochrome mode when it’s using your TV or colour monitor. Works on 520’s, 1040’s, new and old TOS,
and tested with dozens of programs - includes the source code in ‘C\ CMFonts converts Macintosh fonts
to ST GDOS format. The programmer clakns to have tested the results with Calligrapher includes Source
*C’ code - sounds good. Top-chart, Setdate. Apricot textfib converter and source code. INPUT a small
program to enter small text files to disk or printer. Deformattor - this program deformats your disks] A
Virus killer and disk immuniser.
• A44 - STar Net Bulletin Board System a very good BBS system. Clocks, countit. Micro EMACs to EDST
file converter. Seek Speed - diskseek speed changer can help with IBM drives,
Virus killer version 2.
• A50 - Beginner disk 250k text file for people who are new to the ST or are having problems with aspects
of the machine i.e. RAM disks, spoolers, Desktop Accessories etc.
• A51 - 12 communication packages and utilities etc. all ARChived to fit onto a single disk. Disk contains
ARChiver II and help doc.
• A52 • Hard disks disk 2. Eight hard disk utilities.
• A63 - Fontkit 331 by Jeremy Hughes - Epson, ST screen and Degas font editor - excellent, needs A64
as well.
• A64 • Fontkit 3.31 by Jeremy Hu^ies - Fonts and utils for A63 - excellent, needs A63 as well.
• A65 - Clip Art 3 - 1930’s trademarks in tiny fmt. Can be used with most DTP and WP packages.
• A66 - Unix disk 1 - Supplied by C. Korycinski from Perth. Full of Cnix Utilities all with docs.
• A67 - Unix disk 2 - Supplied by C. Korycinski from Perth. Full of Unix Utilities all with docs.
• A71 - Be a guest on Compunet, Maths made easy by A Craig very good, PCP Accelerator • speeds up
lines to USA, Convert Printmaster to Degas.
• A72 - Personal Finance by Eric Chapman very good. Superboot V2.00 excellent choose which
Accessories you want, have a loading screen, choose AUTO folder programs, choose a DESKTOP.1NF file,
set time and date + more, Sector Editor by K J Walters VI .0, CAS puts arrow in top left hand of screen.
Ripper.
• A74 - Movie database 2000 films available on video in text form can be used in any word processor or
text editor and can easily be pulled into a database.
• A75 - Nicholas Ekins-Daukes collection of programs: Shares Program (keeps track of your shares). High
scores for the game player to store all your highest scores. Weather 1 program store weather data.
Weather 2 variation of Weather 1. Beat Box and Beat Bind drunm sequencer and beat box file merger.
Edbank the electric money box. Graph plot for plotting line charts. Specport to port ZX Spectrum graphics
to the ST via the RS232 Interface. Specsave to save transmitted RS232 files to disks. Printer server allows

• DAI - Calendar, Crab, kidex prkiters, Intasect RAM disk excellent, RAMdisks, Lupe, Reversi, Skbcltek,
Spooler, Texas instruments calculator. Tiny tool editor, Analogue clock. Breakout.'
• DA2 • 5 Calculators, Calendar, Font loader, Digital watch, Puzzles, Screen protector, RAMdisks,
Snapshot screen saver, Directory printer, Maze game, RAM free plus, knit disk. System (configs printer
modem, colours, has note pad and much more in 28kJ), Mites, IBM block terminal, Note pad. Goodies,
Remember, Mites, control panel latest version - time and date work properly, VT52 RS232 config, plus
others.
• DA3 • W/P tools,Diskman - disk utility, Minidos - disk utility, X - utilities, M and T - ramdisk and spooler,
New Word (word processor) this is truly very good and very useful has many features and manual, coder,
uploader use with Fast com to combat its inability to upload
messages written off-line to anywhere other than page 7 in Prestel, Alarm clocks - very good, Schnapp saves
screen to buffer and then will dump when you want, MAD 2 different .acc s that muck up the screen ramdomly.
One scrolls the programmers name throught the mouse pointerl, Pro painter dumps to disk a marked block of
screen.
• DA4 • Calc 7 scientific calculator and ‘C’ code. Caps Off/On - displays at top off screen nice and boldly
whether Caps Lock key is on or off, Squirtit, Read Only Control Panel, Startup - excellent. Private eye really brilliant tells you all about the insides of your machine - O.S.
version top of memory etc. Rat Trap • brilliant program written by Alan Thomas which is based on the idea of
Mousetrap but it's much much better several different modes of running, Reverse screen. RAM Buffer nice clock
and RAMdisk program. Address book - excellent. Code Table, Disk info. Melt, MMcopy, Puzzle, RAC2,
RAMFree,Reversi, Speecknouse - set speed of mouse - excellent.
• DA5 - Assistant, Clip, Combined - 10 Accessory ki One, DCS, Epson FX5 utility, HPLike2 - Hewlett
Packard calc, MiniDOS,Mob2Key, NakaJkna printer Config. RAMbuffer, ROCP, Reverse Screen, Startup excellent.

GRAPHICS BISKS
• QRl - NEOchrome version 1, Pabtte, DR doodb, Pabtte setter. Doodle to Degas converter. Effects
(slideshow that does effects on any NEO pics with a ‘PIC extender, Windptes( loads aU the NEO ‘.PIC’
pictures in dbk a into a seperate window allowing you to have all On screen at once), 3-D designer (draw
images and make them move!, Sprite designer, Shrendraw - drawing program and pascal source code,
another bigger Sprite editor! and Degas fonts.
• GR2 - Grate on. Degas to RLE converter, Dump-to-gem dump Degas fibs to Gemini printer, Megablit a
very good drawing package with all the features,Picture converter including Art director to NEO/Degas,
P13 to NEO.Littb Painter German paint program mono only. Degas converter and printer full GEM.
• GR3 - MASTER Painter - excellent graphics program works in ALL resolutions in NEO Degas and Doodle
formats. Has multipb screens 6 on 1/2 Mb, upto 24 if you have enough RAM, animate between these

lAJVGGAGE AND MUSIC DISKS Mill
• L5 - *C* Compiler including Text Editor, not for the absolute beginner and certainly not a tutorial, this
disk contains all that you need to compile C source code, it b very very good, so before you spend £100
plus on a commercial C compiler C if you like C with thb excellent PD compiler.
• L6 - Toy Prolog - German full documention, demos and source codes.
• L7 - Xlisp version 1.7 includes manuals.
• L9 - ST ICON version 6.3, based on SNOBOL4. Complete manual.
• L10 - Little Smalltalk. Incudes Smalltalk language, full manual, exampleprogs. and editor. See Jan and
Feb 1988 issues of Personal Computer Worldfor tutorial etc.
• LI 1 - Forthmacs and micro Emacs editor plus forth programs, and manuals.
• M4 - Midi sequencer excellent pby and record etc. very good.
■ M7 - Midi Drum and Midi Pby - 2 great midi progs • mididrum b a drum machine, and midipby a
sequencor fully programmable - mono and midi only.
• M2 - Casio CZ series data librarian, Casio CZ voice manager, Orch-piay includes fibs generated using
the commercblly aval liable Orchestrator ktcludes midi and ST sound chip support, Miditogi allows you to
pby the STs’ internal sythesizer vb your midi synth, ST synthesizer! Casio CZ-101 preset transporter.
• M5 - CZpatch, DXpatch. YAMAHA DX100 voice editing program, colour only.

• W1 - 1st Word with manual, tutorial and 18 printer drivers.
• W2 - STwriter with mwnual, tutorial etc. 2 versions 1.75 and GEM/text based ’Hite’ version of STWriter.
the same program that can be switched kito GEM mode and back to original non GEM version, usual full
manual and quick reference etc. with new features, very good word processor.
• W7 - S1GP1C v2.00 great program from Germany that converts a mono screen image into a one page
S1GNUM document, thb can then inserted anywhere into the doc, hnhalt - generates a tabb of contents or
an index of a document written with Word Plus, Snap Help, Typing Tutor - full graphics • this b in German
but it's easy to pick up.
• W8 - bt Print, Hard copy, LQ 800 accessory, NEC CODEP6 - NEC accessory, NEC EMG - emulator prog for
NEC’s the have FX mode, and others.
• W9 - Newsbtter Maker - Allows you to make a GEM Dbk magazine - very good.
• D51 - ST Tourl An exceUent demo for all you New STers. The tour works in Monochrome and in Colour,
and shows how to use all the features of the ST, including desktop accessorbs, menus, windows etc. Thb
b very, very good.
• STNEWS ExceUent Dbk magazine issues 22, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 3.1, 32, 3.3 and 3.4.

• PI PASCAL DISK 1 - P2 PASCAL DISK 2 - P3 PASCAL DISK 3.

• STBAS1 SI BASIC 1 • Dozens of STBasic GE programs fill up thb disk excelbnt.
• STBAS2 Si BASIC 2 - Dozens of STBasic UTILITY programs fill up thb dbk excellent.
• STBAS3 STBASIC 3 - Dozens of STBasic DEMOS, MUSIC programs «nd TUTORIAL fill up thb dbk
exceUent.

DOUBIE SIDED
PROGRAMMERS C DISKS:
• Cl C DISK 1 - BCTREE - data management routines for C programmers, (megamax, alcyorn, mark
wiUiams.), abo GEM information.
• C2 C DISK 2 - GEM Class from C With lots of GEM information.
• C3 C DISK 3 - Dianp, sterm, tinybasic, bp.comm, dte.comm, input, calcl, change, convert, read degas,
tiny tool etc., source code dbk.

Packed fuU of FAst Basic programmes including some Budgie games.
Put together by Simon Rush from the FaST User Group and ST UK.
• FASTI FAST Basic disk 1 - FAST2 FAST Basic disk 2.
• FAST3 FAST Basic disk 3 - FAST4 FAST Basic disk 4.

programmers gea basic asm.
Program sources some also compiled. Disk contains GFA run-time interpreter:
• GFA01 - GFA Basic dbk. 32 Fites -GFA02 - GFA Basic disk. 59 files.GFA03 - GFA Baste dbk. 19 fibs.

TWIN DISK SETS
The following are some of the single sided disks from the catalogue that have been paired together and
put onto one doubb sided dbk. Note to use doubb sided dbks you must have a doubb sided disk drive for
your ST.

A13 + A38
G17 + G18
A40 +A52
GR2 4- GR11
A41 + A44
M4 + M6
DA3 + DA4
A66 +A67
L7 + L9
IBM 3 +IBM 10
A58 +A59
A81 4- A82
A47 +G35

STUK1 ,
STUK57
STUK30
STUK38
STUK88
STUK25
STUK12
STUK91
STUK23
STUK98
STUK101
STUK104
STUK 107

STUK56
Gil +G12
STUK29
A24 + A29
STUK71
G29 + G30
A50 -t- DEM51 ST UK 34
STUK22
L5 4-L6
DAI 4- DA2
STUK11
IBM1 +IBM2 STUK10
A71 4- A72
STUK93
STUK24
L10 4.L11
A26 4- A74
STUK 99
STUK 102
A61 +A62
STUK 105
G10 +G13
STUK 108
G32 4-G37

A 38 + A37
G19 4-G20
A35 4- A51
GR1 4- GR3
A5 +A6
W1 4-W2
A63 +A64
G33 4- G34
A83 +A84
A57 +A65
A75 4- A76
G28 + G31

STUK2
STUK58
STUK33
STUK39
STUK44
STUK17
STUK90
STUK94
STUK 95
STUK 100
STUK 103
STUK 106

10 Double Sided Sony Bulk (Inc. labels).£10.00
10 Double Sided Sony Branded (Inc. labels).£15.00

HOW TO ORDER FROM ST UK
This ad shows only a small portion of our catalogue, so for
details of the service and a free copy of the catalogue send a
Stamped S.A.E. (If you are ordering you will get the latest
catalogue). Prices: Single sided disks are £2.25 each, 5-9£2.15
each and 10 or more £2.00 each. Double sided disks are £3.25
each, 5-9 £3.15 each and 10 or more £3.00 each.
All prices are fully inclusive. To order please send a cheque,
postal order or visa card details to:
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THE INTEGRATER

A complete hard disk system packaged in a
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INTRODUCING
MODULA-2
Modula-2 is a highly competent programming language which
exists as a good alternative to Pascal, C and even Basic on the
ST. Don Milne introduces the language and describes some of
its finer points.

In my experience there are
basically two types of pro¬
grammer - hobbyists and
serious programmers.
Hobbyists typically use
interpreted BASIC, program
mostly for fun, or as an
adjunct to their normal job,

for example an engineer
using a computer to take
the grind out of some
heavy-duty maths. This per¬
son is concerned with quick
results, not with long-term
considerations, such as
portability or ease of main¬

tenance. For this type of
programmer BASIC will
continue to be a good
choice for some time to
come.
The working program¬
mer has different require¬
ments. The program devel¬

oped for one environment
may need to be moved to
another, so the chosen lan¬
guage must be easily
portable. This rules out
BASIC for serious considera¬
tion. The program may also
need to be maintained by
someone else when he or
she moves on, so a lan¬
guage which makes this
easy is a necessity.
Performance may also be
important, and that means
that the language must be
compiled rather than inter¬
preted, and, moreover, the
compiler should generate
reasonably good code.
Happily this is not the
problem it used to be compilers are getting faster
and better as small comput¬
ers expand their capabili¬
ties.
Currently the language
which reigns supreme in
the professional arena is C
(especially on the ST).
However, a latecomer on
the horizon may seriously

Where did Modula-2 come from?
The creator of Modula-2 is the famous
(infamous?) Nicklaus Wirth. In the six¬
ties he was involved in the design of
Algol, followed this with a variant of
Algol called Algol-w and then, in the
early seventies, designed the language
for which he is best known - Pascal.
Pascal was designed to teach good
programming (Wirth is a Professor of
Mathematics in Zurich) which led
Pascal to become an immediate hit
with the educational community. Its
shortcomings as a programming lan¬
guage became very obvious when it
made its debut on small computers.
The first problem was that the early
microcomputer Pascals were pseudocompiled (the compilers produced an
intermediate code called p-code which
was then interpreted), which meant
that programs seemed very slow when
compared to those produced by the C
compilers which later began to appear,
which generated machine code directly.
This earned Pascal an entirely unde¬
served reputation for slowness, and C
the equally undeserved reputation for
speed. Even today these myths surface
whenever the two languages are dis¬
cussed.
Standard Pascal did, however, have
genuine problems in the design depart¬
ment. File I/O was primitive; string
handling was absurd; access to the
underlying hardware damn near
impossible, and (one of the most dam¬
aging limitations of all) there was no

facility for modular programming - by
which I mean breaking a large pro¬
gramming project down into tasks for
which "modules" are developed and
compiled separately, and pieced togeth¬
er later (linked). As has been pointed
out before, here was the standard bear¬
er of "Structured Programming" which
could be used to develop structured
programs, but not structured systems.
The BSI, whose ISO Pascal standard
many hoped would correct some of
these deficiencies, instead chose to cast
them in concrete.
All successful Pascal compilers have
to some extent ignored the language
standard and, instead, correct the defi¬
ciencies by means of special extensions.
While many professional programmers
do use extended Pascals, the situation
is unsatisfactory. The rule of inter¬
machine portability is broken, leaving
the programmer dependent on the
commercial fortunes of a single compil¬
er vendor, and also with a problem
when moving to new environments
not supported by that vendor.
This apparently leaves C with an
overriding advantage. The language is
perceived as efficient; you can split
large projects into separately compiled
modules; there are facilities for low
level work; the standard file and string
handling libraries are adequate for
most duties, and, most important, a
major portion of the language and its
library are standard across a wide range

of environments.
C does, however, have its own
drawbacks. C compilers do little type
checking - a feature to its proponents, a
source of bugs to the rest of us - but
most of all, the syntax of the language
itself can be both difficult to remember
and more difficult to read. I'm quite
sure that many a C convert thinks wist¬
fully back to their Pascal days, "surely,
someone could design a language with
the power of C but with a style more
like Pascal?". Whether they know it or
not, these programmers are describ¬
ing Modula - 2.
Modula-2 has two direct ancestors:
Pascal is, of course, one, and the other
is Modula, an experimental language
designed in the seventies to investigate
approaches to concurrent program¬
ming. Modula-2 was developed in
parallel with Wirth's Lilith computer
system with the idea that all Lilith
software (low or high level) would be
written in the new language. The point
to notice is that, unlike Pascal, which
was developed as a teaching aid, M2
was designed expressly for "real world"
programming from the start. M2 has a
cleaner syntax than Pascal, and adds
several new features which include,
excellent support for modular program¬
ming, low level programming, concur¬
rency, new data types, and so on.
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unsettle the C applecart,
and that latecomer is the
programming language,
Modula-2.

Modules
Fundamental to under¬
standing the language

tines makes large programs
easy to handle in the mind
of the programmer, because
major program sub-func¬
tions are broken into tasks
each dealt with by their
own module - this is simply
attacking the large project
using the divide and con¬

Separate compilation.
More logical

"bundling"

constant declarations,

of related routines,
data types and variables.

Information "hiding".

Modula-2 is understanding
the concept of the module.
Some of the benefits of
modules are:
It is not necessary for
every module to have all of
these attributes. For exam¬
ple, Modula-2 offers a spe¬
cial form of module called
a "local module" which is
not separately compiled this construct exists in the
language purely on the
strength of benefits offered
by the other attributes.
Separate compilation
can speed up the develop¬
ment of very large pro¬
grams because it removes
the need to compile the
entire program simply
because of a change in a
single module. Instead,
that module only is recom¬
piled and the program is
then re-linked.
Bundling of related rou¬

quer principle. Each of the
routines and variables in a
given module would be
related to that single major
task. As an added benefit, a
sufficiently useful module
can be stored in a "library"
for re-use in later programs,
provided that you are care¬
ful to remove any program
dependencies.

Hiding
Information hiding may
seem a strange term. Basic
programmers I meet, often
assume that I am talking
about selfishly hiding
clever program source code
from interested readers! Not
so. Information hiding sim¬
ply means removing from
the "sight" of a program
information about a mod¬
ule not required to use the
module. This ensures that

the program makes no
assumptions about how a
module is implemented.
In Modula-2, all details
about a module remain hid¬
den unless it is declared in
a special "definition mod¬
ule". Figure 1 is an example
of a Modula-2 definition for
a simple graphics module this is all the information
the compiler would have
when processing a client
module. The module may
be designed to use one of
the ST graphics modes, or
all of them, or perhaps the
mode used will be changed
later in the development
stage. None of this con¬
cerns the client program. If
the data structure used to
represent the display
appeared in the definition,
then this level of flexibility
would not be possible. I
should emphasise that all
Modula-2 external modules
are required to have a defi¬
nition part, and only the
objects in the definition
part are available to the
client program.

Comparison
So how do Modula-2 mod¬
ules compare with similar
features provided in other
languages? Dealing with
BASIC first - there are prob¬
ably BASICS around which
provide some equivalent of
a module, however I know
of none.
Standard Pascal has only
one feature which can be
thought of as a primitive
module - the include file.
Include files allow a pro¬
gram to be broken up into
packages of related proce¬
dures and declarations, and
that is about it. There is no
separate compilation, and
certainly no information

MODULE Test;

FROM Graphics IMPORT SetPixel;

(* explicit inport *)

IMPORT Plotter,Graphics;

(* qualified inport *)

BEGIN
SetPixel(1,2,3);

(* calls SetPixel in module Graphics *)

Graphics.Line(1,1,10,10,3);

(* calls Line in module Graphics *)

Plotter.Line(1,2,30,40);

(* calls Line in module Plotter *)

END Test.

Figure 2. Example showing how objects are "imported" from
ANOTHER MODULE.
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hiding. Some extended
Pascals support a type of
module called a "Unit"
which is very close indeed
to the Modula-2 concept,
but the problem of porta¬
bility with extended Pascals
has already been discussed.
C comes very close to
providing true modules. C
has what are referred to as
"compilation units" which
are separately compiled,
and which provide the nec¬
essary mechanism for
bundling related functions.
Even so, the C compilation
unit has several weak areas.
The C language has no
equivalent of the M2 defi¬
nition module, so good C
programmers achieve
something like the same
effect through the use of
the so called "header file".
Header files are purely an
invention of the C pro¬
grammer - they are not in
any way supported,
checked, enforced or recog¬
nised by the language itself.
This means, for exam¬
ple, there is no check by
the C compiler that the
contents of a header file are
consistent with the match¬
ing implementation mod¬
ule or with other client
modules (all M2 compilers
must perform a version
check and will refuse to
link modules compiled
using older definitions). If a
C programmer wants to call
a function in an external
module, he must know (for
example) that the function
he wants to call takes a
'long' as an argument and
not the 'int' that he expects
- the compiler will not
complain, so the program¬
mer finds out when the
program crashes! Modula-2
compilers check the defini¬
tion and can therefore
ensure that the arguments
to a procedure match the
procedure declaration.
There is also the possi¬
bility of name clashes, ie
objects in different mod¬
ules having the same name
- the programmer finds this
out at link time. In
Modula-2 the fact that an
object is available in the
definition (exported) is not
enough. In order to make
use of the object, the client
module must specifically

ask for (import) that object.
This means that it is always
clear to the M2 compiler
which object is required. If
there is a name clash, then
M2 also allows the option
of a "qualified import"
which allows the program¬
mer to prefix the name of
an object with the name of
the module to which it
belongs. Figure 2 shows
examples of various types
of import from our exam¬
ple graphics module and an
imaginary Plotter module.

Syntax
Pascal and C are similar in
one respect: they both use
"brackets" around chunks
of code to form so called
"compound statements".
Pascal brackets compound
statements with "begin"
and "end", while C uses
curly braces.
Modula-2 departs from
the C and Pascal tradition
by dropping the opening
bracket. Instead, all pro¬
gram statements which
begin with a keyword also
end with a keyword (as in
the IF statement, this is
nearly always "END" - the
only exception is "REPEAT"
which terminates with
"UNTIL"). Figure 3 shows
an IF statement in C, Pascal
and Modula-2, which
demonstrates the point.
Like C, Modula-2 is case
sensitive. This means that
M2 does not treat words as
being the same if they have
a different mixture of upper
and lower case letters. For
example, "IF" is a recog¬
nised keyword in the lan¬
guage, but "If" or "if" would
not be recognised, and so

Figure 3. An equivalent statement in Pascal, C and
Modula-2.

on. This also highlights
another feature of the lan¬
guage: all Modula-2 key¬
words have to be in UPPER
CASE, an aspect which
many programmers do not
like at first, but one which
you soon get used to.

Meaning

ple shows how they can be
used to represent a bit
mapped graphics display,
eg the high-resolution dis¬
play on the ST:
"FullScreen" is a twodimensional array of
BITSETs which represent
the display and "Screen" is

Handling Data
Figure 4 shows the basic
data types which Modula-2
supports. These are largely
similar to those of Pascal,
except that M2 provides an
additional CARDINAL type
(unsigned integer). A typi¬
cal sixteen-bit CARDINAL
type can handle numbers
from 0 to 65536 whereas
INTEGERS of the same size
range from -32768 to
32767. Modula-2 also pro¬
vides the extra numeric
types LONGREAL and
LONGINT which provide
greater range or precision at
the expense of extra memo¬
ry usage.
Figure 5 shows the data
types in Modula-2 which
are genuinely new from a
Pascal viewpoint and which
are of greater interest. BITSET is a specialised form of
the old Pascal "set".
Traditional program vari¬
ables have a single value

TYPE IOPROC = PROCEDURE(CHAR);

Type

associated with them. Sets,
on the other hand, may
have several associated val¬
ues and the language pro¬
vides operations which add
or remove values from a set,
test whether a particular
value is a member of a set,
and so forth. Even if you

Typical Size

INTEGER

Signed integer

16 bits.

LONGINT

Signed integer

32 bits.

CARDINAL

Unsigned integer

16 bits.

BOOLEAN

Logical type

8 bits.

REAL

Floating point

32 bits.

LONGREAL

Floating point

64 bits.

CHAR

single character

8 bits.

Figure 4. Basic Data Types in Modula-2.

TYPE FullScreen = ARRAY [0..399],[0..39]
OF ScreenLine;
VAR Screen : POINTER TO FullScreen;

have never used Pascal,
these concepts should be
familiar to anyone who has
done secondary school
maths. Sets are normally
represented in a computer
using an array of bits, each
bit being associated with a
particular value in the

a pointer to a memory area
organised in such a way. To
set a pixel on the screen, an
appropriate routine could
be:
The ST monochrome
display is 640 pixels wide,
or 40 words. Dividing the
pixel x-coordinate by 16

PROCEDURE SetPixel (x, y: CARDINAL) ;
BEGIN
INCL (ScreenA [y, x DIV 16], x MOD 16);
END SetPixel;

domain of the set, and each
bit being asserted if the
value is a member of the set
and zero if not.
A Pascal programmer
did not have to be an
Einstein to see that set
operations provided a
handy way of doing bit
manipulation, and this is
formalised in Modula-2
through the BITSET type. A
BITSET has a fixed number
of elements defined by the
wordlength of the host pro¬
cessor - on micros this is
usually sixteen bits. BITSETs
can be manipulated using
the normal set operators
inherited from Pascal and
also using the M2 standard
procedures INCL and EXCL
which respectively set and
reset individual bits.
BITSETs are enormously
useful - the following exam¬

gives the number of the
word to change, and the
MODulus gives the number
of the bit within that word
which must be set. Clearing
a pixel is possible by simply
replacing INCL with EXCL.
Variables of type PROC
are called "Procedure vari¬
ables" and contain the
address of a Modula-2 pro¬
cedure, allowing the proce¬
dure to be called indirectly,
as in figure 6. Procedure
variables can also form ele¬
ments of arrays or records
or be passed as arguments
to other procedures. This
technique is extremely use¬
ful for writing general-pur¬
pose routines, such as a
generic sort - the algorithm
is the same for all data, so
you need only supply rou¬
tines for comparison and
exchange as arguments to
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Figure 5. New data types.

Type

Meaning

BITSET

Bit mask

PROC

Procedure type

WORD

Assignmt compat with any word sized var.

ADDRESS

Assignmt compat with any pointer.

PROCESS

Identifies a concurrent process.

the sort function. In actual
fact, PROC denotes a par¬
ticular type of procedure one that takes no argu¬
ments. Although this is
often exactly what you
need, you can handle other
cases by declaring your
own procedure types, for
example:
Defines a procedure
type compatible with any
procedure taking a single
character as an argument.
A variable of type
"WORD" is assignmentcompatible with any vari¬
able which has a size of one

word (all microcomputer
implementations of
Modula-2 also include a
BYTE type which has simi¬
lar properties). WORD vari¬
ables are at their most use¬
ful when used in a proce¬
dure declaration, as that
allows any word-sized argu¬
ment to be passed to the
procedure.
An ADDRESS variable is
assignment-compatible
with any pointer type. You
can perform arithmetic on
address types allowing
Modula-2 programs to steep
themselves in the pointer

MODULE Test;
VAR p:PROC;
PROCEDURE MyProc();
BEGIN

general-purpose array han¬
dling routines. Suppose you
wanted to write a function
SUM which totalled the ele¬
ments of an array. In Pascal,
unless you wanted to get
tricky, you would have to
write a different version for
arrays of different sizes. In
Modula-2, you can use what
is known as an open array,
in which the size of the
array is not known but can
Types
be tested at runtime using
the built-in function
One of the features of both
HIGH() as in figure 7.
Pascal and Modula-2 is
Notice that an open
strong typing - the feature
array declaration declares
which hackers love to hate.
that the argument is an
Modula-2 does, however,
array, and also declares the
provide ways of defeating
type of every array element,
type checking in situations
but not the number of ele¬
where the programmer feels
ments. The element type
it necessary.
could also be BYTE or
We have already seen
WORD which allows any
one method: the special
variable, structured or
BYTE or WORD variables
unstructured, to be passed
which are effectively
to that routine.
untyped, and so are com¬
M2 also has 'type trans¬
patible with all other vari¬
fer' which is similar in prin¬
ables of one byte or one
ciple to type coercion in C.
word in size.
An expression such as CAR¬
An area where type
DINAL^) tells the compiler
checking was a special prob¬
to treat x as a CARDINAL,
lem in Pascal was in writing
regardless of its actual type.
The language definition
states that no actual conver¬
sion is performed - the com¬
piler simply takes the pro¬
grammer's word for it that
the object x is a CARDINAL,
or can sensibly be treated as
one.

tricks so beloved of C pro¬
grammers.
A PROCESS variable
identifies a concurrent pro¬
cess. The language provides
primitives to initialise a pro¬
cess variable, transfer con¬
trol between concurrent
processes, or to attach a
process to a hardware inter¬
rupt.

WriteString('In MyProc1); WriteLn;
1

Conclusion

END MyProc;
BEGIN
MyProc();
p : as MyProc
p();
END Test.

(*this calls MyProc directly *)
(* assign the addr of MyProc to var p*)
(* call MyProc indirectly *)

Figure 6. Example showing the use of procedure variables.

PROCEDURE Sum (VAR x: ARRAY OF CARDINAL) : CARDINAL;
VAR i, total: CARD INAL;
BEGIN
total := 0;
FOR i:=0 TO HIGH(x) DO INC(total,x[i]) END;
RETURN total;
END Sum;

Figure 7. Function to sum the elements of an array of any size.
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Modula-2 is a powerful pro¬
gramming language which
deserves your attention and
which is worth the time it
takes to learn. It should
attract programmers who
want efficient programs but
who would prefer a more
readable syntax than is pro¬
vided by C.
Several compilers are
available for the ST. In an
forthcoming article I shall
be looking them over and
reporting on the results.
Don Milne is a computer con¬
sultant and Modula-2 expert.
He can be contacted via CIX
(Compulink Information
exchange) where he moder¬
ates the 'modula.2' confer¬
ence using the id. 'mpack'.
CIX is on 01 399 5252
(data).

JET
£34.95 (Commodore 64/128 £24.95)
The award-winning premier jet fighter simulator. Strikingly beautiful carrierbased sea missions complement multiple land-based combat scenarios. Jet
also lets you explore the world of SubLOGIC Scenery Disks at liqhtninq
speed!

£34.95
Nearly 1.5 million copies of this classic, premium flight simulation program
have been sold to date. Compatible with SubLOGIC Scenery Disks.
SubLOGIC is a small company dedicated to producing the finest in flight
simulation software. Look for our “Flight Notes” advertisements, coming soon,
for in-depth descriptions of current SubLOGIC software products and projects.
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hy invest thousands of pounds on a typesetting system, or pay high
typesetting charges, when you can achieve the same high standards

on your ST? Sales brochures, business forms, newsletters, all can be
produced on the Atari, using any DTP program capable of producing
PostScript files. As last months ST World said about us "knows more
about ST than any other bureau."
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LOTOS POWER WITHOUT THE PWCE

LDW POWER

wish to leave the program you simply
click on 'Quit'. Where is it? At the bot¬
tom of the File menu? No, of course
not, it's at the right-hand side of the
menu bar. This may seem a pedantic
complaint, but it really does get in the
way of speed and train of thought if
one has to keep hunting for such sim¬
ple things.
(There is no excuse for such a non¬
standard implementation of the GEM
menu bar as LDW Power has. The
time for ST applications software to
become more consistent and carefully
thought out, is long overdue - Ed.)

Following Microsoft Write, LDW Power is the second
of the new range of business products to be marketed
Lotus 1-2-3 compatible
by Atari UK. The package promises much: GEM-based
The Lotus commands, functions and
spreadsheet, Lotus compatibility, fast, GDOS graphics file structures have become a much
and the ability to run on any configuration of ST used standard on the IBM PC, and
hardware: Roland Tongue discovers how much it many books have been written detail¬
ing the uses and structures of macros.
delivers.
Macros are a system of programming
the user to only a small proportion of
this available area. Up to four GEM
windows containing separate sheets
may be open at the same time, and
blocks of data may be easily moved or
copied between the various sheets.
The program is fully GEM-based, is
intuitive and quick to use. I do have
one quarrel with the GEM implemen¬
tation. One of GEM's strong points is
that the user interface is always as
consistent as possible and one of the
most consistent features is the menu
bar. The standard GEM menu bar has
the File menu as the second item from
the left. Where does LDW Power have
its file menu? Why, in the middle, of
course! Even when the user finds the
menu, the terminology within the
drop-down is novel: for instance,
'Retrieve' replaces the more usual
'Load' or 'Open'. After you have
finished work on the spreadsheet and

LDW Power is supplied on two single¬
sided disks and a 232-page manual in
a ring binder, all contained in a stout
outer slide-in case. The disks are
unprotected and the program will run
in either high or medium resolution
on any ST system from 520ST with
one single-sided disk drive upwards.
The manual is well written and
comprehensive but, unfortunately,
lacks any tutorial sections, which (if
well written) can be a great help to
the first-time user.

Full-featured
LDW Power has a very impressive
specification, offering all the features
that the user would expect to find in
a top-end-of-the-market spreadsheet.
The maximum sheet size is 256
columns by 8192 rows, though, obvi¬
ously, memory restrictions will limit
A
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The LDW workscreen allows multiple spreadsheet and graph windows
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Macro

Quit

commands used within a spreadsheet
to make the sheet perform regularly
used processes. Macros range from the
very simple - perform a calculation
and, depending on the answer, post
the result to some other location on
the sheet - to the very sophisticated perhaps setting up a comprehensive
management accounting system, post¬
ing results to other spreadsheets and
automatically printing out several dif¬
ferent graphs.
LDW Power can read and write
Lotus .WKS files and supports all the
standard Lotus 1-2-3 commands and
functions. Lotus macros will run with¬
out any conversions.
LDW Power has a very clever com¬
mand selection interface. Lotus and
VIP users will be used to selecting
functions using standard 'slash' com¬
mands - for instance /I tells the pro¬
gram that the user wishes to load a
file. ST users are used to pointing with
the mouse and clicking to select func¬
tions. LDW Power allows the user to
use both methods; the program
accepts either method of function
selection at any time and in any com¬
bination.

Database functions
For a spreadsheet, LDW Power offers
good database functions. All the usual
functions are offered and are backed
up by good string handling and 'Data
Parse' commands.
Using Data Parse, it is possible to
import ASCII files into the worksheet
and to split them into pre-defined
chunks each of which is entered into
a different spreadsheet cell. This is

LDW Power - a closer look
choices - and so on.
For users of Lotus-style commands this same result could
have been produced by entering /P[ret] O. This series of
keystrokes could form part of a macro to print the spread¬
sheet.
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extract
Erase
List

Inport
Directory

Macros are one of the most powerful features
Macro
of good spreadsheets. LDW Power has a macro
record mode which aids the user in the accu¬
Record
rate creation of what can be very long and
End
complex series of commands.
When in the record mode the user enters
the commands as if using the spreadsheet
Delete
manually. As the commands are entered, the
spreadsheet executes the command. When the
desired series of operations is complete, the
Play
user clicks on the End button and the macro is
stored ready for future use.
To help with debugging macros, a Step feature causes the
macro to be executed one step at a time, enabling the user to
take as long as required to spot the error.
A

Morksheet

Range

Copy-Move

File 1LSEU Graph

Data

Macro

Help
:.:

LDW-SIDEWAYS

§86,
§68,
§18,

The infamous File menu. As well as the
unusually named Retrieve option. Erase
is also slightly ideosyncratic. Delete is a
more common term for the command
which causes a file to be removed from a
disk.
LDW files may be password pro¬
tected, a feature useful in commercial
environments where security of sensitive
financial data can assume great impor¬
tance.
The Combine command allows
data from other LDW or Lotus spread¬
sheets to be overlaid on to the current
worksheet. This data may either over¬
write, be added to or subtracted from
the current data.

AV WWW W W AV AAi* AV AW AW

File
"

Mar

§141.45
§111.93
§29.52

A maximum of four GEM windows may be open at any one
time, displaying different spreadsheets or graphs. Below the
Menu bar is the Indicator line which informs the user of what
is going on at any one time and is also used to select groups
of commands. Below the Indicators is the Status line which
details the contents of the cell which contains the cursor. In
this case, the selected cell is Jll, the selected currency display
format is C2 ($ with commas separating thousands), the col¬
umn width is set to 11 characters and the cell contains the
formula J8+J9.
One of the sheets has been set to condensed mode; this
allows the user to show up to 28 rows of data in one window.
In the condensed window the grid has been hidden - another
of the comprehensive formatting options.

File
Retrieve
Save

Desk
*|

Quit

Vertical Forn Size
Print

Pitch:

Char Spacing:
Line Spacing:
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5x14
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12.88

Chars/Inch

6.88

Lines/Inch

39

Lines/Page

LDW Power offers a good range of print format control
options, giving control over headings, type style and page lay¬
out.
A sideways printing utility is supplied with LDW Power. To
use this option, the portion of the spreadsheet to be printed
is first saved as an ASCII file.
After leaving the main program, the utility is run as a sep¬
arate application. Because all that is being printed is a stan¬
dard ASCII file, this program may be used with any ASCII data
file - for instance, from a word processor.
You may select where on the page the data is to be print¬
ed and you have a choice of three character sizes as well as
variable line spacing. Because spreadsheets often span several
screen-widths this ability to produce good quality wide print¬
outs is a valuable aid to presentation.

LDW Power offers a choice of line, bar, stacked bar, x-y and
pie-chart graphs. A maximum of six data sets may be included
on any one graph (except pie-charts).
The standard of graph presentation is adequate; there is
plenty of control over scaling, titling and annotation, though
there is no user control over fill patterns. Several graphs may
be defined within one spreadsheet, though only one may be
displayed at any one time. High quality output to graphic
printers or to disk as METAfiles should allow the inclusion of
graphs within other documents.

lESCl Range Line Page [iJ.Wl'TiUClear Align Go Quit
Header Footer Margins Borders Setup Page-Length Auto-FF Other
STOCKN-A
l
\ 2
\l

8
STOCK PORTFOLIO
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!
C
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300

GRAPH
TEST GR0PK
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This illustration of the Printing output selection options illus¬
trates LDW Power's twin selection methods. Pointing and
clicking on Print on the GEM menu line changes the indicator
line to show the first level of options; clicking on one of these
options, in this case 'Options', brings up the next level of
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impressive enough, but it is also possi¬
ble to specify whether numbers con¬
tained within the ASCII string are to
be entered into the sheet as labels or
as values. This function allows data
produced by other applications to be
imported and manipulated in sophis¬
ticated ways. One omission on the
data import options is the ability to
import Data Interchange Format (.DIF)
files. DIF is a commonly used data
transfer standard.

Output
LDW Power uses GDOS to output
metafiles (.GEM) and to produce high
quality graphics printouts of graphs.
This is a useful option, allowing
graphs to be imported into other
graphics or DTP programs for further
use.
I had some trouble with this func¬
tion, with the program frequently
reporting error messages and occasion¬
ally bombing out completely. I tried
this option on both standard and
expanded 520STs, and on a Mega 4: in
each case I experienced difficulties.
Even those .GEM files which were pro¬
duced caused problems; I could not
import them into either EasyDraw or
Timeworks DTP, although they would
print using the standard Outprint pro¬
gram supplied with EasyDraw. I feel
that this feature requires further atten¬
tion from the authors.

Conclusion
LDW Power performs well, and is a
welcome addition to the range of
spreadsheets available for the ST. Lotus
compatibility is its strong point as is
the ability to run on the most basic ST
- though the user will soon run out of
memory if working with complicated
sheets.
The graphing functions are ade¬
quate, though not nearly as well pre¬
sented as those produced by Logistix,
one of the rival packages. The ability
to output metafiles will be a valuable
one - when it works reliably.
LDW Power is well worth scrutiny
for anyone looking for a sophisticated
spreadsheet package. It will be particu¬
larly attractive to users already famil¬
iar with Lotus 1-2-3.

Product:
Version:
Price:
Publishers:
Distributers:
Telephone:
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LDW Power
1.03
£129.99 inc VAT
LDW Design Works
Atari UK
0753 33344
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LDW Power - Functions
Mathematical functions:
@ABS - absolute value;
@EXP - power of constant e;
@INT - integer part;
@LN natural logarithm;
@LOG - logarithm (base 10);
@SQRT - square root.
Trigonometric functions:
@PI - constant;
@SIN - sine;
@COS - cosine;
@TAN - tangent;
@ASIN - arc sine;
@ACOS - arc cosine;
@ATAN - arc tangent;
@ATAN2 - four-quadrant arc tangent.
Special mathematical functions:
@RAND - random number;
@ROUND - rounds a number to a given
precision;
@MOD - returns the remainder.
Statistical functions:
@SUM - sum of values;
@MAX - maximum value;
@MIN - minimum value;
(©COUNT - number of nonblank cells;
@AVG - average;
@VAR - population variance;
@STD - standard deviation.
Financial functions:
<©NPV - net present value;
@IRR - internal rate of return;
@PV - present value;
@FV - future value;
@PMT - mortgage payment;
@RATE - compound growth rate;
@TERM - periods to compound a final
sum;
@CTERM - periods to invest to a final
sum;
@SLN - straight-line depreciation;
<©DDB - double declining balance
depreciation;
@SYD - sum-of-the-years-digits
depreciation.
Data management functions:
@CHOOSE - chooses a value from a list;
@HLOOKUP - horizontal lookup;
@VLOOKUP - vertical lookup;
@INDEX - chooses a value from a table.
Logical functions:
@IF - tests a condition;
@N - always returns a number;
@S - always returns a string.
Error-trapping functions:
@NA - marks not available values;
@ERR - signals an error;
@ISNA - tests if a value is available;
(©ISERR - test if an error has occured;
(©ISNUMBER - tests if a cell contains a
number;
| (©ISSTRING - tests if a cell contains a
string;
@TRUE - returns 1;
(©FALSE - returns 0.

Special functions:
@CELL - determines the nature of a cell;
@CELLPOINTER - determines the nature
of the current cell;
@ROWS - calculates the number of rows
in a range;
@COLS - determines the number of
columns in a range;
<©@ - references a cell indirectly;
@EXTERNAL - fetches a value from
another worksheet file.
String functions:
@FIND - locates a string within another
string;
@MID - extracts a substring;
@LEFT - extracts a substring;
(©RIGHT - extracts a substring;
(©REPLACE - replaces a string with
another string;
(©LENGTH - calculates the length of a
string;
@EXACT - compares two strings;
(©LOWER - converts letters to lowercase
(©UPPER - converts letters to uppercase;
@PROPER - capitalizes the first letter in
each word;
@REPEAT repeats a string;
@TRIM - removes unwanted spaces;
(©STRING - converts a number to a
corresponding string;
(©VALUE - calculates the value of a
number in string form;
@CHAR produces the character
equivalent of a number;
@CODE - returns a character code;
@CLEAN - removes nonprintable
characters.
Date and time functions:
@DATE - returns the integer equivalent of
a date;
(©DATEVALUE - converts a date stored in a
string to an integer;
(©DAY - extracts the day from a date in
integer form;
(©MONTH - extracts the month from a
date in integer form;
(©YEAR - extracts the year from a date in
integer form;
(©TODAY - returns the current date in
integer form;
(©NOW - returns the current date and
time in integer form
@TIME - returns the time as a fraction;
@TIMEVALUE - returns the time stored in
a string;
(©SECOND - extracts seconds from a
fraction;
@MINUTE - extracts minutes from a
fraction;
@HOUR - extracts hours from a fraction.
Database functions:
@DSUM - sum of cells matching criteria;
@DMIN - minimum value matching
criteria;
@DMAX - maximum value matching
criteria;
@DCOUNT - number of cells matching
criteria;
@DAVG - arithmetic mean of cells
matching criteria;
@DVAR - population variance of cells
matching criteria;
@DSTD - standard deviation of cells
matching criteria.
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The I.S. DIGITISER
From Innovated Software
THE FIRST AND THE BEST SOUND SAMPLING
SYSTEM AVAILABLE FOR THE A TARI ST.

AS USED IN MANY TOP SELLING GAMES !!!

| SAMPLE
TIMES
1040ST

SAMPLE
TIMES
520ST

| @48KHZ
19.21 secs

@48KHZ
8.29secs

@8Khz
1115.25sccs

@8Khz
49.75secs

AN AMAZING OFFER
y y yr ^7' y, vyyy^py^ yyy *

Actual screen shot.
i
MANY MORE

NEW AND EXTENDED FEATURES

Sample speeds ranging from 1 to 48Khz
with oversampling to halve or even quarter your memory use.
Uses GEM and/or keyboard for all sample editing features.
Filtering, Echo, Reverb and Realtime mixing.
Adjustable triggering on sampling and replay.
NEW Improved sound quality through internal speaker.
Comprehensive routines for C, Assembler, Fast and ST Basic
now with more extended routines and documentation I
Dual format program disk allowing 410k demo sample to be
accessed by Imeg drive owners II
Now with patch software for SOFTSYNTH*
also includes realtime Digital De/ay stand alone software
which samples at an amazing 65Khz f !

I S.DIGITISER only £69.95 me P.P
ATTN: EXISTING OWNERS - Upgrades for Digitiser software £5.00 * contact Innovated Software
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ATARI

520 STFM
atari 520 STFM inc img internal drive
plus ST MOUSE CONTROLLER
With PHILIPS 8855 MED/HI COLOUR
MONITOR

m

SCART LEAD,MOUSE MAT
MULTIFACE
BACK UPTD£vfcE ', PACK OF 10 5Y2 ”
—-- ST
MIDI CONTROL OF SAMPLES CREATED WITH
I.S.DIGITISER & SOFTSYNTH*
2 Note Polyphonic with 256 voices over 9 octave keyboard.
Velocity sensitivity that is swltchable and adjustable.
Assignable MIDI channel and looping per note.
Pitch bend wheel opeartion available for special effects.
Forward, reverse and bounce looping assignable.
Ability to hold two banks of swltchable key splits.
Crossfade looping and automatic looping facility.
Magnified display allowing fine sample editing.

S.HIDI SAMPLE PLAYER «my £24.95 mep.p
ATTN: EXISTING OWNERS * Upgrades for MIDI software £5.00 * contact Innovated Software
* SOFTSYNTH IS A REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF DIGIDESIGN
Coming soon: The I.S Sample creator which allows the creation
and analysis of samples for use with the above programs. 256 point
FFT and spcctrual analysis plus filtering algorithims.

Wc stock all types of hardware and software for the ATARI ST.
MAIL ORDER AND SHOP CALLERS WELCOME
OPENING HOURS : MONDAY TO FRIDAY 10AM TO 6PM
SATURDAY 9.30AM TO S.30PM

DDSD DISKETTES, DELIVERY BY COURIER

£599.90
(PRICE INCLUDES VAT)

NO COMPANY OFFERS
SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE!
LIMITED STOCKS APPLY NOW!
Mark your order

micRg) niP §
5

DATA DIRECT LTD.
53 RUGBY ROAD,
WORTHING,
WEST SUSSEX.
BN11 5NB.

^(0903) 700804.
ACCESS/VISA
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

5

Dept St World
37 Seaview Road, Wallasey, Merseyside L45 4QN

A

LOMBARD
CREDIT
CHARGE

LICENCED
CREDIT
BROKER

MAIL ORDER
PRICES TO
PERSONAL
CALLERS
PRODUCING
ADVERT

051-6303013
24 Hr. CUSTOMER ENQUIRIES
051-691 2008 MAIL ORDER
051-630 5396 ACCOUNTS
051-639 2714 FAX NUMBER

Completed - in triplicate
FORTRAN, PASCAL AND NOW C
For some two years Prospero have

Completely Standard.

Complete Package.

provided the complete programming

Another problem with programming has

We’ve mentioned the ‘environment’ but

solution to the Atari ST and GEM,

been that source code is not as portable as

people who don’t know Prospero might

provided you wished to program in Pascal
or FORTRAN, and indeed a good many

you may believe - not all C ’ s are the s ame.
We have done our bit to lessen the

of you did. However it was always clear
that a hole existed in the market for a top

problem by making all our compilers
contain the standards so that if the text

quality C compiler with full access to
GEM and an easy to use environment. We

book says your compiler should do it then

not appreciate the full extent of what we
put in, so here goes: Compiler, Multi¬
window editor, super-fast linker,
librarian, source level symbolic
debugger, program cross-referencer,

ours will.

documentation, technical hotline support

Completely Documented.

and example programs. For the really
heavy duty programmers we have

believe that we have filled that hole.

Completed family.
Choosing a programming language has

There is not much point in having a
powerful compiler and GEM library if

hardware

floating-point

libraries

available as an extra.

seem to want those features not in the

you can’t use it, so we provide very
extensive documentation. For example
each GEM function comes with a

language you have. Therefore our three

definition, explanation and an example.

So we now claim to have the complete
Atari ST programming solution in Pascal,

languages are fully interlinkable, so you

The C version of the manual contains

FORTRAN and C, and it is all available

can get the best of each language in the

1000+

same program. Better still the three

volumes!

now off the shelf. Pascal is £99.95, C and
FORTRAN are £129.95 each (mow AT).

always been a problem. Each language
has its own strong points and you always

products all look and feel the same so you
always feel at home with each.

pages

and stretches

to

four

Complete programming solution.

Prospero Software
.^LANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS
190 CASTELNAU, LONDON SW13 9DH, ENGLAND TEL 01-741 8531

MAKE MONEY WITH

YOUR ST

TELEX 8814396

ATARI ST BOOKS
ABACUS

ST For Beginners.£12.95 Atari ST Internals.£14.95
Basic Training Guide.£12.95 Midi Programming.£14.95
Tricks and Tips.£14.95 3D Graphics Programming.£16.95
Basic to C.£14.95 ST Disk Drives.£16.95
GEM Reference Guide.£14.95 ST Machine Language.£14.95
Discs for Abacus (each) £7.50

nter

COMPUTE!
First Book of Atari ST.£14.95
ST Programmers Guide.£14.95
Sound and Graphics.£11.95
Kids and the Atari ST.£12.95
ST Applications.£14.95
More ST Applications.£14.95

“ONE OF THE EASIEST WAYS OF
MAKING MONEY WITHOUT
GETTING ARRESTED’’

OTHER ST BOOKS

MARCH 8000 PLUS
FACT:

Intelligent INVESTMENT in horse-racing can make you very rich indeed. A skillfullymanaged investment 'bank' can multiply very quickly.

FACT:

So many 'mug' punters gamble rather than INVEST, such that there is a huge pool of
funds which the intelligent investor can tap to make excellent profits.

FACT:

Successful investment in racing has hitherto been very hard work, as knowing which
horses to be "on" has usually required many hours of painstaking study. Successful
investors have largely, until now, needed to be enthusiasts.

FACT:

The sophisticated analysis needed to pin point profitable racing investments can be
handled by an 'expert' system designed for your home micro: you do not need to be a
racing expert or an enthusiast to partake in this highly profitable activity.

FACT:

Such a system is now available from DGA SOFTWARE. It's called PRO-PUNTER. It uses
information from the racing press and tells you which horses to back.

FACT:

100 proofed forecsts to the racing press has resulted in £810 clear profit to a £10 stake.

FACT? You will be richer this time next year than you are now.

Tel: 061 330 0184
PRO-PUNTER costs £57.50 including VAT, P&P. Orders and enquiries to

DGA SOFTWARE
P0 BOX 36, ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE, 0L7 9AJ.

Concise 68000 Prog. Ref.£17.50
Using ST Basic (new ed.).£7.95
Mastering Sound and Music....£14.95
Atari ST Explored (Kuma).£8.95
Basic Source Book (rev B).£10.95
1001 Things to do with ST.£10.95
Graphics and Sound (Tabs) ....£11.40

Learning C on the ST.£16.95
68000 Pocketbook.£2.95
MC 68000 Prog. Ref Manual ..£8.95
Advanced Prog Guide (Sigma) £10.95
A Book on C (Collins).£9.95
Musical Applications (Babini) ..£5.95
Programmers Guide to GEM ..£17.50

GFA BASIC PRODUCTS
GFA Basic 2.0.£32.50
GFA Basic Compiler.£32.50
GFA Vector.£27.50
GFA Basic V 3.0 .£49.95
GFA Companion .£23.95
GFA Artist.£39.95
GFA Draft.£69.95

Advanced GFA Basic Book.£14.95
Advanced GFA Basic Disk.£4.95
GFA Basic Quick Ref Guide ...£8.95
GFA Training ReebootCamp .£12.95
Program in GFA Basic.£9.95
GFA Draft Plus.£99.95
GFA Basic 3.0 Software Dev ..£12.95

Prices include postage in U.K. Add £1 per book for overseas surface mail or
30% for airmail outside Europe. Access and Visa accepted - Tel 0706 524304
Send SAE for descriptive ST book catalogue.

Please specify machine when ordering.

STW

Tech Ref Guide Vol 1.£16.95
Tech Ref Guide Vol 2.£16.95
ST Artist.£14.95
Appl. Guide:Prog in C.£16.95
Elementary Atari ST.£14.95
Learning C:Prog Graphics.£16.95

adamsofi

ES

(DEPT. SW), 18 NORWICH AVENUE, ROCHDALE, LANCS OL11 5JZ
H

PRICES INCLUDE VAT - CUSTOMERS OUTSIDE UK DEDUCT 13% FROM PRICES QUOTED

Your One-Stop Shopping Centre
HARDWARE

PRINTERS

|Jf?ATARI HARDWARE
520 STFM SUPERPACK

CITIZEN

DOT MATRIX PRINTER

120D 120cps/80col.£1 38.00
LSP100 175/80col.£195.00
MSP10E 160cps/132col.£265.00

Includes 520 STFM with 1 MG drive
over £450 worth of software,
Joystick, mouse
All this for only £348 inc VAT
1040 STFM 1 MG Drive inc TV Modulator
£415.50
With SMI24 Mono Monitor £525
520 STFM with IMG Drive
+ TV Modulator £278.00

All products carry our guarantee.
Open 9.30 - 5.30 Monday - Saturday

LISTING PAPER
& LABELS

DOT MATRIX
LC24-10 .£339.00
NX15 120cps/30nlq/136col.
..£329.00
NB24-10 24pin/216cps/72nlq/80col .
..£458.00
NB24-15 24pin/216/72nlq/136col.
..£575.00
LC10 Multifont.
..£213.00
LC10 Multifont 4 Colour .
..£263.00

1040 STFM (includes TV Mod).£415.50
1040 STFM with Mono Monitor.£525.00
Mega ST2 with Mono Monitor.£840.00
MegaST4 with Mono Monitor.£1090.00
SMI24/125 Mono Monitor.£115.00
Philips CM8833 Col. Monitor .£299.00
(Higher resolution)
SCI224 Colour Monitor .£310.00
Cumana 1 Meg External Drive.£125.00
Cumana2 Meg Dual External Drive .£225.00
20MB Hard Disk.£445.00

STAR BUYS FROM KAVIN
KCS scoop purchase!
PINWRITER

NEC P2200
£315
Inc. VAT

2000
1000
2000
1000
2000
1000

sheets 11* x 14.5" 1 pt 60gsm ..£15.50
sheets 11" x 9.5" 2pt OTC.£16.95
sheets 11" x 9.5" 1 pt 60gsm.£13.49
sheets 11’ x 9.5" 2pt NCR.£22.16
sheets A4 Size 1 pt 70gsm Micro Perf .£16.95
sheets A4 Size 1 pt 85gsm Micro Perf .£10.95

LABELS
2000
2000
2000
2000

1 across
31/2" x 17/16" .£8.45*
31/2" X 115/16".£11.34
4" x 17/16".£9.53*
4" x 115/16".£13.00

‘available in Blue, Yellow, Pink, Green, (£1 extra)

TIDY UP/PROTECT
(80 col.)
p^t rate _ 168 cps/56cpe LQ
Paper handling - Unique front feed allows insertion
without removing already installed continuous paper
Graphic - 360x360dpi

LEISURE
Time & Magik.£16.95
Starquake.£16.95
Carrier Command .£18.95
Flight Simulator II.£37.45
Gunship.£16.95
Silent Service.£16.95
Spitfire 40.
£18.95
U.M.S.£18.95
Art Director.£36.95

£16.95

Panasonic
DQT
KXP
KXP
KXP
KXP

SAGE

Panasonic KXP1081 NLQ
120CPS ONLY £166.75 inc.

TIMEWORKS
Data Manager.£29.95
Data Manager Professional .£52.00
Swift Calc .
.£29.95
Partner ST.
.£37.95
DeskTop Publisher.
.£74.95
Word Writer.
.£49.95

ATARI ST for Beginners .£12.95
1 st book of Atari ST .£14.95
ST Programmers Guide.£14.95
Atari ST Internals.£14.95
Technical Reference Guide Vol 1+2.£16.95
Atari ST Machine Language .£14.95

DUST COVERS

Mouse Mat.£5.95
Second Drive for 520 ST and 1040 ST
Good Quality 1 MG Capacity
complete with cable.£84.50

ANTIC CYBER
£67.50
£44.50
£54.00
£19.00
£22.95
£26.00
£44.00

Computer based personal organiser
Diary, Phonebook, Notepad, Calendar etc
all this for.£42.50

DIGITA

DA ATA scan

uigicalc Spreadsheet. .£33.95
Home Accounts. .£21.20
Mailshot.
.£21.20
Mailshot Plus. .£42.45

Hand held scanner for the Atari ST. Easy
to use software provided. Images can be
scanned from newspapers, photos £250

GST

STOS games creator

First Word Plus. .£59.50
GST C Compiler. .£15.95
Metro Assembler. .£15.95

Create your own exciting games
£25.50

You order by 3 pm . We despatch by 4 pm
MAIL ORDER

PROTECT YOUR VALUABLE EQUIPMENT FROM
DUST, ACCIDENTAL SPILLAGE ETC.
CITIZEN 120D PRINTER.£4.50
PANASONIC KXP1081 PRINTER.£4.50
STAR NL10 PRINTER .£4.50
EPSON LX800 PRINTER .£5.50
JUKI 6100/6200 .£5.95
ATARI ST COVER.£6.50
DISK DRIVE COVER.£4.50
MONITOR COVER .£7.95

RIBBONS

.£37.95

Cyber Studio.
Cyber Control Animator.
Cyber Paint.
Cad 3D.
Architectural / Human / Future design disks
GIST Sound Editor.
Base Two.

-WITH
MAINS
FOUR GANG
SURGE PROTECTOR

BOOKS

MATRIX
1081 80col 120cp + 24cps NLQ .£166.75
1592 132col 120cp 180 + 38cps NLQ £449.75
1595 136col 120cp + 240 51 cps NLQ £511.75
1540 24pin.£550.00
One more KCS Scoop purchase!

Book Keeper.£84.95
Accountant.£129.95
Accountant Plus.£171.95
Financial Controller.
£259.00

DTP Lite ..

2 across
£9.20
£11.84
£9.65
£12.72

OTHER SIZES ARE AVAILABLE

ST SOFTWARE

+

QTY2
4
Canon PW1080 . .3.68. .3.45
Citizen 120D. .4.03. .3.92
Panasonic KXP 1081 . .4.14. .4.00
Star NL10. .5.00. .4.80
Star LC10. .7.00. .6.75

8+
... ....2.53
... ....3.63
... ....3.45
... ....4.70
... ....6.50

3.5” Disks + Boxes
Sony.1-4 Boxes.5+ Boxes
High Quality
DS/DD.£16.50.£15.75
Price per box
AMS 20L
DISK STORAGE
Box Clever - protect your disks with high
quality perspex, lockable storage boxes.
Holds 30 3.5" Disks

ONLY £9.99
DF50L - antistatic, easy access handle for
opening, carrying, strongbase £7.50

Overseas customers are supplied Tax Free

EXPORT HOTLINE 01-567 7313

Kavm Computer Supplies (PCP)
106 South Ealing Road
Ealing London W5 4QL
Tel: 01-567 7313
Fax. 01-578 2352
Telex: 947838 GEEWS Dept KCS
Callers welcome 9.30-5.30

INCLUDE VAT

Official orders welcome from
PLC, Government & Educational
establishments.
ALL PRODUCTS CARRY
KCS GUARANTEE

(Overseas order? deduct 13%)

(PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE)

ALL PRICES

WE ARE LONDONS
LEADING
COMPUTER CENTRE

ANOTHER SCOOP PURCHASE!

Post & Packing (UK Only):
Ribbons 25p each
Computer Paper £3 per Box
All other items 50p each
Computer/Printers £7.50 (by courier)

KRIIN

MBltifaiee

rA

HITS TOWN
/

MULTIFACE ST Versionl.2 is OUT! It is a true MULTIpurpose interFACE comprising of

BACK-UP Facilities
1) FREEZE action by MAGIC button
2) SAVE to drives A/B or to RAM
3) Save PROGRAM or SCREEN
4) Saving is FULLY AUTOMATIC
5) MULTIPLE SAVING possible
6) FORMAT disks up to 410/820K
7) Powerful, fast COMPRESSING

MULTI - TOOLKIT
1) INSPECT/ALTER memory
(POKE infinite lives, etc.)
2) INSPECT/ALTER registers
3) HEXIDECIASCII display
4) FIND/REPLACE a string
5) FILLISAVE/LOADIPRINT
a block of memory

major parts:

DISK ORGANIZER fOptionaU
1) Non-GEM, fast, easy, user-friendly file/folder
copying/deleting/renaming - all using RAM
2) Far LESS (if any) DISK SWAPPING on single
drives during copying - all copied via RAM
3) TAGGING (grouping) of files/folders for
mass copying or mass deleting
4) COMPACTING of disks for faster loading

All this, and much more!, at a TOUCH of a BUTTON for £59.95 (or £49.95 without Disk Organizer).
TT*

MULTIFACE ST is the ultimate PERSONAL COPIER. It copies programs, screens, files, disks - all at a touch of a button.
MULTIFACE has ALL its tricks in a 64K ROM - no need to load any other software: MULTIFACE is always there and ready
MULTIFACE is menu-driven with one-touch commands and on-screen instructions, fully AUTOMATIC - so EASY to USE!
Pressing the MAGIC BUTTON will FREEZEaprogram enabling you to SAVE or to use the MULTI-TOOLKIT to study/modify I
The frozen (or saved & re-loaded) program continues from where stopped - save as you progress to avoid playing from the start.
MULTIFACE a) compresses b) formats more effectively c) can save onto several disks to back-up programs of ANY length!
MULTI-TOOLKIT lets you inspect and change (in hex/dec/ASCII) simply everything - POKE infinite lives, customize programs, etc
MULTIFACE may not be 700% successful in copying ALL commercial software, biA'ttis EASILY the BEST ST COPYING UTILITY
However, to prevent any piracy, the MULTIFACE ST MUST be attached to the cartridge port to run the programs it saved

! IJ-ITTRT]

For purely backup purposes the MULTIFACE is ini
league of its own. While it doesn’t offer (or even claim}i
a 100% success rate, you won 'tfind a software packagt
or hardware device that copes with half as much as
ST/AMIGA FORMAT
M “MULTI-TOOLKIT is a hacker's dreamHI Romantic Robot’s gadget.
!■!<).

■•if/. ... ...; K4

wMYifif f' it THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL COPIER
I order a MULTIFACE ST at £49.95 or £59.95 find. DISK ORGANIZERS plus fi&g: UK £1, Europe £2, Overseas _£2
I enclose a cheque PO for £.or debit my
Name & address

Card exp.

No

■•MASTIC l«Nf SC If* 54 DeanscroftAve, London NW98EN

24 hrs!

Want to get deeper
into C? This month,
four C reference and
technique books are
featured.

with some knowledge of pro¬
gramming. The writing is both
clear and readable, and avoids
the common pitfalls of being
patronising or verbose. As well
as the usual source code exam¬
ples and exercises, the text
includes discussions on topics
such as programming style and
operating system considera¬
tions. Although a very thor¬
ough and competent text, it
somehow still lacks that certain
sparkle.

tee, Messrs. Kernighan and
Ritchie have updated their text
in line with the new draft ANSI
C.
The book assumes some
familiarity with the basic con¬
cepts of programming. The
authors are excellent teachers
and lucid writers, and cover
the different aspects of the lan¬
guage and the inner workings
of the sample programs, with
great clarity and succinctness.
In this second edition of the
book, extra care has been taken
to fully explain some of the
language's more complicated
features, such as pointers. The
book also serves well as a lan¬
guage reference guide, contain¬
ing an excellent concise sum¬
mary of the language and the
standard library. Ten years on,
this still remains the best tuto¬
rial and reference guide to the
C language.

This book takes its title from
the technique adopted by
Messrs. Kelley and Pohl in
which sample programs and
functions in the text are care¬
fully 'dissected', and their inner
workings explored. This takes
the form of a line-by-line
breakdown of the C code, with
brief comments on the func¬
tion of the individual state¬
ments and what actions will
occur under different condi¬
tions. This format is used
throughout the text, and on
the whole the technique works
quite well, providing a useful
insight into the way the lan¬
guage operates. Although the
book assumes no programming
experience on the part of the
reader, the emphasis in the
book's early stages on the C
language, rather than on the
elements of programming,
means that this book is per¬
haps better suited for those

Herbert Schildt
Osborne/McGraw-Hill £19.95
ISBN 0-07 881255-0

All the Essential Functions and
Commands At Your Fingertips

C: The Pocket Reference
PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE
BRIAN WKERN1GHAN
DENNIS M.RJTCHIE
W6NTICE HAU SOFTWftE S€fl£3

'The C Programming
Language' (2nd Edition)
Kernighan and Ritchie
Prentice Hall £24.95
ISBN 0-13-110362 8
For a decade now, 'The C
Programming Language', usual¬
ly referred to as simply 'K&R' by
devotees of the language, has
remained the definitive guide
to the C language. This success
has been due in part to the co¬
authorship by Dennis Ritchie,
who was responsible for the
design of the language itself.
With the forthcoming stan¬
dardisation of the language by
the ANSI (American National
Standards Institution) commit¬

VRTIF1CI

Artificial Intelligence
Using C

C by Dissection'
Al Kelley and Ira Pohl
Benjamin/Cummings
Publishing £18.95
ISBN 0 8053 6861 2

compilers. There is also much
reference too specific to the
80x86 range of processors
found in the IBM PC.
Moreover, there are virtually
no programming examples in
the the text. It is difficult to see
who will benefit from this
book, as any decent reference
manual supplied with the com¬
piler should be a better source
of accurate information.

Herbert Schildt
Osborne/McGraw-Hill £4.95
ISBN 0-07 881321 2
"Computer users' memory loss",
explain the publishers, "is a
common ailment that plagues
even the most competent C
programmer". This pocket-sized
book is, in their own words, "a
remedy that's guaranteed for
immediate results".
Although some space is
devoted to a brief outline of
various aspects of the C lan¬
guage, such as data types, the
bulk of the text covers the
functions in the standard C
library. It is here that the book
is at its weakest, for it was writ¬
ten before the final draft ANSI
standard appeared, and thus
the book attempts to cover a
number of popular compilers.
For example, Mr Schildt men¬
tions the four ANSI dynamic
allocation functions and then
goes on to cover several other
functions which may or may
not be supported by different

This text has been written to
show how many Artificial
Intelligence tasks, such as natu¬
ral language processing, pat¬
tern recognition, machine
learning and logic problems,
can be tackled using C pro¬
grams. Mr Schildt adopts a sim¬
ilar approach for each of the
topics in the book. He starts by
providing some background
information about the subject,
outlining the task that the pro¬
gram is to perform, and then
creates a simple program. From
this starting point the program
is improved as it is analysed,
and if a better algorithm is
found or the program fails to
perform its task, the design is
thrown away and a new pro¬
gram created. The code sam¬
ples and programs are
reasonably clear, though they
are not particularly well com¬
mented, nor is the supporting
text very informative at times.
Unfortunately, the programs
have been written for the IBM
PC, and some of them will
require changes to work on the
Atari ST.
This book only scratches
the surface of the topics it
examines, providing a working
background for further investi¬
gation, or alternatively, the
code segments in the book
could possible be incorporated
into larger programs. The
book's only real weakness is
Mr. Schildt's rather uninspired
style of prose.
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SORE SCAN DO. WITH KEMPSTON'S

have seen on the ST which supports
TIFF from the outset. While this is
certainly a major step forward for the
ST, it will not benefit many ST owners
at present.

Working with DAATAscan

If you find the choice of scanners for the ST rather
limited, or the price too high to consider, then the
DAATAscan from Kempston could be a wise choice. If
you want affordable and quality scanned graphics,
join John Nuttall on a guided tour of DAATAscan.

I suppose in a couple of years, scan¬
ners will be a part of every domestic
computer scene. They will get cheap¬
er, more sophisticated (with the addi¬
tion of inexpensive OCR options),
and will be as commonplace as a
'phone. After all, if you are going
down the DTP track, you will often
need graphics, but you will not
always find pre-prepared "clip art" or
self-drawn images the most appropri¬
ate. For many, the first tentative steps
will be made possible using the
DAATAscan from Kempston Data Ltd,
because it offers a scanner with excel¬
lent capabilities, coupled with more
than adequate software and a bonus
package in the form of Atari's
HyperPaint (reviewed in issue 35 of ST
World). Also included is a small con¬
version utility which will change an
.IMG file into other formats.
The scanner is interfaced to the ST
via a small box which plugs into the
cartridge port of the ST. Two sockets
are provided: one for the external
power supply, and the other for the
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data lead from the scanner itself. The
salient facts concerning the product
are as follows: it has a scan width of
105mm and a scanning speed of 2
cm/sec. It supports .IMG format, as
well as all three Degas modes,
Neochrome, something called MSP
and TIFF. Tagged Image File Format
(TIFF) is a comprehensive image file
format which is supported across a
range of leading industry microcom¬
puters including the Macintosh and
PC. This is the first application we

As far as I can see, the problems with
hand-held scanners are twofold. In
the first place, you cannot scan any¬
thing as large as an A4 page. It might
be possible, at some future date, to
splice two scans together, and some
manufacturers have attempted to
offer software solutions for the limit¬
ed scan width with varying degrees of
success. The second difficulty relates
to both the speed of scanning and
keeping the line straight. Scan too fast
or too slow and the image will end up
distorted. Wobble slightly, and you
might end up with the graphics
appearing as if they had been through
a distorting mirror. The present
DAATAscan software release does not
offer any splice at the moment, but it
seems to be high on the development
priority list.
The skills required to scan at the
right speed and in a straight line, are
soon developed, and the DAATAscan
handles itself with credit. I particular¬
ly liked the ability to view what I was
scanning through the window at the
top of the scanner. This makes the
whole process less likely to be a
chance affair. My first impression of
the results obtained to date, is that
the software and hardware combina¬
tion are excellent, and capable of
good results if you don't mind taking
time over the scan. The main attrac¬
tions and some distinguishing fea¬
tures of the package, are that it works
in .IMG format at 200 dpi; it has sup¬
port for the other major image or
paint formats; it works in all three ST
screen resolutions, and the user can
save a part of the scan to disk. The
dither routines are somewhat arbi¬
trary in their pixel groupings, so you
will need to experiment to see which
serves you best.
Once the software has been load¬
ed, you can begin scanning straight
away. Some measure of thought has
.

|
I

DAATAscan offers a working resolu¬
tion of 200 dots per inch, and is
capable of registering 16 grey lev¬
els. On the right-hand side of the
handle is a small contrast adjust
ment dial, while on the left-hand
side you will find a start button to
begin scanning, and a four-position
switch marked 'B & W and 'dither'.
The first position is most suitable
for scanning simple line art, while
the dither positions offer three
types of pixel grouping including
bayer and spiral. These settings are
the most suitable for scanning
colour material.

DaataScan in Action
Desk

File

Special

The software itself is very easy to drive. This shot
shows simple black and white line art scanned at
200 dpi. Underneath the Kempston logo are the
four main functions which are also available from
the pull-down menu. They include: scan; print; disk
operations; and quit. To start, you must also press
the 'scan' button on the scanner's hand grip.

A fairly high grade black and white photograph has
been scanned in using the B & W setting on the
edge of the scanner handle. It looks very "soot and
whitewash" since no additional grey-scaling has
been introduced. Note that the picture is larger
than the working area, and the GEM sliders will
allow the rest of the image to be viewed.
Desk

File

How well does the scanner handle a colour photo¬
graph? Quite well, given the sixteen grey levels.
This photo was scanned using setting one of the
dither routines. Careful adjustment of the contrast
control would add some further detail to those
areas which have become blocked out.

In some cases, not every detail needs to be retained
from the original. Here, we have banded the face of
the individual, and saved the block to disk. The
saved block has then been loaded back into the
work screen. The normal 'SAVE' routines will identi¬
fy a cut block automatically.

Special

The same photograph, but this time we have opted
for position two on the dither setting. It is begin¬
ning to look like a newspaper reproduction.
Although the grey-scaling has been improved and
the whole thing looks more subtle, there is a trade¬
off in edge sharpness which is inevitable.

Although the scanner software will support most
graphics formats, the conversion routines are dupli¬
cated and enhanced in the image modifier program
supplied in addition to HyperPaint. This permits you
to change the size and the brightness of an image,
to change the palette and the colour distribution of
the pixels. All the functions are available from the
selection box at the bottom of the screen.
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gone into this product, as you can
begin the scan either from a function
key or from the menu, or by clicking
on the top 'scanner' icon in the panel
on the left of the screen. Indeed, the
whole system is so easy, there is very
little extra detail to be gleaned from
the fairly weak manual. As you draw
the scanner over your artwork, it
appears as if the screen is over-writing
itself, but all is well. If the scan is
larger than the viewing area, then the
standard GEM scroll bars can be used.
I should add that the quality of the
scan is surprisingly good, and there
are very few indications of jagged
edges, even on text.
\
The top icon on the right-hand
side of the control panel will produce
a further dialogue box asking you if
you want to load or save an image.
The save routines default to .IMG for¬
mat. 1 had no difficulties loading
.IMG files created under other sys¬
tems, even quite large ones. Within
the software itself, there are no
opportunities for operations such as
pixel editing, although this can be
done within the supplied HyperPaint
package.
Hardcopy output can be sent to
any GDOS-supported device, but this
is optional. I booted up using the
ASSIGN.SYS file I use for Timeworks
DTP, and thus could print out on my
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Atari laser printer, rapidly and without
problems. Should you need to select a
portion of the scan to be saved to
disk, it is only a matter of clicking and
dragging the mouse over the relevant
part of the image, to define it. A dot¬
ted line appears around the defined
area, and it can be saved as normal, as
if it was a full image. In all, the soft¬
ware performed the few tasks it set
itself quite well. I have no doubt we
will see it develop and expand.

Image processing
Also supplied with the scanner, is a
neat little utility for modifying
images. It is quite distinguished, and
introduces some novel features into
ST graphics handling. Unfortunately,
it only works in low resolution. It will
permit the user to load a .IMG file and
convert it into a .NEO or .PI1 format
file. Whilst I could load images creat¬
ed from the DAATAscan, and some
supplied images from the demonstra¬
tion disk, I did have trouble loading
.IMG clip art from other sources.
Other features available include the
ability to shrink the image file to a
quarter of its original area, using one
of three brightness levels, or a variable
re-sizing tool on which a scaled out¬
line of the picture is superimposed on
the screen. This would permit sizing

with pixel-by-pixel accuracy.
Temporary changes to the palette can
be chosen, and the user can replot
pixels of one colour with pixels of
another colour.

Conclusion
The DAATAscan is a worthwhile con¬
tribution to the ever expanding range
of hardware and software for the ST. It
performed with grace, and apart from
the problems encountered with the
image modifier program, there was no
sign of any inhibiting shortcomings.
The scanner is capable of taking use¬
ful images from a variety of sources,
and coupled with HyperPaint/the
supplied software suite does all you
could ask of it, although it is far less
sophisticated than Signa's more
expensive Scansoft package. If you
cannot afford a flatbed scanner, and
you can live with a narrow scan
width, DAATAscan could be an
answer to your prayers.

Product:
Version:
Price:
Supplier:
Phone:

DAATAscan
1.01
£275
Kempston Data Limited
0908 677886

bestsellers
What reviewers say about Abacus Books:
On ST Internals:

3D GRAPHICS
PROGRAMMING

from the premiere
ST book publisher

...will not
reach from
...the best
far...canft

be going any farther than arms
my computer...ST Applications
and most useful volume out so
afford not to have it.—ST art,

Dewitt Robbeloth
On GEM programmer’s Reference:
Anyone interested in learning how to
manipulate the VDI or the AES will want to
have this book at their fingertips...—ST

Applications, Richard Kaller
The next most important Abacus book...

—STart, Dewitt Robbeloth

Presenting the Atari ST

Atari ST for Beginners

Gives you an in-depth look at this
sensational new computer. Learn
about the architecture of the ST,
working with GEM,
the mouse,
operating system, all the various
interfaces, the 68000 chip and its
instructions, LOGO. 180pp
£14.95

Written for the firsthand ST user. Get
a basic understanding of your ST.
Explore LOGO and BASIC from the
ground up. Simple explanations of
the hardware and internal workings
of the ST. Illustrations, diagrams.
Glossary. Index.
200 pp
£14.95

ST INTERNALS

GEM Programmer's Ref.

Essential guide to the inside
information of the ST. Detailed
descriptions of sound and graphics
chips, internal hardware, I/O ports,
using GEM. Commented BIOS
listing. An indispensible reference
for your ST library. 450pp
£16.95

For serious programmers needing
detailed information on GEM.
Presented in an easy-to-understand
format. All examples in C or assem¬
bly language. Covers VDI and AES
functions. No serious programmer
should be without. 410pp
£16.95

ST Machine Language

ST TRICKS & TIPS

Program in the fastest language for
your ATARI ST. Learn 68000
assembly language, its numbering
system, use of registers, structure &
important details of instruction set,
and use of internal system routines.
Geared for the ST. 280pp
£16.95

Fantastic collection of programs and
info for the ST. Complete programs
include: super-fast RAM disk; time¬
saving printer spooler; color print
hardcopy; plotter output hardcopy;
creating accessories. Money saving
tricks and tips.
260pp
£16.95

"V

Optional program diskettes
Available for our ST book titles.
The diskettes contain most of
the programs found in the text of
the book and saves you the time
and trouble of typing them in.
Each diskette:
£13.95

■

—

ST Disk Drives - Inside and Out
As the foremost publisher of ST books,
we announce the newest volume in our
continuing ST Reference Library seriesST Disk Drives - Inside and Out
This book includes chapters on files, file
structures and data management.
Thoroughly discusses the floppy disk,
the hard disk and the RAM disk both
from a programming and a technical
perspective. Includes several full-length
utilities and programming tools that
enable you to further explore to ST disk
drives.
450pp
£18.95

mstiAm
ST Disk Drives

ST LOGO User's Guide

ST BASIC Training Guide

Take control by learning ST LOGO—
the easy to use, powerful language.
Includes: file handling, recursion,
Hilbert & Sierpinski curves, 2 & 3D
function plots, data structure, error
handling. Helpful guide for LOGO
users.
375pp
£16.95

Thorough guide for learning ST
BASIC. Detailed programming fun¬
damentals, commands descriptions,
ST graphics & sound, using GEM in
BASIC, file management, disk
operation. Tutorial problems give
hands on experience. 316pp £14.95

Intro to MIDI Programming

ST BASIC to C

Discover the magic of MIDI! Learn
MIDI programming, how to program
your synthesizer, how to buy MIDI
software, how to buy a synthesizer,
use extended BIOS. Includes source
code for ST music box auto-player
from Xlent Software. 250pp £16.95

Move up from BASIC to C. If you're
already a BASIC programmer, you
can learn C all that much faster.
Parallel examples demonstrate the
programming techniques and con¬
structs in both languages. Variables,
pointers, arrays.
230pp
£14.95

ST 3D GRAPHICS
FANTASTIC I Learn how to create fantastic and impressive 3D
graphics on your Atari ST. Rotate, zoom and shade 3D objects. All
programs written in machine language for high speed. Leam the
mathematics behind 3D graphics. Hidden line removal, shading. With
3D pattern maker and animator.
350pp
£18.95

Look for these Abacus titles in your
local bookstores and computer stores.

For More Information:
Distributor
Computer Bookshops Limited

021-706-1188

Li

Abacus! nrHflll
5370 52nd Street SE, Grand Rapids, Ml 49508
In U.S. Call (616) 698 0330

CAMBRIDGE BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Z

Melbourn Science Park, Moat Lane, Melbourn, Royston, Herts SG8 6EJ
Tel: (0763) 62582 Telex: 817932 Fax:(0763)62425

ATARI ST PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
MXGRAPH

TIMEWORKS
Desktop Publisher vl. 12*.£69.95
DTP Clip Art Pack.£19.95
Data Manager.£29.95
Data Manager Professional.£52.00
Swiftcalc v2.0.£29.95
Word writer.£52.95

Easy Draw 2. ....£47.95
SuperchargedEasy Draw 2. ....£69.95
Easy Tools... ....£29.95
Technical Ait Pack. ....£29.95
Personal Ait Pack. ....£29.95
Scan Art (New). ....£36.95
Draw Art (New). .£44.95

Master CAD.£109.95
PC Board Design.£135.00
Campus Draft.£69.95
Campus vl.2.£299.00
GFA Draft Plus.£109.00

Partner ST.£37.95

LANGUAGES AND
COMPILERS

* Desktop Publisher is also available in other European languages
_

", T' '

OTHER TITLES

__
;

,,

_

_

GST 1st Word Plus v3.0.£57.95
CAD 3D vl.O.£18.95
Cyber Studio (CAD vZO).£62.95
Cyber Control.£47.95
Cyber Paint vZO.£52.95
3D Developers Desk.£22.95
Archetecture Design.£22.95
Future Design.£19.95
Video Titling Disk.£24.95
Expert Opinion.
£39.95
Base 2.£49.95
Cyber Texture (New).£42.00
Cyber Sculpt (New).£62.00
Spectrum 512.£46.95

Prospero Pro Fortran v2.1....£99.00

Mailshot.£19.95

Prospero Pro Pascal.....£79.95

Mailshot Plus.£35.95

Prospero Pro C..

Digicalc.£29.95

Mark Williams C....£92.00

Home Accounts.£19.95

Hisoft Power Basic. ...£39.95

Twist.£32.95

Hisoft basic. ...£59.95

Saved v2.0.£29.95

GST C Compiler. ...£14.95

K-Graph 3.£39.95

MPE Forth 83 (Gem). ...£39.95

K-Data.£39.95

Nevada Cobal.

VIP Professional.£109.00
Masterplan.£74.95

ALL PRICES LISTED INCLUDE VAT AND

Superbase Personal.£69.95

DELIVERY

Superbase Professional.£175.00

FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE AND COMPREHENSIVE AFTER SALES SERVICECOST
NOTHING AND ARE AS IMPORTANT TO US AS THEY ARE TO YOU!
CALL (0763) 62582 or (0223) 316054 AFTER HOURS

EALING
COMPUTER CENTRE

lVL^ "1 Place for ATARI ST Computers
1 n| I
1 in West London_

ATARI ST
THIS SPECIAL OFFER IS
--ONLYAVAILABLE FROM US!!

■5SS, rsr

ALL WITH FREE:

SI BASIC

ST BASIC

ISIWQKD

SPELL IT

mouse mat

Sourcebook
and tutorial.

Qukk reference
guide

Word processor

SPELLING
CHECKER

Low friction
Atari ST mat

+25% discount voucher

Floppyshop ST
50 Stewart Crescent
Northfield
Aberdeen AB2 5SR
Britain's No 1 ST User Group offer YOU more. Annual membership
is £7 (UK) or £10 (Rest of World), includes a FREE DISK and gives
you access to the largest collection of Public Domain in the UK with
prices starting from £2.20 per disk. Public Domain software is good
quality software which for one reason or another is free from copyright.
For this reason you can build up a collection of either leisure or serious
software for very little cost. Many programs are particularly close to
commercial quality.
What's more, we even give discounts to User
Group members, although we are happy to deal with non-members.
Same day despatch on all orders GUARANTEED. Send a large SAE
to the above address and find out more about Britain's friendliest User
Group or Phone Steve on (0224) 691824 for a free catalogue.

on "STAR" printern, "TIMEWORKS" + "ANTIC" software ask for details

BUSINESS PACK
1) VIP PROFESSIONAL (LOTUS 1-2-3)
2) MICROSOFT WRITE (WP)
3) SUPERBASE PERSONAL (DATABASE)

SUPER PACK
1) 21 BEST GAMES IN FULL COLOUR.
2) ORGANISER BUSINESS SOFTWARE
3) JOYSTICK

WORTH £400

WORTH £450
ANY PACK £89, BUT WITH ST ONLY:
520STFM - £359, 1040STFM - £449
SMI24 MONO MONITOR £100, CUMANA 1MB DRIVE £96
19 Queens Parade, Ealing, London W5 3Hli. Tel 01-991 0928
All Prices include VAT and delivery UK • For next day courier add £7 • Above prices for mail order,
shop prices may vary • All offers subject to availability. E&OE • We are the comer of Hanger Lane
(North Circular) A Queens Drive • Easy Parking • Moat models in stock • VISA and ACCESS
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PRINTERS FOR BUSINESS

AATARf

Power Without the Price "

STUFFED is a revolutionary new ST magazine on disk in full colour (it will
not run on a mono monitor). It is edited by Marc Young from Tonbridge in
Kent and published quarterly by Floppyshop ST.
STUFFED is on a 400k
formatted disk which, in later editions will be packed full of news, reviews,
crosswords and much much more. It is compatible with all versions of TOS
to date.
Issue 1 of STUFFED is a preview edition and is PD. It is available now
from Floppyshop for only £2 Including disk. P&P etc. Although this is a preview
edition, it contains a functional sprite designer and some PD software on disk
in addition to the magazine itself! Issues 2 onwards will be copyrighted products
and will cost £3.50 per issue.
Due to compression techniques we intend
producing a sizeable disk magazine along with a good selection of Public Domain
software for each issue. Work on issue 2 has already started. Watch this space
for the latest news on STUFFED. We will make it what you want it to be!
Get issue 1 today!.... Cheques\PO’s payable to Floppyshop please.

PRINTER BUFFERS AND DATA SWITCHES
MANUAL DATA SWITCHES
(Metal Case, Long Life Rotary Switch)

Parallel Cent 2-way.£21.00
Parallel Cent 3-way.£25.00
Parallel Cent 4-way.£30.00
Parallel Cent X-over.£30.00
Serial RS232 2-way.£19.50
Serial RS232 3-way.£24.00
Serial RS232 4-way.£28.00
Serial RS232 X-over.£28.00
AUTO SWITCHES
(Automatic Switching, From Feed Select, Metal Case)

Parallel Cent 4 to 1.£75.00
Parallel Cent 8 to 1.£96.00
Serial RS232 4 to 1 .£80.00
PRINTER BUFFERS
(Functions: Copy, Bypass, Selftest, Reset,
Port Select)

Parallel Only Available
64K 1 I/P to 1 I/P.£70.00
64K21 I/P tp I/P.£80.00
256K 1 I/P to 1 O/P.£140.00
256K 2 I/P to 1 O/P.£160.00
256K4I/P to 2 O/P.£256.00

CABLES 2 Mtr
(Screened Core)
M - Male
F - Female
25m to 36m IBM type.£7.95
25m to 25m RS232.£7.95
25m to 26f RS232.£7.95
36m to 36m Centronic.£8.50
GENDER CHANGERS
25 Way F to 25 Way F.£8.25
25 Way M to 36 Way F.£7.60
25 Way M to 9 Way F.£7.50
25 Way F to 9 Way M.£7.50
ACCESSORIES
25 Way Minitester M/F.£10.50
25 Way Jumper Box M/F.£8.50
25 Way Null Modem M/F.£5.25
MULTI PORT GENDERS 25 WAY
1 Female and 3 Male.£9.50
2 Female and 2 Male.£9.50
3 Female and 1 Male.£9.50
SPACE SAVER PRINTER STAND
YU - S25A 80 col.£25.00
YU -S25B 132col.£29.00

- DS/DD 135TPI
100%
Certified
Lifetime
Guarantee

3’'2
DISKS

BENCHMARK BRANDED

10.£12.00
20.£20.00
50.£44.00
100.£84.00
200.£160.00
500.£398.00
DISK BOXES
(Lockable Inc. 2 keys and dividers)
5 1/4" 50 capacity.£6.25
5 1/4" 100 capacity.£7.25
5 1/4" 140 capacity.£8.25
3 1/2" 40 capacity.£6.25
3 1/2" 80 capacity.£7.25
3 1/2" 100 capacity.£8.25
MONITOR + KEYBOARD ARM
Supports up to 651b desk, clamp and
wall mounting Model No. ATM601 £95.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P. UK & BFPO ORDERS ONLY

24 HOUR HOTLINE 0597 87784

Cheques and Postal Orders to:-

Manor Court Supplies Ltd

Tel: 0597 87792

Dept. STW 3 , Glen Celyn House, Penybont, Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

STAINTON MICROS LTD

WANT TO TALK ATARI? CALL US

Now Available...
For Your Hard Disk System

01 845 5155

Atari ST SCSI/DMA Interface

ATARI HARDWARE IN STOCK
520 STFM Explorer Pack 1 Mb internal Drive £299 520 STFM
Super Pack includes £450 s/ware £349 1040 STFM Super
Pack includes £450 s/ware£489 1040 STFM Professional
Pack including Superbase Personal, Microsoft Write, VIP Pro &
ST Basic £419
FREE software with Mega ST's VIP
Professional, Microsoft Write WP & Mouse Mat. Mega ST2
£805
Mega ST4 £1085 NRW ST Track Ball £39 Monitors (if buy with
ST deduct £10) SMI24 High Res Mono £100 SCI224 Med
Res Colour £299. Phillips CM8852 Higher Medium Res Colour
£325 19" Mega Screen High Res Mono £1897. ST Mouse £27.
Hard drives megafile 30 or Supra 30 Mb £540 Triangle Turbo
Drives 20Mb £395. 40Mb £495 GTS 100 D/S LED 85 Track
Quiet NEC disk drive £169 Triangle ST/IBM 5.25" Drive + PC
Ditto + Utils £155 Pagest Ream DTP vl .5 £170 Campus CAD
£299 Superbase Professsional v3 £240. Modules available call
re Dental + Chemist Application. Personal 2 £99. If you do not
see what you want please call. ST Software in stock including
many new imports.

■

Includes Supra formatting and auto booting software

■

Operates with most SCSI hard disk drives up to 195MB

■

DMA pass through allows connection of other DMA devices

■

Built-in clock/calendar sets the ST's system clock on boot-up

■

10 day money back guarantee

■

Full twelve month warranty

The Supra SCSI/DMA interface allows you to connect any standard SCSI hard disk drive
to your Atari ST through the DMA port. Included are the widely acclaimed Supra hard
disk utilities which allow you to auto boot from the hard disk drive and also format your
hard drive into as many as twelve partitions.
Only £100 including VAT and postage

STache
Frontier Software's hard disk caching program, STache is an auto boot program which
sets up a small RAM cache in the ST's memory. Subsequent hard disk directory and FAT
sector reads are stored in the cache accelerating your hard disk drive by as much as 25%.
Only £19.95 including VAT and postage

“Everything You Need Know Before Buying A Hard Disk Drive For Your
Atari ST System”
Frontier Software's best selling book tells you everything you need to know about Atari
ST hard disks. Includes vouchers worth up to £35.

Leasing Businesses mmake the most of the tax advantages
ca;; foe a monthly rental quotation Credit facilities - private cus¬
tomers. We aheve very favourable terms. Monthly interest rate
2 55%
Prices include VAT & are subject to change without notice.
Despatch normally same day. Courier £10 extra. Cheques
payable Stainton Micros Ltd Government & Educational credits
orders welcome. Word Processing Bureau & Software Traning.

Only £9.95 including postage

Supra Hard Disk Utilities
Supra’s hard disk utilities allow you to format your Atari or other hard disk drive with up
to 12 partitions, auto boot off the hard drive and edit hard disk sectors. Blast! - an
extremely fast slide show program is included. Will support 1 to 8 hard disks up to a total
capacity of 195MB.
Only £49.95 including VAT and postage
'Phone or write for our full Atari ST catalogue and price list.
We accept payment by Access and Visa
Frontier Software

P.O. Box 113, Harrogate, North Yorkshire HG2 OBE.
(0423) 67140/530577

Augur OCR Recognisable Character
Despite the much-vaunted 'Paperless office', the world is still
knee-deep in documents produced using good old-fashioned
ink-on paper methods. This, in itself, is not a problem until you
want to interrogate the information stored in the bundles & piles
of paper which usually clutter today's offices, schools, research
centres and businesses.
Patently, what is needed is a tool which can read and
understand all manner of the written word. A science fiction
fantasy? No, Signa Publishing Systems can provide the reality
today - AUGUR (the soothsayer) Optical Character Recognition.
By using AUGUR and any one of the Hawk Scanners (also
available from Signa), scanning and translating documents into
a form understandable by any computer becomes easy. At
conversion speeds of between 45/135 characters per second,
AUGUR will beat typists hands down - and that's just what you
won't need to do - beat your hands on the keyboard. As with all

Signa products, AUGUR comes with easy-to-use mouse-driven
software that packs a powerful and accurate punch - wasting
neither your time nor money, learning how to use it.
AUGUR is one of the most professional, accurate yet
inexpensive, OCR systems available for any microcomputer.
When you see the power of AUGUR, you'll recognise its
character.

Publishing
Systems Ltd

Trevenen House. Cricket Hill Lane, Yateley, Camberley,
Surrey, GU17 7BA. 0252 874406/875031 Fax (0252) 871086

ed in any language with 32 bit
integers.
In Lattice 'C', the XBIOS
call and the above alternative
take about 500 micro-seconds
per call. We are fortunate that
the inbuilt generator in the ST is
reasonably well designed and
reliable; this is not true of much
of the opposition."

Missing mouse missives

Welcome to the eighteenth
edition of the clinic. The con¬
tent of the previous few clin¬
ics has been very technical,
and I feel that this could deter
those new to programming or
just new to the ST. Please
don't feel that anything is too
simple or is bound to have
been covered before. We are
all still learning, and that def¬
initely includes myself! Don't
stop sending in the detailed
stuff though - I would just
like to see more of the simpler
things to achieve a better bal¬
ance.
I must start with an apolo¬
gy to Dr Wright whose letter
about random-number gener¬
ators appeared in issue 35. Dr
Wright has written politely
informing me that:
"I have been called many
things in my time, but this is
the first time I recall being
referred to as Fiona .... just for
the record, I spell my name
'Francis' and I am male!"

Quite
how
'Francis'
turned into 'Fiona' on its way
between paper and word-pro¬
cessor has been the subject of
much debate in the Lodge
household recently, but with
no printable conclusions
being drawn. All I can do is
apologise again to Dr Francis
Wright, who continues to say:
"I was not seeking to com¬
ment on random number gener¬
ation or even the linear congruential algorithm in general, but
only to dispel some confusion
that I felt had been caused by
the previously published discus¬
sion. I believe that the previous
correspondent, Yuk-Lun Wong,
cannot have actually imple¬
mented a generator using the
paramters that he/she recom¬
mended, which was unfortu¬

nate, because otherwise he
would have discovered the prob¬
lem that I did. I was not intend¬
ing to recommend any particular
set of paramaters, but only to
quote correctly those already
published
in
'Numerical
Recipes'."

Brian Ripley, Professor of
Statistics at Strathclyde
University has written in with
another method of generating
random numbers, prompted
by Dr Wright's letter:
"Random numbers is one of
the most misunderstood topics in
Computer Science. Not only is
'Numerical Recipies' hard to fol¬
low, it is also not very well
informed! A simple routine with
a much more satisfactory period
follows in 'C':
double radl (iseed)
long *iseed;

{
register long is,

k,

is = *iseed;
k = is/127773
is = 16807*
(is-127773*k)
-2836*k;
if

(is<0)
is =
is+2147483647;

*iseed = is;
return
(is*4.6566128e-10);

}

This implements X(i) =
16807(i-1) mod (2*31) with a
period of 2*31. It is widely used
on mainframes and has been
recommended recently as a
'minimal standard' by Park and
Miller, 'Comm. ACM', Oct 88.
As no numbers greater than
2*31-1 are generated, this algo¬
rithm can easily be implement¬

I should think that wraps up
the random-number discus¬
sion, but then again, I
thought that the mouse-but¬
ton problem which has kept
the clinic in business for so
long had also been put to
rest. This is not so, and two
correspondents have had
mouse problems in different
situations, and have both
arrived at different conclu¬
sions as to why there are
problems. I'll start with a well
researched letter from Dave
Chapman in Peterborough.
"The problem of graf_mkstate and/or vq_mouse
sometimes saying that a mouse
button is pressed, when it has in
fact been released, is not exactly
a bug.
When the mouse is moved,
the IKBD generates an interrupt
and reports the direction and
size of movement, as well as the
current state of the mouse but¬
tons. The 68000 collects this
data, then calls the mouse han¬
dler routine. This notes the new
button settings, updates the X
and Y values and exits.
The mouse X and Y values
are later picked up by GEM's
own VBL routine to erase and
draw the pointer in its new posi¬
tion on the screen. These values
are also read by vqjnouse and
graf_mkstate (actually, grafjmkstate calls vqjnouse via a
trap #2 in the same way any
program would!)
So, where is the problem? It
is in fact hidden away in the (so
far unconnected) routines
v_hide_c and v_show_c and
graf_mouse. Any of these calls
that involve erasing or drawing
the pointer set a flag saying they
are doing so. The IKBD interrupt
checks this flag and if it is set,
completely ignores the new
mouse values it has just been
sent! This is so that the inter¬
rupt does not update the X and
Y values at the time the
hide/show mouse routines are
using them to erase or draw the
pointer.
Therefore, if a program
detects a mouse button being
pressed via vqjmouse or
grafjnkstate, and then acts on
that by drawing to the screen
| and hiding/showing the mouse

pointer in the process, the
release of the mouse button will
be missed if it occurs during a
hide/show mouse call. Of
course, as soon as another but¬
ton is pressed or the mouse is
moved, the values will be updat¬
ed correctly."

This ties in with what HiSoft
have to say in the Power
BASIC manual about v_hide_c
and v_show_c :
"... we have experienced the
AES missing mouse clicks after
certain combinations of these
calls."

Lloyd Patton also had
mouse problems in different
circumstances, and he arrives
at a different conclusion to
Dave.
"The program I was working
on used evntjmulti exculsively
for data input and during devel¬
opment I found that if all three
of the following conditions were
true then GEM's copy of the
mouse button state was incorrect
1) Evntjnulti returns a button
down event
2) There is a significant delay
before another AES call is made
3) During this delay the user
moves AND releases the button.
The problem occurred during
screen updates, but I found that
by calling evnt_timer(0) regular¬
ly within the AESless routine
cured the problem; actually any
AES call which returns immedi¬
ately (wind_find, wind_get,
objc_find etc) prevented the bug
from happening.
Disassembling the mouse
state interrupt in ROM shows
that very early on in the code a
call is made through a vector
which normally points to a rou¬
tine in the AES part of the oper¬
ating system, but there are at
least three other routines which
affect this vector directly. One
alteration changes this vector to
point to a RTS instruction, one
saves it to another part of the
OS's data area, and the other
retrieves it from the saved data
area.
Although I can't be certain, I
think that the vector is changed
to point to the RTS instruction
during an interrupt routine and
is replaced when an AES routine
is called. Thus, if the mouse
button is released during this
time then
GEM remains
unaware of the fact.
Therefore, to ensure that the
GEM copy of the button state is
maintained, you should make
regular calls to the AES."

I seem to remember read¬
ing somewhere in the mass of
GEM documentation, that if a
routine does not need to call
the AES for a long period of
time, it should make regular
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PROGRAM ONE: FINDACC.C
/* FINDACC.C ~ Demonstrates finding of
desk accessory index
Author : Lloyd Patton */
#include <gemdefs.h>
#include Cobdefs.h>
tinclude <strings.h>
OBJECT MenuBar[] = {
“1,1,5,G_IBOX,0,0,0L, 0 ,0,80,25,
5,2,2,G_BOX, 0,0,4352L, 0,0,80,513,
l,3,4,GJCBOX,0,0,0L,2, 0,12,769,
4,-1, -1,G_TITLE, 0,0," Desk ",0,0,6,769,
2, -1, -1,G_TITLE,0,0," File ",6,0,6,769,
0, 6,15, G IBOX, 0,0,0L, 0 ,769,80,19,
15,7,14,G_BOX,0,0,16716032L,2,0,20,8,
8,-1,-1,G-STRING,0,0," Your message here ",0,0,20,1,
9,-1,-1,G_STRING,0,8,"
",0,1,20,1,
10,-1,-1,G_STRING,0,0, " Desk Accessory 1 ", 0,2,20,1,
11,-1,-1,G_STRING, 0,0, " Desk Accessory 2 ",0,3,20,1,
12,-1,-1, G_STRING,0,0, " Desk Accessory 3 ",0,4,20,1,
13,-1,-1,G-STRING,0,0, " Desk Accessory 4 ",0,5,20,1,
14,-1,-1,G_STRING,0, 0, " Desk Accessory 5 ",0,6,20,1.
6,-1,-1,G_STRING,0,0," Desk Accessory 6 ",0,7,20,1,
5,16,16,G_BOX,0,0,16716032L,8,0,13,1,
15,-1,-1,GJSTRING,32,0," Quit
", 0,0,13,1

};
#define NIL -1
#define FALSE 0
#define TRUE 1
#define NULL (0L)
typedef int WORD;
typedef long LONG;
extern void ApplyFunctionToTree(),FixObjectTree();
/* forward refs */
extern WORD gl_apid;
main()
{
WORD buff[8],ix,fixed = FALSE;
appl_init ();
graf_mouse(M_OFF,NULL);
FixObjectTree(MenuBar,&fixed);
menu_bar(MenuBar,TRUE);
puts("\33H\n");
print_acc (MenuBar) ;
ix = FindDesklndex(MenuBar," Control Panel");
if (ix >= 0)
activate(ix);
else
form_alert(1,"[3][Control Panel not installed]! OK ]");
graf_mouse (M_0N, NULL);
appl_exit();

}
activate(ix)
WORD ix;
{
static WORD msg[8] = {AC_OPEN};
WORD id;
id = appl_find("CONTROL "); /* blanks to 8 chars */
printf("\nControl Panel id = %d\nAnd it's menu index —
%d\n", id, ix);
msg[4] = ix;
/* set the menu index */
msg[l] = gl_apid;
/* and explication sending program */
id = appl__write(id, 16,msg); /* send to accessory */
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evnt_timer(0) calls. Dave
Chapman's suggestion is that
a new mouse handler and
hide/show routines are need¬
ed. This would involve buffer¬
ing mouse input during the
hide/show routines. I've cer¬
tainly had problems which
would be explained by Dave
Chapman's conclusions. I've
also had situations where
GEM thinks the mouse button
is down when it is up, but I
can move the mouse around
and GEM still thinks the left
button is down, so sometimes
mouse button states appear
not to be sent with movement
data. Has anyone else had any
experience in this area?

Message Crashing
Dr Wright (he of random
number fame) is a regular user
of EasyDraw, but has had
some problems using the
EasyTools message-passing
desk
accessories
when
Computer Concepts BackPack
is present.
"You mentioned that the
EasyTools
extension
to
EasyDraw is implemented as a
desk accessory. I find that it
works if it is the only accessory
loaded, but if I load it together
with BACKPACK.ACC then
most attempts to use EasyTools
cause catastrophic crashes. I
have not tried EasyTools with
other accessories, nor taken the
problem up with the supplier;
but I suspect that this problem is
similar to that whereby desk
accessories tend to clash with
switcher programs."
I have evidence that
BACKPACK.ACC has caused
problems with other pro¬
grams, so this problem could
be due to BackPack or
EasyTools or both. I'm quite
willing to be persuaded either
way, so if anyone has any evi¬
dence, send it in.
Lloyd Patton has also
passed on a hint for potential
message-passers which was
pointed out by Tom Hudson
(author of Degas and CAD3D) in STart magazine. There
is a bug in the appl_find call
which can cause problems, as
Lloyd explains:
"Apparently, if you request
appljind to return a handle for
a program which has just termi¬
nated then appljind returns a
valid handle. Tom Hudson sug¬
gests that after receiving a han¬
dle, the desk accessory should
send a message to the program it
wishes to communicate with
requesting the program to con¬

firm its presence. Having sent
the message, the accessory
should make an evnt_multi call
requesting a message and a
timer event, the time delay
should be about two seconds.
Then if the timer event occurs
before the message event, the
accessory should warn the user
that the program is not present."
Lloyd has also pointed out
that if the string the accessory
places in its menu slot is
known, the index of the
accessory can be determined
without any guesswork. He
has provided an explanation
and a program (listed as
Program One) to illustrate
this, but be warned that it
helps if you have a grasp of
pointers and GEM object trees
to completely understand the
following.
"The index of the accessory
is between 0 and 5 not 1 to 6
and this index can be deter¬
mined after the menu has been
displayed by menu_bar; as a
rigid structure is imposed on
menu trees.
Examining the structure of a
menu, we find that starting from
the root of the tree, the menus
objiead points to a G_BOX
object whose children describe
the menu bar. The objnext field
of this object, which is also the
menubox
= menu[0].objtail;
desk_parent
= menu [menubox]
.ob_head;
first_ob_id
= menu [ desk_parent ]
.ob head;

root object, points to a G_IBOX
whose children describe the drop
down menus. Each drop down
menu is contained within a
G_BOX object, the first of which
is the drop down menu for the
desk accessories.
Thus, following the object
pointers for the example pro¬
gram (Program one), we can
find the first item of the desk
accessory menu by following the
index chain:
Now, if we follow the objnext
fields of this item we will visit
all the children in the desk
accessory menu eventually arriv¬
ing back at the desk_parent
object.
The function FindDesklndex
does just this, searching for the
string that the desk accessory
places in the accessory slot. If
we reach the parent object then
the accessory is not present and
-1 is returned. Otherwise we cal-

badly documented that we are
forced to use officially undocu¬
mented techniques, i.e. we must
use the effects of the OS as it is
actually implemented, rather
than the tall stories put about by
the official documentation. For
instance, the documentation
talks about GEM 1.1, however,
the ST uses GEM 1.2, and as such
many of the calls actually imple¬
ment GEM 2.0 routines, rather
than the GEM 1.1 variants."
I think that it is important
to distinguish between the dif¬
ferent parts of the ST
Operating System. I'm going
Resource file format
to stick my neck out and
In issue 34 I printed a sug¬ attempt to break it down into
gested resource file header five different sections, starting
layout
from
Thomas with the BIOS, XBIOS and the
Kasperkiewicz. After compli¬ various routines executed
menting ST World as 'the when the ST is turned on or
only publication available reset. This also includes all the
which addresses the serious system variables from $400 to
ST user', Alex Kiernan from $600. This part of the OS is
Bitterne in Southampton excellently documented in
gives a few notes about 'The Hitchhiker's Guide to
resources, and adds his com¬ BIOS', and not nearly as well
ments to the continuing doc¬ in 'Atari ST Internals' from
umented/undocumented rou¬ Abacus, and 'The Atari ST
Programmer's
Reference
tines discussion.
"There are three points to Guide' by Katherine Peel.
Next comes the A-line
note
about
Thomasz
Kasperkiewicz's table: Word 0 emulator, which appears to be

culate the index of the object in
the drop down menu relative to
the 3rd object from the desk_parent object. This gives us
the accessories index as returned
by the
menu_register function.
Program one (FINDACC.C)
displays all the strings in the
Desk Menu after menu_bar()
has been called, then uses
FindDeskIndex() to find the
index for the CONTROL.ACC.
Finallyit activates CONTROL.ACC and then terminates."

grafjnouse (MjON, NULL) ;
evnt Jceybd (msg);

/* and let GEM take over */

graf jnouse (M_0FF, NULL) ;

}
print_acc (menu)

/* prints the strings in the desk men */

OBJECT *menu;

1
WORD deskjparent, ob_id;
deskjparent = MenuBar[MenuBar[ROOT].ob_tail].ob_head;
ob_id = MenuBar [deskjparent ]. ob_head;
while (ob_id != desk_parent && ob_id != NIL)

{
if (MenuBar [objld] . ob_type = GjSTRING)
printf ("\"%s\"\n",MenuBar [ob__id] .ob_spec) ;
ob_id = MenuBar [ob_id] . objnext ;

}
}
/* FindDeskIndex() - Returns the registration index of a
* DESK ACCESSORY
★

*

This is the same value as that returned by the

*

menu_register function.

*

Returns a WORD value between 0 and 5 or -1 if ACC

*

is not present.

*

*

NOTE: This function should be called after a

*

menu_bar(TRUE)

*/
FindDesklndex(menu,string)
OBJECT *menu; /* ptr to tree that describes the menu */
char *string; /* the string that appears in .ACC slot */

typedef struct

{

{
WORD rsh_vrsn;

/* RCS version no.

*/

WORD rsh_object;

/* offset to object[]

WORD rsh_tedinfo;

/* offset to tedinfo[]

WORD rshjlconblk;

/* offset to iconblkf]

WORD rshjbitblk;

/* offset to bitblk[]

WORD rsh_frstr;

/^offset to free string index */

WORD rshjstring;

/* first free string */

{

WORD rsh_imdata;

/* image data */

if (MenuBar [ob_id] . ob_type — GJSTRING)

WORD rsh_frimg;

/* offset to free image index */

WORD rsh__trindex;

/* offset to object tree index */

WORD rsh_nobs;

/* number of objects */

WORD rsh_ntree;

/* number of trees */

WORD rshjvted;

/* number of tedinfos */

WORD rsh_nib;

/* number of icon blocks */

WORD rsh__nbb;

/* number of bit blocks */

WORD rsh_nstring;

/* number of free strings */

WORD rsh_nimages;

/* number of free images */

WORD rsh_rssize;

/* total bytes in resource */

*/

WORD deskjparent,db_id, index;

*/
*/
*/

} RSHDR;

deskjparent = MenuBar [MenuBar [ROOT] .ob_tail]. ob_head;
ob_id = MenuBar [desk_parent] .objhead;
while (ob_id != deskjparent && ob_id != NIL)

if (strcmp (MenuBar [ ob_id]. objspec, string) — 0)
break;
ob_id = MenuBar[ob_id].ob_next;

}
index = ob_id - deskjparent - 3;
return (index >= 0)

? index : -1;

} /* FindDesklndex */

******************************************************f
/* ApplyFunctionToTree() - Recursively traverse tree from
* ’this1 object to ’last’ object. Applying function at

contains the resource construc¬
tion set version number (the DR
RCS and Megamax MMRCP set
this to zero, K-Resource uses a
value of 1); Word 6 should not
be relied upon for the offset of
the first free string, the original
AES ROMs have this incorrectly
set for the AES's and the DESK¬
TOP'S resource files; Word 12 is
simply the start of the data, not
the specific position of the first
free string, and it is entirely
dependent on the RCS what it
stores first. As a result the
resource fie header has the form
shown below:
Finally, I would like to 'put my
oar in' over the legal/illegal rou¬
tines discussion. The ST is so

part GEM and part XBIOS,
and which would be called a
graphics device driver were
the ST a complete functional
clone of the IBM PC, which it
thankfully isn't. No-one
seems to understand these
various routines completely,
especially when it comes to
the (hidden?) flood-fill rou¬
tine, $A00F.
Thirdly, there is GEMDOS.
This includes all the routines
accessed using the TRAP #1
call, and is functionally
equivalent to MS-DOS on the
PC (even the function num¬
bers are the same). Apart from
rumours about some memory
allocation bugs, I don't think

* each node.
*

* Two WORD params will be passed to the called function.
*/
void ApplyFunctionToTree(tree,last,this,func,pi, p2)
register OBJECT *tree;
register WORD last,this;
register WORD (*func)();
WORD pl,p2;

{
if (this = NIL this = last)
return;
(*func)(tree,this,pi,p2);
ApplyFunctionToTree (tree, this, tree [this]. objiead, func, pi, p2) ;
ApplyFunctionToTree(tree,last,tree[this].ob_next,func, pi, p2) ;
} /* ApplyFunctionToTree() */
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THE BEST REASON FOR BUYING AN A«:S

POOLS-SYSTEM!!™
TRADE WELCOME
OTHERS CALL THEIR POOLS PROGRAMS ULTIMATE,WE CALL OURS “THE” POOLS PROGRAM

MAIL ORDER ONLY

INCORPORATING (POOLSBUSTER & POOLSPLANNER)

There are still are a couple of pools programs for the Atari ST that guarantee to you performance better than chance (?) or promise to you power? to forecast
the pools the way you want. Others are asking you for disk for free demos while weeks are going by and you are missing your chance for a dividend. Never¬
theless EQQLS-.SYSTEM still remains the only one in the market that delivers the goods. Lets have a look at some facts. Fact, user friendly and still the only
one that does not require you to be some kind of a football expert or hotshot system analyser. Fact, POOLS-SYSTEM is the only one that performed even slightly
during the difficult & unpredictable Australian season. Fact. 13/8/88.4 aways out of the recommended first 6.10 homes out of the recommended first 15. 20/
8/88, start of the English season, the system trapped 9 out of the 14 score draws & all 4 no score draws. 27/8/88. 9 out of the 12 score draws & 3 out of the
6 no score draws. 4 homes out of the recommended first 6. 3/9/88.6 homes out of the recommended first 7,4 aways out of the recommended 6. 5 out of the
7 score draws & 2 out of the 3 no score draws. 40 correct results out of the 58 possible. Fact, all forecasted printouts available at any time for any checks. So
do not waste your time with any other programs or systems. They are not going to entertain your hopes or wishes. And to top all the facts, we guarantee that
POOLS-SYSTEM performs better than any other pools program in the market on any computer, because we guarantee to you that using the POOLSBUSTER
in cooperation with POOLSPLANNER you are going to win the pools more than once a year. STOP PRESS!! what does the customer say: “I was very
impressed with the general standard of the programs & their ease of use. I had a look around the program & worked out how to input the data without the use
of the manual, which shows just how good the program structure is set out. To get to the point. The very first entry I did came up trumps with 2 lines of 211/
2 points. It bought me a win of £11.80. Not bad for a first attempt. Thanks for an amazing program. Regards P.J.L.-Solihull. (Name & address with held for
obvious reasons.)

POOLS SYSTEM (POOLSBUSTER+POOLSPLANNER) COSTS £40.00 INCLUSIVE.
APOLONIA SOFTWARE(TM) PRESENTS: COMPUSHOP1 THE BEST PRICES FOR THE ATARI ST AND THE
AMIGA HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE. JUST HAVE A LOOK AT SOME POST-XMAS PACKAGES:

Atari 1040 Games pack
Atari 1040STFM + FREE games software
worth over £400 + compushopl
Business Starter Pack.

£459.00
as above + Pools System

£469.00

Atari 1040 Business Pack
Atari 1040 STFM + VIP Professional +
Microsoft Write + Superbase Personal +
mouse mat + four compushopl Starter Disks.

£449.00

£459.00
Atari 1040STFM as above + mono monitor:
as above + Pools System

£539.00

Atari Mega ST DTP
Pack

Mega ST4 + Mono Monitor + Laser
Printer + Fleet Street Publisher +
Timeworks Desktop Publisher + VIP
Professional + Microsoft Write +
Superbase Personal + First Word +
Megafile20 + compushopl Starter Kit.

VISA

■■■■■

£549.00

Atari 520 Superpack
Atari 520STFM + FREE £400 worth of
software + one extra microswitch
joystick + mouse mat + compushopl
Business Starter Pack.

£349.00

£2699.00
as above + Pools System £2710.00
TRIANGLE 1 MB 2ND DRIVE-ATARI/SINGLE.£114.95
£ 95.00
TRIANGLE DOUBLE 3.5’ DRIVE-ONLY FOR THE ATARI STS AND
STMS-NOT FOR THE STFMS.£199.95
£179.00
TRIANGLE 5.25* DRIVE-40/80 TRACK-ATR.£149.95
£130.00
TRIANGLE 525* WITH PC-DfTTO/ATARI.£229.95
£199.00
TRIANGLE INTERNAL A2000 31/2*KIT.£89.95
£79.00
CUMANA 1 MB 2ND DRIVE-ATARI.£144.95
£125.00
ATARI 20MB HARD DISK DRIVE(SH205).£599.99
£502.99
SUPRA 20MB HARD DRIVE.£599.95
£502.97
■30MB*".£849.95
£720.22
MIRACLE WS2000 MODEM(ATARI-AMIGA) .£125.00
£100.00
MIRACLE WS4000 MODEM(ATARI-AMIGA) .£194.35
£160.00
LINNET MODEM(ATARI-AMIGA) .£159.85
£125.00
SERIES FOUR 2123S MODEM(ATARI-AMIGA) . £304.75
£250.00
NIGHTINGALE MODEM(AMIGA)MAN.DIAL.£113.85
£ 99.00
RS232 MODEM CABLEIATARI-AMIGA).£19.95
£ 12.00
ATARI SLM804 LASER PRINTER+SLMC804 ...£1299.99 £1109.99
EPSON LX800 DOT MATRIX/9 PIN PRINT.£316.25
£277.50
STAR LC10-MONO/DOT MATRIX/9 PIN .£297.85
£230.00
STAR LC10-COLOUR/DOT MATRIX/9 PIN.£343.85
£260.00
STAR LC24-10/24 PIN-MULTIFONT.£458.85
£387.55
STAR LASERPRINTER 8(1 MB STANDARD)£2524.25 E1740.89+VAT
EIDERSOFT GRAPHIC TABLET-ATARI/AMIGA£343.85£239.03+VAT
FUCKER FIXER.£396.75
£281,50+VAT
GENLOCK A50Q/A2000-(A8802) .£299.00
£212.60+VAT
PROF.GENLOCK A500/A2000-(A8806) .£862.50
£605 OO+VAT
PERFECT VISION(REALTIME V..DIGIT.) ..£199.00
E151.13+VAT
PHIUPS CM8833 STEREO COLMON.£314.95
£239.10+VAT
* CM8852 HIGH RES COL MON.£343.85
£269.20+VAT
ATARI SMI 25 TILT & SWIVEL BASE.£149.99
£114.94+VAT
MONITOR MASTER(THE BEST IN THE MARKET-FOR ANYATARI
ST ,520,1040,MEGASTS-

as above + Pools System

as above + Pools System £359.00

COLOUR/MONO SWITCH BOX.) .£35 00
£30.00
MOUSE MASTER(UNIQUE MOUSE ^JOYSTICK SWITCH-ALLOWS
CONNECTION OF 2 JOYSTICKS & A MOUSE OR ANY OTHER
CONTROLLER-WITH ANY COMBINATION THAT YOU REOUIRE-NO
UNPLUGGING CABLES-BEST MOUSE/
JOYSTICKCONTROLLER.)ATARI/AMIGA .£24.95
£21.00
MOUSE PATH(THE BEST MOUSE MAT AROUND.SPECIAL ANTI¬
STATIC & UNIQUE SURFACE FOR A BETTER GRIP & SHORT
DISTANCE TRAVEL.PERFECT FOR ANY MOUSE ON ANY
COMPUTER.).£6.96
£5.50
MONITOR STANDS(VERY ELEGANT AND SPECIALLY MADE TO
FIT ANY ATARI OR AMIGA COMPUTER.£29.95
£24.00
UNISTAND PRINTER STAND .£11.95
£9.50
PVC DUST COVER-MEGA STS.£8.95
£7.50
PVC DUST COVER-520STFM.1040STFM .£4.95
£4.00
PVC DUST COVER-SC1224,SMI 25.£5.95
£5.00
DISK BOXES: 40*3.5* DISKS.£8.95
80*3.5* DISKS .
£10.95
100*3.5* DISKS .
£12.95
120*3.5* DISKS .
£13.95
50*5.25* DISKS .£8.95
120*5.25* DISKS .£13.95
NEW. ATARI PC3 IBM-PC COMPATIBLE WITH SWITCHABLE
CLOCK SPEED-4.77MHZ OR 8MHZ.8088 MICRO
PROCESSOR.EGA.CGA+HERCULES GRAPHICS MODES BUILT
IN.TWIN DRIVE.640 K RAM.MS DOS 3.2 OPERATING
SYSTEM.OPTIONAL 8087 MATHS CO-PROCESSOR
SOCKET.DETACHABLE XT STYLE KEYBOARD.INCLUDES
PARALLEL & RS232 SERIAL PORTS.256K SCREEN
RAM.SUPPUED WrTH MOUSE.MONO SCREEN RESOLUTION OF
720*350.COLOUR SCREEN RES.640*350.PALETTE OF 64 COL¬

OURS,16 CAN BE DISPLAYED AT THE SAME TIME WORKS WITH
ANY CGA,MDA,EGA OR MULTI-FREQUENCY MONITOR.COMES
WITH FREE SOFTWARE & FREE MANUALS. R.R P-£647.49,OUR
PRICE IS A JOKE, ONLY .£580 00 INCLUSIVEIII ATARI PC3 AS
ABOVE + EGA MONO MONITOR R.R.P.-.£747.49. OUR PRICE
IS ONLY £670.00 INCLUSIVEIII ATARI PC3 + EGA MONO MONITOR
+ 30MB HARD DISK R.R.P.-.£1092.49/OUR PRICE IS ONLY
£819.99+VATIII
ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT & DELIVERY UNLESS
OTHERWISE STATED. THESE ARE ONLY SOME EXAMPLES,FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL COMPUSHOP1 AT 01/738-8400. IF
YOU DO NOT SEE IT,IT DOES NOT MEAN WE DO NOT HAVE
IT.PLEASE CALL US AND YOU WILL NOT REGRET IT. PRICES
ARE ALWAYS FLUCTUATING UP OR DOWN.PLEASE CALL FOR
THE LATEST INFORMATION AND FOR AVAILABILITY. STOP
PRESS. LOOK
31/2“ DISCS(DSDD): 10 FOR...£11.00,
20 FOR______£21.00,
40 FOR........
£40.00
AND 50 FOR ..........£47.50

FOR THE BEST PRICES FOR ALL ATARI-AMIGA
HARD-WARE
(COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES)
CALL
COMPUSHOPl, AT 01/978 2280.
24 HR ORDERUNE: 01/738 8400
FAX: 01/622 1063

Make cheques / Postal Orders payable to: Apolonia Software, and send to "Apolonia Software, Dept STW, South Bank Business
Centre,Unit 34 , Alexandra House, 140 Battersea Park Road, London SW11 4NB. Mail order only. Speedy delivery. No hidden extras!

Apolonia Software The company that cares!

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
MUS2 - JUKEBOX
MUS3 - MIDI UTILITIES
MUS5- 32 TRACK SEQUENCER

GAME3 - HACK D&Dragons
GAME 1 1- KIDGAMES
GAME 12- ORIONS RUN

MUSIC

GAMES
GAME27GAME2 GAME7 GAME 1 8-

MUSI 2MUSI 3MUSI 4MUS 17-

MONOPOLY
CHESS.BACKGAMMON
SPACEGAMES
LASERCHESS

ART 1 -NEOCHROME PACKAGE
ART4 - MASTER PAINTER
ART5 - ARTIST DRAWING PACK

PIC7 - 16 NAUGHTY PICTURES
PIC9 - 17 from GhostBusters etc.
PIC 1 8- DIGIPICS FROM SPACE

ART PACKAGES

PICTURES
PIC22PIC28PIC29PIC31-

ART 1 0ART7 ART 1 6ART 17-

SPEC'51 2 PICTURES
STRIP POKER PIC'S
SAM FOX PICTURES
SPEC'512 PICTURES

DEMONSTRATIONS
Tour your ST (beginners)
BIG TEX - Brilliant
PUMP UP THE VOLUME
LOST BOYS DEMO

MISC1- SKYMAP. 1500 stars
MISC2- ORBIT, track sattelites
MISC4- VIRUS KILLERS

1-5 disks - £3:00 each 6-10 disks - £2:75 each
1 1 or more £2:50 each Inc vat. P & P Deduct £1 per disk price
if you send your own blank disks. Cheques or Postal Orders payable to
SOFTVILLE. Please state the make of your computer and this magazine.

STUCK? ALONE? JOIN CLUBVILLE for Free updates
Free Magazine. Free advice. Bargain Prices, lots more
only £6:50 per year - send a stamp for details or

Send for our FREE catalogue
with details of over 450 disks

R ADIO-COMMS
COMS3COMS6COMS7COMS8

SOFTViLLE PD SERVICE

UNITERM V2.0C
WORLI V2.5
INTERCOM V3.01
- ANET & GEMTERM

55 HIGHFIELD AVENUE
WATERLOOVILLE HAMPSHIRE
PQ7 7PY Tel 0705-266509
/

fUJeServE

of Hampshire ^

with ST cable and paper.
£155.00 (1 34.78 + VAT)

Panasonic KXP1081

120cps Epson and IBM (Multi
Ex .VAT
£3.74
£4.00

HHr#

KXP Fabric Ink Ribbon
KXP Dust Cover

U™-LZT7

PALETTE MASTER
MANDLEBROT,M6gablit
FACE ANIMATOR
PEARLEf ray tracer)

LAN4 - ADVENTURE WRITER
LAN 1 1- SMALLTALK
LAN 1 2- ST ICON

DEMI 3- CLASSIC DEMOS
DEM22- FLYING BIRDS
DEM25- MURRAY AND ME
DEM31DEM59DEM87DEM89-

MIDIDRUM. MIDIPLAY
30 MUS' STUDIO SONG
EZTRACK SONGS
SOUND DEMOS

NLQJL
Inc.VAT
£4.30
£4.60

Citizen 120D

Philips CM8833

with ST cable

£225.00(£195.65+VAT)

with ST cable and paper
£189.00 (£164.35 +Vat)

LOW ST PRICES

Star 1—010

LANGUAGES
LAN 1 4LAN26LAN27LAN28-

FORTHMACS. complete
68000 ASSEMBLER
C COMPILER
8-BIT EMULATOR (atari)

STARTER PACK
any 5 PD disks
5 D/S Blank disks
Library Case
only £1 9:50

INTRO DISK
ONLY El:5 0

n

r lexiaump

now includes MULTIPLE Across
The Page Labelling

Superb quality printer dumps for graphics, spreadsheets, text including
Degas and NEOchrome formats. Vary dump size from 1mm square up
to 10 metres in length, choose from a variety of densities and passes
(up to triple pass quad density). Other features include text insertion,
upright or sideways dump, invert, frame, spool, auto calculates on 1:1
aspect ratio or deselect this and stretch the dump. Any part of a
screen can be selected, graphics/editing, auto greyscaling for colour,
on screen help. All this plus Labelmaking. From computer art to pro¬
duction labels Flexidump is an unrivalled software package.
Ex VAT

inc VAX
SM124 Mono Monitor
520STFM1M
520STFM Super Pack
1040STFM
1040STFM Super Pack
1040STFM Pro Pack
1040STFM + CM8833

£110.00
£262.00
£335.00
£399.00
£469.00
£419.00
£610.00

with ST cable and paper
£239.00 (£207.83)

with ST cable and paper
£249.00 (£216.52 +VAT)

DISKETTES
(Lifetime Warranty)
100% Cert Error free
Inc VAT
10 3.5" 135tDi DS/DD
50 3.5" 135+D DS/DD
100 3.5'135p+p DS/DD
40 Disk box. hinqe and lock
80 Disk box. hinqe and lock

£8.50
£40.00
£78.00
£5.95
£6.95

Phone for our best price before placing your order
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
All products have a 12 month no quibble guarantee.
Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
We are closed Saturday afternoons.
Carriage 92p (80p+VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00+VAT).

UJeServe
Larger items delivered
by Securicor.

Inc VAT

£21.00
compatible
£31.00
£10.00

£24.15c

£ 9.00
£90.00
£100.00

£10.35c
£103.50a
£115.00a

£35.65c
£11.50c

Star LC10 Colour

PRINTERS
Citizen 180E
£158.00
StarLC2410
£325.00
EDson LX800
£179.00
Panasonic KXP1124 (24pin)
£319.00
Canon PW1080A
£159.00
LC10 sheet feeder
£65.00
(prices inc. ST cable and VAT)

Mono version for use with Epson
compatible dot matrix printers
Colour version for use with any Epson JX80
Star LC10 colour printer
UPGRADE MONO TO COLOUR VERSION

ST/W Dept.
128 West Street,
Portchester,
Hants..
POl6 $XE
Tel: 0705 325354.

ATARI ROM CARTRIDGE takes two 27256
(32k) or two 27512 (64k) Eproms & case
Single 3.5" 1 Mb DISC DRIVE + PSU
Single 5.25" 1Mb DISC DRIVE + PSU
SPECIAL OFFER
PC DITTO +5.25" disk drive with PSU. All you
PC clone, complete with leads
PC DITTO software
READY MADE LEADS
Atari to Scart (not Sony)
Atari printer lead centronic

need to turn your ST into a
£172.50a
£150.00
£64.40c
£56.00
£12.00
£12.00

£13.60c
£13.60c

For your convenience first price EX VAT second price INC
VAT HOW TO ORDER: Enclose your cheques/PO made
payable to Care Electronics or use ACCESS, VISA.
Please add carriage. a=£10.35 b=£3.45 c=£1.15 d=£2.30

CARE ELECTRONICS 800 ST ALBANS RD, GARSTON,
WATFORD, HERTS, WD26NL
TEL 0923 672102

___/

/* FixObjectTree()

PROGRAMMER S CLINIC

“ Converts object tree from character

* coordinates to pixel coordinates.
*

*
*
*

there are any major surprises
here, but if you can prove me
wrong, by all means do so.
The Graphics Environ¬
ment Manager follows, and
this includes all routines
accessed by the TRAP #2 call,
so this means GEM AES and
GEM VDI. As pointed out by
Alex, this part of the OS is
appallingly badly document¬
ed, and books such as 'GEM
On The Atari ST' from Abacus
do not improve on this.
Finally, we come to GDOS,
The Part They Didn't Include
(or perhaps hadn't finished in
time?). Richard Seel noted
that no-one quite knows why
it was left out a few months
ago. The latest current version
is 'Release 1.1', but again noone seems to know quite what
works and I still can't open a
workstation to the screen
without
crashing
the
machine.

An integer pointer is passed to this function which
must be a pointer to a none zero value if tree is
already converted to pixel coordinates.

*

*
*

WARNING!! If a pixel coord tree is converted again,
user program will crash when tree is next displayed.

V
void FixOb jectTree (ob jc, obf ixed)
LONG objc; /* address of tree */
WORD *obfixed; /* Must indicate TRUE/FALSE depending on
whether tree already converted to pixel
coordinates */
{
extern WORD rsrcjobf ix ();
if (!*dbf ixed)
ApplyFunctionToTree(objc,NIL,ROOT,rsrc__6bfix,NOLL);
*obfixed = TRUE;
}

PROGRAM TWO: TOS SCREEN OUTPUT FROM GEM
Power BASIC TOS screen output from a GEM program
’ Permits GEMAES components such as: file selectors, alert
* boxes and menus to be used, but still allowing the
’ program to PRINT to a TOS screen.
LIBRARY "GEMAES”

' Open GEMAES library.

REM $QPTION Y+

' Don't open window when program starts

Hints, tips and prizes!
A couple of quick tips to
round off this month from
David Stewart and Simon
Mullenger from Hertford (in
Hertfordshire, believe it or
not). The first concerns using
some of the GEM features
(such as alerts and file selec¬
tors) of HiSoft BASIC without
having to output text to a
GEM window. This tip origi¬
nates from HiSoft, and is
given as Program Two with
full commentary.
As I was sifting through

OPEN "0",#1,"CON:" ' Open screen device
POKE systab-2,1

' Ensure output goes via TOS

CLS
PRINT "Look no slow GEM window!"

PROGRAM THREE: DESKTOP.INF PROGRAM MOD.
#E: Directory information
Example: #E9813 Format: #E1122
Meaning
Byte
Bit
11
0,1,2
Not used
Confirm copy
3
4

Confirm delete

5,6

Sort by

7

Display type

22

4

0,1

Screen res

Blitter Active

Value
Q - no

1 = yes
0 = no
1 = yes
00 = name
01 = date
10 = size
11 = type
0 = icon
1 = text
01 • low
10 = medium
11 = high
0 = no
1 = yes

j
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Richard kindly sent me when
I took over the clinic, I found
a disk with Simon Mullenger's
name on it, but with no men¬
tion of what it contained.
Eagerly, I thrust it into my
drive, and I found that it held
an addition to the informa¬
tion about the DESKTOP.INF
file which concerns those
lucky owners of Mega STs fit¬
ted with blitters. Sorry this is
so very late, Simon.
"I have just bought a Mega
ST2 and had a Blitter installed.
With some desktops the blitter
was active after boot-up and
with others it wasn't. From
inspecting two DESKTOP.INF
files with the only difference
between them being the blitter
on or off, when saved, I have a
slight correction to make to the
DESKTOP.INF article of issue
29's clinic." (See listing on
left).
Choosing the winner of
the regular prize was very dif-

ficult this month, but taking
it by a narrow margin is Dave
Chapman, who will receive
the ProSound digitiser and
Dungeon Master. That just
about finishes things off for
another month.
Keep the letters rolling in especially the solutions and
comments on other people's
problems
and
ideas.
Remember to include your
full name (or title, if pre¬
ferred) and please give your
phone number if possible.
Also tell me what you would
like if you win the monthly
prize - remember it's one or
two items with a total value of
up to £80.
It could be two months
before your letter gets into
print, so if you can get your
contribution to me before the
last week of the month it
stands a good chance of
appearing two months later.
Some contributions may have
to wait longer; I have to try to
get a good mix of topics, and
it may be better to keep yours
for another issue. Please don't
write and ask for individual
replies; I haven't got time to
deal with them, and I don't
want to disappoint you.
(Mathew will welcome any
bribes offered, although they are
unlikely to have any effect - Ed.)
If you have a listing longer
than about 15 lines, then
please include it on a disk - I
don't have time to type long
listings in. I know this can be
difficult for overseas readers
and I do try to make an
exception for them. If you
want the disk and/or listing
back, also include a stamped
addressed envelope. If you are
sending a complete program,
then I also like to see it run¬
ning before putting it into the
column, so please include a
double-clickable version of
your program if at all possible.

Mathew Lodge
"Programmer's Clinic"
"Maen Melin",
Holmes Chapel Road,
Lach Dennis,
Northwich,
Cheshire,
CW9 7SZ

Probably every programmer
who ever sat down to write
his first GEM application
has plans to use both mouse
buttons. People who have
played with the Amiga will,
perhaps, think in terms of
menus popping up; people
interested in drawing-type
programs will want the right
button to erase what is
drawn by the left. Almost all
such ideas will founder,
thanks to an almost incredi¬
ble design flaw in one criti¬
cal GEM routine: The event
wait routine, evntjmulti.
The evnt_multi call is
perhaps the most important
AES call. Its function is
essentially simple: it waits
for the user to do some¬
thing. The program gives it
a list of user actions, and
when any of these actions
occur, the routine immedi¬
ately returns to the user's
program telling it exactly
what happened.
The problem occurs
when we try to ask the rou¬
tine to return when either
of the mouse buttons are
pressed. Whatever parame¬
ters you try, it just can't be
done.
It goes like this: The
mouse button state is repre¬
sented by a word where bit
0 is one when the left but¬
ton is down, bit 1 is one
when the right button is
down. When you ask the
evnt_multi call for mouse
events, you give it two
parameters. A mask repre¬
senting which buttons you

will run on all issues of the
ROMs back to 1.0.
After much irritation, I
have finally come up with a
solution which I present
here. It is not ideal, but it
works and should be adapt¬
able to any programming
system that permits assem¬
bler language routines. It
should also work with GEM
on IBM clones even using
three button mice. The trick
uses the VDI level exchange
mouse button vector call
vex_butv. This routine
allows you to insert your
own assembler routine to be
called in place of the stan¬
dard one whenever the but¬
ton state changes.
What you can't do is to
jump back into your pro¬
gram from this exit routine.
For one thing, according to
are interested in and the
the mouse position, the
value you are waiting for
mouse click might be
them to achieve. Simple
intended for the screen
enough, right? Wrong. If
manager or for a desktop
you are trying to use both
accessory. More importantly,
buttons, the odds are you
the routine you supply will
want the call to return when
be called asynchronously
either button is pressed. You
from inside an interrupt rou¬
don't know what value you
tine and the system will be
want them to achieve. What
in a very funny state.
you want is for it to return
Instead, my routine modifies
on any value other than
the button state vector by
zero. The way the call
replacing the left button's
should have been written
bit by the exclusive OR of
was to return on any value
both buttons. The state of
other than the given one.
the resulting flag now
changes when either button
A solution
goes up or down. It then
jumps into the standard but¬
There is one official way of
ton-change handler routine.
waiting for either button.
You can now wait on just
You can identify programs
this flag using a mask and
that use it - they are sluggish
state value of 1 in
and have a sort of "fluttery"
evnt_multi and the routine
feel. It is done by repeatedly
will return if either button is
sampling the current mouse
pressed.
state until a button down is
There is a further compli¬
detected. To do this you can
cation. If the button is
either use graf_mkstate or
clicked briefly it will be up
use evnt_multi with a short
again before the call returns.
or zero timer event enabled:
If you have a release of the
This is not a satisfactory
operating system earlier
solution; you can't really
than 1.0, evnt_multi will
handle double clicks this
not tell you which of the
way and the response is too
buttons were pressed. To get
slow. A brief click will often
round this, the button vec¬
not be detected at all.
tor records the button states
Incidentally, I have
in the variable clickTrace,
recently discovered that this
shifting each successive state
joke appears to have been
in as a 4-bit value. You can
fixed on GEM release 2.0
easily discover which button
and above on I.B.M. sys¬
was pressed by examining
tems. It is really too late
the latest non-zero state.
now for Atari to do anything
The supplied routine
about it since, if you are
'lastDown' gives you this
writing software you hope to
value.
sell, you must write it so it

Remember that graf_mkstate and evnt_multi
will return the modified but¬
ton state. If the right button
is down, the left button flag
will be the inverse of the
true value. The values in
clickTrace and returned by
lastDown give true values.
It is vital that your pro¬
gram re-instate the old but¬
ton handler before it termi¬
nates. As usual the system
does little cleaning up after
itself and, if the new handler
is left in, the system will
crash as soon as a new pro¬
gram overwrites its code.
What you do with the
right mouse clicks now that
you have them is, of course,
up to you. I would, however,
like to offer a suggestion.
Most of the roots of WIMP
lie in the Xerox Smalltalk
system (whatever Apple
might claim). In Smalltalk,
the second button is nor¬
mally used to pop up a con¬
text-sensitive menu - A
menu whose contents
depend on where the mouse
is on the screen. This is
copied in Intuition on the
Amiga. I think you could do
a lot worse in many types of
program.

About the supplied code
The supplied code is written
for the Manx 'C' system and
naturally you will have to
modify it for other systems.
The first entry point is the
routine "_setRightButton"
(the underscore is required
on this system to make
assembler routines accessible
from 'C'). This routine takes
a single 16-bit argument
which is non-zero to install
the vector, and zero to
remove it. The second entry
point is the routine
"JastDown" which returns
the latest mouse state where
one of both buttons were
down. It is used to deter¬
mine which button was
clicked. The 32-bit value
"_clickTrace" is also made
available in case your pro¬
gram needs to know more.
_clickTrace is initialised so
that if JastDown is called
before the vector is installed,
it will always tell you that
the left button was clicked.
The global references
from the routine are to
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r

;

right button handler routines

t

bss

oldv,4

public

_setRightButton,_ clickTrace,_lastDown

xref

;

variable to store old vector

vex butv,_jvdi_handle

cseg

_setRightButton:
link

a6, #0

pea

oldv

tst .w

8(a6)

beq.s

undo

; branch if removing

bsr

docall

;

;

stack the address of the old vector variable
are we installing or removing ?

stack new vector address

t

; The actual exit routine
; DO holds button state values

data

; we cannot use base registers here

I

far

andi.l

#15,dO

move.l

_clickTrace,dl

1

move.1

a

"_vdi_handle" and to
"_vex_butv". The former is a
16-bit global variable in
which the value returned by
the "open workstation" call is
stored. If you are program¬
ming in a compiled language
you will probably have some
equivalent variable already.
In Basic it might be harder to
find. The _vex_butv routine
is a standard VDI call execut¬
ing a trap call. It expects
three arguments: the VDI
handle; the address of the
new exit routine; and the
address of a variable in
which to store the old rou¬
tine address.
It is important to be
aware that none of the regis¬
ters on entry to the vector
will have the values that
might be set by your pro¬
gram. Some assemblers like
to access static data items
like _clickTrace relative to
some register (usually A4)
that is usually left pointing
to the data segment of the
program. The vector code
cannot afford to do this
because the register will have
the wrong value. This is the
significance of the "far data"
statement in Manx assem¬
bler. It tells the assembler to
use extended addressing
mode for static variable
access. If you are using
Megamax, this will be a
problem because Megamax
cannot generate absolute
address references. For
Megamax, the two static
variables must be embedded
in the code so that programcounter-relative addressing
can be used. In this case,
remember that you cannot
use a program-counter-rela¬
tive reference as the destina¬
tion of an instruction.
Instead, use LEA to move the
address of the variable into a
register.
The use of the BSR
instruction in the
_setRightButton routine
might be a little odd to
some. In this case it does not
really call a subroutine but,
instead, it is used to place the
address of the vector code
(which follows it) onto the
stack and then skip over it.
_vex_butv expects to find its
arguments on the stack
above the return address.

save old Dl value
just the bottom bits of state
;

load the old trace

lsl.l

#4,dl

or.b

d0,dl

move it up one nybble
insert new state

move.1

dl,_clickTrace ;

and save it back

btst

#l,d0

is the right button down?

beq.s

noflip

bchg

#0,d0

if so invert the left button flag

noflip:
move.l
move.l

(sp)+,dl
oldv, - (sp)

rts

;

restore Dl
; put the old vector address on stack
'

and jump to it

end of the vector code now more install code

near

data

move.l

oldv, - (sp)

; base registers are O.K. here

undo:
deinstall path - stack the old vector

docall:
move.w

_vdi_handle,-(sp)

;

common code - stack VDI handle

jsr

_vex_butv

;

and call the exchange vectore routine

move.l

#$01, _clickTrace

;

ensures the lastDown routine returns

;

left button state after we have removed

; the vector
unlk

a6
;

rts

return to main program

r

;

Routine to get last button pressed

r

lastDown:
move.l
lp:

clickTrace, dl

; get the trace value

moveq.1

#15, dO

;

and.l

dl,d0

; mask bottom nybble

set up to mask the bottom nybble

lsr.1

#4, dl

;

tst .w

dO

; was nybble zero ?

beq.s

ip

and move down rest of trace

;

if so try the next one

rts

;

otherwise that’s the value we want

dseg

; data segment

_clickTrace:
dc.l

$01010101

;

stores last eight states

DATAfax THE COMPUTER-BASED
PERSONAL ORGANISER
DAATAfax is an integrated suite of programs that contains all you
need to produce personal organiser pages on your ATARI ST using
DAATAfax computer stationery.
DAATAfax benefits from the latest ideas in ease of use incorporating
pull-down menus, multiple windows and icons to give a user friendly
environment.
DAATAfax enables you to produce:
• A Diary in a variety of formats
• A Phonebook database with search and sort facilities

ALL DRIVES GUARANTEED AT LEAST 35-40% FASTER THAN THE COMPETITION

Features:

• A Notepad for storing personal data, timetables, expense forms etc.
• A Calendar for any years and highlight important dates

* Faster than any competitor
* Will support second drive
* Supports full auto boot
* 65 watt PSU
* Superb software including data checker, backup utilities
* 35 inch DMA cable
* Robust design slides under monitor
* Six month free phone support
* Full one year guarantee on drive mechanism

• Graphics pages which can be imported from other programs
The datafiles produced can be backed up on disc so eliminating the
distress and heartache associated with losing your Filofax®.
® Filofax is a registered trademark of Filofax pic.
ATARI ST version £49.95, inc.
Free DAATAfax stationery (worth £8.95/250 sheets) with each order.

ATARI ST COMPATIBLE HARD DRIVES
22 M/Byte (Formatted).£399.00
32 M/Byte (Formatted).£439.00
65 M/Byte (Formatted).£549.00
130 M/Byte (Formatted).£799.00
40 M/Byte (Removable).£749.00
80 M/Byte (Removable).£899.00

AMIGA DRIVES
20 M/Byte (Formatted).£550.00
30 M/Byte (Formatted).£599.00
60 M/Byte (Formatted).£699.00
2 M/Byte RAM module A500 I/Face.£550.00

THIRD COAST DIY KITS

(Everything to build your own Drive)

DMA/SCSI Host Boards.£89.00
RLL Adaptec 4070 or Omti 3527 controllers (giving 50%
more out of any drive + twice the speed).£96.00
Astec 65 watt PSU's.£39.00
Enclosures (as above - including fan, Astec - everything bar
drive).£299.00
Amiga interface boards.£199.00

THIRD COAST DRIVE UPGRADES
(Upgrade your Atari SH204/5, Megafile 20/30, Supra, Cumana or
Triangle drives)
45 M/Byte (Mechanical head - auto park). Features new faster soft¬
ware, up to 12 partitions, backup programs. Fast installation, all
data copied to new drive. Trade in on existing drive. 45% more per¬
formance, 65% more capacity. Plated media, non oxide (complete)
.£249.00

65 M/Byte (Mechanical head pack) complete.£299.00
Full one year warranty.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT !
Trade and University enquiries welcome.

THIRD COAST TECHNOLOGIES
Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate
Standish, Wigan
WN6 OXQ
Tel: 0257 4262464

Fax: 0257 426577

DAVTAscan
DAATAscan is a hand-held scanner for the ATARI ST.
Easy-to-use software is provided incorporating windows, pull down
menus and icons which enables an image to be scanned, cropped and
printed on an Epson (or compatible) printer before saving to disc. .
Images can be scanned from newspapers, photographs, books etc,
and then saved in the most popular and widely supported graphics
file formats.
Images produced by DAATAscan can be incorporated into the pages
of DAATAfax (computer based personal organiser) and can also be
imported into desktop publishing and paint packages.
DAATAscan has a scan width of 105mm, a resolution of 200 DPI and
a scanning speed of 2cm/sec.
DAATAscan is available for £275 inc. complete with software and
interface card.
Available from:

Kempston Data Limited

DAATA/ax

THIRD COAST
ATARI HARD DRIVES

APL

68000

"You have
no other
rational
choice—
CHANGE
THE
WORLD

THE ATARI ST family of systems has revolutionised
the world of small computers. Unfortunately many of the
programming tools available for the ST have not kept pace with the
hardware. APL.68000 brings the right mix of power and
sophistication to match the ST. In fact APL.68000 is one of the few
applications that can make full use of the memory available on the
ST (including the 4Mb Mega).

THE APL programming language is widely used by many
of the world’s largest corporations to solve their more ambitious
computing problems - why not use it for yours?

APL.68000 THE LANGUAGE

ST-SPECIFIC FEATURES

► Unique array handling
language
► Fhst program development
► Full 15 digit accuracy
► The most powerful
language on the ST
► Easier to learn than BASIC

APL.68000 costs

t

► standard ST user interface
► full access to ST graphics
► full GEM interface
► built-in function editor
► APL session manager

|| ||

(inc VAT) and is supplied
-V
# (A ET
with a comprehensive
manual, reference card and keyboard stickers.
P&P £3 (inc VAT). Tb order, contact:
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MicroAPL Ltd
South Bank Ttchnopark
90 London Road
London SE1 6LN
01 922 8866
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APL

Tb® ST Club
Caters for all - Beginner to Professional

49 Stoney Street • Nottingham • NG1 1LX
(0602) 410241 • Callers welcome Mon-Fri 9.30-5.00
The ST Club Newsletter: Simply the best ST newsletter available.
The ST Club Disk Magazine: A compilation of the best and latest Public
Domain Software. Subscriptions and Membership: 12 Newsletters = £8.00
or 6 Disk Mags plus 12 Newsletters = £22.50 Members qualify for
discounts on PD disks, commercial software, books, accessories etc.
Laser Printing Service from 15p per page!
Sample Newsletter (80p) Sample Disk_Mag (£2.00)

Public Domain Software

TURN TO
PAGE 103
AND

☆ Over 800 Disks !!! ☆

Free comprehensive PD catalogue - write for your copy now

FontKit Plus

A sophisticated OEM based font editor for: GDOS fonts, ST Screen
fonts, Degas fonts, RSC images, and downloadable printer fonts.
Includes lots of fonts and a 80 page manual.
Cost: 2xSS disks-£9.99 or lxDS disk-£8.49

Your Second Manual to the ST

At last - the manual that Atari should have given you when
you bought your ST. Includes: introduction to computers, the

COMPLETE THE
ST WORLD
READER SURVEY

keyboard, the mouse, disk copying and formatting, recovering lost
files, RAM disks, customising your desktop, accessories, word¬
processing, printing, magazines for the ST, making the best of
public domain software, using a BBS, glossary of ST terminology and much much more. Essential reading for ALL ST users.

£3.95 - Order your copy from The ST Club today.
STOP PRESS: 2nd Manual due to be bundled with all
| STa sold by Atari ScandlnavTa - it's that good]]
Trade enquiries welcome

STW6

No surcharges on European orders • Other countries add 5% for Air Mail despatch

■■rrn/iA||/r>pncp
-SOFTWARE-

ATARI HARDWARE
1040ST-FM Super Pack,
1040ST-FM Prof. Pack....
2 Mb Mega ST.
4Mb Mega ST,.

520ST-M.£179.99
520ST-FM Explorer Pack.£269.99
520ST-FM Super Pack.£359.99
520ST-FM Prof. Pack.£359.99

,.£449.99
,.£449.99
.£POA
.£POA

SF354 3.5" 500K Disk Drive (when purchased with any ST).
SF314 3.5" 1000K Disk Drive(when purchased wrth any ST).
SMI 24 12" Hi Res Mono Monitor (when purchased with an ST).
SCI 224 12“ Med Res Col Monitor (when purchased with any ST).

.£60.00
.£90.00
.£90.00
,.£270.00

SF354 3.5" 500K Disk Drive.£69.99
SF314 3.5" 1000K Disk Drive.£143.99
STM1 Mouse Controller.£24.99

.,£119.99
..£270.00
,.£539.99

SMI 24 12" Mono Monitor.
SCI224 12" Colour Monitor..
30Mb Megafile.

CUMANA DRIVES/SOFTWARE

..£113.00
.£18.00
.£42.00

VIP Professional,
K Spread.
K Spread 2.

.£35.00
.£42.00
.£69.00
,.£173.00

,£62.00
,.£87.00
,£30.00

K Spread 3 ,,..
Logistix.
Swiftcalc V2.0 .

Calamus.£RING
Calamus Professional.£RING
'Pagestream.£RING

Fleet Street Publisher.£87.00
Publishing Partner.£RING
Timeworks DTP.£75.00

LANGUAGES/ASSEMBLERS/COMPILERS

8CM852 14" RGB/CVBS Hi-Med Res
Colour.£294.99

MATRIX PRINTERS
Amstrad DMP2160.£142.99
Amstrad LQ3500.£349.99
Canon PW1080A.£309.99
Canon A-60 F.£423.99
Epson LX800.£275.99
Epson LQ500.£394.99
Micro PMP135+.£149.99
Micro PMP165+.£199.99

K Data.
Superbase Personal.
Superbase Personal 2....
Superbase Professional,

DESK TOP PUBLISHING

60Mb Hard Disk Drive.£899.99
120Mb Hard Disk Drive.£1529.99

PHILIPS MONITORS
CM8833 14" RGB/CVBS Med Res Colour
.£259.99

.£30.00
.£175.00
.£47.00
,£38.00

DATABASES
..£45.00
..£30.00
,£53.00
..£30.00
..£90.00

Base II.
Data Manager..
Data Manager Prof...
Data Retreive.
dBase II.

SUPRA DRIVES
20Mb Hard Disk Drive.£494.99
30Mb Hard Disk Drive.£539.99

Text Pro.
Word Perfect.
Word Up.
Word Writer.

SPREADSHEETS

1 Mb Floppy Disk Drive.£125.99
OS - 9/68000 Op. System.£449.99

CSA354 1 Mb 3.5" Flop D Dr..£96.99
CSA354E 2nd/3rd drive for use with
CSA354.£96.99

WORD PROCESSING
.£60.00
.£28.00
.£69.00
£17.00
.£24.00

1 st Word Plus V3 0
K Word 2.
Protext V4 n
Protoxt Filer
Protext Office.

NEC P2200.£389.
NEC P6.£542
Panasonic PI 081.£199
Panasonic PI 082.£252
Seikosha SP -180A1.£169 .99
Seikosha SP-1200A.£189..99
Star LC10.£219.
Star LC10 Colour.£249.

GST Macro Assemblers 5
Assem Pro.£38
Aztec C Professional ..£89
Aztec C Developer „.£124
Source Code Debugger£69
BCPL.£69
Cambridge Lisp.£62
CSD C Source Debug £53
Devpac V2.0.£42
Fast ASM Assembler.^ 15
Fast Basic (Disk).£31
Fast Basic (Rom).£62

Forth M/T.£38
FTL Modula 2.£49
FTL Modula 2 Dev.£69
FTL Editor Toolkit.£35
FTL Tools.£28
GFA Basic Companion£23
GFA Basic Compiler ,£45
GFA Basic Interpreter£45
GSTC.£15
Hisoft Basic.£55
Hisoft Power Basic.£35
Pro Pascal V 21.£76

£34
..£17
£35
..£19
£68
,£19
£38
£55
£35
..£14

K Ram. .£21
K Resource 2..£28
K Roget..£35
.£21
K Rhymes
K Spell ..£14
K Switch 2 ..£21
Mailshot. .£17
Mailshot Plus. .£35
Partner. .£38
PIE. .£23

kSela.,,„.^,,,,,,^£35
K Occam.£42
Lattice C V3.4.£69
Make.£35
Mark Williams C V3.0 £98
MCC Assembler.£35
MCC Pascal 2.£62
Menu +.£15
Modula 2 Standard ,,£76
Modula 2 Devek>per.£113
Nevada Cobol.£35
Personal Pascal 2.£55

UTILITIES
LASER PRINTERS
Canon LBP 8 A2.£1790.00
Epson GQ3500.£1795.00

HP Laserjet II.£2199.00
Panasonic P4450.£2030.00

GRAPHIC TABLES
CRPA4 Tablet.£372.99

Fontz ,

Cherry A3 Graphics Tablet.£569.99

VIDEO DIGITISERS/ENHANCERS
A Magic Turbo Dizer.£131.99
Rombo Vidi ST.£89.99

Sam Digitiser.
Rendale Genlock ..

..£229.99
,,£RING

SOUND DIGIT1SERS/SAMPLERS
Pro Sound Designer.£49.99
Pro Midi Software.£13.95

ST Replay V4.0.£65.99
ST Sound Sampler.£59.99

MODEMS
Demon II.£82.99
Designer. £102.99
Miracom WS2000. £109.99
Mi race m WS4000. £169.99

Pace Linnet.£139.99
Pace Series Four 1200S. ,£389.99
Pace Series Four 2123S. ,£259.99
Pee Series Four 2400S. ..£487.99

CLOCKS
Micro Time Internal Clock Card.,.,£23.99

Twin Mouse/Jstick Ext Cable ... .£4.99
4 Wav Adantor .. .£4.99
Midi CablA... .£2.99
PQ qq
Mnriom vdLW...
HaNa
£12 99
Deluxe Centronics Printer Cable .IVlUUvIll

QT tA Qoart Uanitor rahlfi
QT

ry»mn Virion Dahla

QlanriarH P.ontmnirc Printor

ARTS/GRAPHICS/ANIMATION
Advanced Art Studio...£17
Aegis Animator.£45
Art Director.£35
Degas Elite.£19
Easy Draw 2.£45
Cyber Studio.£60
Cyber Paint.£53
Cyber Control.£45
E/Draw 2 Superchged £76
t-oiwio.

£11 99

Quantum Paint.£14
Spectrum 512.£45
3D Developers Disk.,£23
GIST.£26
Stereotek Glasses ,,£119
Cyber Sculpt.£60
Cyber Texture.£38
Video Titling Design,.£23

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
.£19
r.An
vi n
.£76
DFA Draft
.£26
GFA Vector.

Master CAD. .£104
PC Board Designer. .£148
GFA Draft Plus. .£106

MUSIC/SOUND
Digi Drum. .£17
£11
Digi Drum Sample Disk 1
Music Construction Set,...£19

K Minstrel 2. „„„„,,£21
,£35
SuperCondudor.
The Music Studio. .£24

COMMUNICATIONS

£Q QQ

Hahlo £7

Film Director.£42
GFA Artist.£38
KRikki.£14
CYBER SERIES
Architectural Designs £23
Future Designs.£19
Human Forms.£23
Paint Pro.£38
Paint pro Library.£19

Micro Time External Clock Card .,£23.99

CABLES

Pro Sprite Designer. ,£14
Quicktran. ,£26
Saved 2.,.£21
ST Doctor.,.£15
Tempus.,.£24
Twist..,£28
Utilities Plus..,.£21
WERCS.,.£21
WERCS Plus. ,.£35

QQ

DISK STORAGE/HEAD CLEANERS
Disk Box for 40 x 3.5" disks.£7.99
Disk Box for 80 x 3.5" disks.£9.99
Disk Box for 120 x 3.5" disks.£11.99
3.5" Disk Head Cleaner.£4.99

Disk Box for 50 x 5.25" disks.£8.99
Disk Box for 100 x 5.25" disks.£10.99
Disk Box for 150 x 5.25" disks.£12.99
5.25" Disk Head Cleaner.£4.99

.£21
__£35
.£19
Flash.

220ST
□
DO WO
A
DDO
Vt.U..

ACCOUNTS
Accountant.
Accountant Plus ,
Bookeeper.

BLANK DISKS
3.5" DS/DD Sony disks x 10.£13.50
3.5" DS/DD Sony disks x 25.£32.75

Kermit & Remote. ,„,„„,£15
.£35
K Comm 2
Ruby Term. .£RING

...£119
,£159
.£79

Financial Controller..
Home Accounts.
Payroll.

,.£319
.£17
.£69

EDUCATIONAL

3.5" DS/DD Sony disks x 50.£64.00
3.5" DS/DD Sony disks x 100.£123.00

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE
Most old and new titles available from stock our prices may not be the cheapest, but our
service is first class, as is our recorded delivery postal service I

AB Zoo. .£11
Algebra. .£11
Fractal Generator. .£15
Genesis. .£60
Intro to ST Logo. .£14
.£11
Invasion.
Maps & Legends . .£23
Porforf Matnh . .£8
Preschool Kids. .£11

Star Struck.
Spell Book (4 - 6 yrs).
Spell Book (7 yrs).
Spell Book data Disks.
Things to do with Words.
Things to do with Numbers..
Spell with the Oscar.
Add wrth Oscar..
Oscar Data Disks.

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SCC MAIL ORDER. All prices are inclusive of VAT.
All software orders over £30 delivered free (UK only) - orders under £30 add £1.00 P&P. ALL PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

S.C.C. MAIL ORDER
29 Crowtree Road, Sunderland SRI 3JU

Telephone: 091 565 5756

.£19
.£19
.£19
.£14
.£19
..£19
.£12

.£12
:.£6

3

UNBEATABLE
ifi Verbatim
—

2

DISC
PRICES

r

Single Sided
Double Sided

«

PHONE
24 HOUR

DISC VALUE

• Life-time Guaranteed, Double Density 135 tpi Verbatim
discs for your machine (single-sided available)
• Don't be put off by the low price, these discs are
branded 'Datalife' top quality media, direct from the
Verbatim warehouse in boxes of ten.
• "No quibble" money back guarantee
• Absolutely no Extras, price includes VAT, label sets,
plus first class post to your door.

DataLife

»

Ftt*

Superb anti-static lockable Storage Boxes supplied with
Two Keys and Plastic Dividers:
■■■■■
40 disc size £6.99; 80 disc size £8.99
r \ 1

■ ::

Just phone in
your credit card
number to:

OR CHEQUI

OP.O. BOX 66 EAST PRESTON WEST SUSSEX BN16 2TX

Forest Computer Services
P.O. Box 20, Loughton, Essex. IG10 4AS
Public Domain Library for the Atari ST

Another Forest First..
Now there are two ways to keep up to date
on what’s happening in the world of Public
Domain Software...
1/ Be like everyone else and send a SAE for
a printed list.
or.....
2/ Send £1-50 for all the listings in a disk
magazine along with the latest articles, chat
and special offer sections AND receive as
many sample programs as I can squeeze
onto a single sided disk.
All this for little more than the price of a
blank disk, (and remember. I’m paying all
the postage and packaging costs if you send
for the disk)
If you want a printed list, you can get one
from the magazine or altemativly by sending
me a large SAE in the normal way.
But think what you’re missing....
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Gem-Forth/ST
Version 2.0 for the
Atari ST /Mega ST, with:
• Graphics and Windows through GEM
VDI and AES interfaces.
• Fast Line-A Graphics.
• Floating Point.
• FRED Screen Editor.
• 68000 Macro Assembler with control
structures and local labels.
• Large source code file of examples.
• Detailed manual.

Price: £49 inc. VAT
Microprocessor Engineering Ltd.
133 Hill Lane, Shirley, Southampton SOI 5AF

0703 631441
also available from Silica Shop.

$
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This month, David
Jones looks at BIX in
comparison to the UK's
CIX, Micronet
Telesoftware and a few
more Bulletin Board
Services.

heard several people saying
that they are highly satisfied.
Though I haven't followed
this up myself, you might
well do worse than give
Mercury a ring and see what
their side of the story is.

BIX

ST WORLD

ON LINE
To complement last month's
article on the more signifi¬
cant UK comms services
available to ST modem own¬
ers, I thought it would be
interesting to see what simi¬
lar services are on offer in
the US. So we'll be taking a
look at BIX, finding out how
to use it, and why you
might want to. In addition,
another quick look at
Micronet news, and finally,
another couple of BBS num¬
bers.
Not surprisingly, BIX is
the US equivalent of our
home-grown CIX. To be fair
to our American friends,
they were on the scene first,
and no doubt CIX would
not be as it is today without
BIX. Both systems are based
on the same software pack¬
age called CoSy.
Before looking at what it
offers, you might like to
know how you join BIX. It is
essentially quite simple. You
log on, credit card between
the teeth, and just respond
to the new user question¬
naire. As you use it, BIX sim¬
ply charges you via your
plastic. This is all very simi¬
lar to CIX of course, but
there is another small hurdle
to overcome before you drop
ST World and rush to your
modems. That small hurdle
is an IPSS account.

PSS
BIX itself has no phone
number to call: instead, it
uses Tymenet which is a
packet-switching network
that operates in the US. You

can connect to Tymenet
from most countries by sim¬
ply dialling your local PSS
PAD and entering the BIX
network address. A PAD, for
those not in the know, is a
Packet Assembler
Disassembler - it refers to the
way PSS transmits data
around high-speed data links
in large chunks, only break¬
ing it up into the bits each
user wants at his or her PAD.
I won't go into the technical
aspects of this here (I'd have
to read up on it, anyway!).
How do you get a PSS
account, then? With difficul¬
ty. No, it's not really that
hard - it just requires some
low-level BT sales depart¬
ment interfacing via voxmail
(i.e. you speak to them). You
can start the redtape rolling
by ringing BT's freephone
sales service number and
asking for a PSS application
form. There is a small one¬
time registration fee, a small
monthly standing charge,
and a pretty large usage
charge to pay from then on.
The usage fees are hard to
assess as they are based not
only on time but on volume
of data too. In other words,
if some user-friendly system
decides to scroll 30K of help¬
ful menu text down your
screen, you'll be paying dear¬
ly for it. If that helpful sys¬
tem is in the US then you'll
pay about £2.50 all inc. for
the privilege.
Mercury offers a rival to
BT's PSS, and it seems to be a
cheaper service to use - cer¬
tainly the data charges are
not as steep as BT's, and I've

Back to BIX. You've received
your shiny new PSS account,
or rather a mixed kilo of var¬
ious bits of paper and card,
and you are ready to go. Dial
your local PSS number, enter
your password and user ID,
and then the address
A9310690157800. Even bet¬
ter, program your comms
package to type this for you.
Within a few seconds you'll
see the BIX logo and you can
take it from there.
So how does it compare
to CIX? Well it's different,
that's for sure. For a start,
BIX is run more formally,
each conference moderator
is paid for his work and not
surprisingly only a privileged
few are allowed to moderate.
This contrasts markedly with
CIX's policy where anyone
can moderate a conference
they create as long as they
don't expect payment for it.
Both policies have their
good points. In BIX's favour
is the fact that it is run very
efficiently - no mess on the
floor over there. CIX's
advantage is that it encour¬
ages a much wider range of
conference topics and does¬
n't have quite the same pin¬
stripe air of authority.
Though CIX is developing a
good base of 'key industry
figures', it doesn't compare
to BIX in this department.
As someone on CIX put it:
'On BIX you can discuss
technical items with the
people who actually design
the chips themselves. On

CIX you have to make do
with the poor so-and-sos
who just write software for
them.'
Don't expect much in
the way of leisure on BIX.
It's there if you look, but it's
not worth paying for. BIX is
a technical resource, a kind
of online technical guide if
you like, and it is almost
always used like that. A lot
of impressive names use it
for customer, user and devel¬
oper support - including
Atari of course. If you do
decide to try BIX out, take
my advice: don't browse grab what you want as
quickly and efficiently as
possible. Certainly try CIX
before BIX; not only will
you be able to learn the
rather unfriendly command
set, but you'll get a taste for
computer conferencing.
Whether you like the taste is
another matter entirely.

Enhanced
CIX compares very
favourably with BIX on the
software front. As I said pre¬
viously, both systems use
CoSy, but the similarity ends
there. CoSy licence holders
are allowed to extend the
system and, indeed, this is
probably vital judging from
the way that CIX has devel¬
oped over the last couple of
years. Of the two systems I
would say that the CIX
enhancements are most noticable, the best extra features
being, in my opinion,
online ARCing and word¬
wrap in the message editor.
CIX's online ARCing is a
great feature: you can store
messages and various other
bits of text in a personal file
(called your scratchpad),
have CIX compress it using
its own Unix ARC com-

Melcome to BIX -- ttyx4b, 1578

= = B Y T E

COSY

3.1.3 = =

Melcome to BIX, the BYTE Information Exchange
McGraw-Hill Information Services Co.
Copyright (c) 1388 by McGraw-Hill Inc.
CoSy Conferencing System, Copyright (c) 1384 University of Guelph
Need BIX voice help,..
In the U.S. and Canada call 880-227-2383, in NH and elsewhere call
683-324-7681 8:38 a.m. to 11:08 p.m. EOT (-4 GMT) weekdays
Name? davjon
Password:
Last on: Fri Jan 28 83:53:48 1383
You have 0 mail messages in your in-basket.
You are a member of 5 conferences.
system.news/##BULLETIN## «4il, from sysmgr, 302 chars, Fri Jan 28 13:42:17 1383

The BIX Login page
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Orson, The Telesoftware Gateway
mand, and then download
it. ARCing typically halves
the amount of data you
have to download.
It's difficult to assess the
cost of using BIX when
using PSS. The highly vari¬
able data costs are difficult
to calculate and you might
end up having a nasty shock
when BT sends you a PSS
bill. As a very rough guide, I
would guess that browsing
for half an hour on BIX
would cost about 7 pounds
for PSS usage and about 3
pounds for BIX itself (offpeak rate). A nice touch for
BIX is the way that off-peak
times are calculated for your
own specified time zone
(GMT if you are calling from
the UK). It is rather expen¬
sive, but if you need particu¬
larly technical questions
answered quickly, then it's
the place to visit. It also pro¬
vides a morsel of American
culture, but not as much as
CompuServe (which I'll be
featuring in a future article).
Perhaps the best reason
for using one of the US
online systems is that they
tend to be nearer the source
for interesting news. Gossip
and press releases tend to be
anything from weeks to
months ahead of any UK
news source. News about
the new VI.4 TOS ROMs
and the ST 'games console'
was posted on US systems
some considerable time
before anyone had even a
vague glimmer in this coun¬
try. As the ST slumps in
popularity in the US and
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builds up in Europe, this
may not remain the case for
very long. Hot topics as I
write this are not high up on
the Richter scale. There
seems to be a fair amount of
interest in the new Spectre
128 Mac Plus Emulator by
David Small, and a cartridge
that allows Mac disks to be
read and written (and which
can copy any disk). Another
item which seems ripe for
announcement is PC-Ditto 2
- which would appear to be
a combination of hardware
(8088 processor board) and
software to produce an accu¬
rate full-speed emulation of
an XT type machine, though
the silence from AvantGarde systems regarding any
details on this product is
becoming deafening.
Incidentally, it may come as
a suprise that the Atari
Transputer Workstation is
not causing much of a stir
from the look of the US sys¬
tems. I can't remember read¬
ing a single message on the
subject for some months
now.

Telesoftware
Now, more home news
regarding the Micronet
Telesoftware Gateway as
mentioned in my last col¬
umn. The Gateway now
appears to be functioning
correctly after a rather shaky
start. The system is running
on an Amiga 2000 (which
Atari fans might say would
explain the shaky start) and
is called Orson (don't ask

me!). There still appear to be
some problems from the
feedback I've seen, and right
now there is precious little
software actually online.
There was a recent Celebrity
Chatline regarding this new
service, but the discussion
seemed a bit inane. If I can
get hold of a copy of RubyView I'll give the Gateway a
try, but I don't feel inclined
to rush.
Just time to mention a

couple of ST BBSes. Twilight
Zone (0202-485723,
V21/23/22/22bis, 24hrs) has
been running for some con¬
siderable time now and is
now part of a network called
F-NET. This system is based
on the old Fido Net that
connects BBSes all around
the world. I'll be discussing
networked BBSes another
time, but for now I'd suggest
giving Twilight a call and
reading the F-NET informa¬
tion on there. Another board
which looks to be a good bet
for the bleary-eyed brigade is
STABB (0793-855176,
V21/23/22, 24hrs), which is
a nicely-laid-out board
which has a friendly down¬
load policy (i.e. they don't
mind you doing it - unlike
some boards I could men¬
tion). I'm going to be com¬
piling a Top Ten list of ST
BBSes for a future column,
so I'd better get dialling! Ah
well, back to the bit-stream...

David Jones can be
contacted on CIX as ID
'davjon'.
CIX is on 01 399 $252.
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Now two does
go into one
In 1985, when Jack Tramiel announced his Atari ST range of
computers complete with WIMP environment and a Mac like mouse,
the computer press dubbed the machine the 'Jackintosh'. Three years
later it turns out that those headline-hungry writers were not far wrong.
Aladin is a small cartridge that proves that the ST has all the power of
the Macintosh at a fraction of its price.
When Aladin is plugged into your ST's cartridge port you can use
a large selection of the ever growing range of high quality Apple
Macintosh software including: MacWrite, MacPaint, Excel, Microsoft
Word, Cricket Graf, Double Helix, MacDraft, RedRyder, WriteNow and
even PageMaker. Not only is Aladin compatible with literally hundreds
of Mac programs, it runs at least 25% faster than the standard Mac
Plus and utilises the STs bigger screen to give a display 30% larger
than that of the Mac's.
The latest enhancements to Aladin include the facility to use the
ST's hard disk, emulation of the Macintosh's sound facilities using a

simple hardware add-on, Heirarchical filing system, 400 and 800k
format floppy disks and support for Epson and 24-pin compatible
printers. Enhancements are always offered to existing users at
minimual upgrade charges.

Trevenen House, Cricket Hill Lane, Yateley, Camberley,
Surrey, CU17 7BA. 0252 874406/875031 Fax (0252) 871086

This month, Barry
Freeman concentrates
on some of the more
useful and original of
the Public Domain and
Shareware accessories.
These can make life
very easy for those of
us who use their STs
for other than games...

One situation that frequently
occurs, though not as often if
you have a hard disk, is hav¬
ing to format a disk while
inside an application. It may
be a wordprocessor, or spread¬
sheet that doesn't have a
Format option amongst its
commands.
Unlike the IBM and com¬
patible range of micros, the ST
has its operating system built
in to its ROMs. This means
that ST programs very rarely,
if at all, have an 'Exit to DOS'
option which would allow
you access to DOS commands
without having to exit your
program.
More programs nowadays
address this restriction by
including DOS commands in
their options, but applications
like 1st Word, VIP Professional
and many others don't. So,
what do you do if you have a
50-page masterwork in 1st
Word, and you haven't got a
formatted disk to hand? Easy!
You simply pull down the
Menu and select the
Accessory...
Desk

File

View

What? You don't have a
Format accessory? Ok, well,
close down that word proces¬
sor or spreadsheet, and pay
attention! Here's some details
of some really useful acces¬
sories that you can get for
next to nothing that will make
your life easy for you!
Last month I mentioned
the DC Formatter accessory.
This is undoubtedly the best
of its kind, offering much
more than just a formatter.
The main dialog shows the
wealth of options available. As
you can see, it supports the
new Spectre Macintosh
Emulator format, and allows
for different step rates of
drives, as well as IBM format.
The executable boot sector
options are especially interest¬
ing. The only one that is not
clear, is the 'Step Rate B:'
option. I assume this makes
the format on A: run at the
step rate of the drive in B:. The
DESKTOP. INF option prevents
the file DESKTOP.INF being
written to the disk - useful if
you have previously set up the

Options

«» The Schizo Desk Accessory

vi.3

IIBSHSBailBHaBSBB

The Schizo Desk Accessory Main screen - full of features. The
Cold Boot is a FULL cold boot, and you can alter the port
configuration on the fly.
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disk in a certain way. All the
other options are self-explana¬
tory.
All in all, this is by far the
best formatter I have come
across to date. It is now up to
version 3.0. Previous versions
did not support the Spectre
format or the ability to format
80-82 tracks or 40-42 tracks for
PC compatibility.
DC-Formatter is shareware
but no specific donation figure
is specified. Still, if you can get
a cheque in US funds to them,
I'm sure they would appreciate
it, and you will get extended
documentation and upgrades
for your honesty.
Another useful little utility
is the Notepad. Variously
called WORD400, NEWWORD
and NOTEPAD this allows you
to edit a file in straight ASCII
format whilst still in another
application. There are varia¬
tions of this utility, and some
have more features than oth¬
ers. Since the names get
changed, I can't give any more
details as to which names
have which features. The one
to look out for has a calendar
function and several WP func¬
tions that the others don't Sorry to be so vague about this
one. It has been very useful to
me in the past, the one I use is
called NEWWORD, but I have
seen it called several other
things as well.
Another interesting acces¬
sory I have come across
recently is called 'Schizo'.
Basically this is a replacement
for the ST Control Panel
Acessory. In the 'Read.me'
option, it has words to the
effect that: "This program is
Copyright, but you can distribute
it freely"
It is not Public Domain,
but the Author has given
express permission for it to be
copied and given away.
Features on offer are: setting of
the Screen default colours;
Disk write verify on or off;
Keyclick and bell on or off;
Mouse double-click speed; set
the printer and RS232 ports;
flush the ports; set the time;
cold boot the computer and
alteration of the step rate of
the drive. It comes with a
companion program called
NEUROSIS.PRG which allows
configuration of the default
path for the setup file.
While I've been writing
this article, I have had to look
at several dozen accessories.
You can imagine what a bind
it is only to be able to load 6
at a time. Well, not any more!
A really neat accessory from
Double-Click Software called

Stuffer solves this problem by
allowing up to 32 accessories
at once to be loaded. This ver¬
sion is Shareware, and if you
register it, you get another
version which has no limit on
how many accessories you can
load, apart from available
RAM.
Before I finish for this
month, I would like to thank
Roy Stoker of Forest Computer
Services for supplying the
Software for review. All of the
software mentioned can be
obtained from there, as well as
from many BBS's for those of
us with Modems.
Just before I go, a word
about Shareware. This is a
concept which has not taken
off in the UK as much as it has
in the USA. Maybe we are just
not honest enough! Shareware

Schizo; how to set the time and
date in style! This has to be the
fanciest T/D screen ever!

Programs are not public
domain. They are released
onto the market so that you
can try them out before pay¬
ing for them. If you don't pay
for them but continue to use
them, you are depriving the
author of his income, and he
is unlikely to continue writing
programs for nothing.
Well, that's all for this
month. Next month I'll take a
look at some rather specialised
programs, as well as a few
demos. 'Bye for now.

SOFTWARE
EXPRESS

For

AMIGA and ATARI
(021) 643 9100

DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR
Bashing your-head characters against a dungeon wall? At
last, the answer is here to all those frustrating late nights!

The Dungeon Master Editor
from Softex
Create shortcuts, new passages etc. Open doors without
keys! Remove secret doors! Print out maps of all fourteen
levels!
Also includes the revised "Way of the Firestaff" with the "List of
Spells", character Attribute Chart, even more hints and tips and a
brand new set of maps

Available for the Atari ST and Amiga

As reviewed in ST Action (December 1988)
MIDLANDS
212-213 Broad Street,
BIRMINGHAM, B15 2JP
Tel: (021) 643 9100

SOUTH

For the best in Service
& Support, visit our
Regional Branches

9 Exeter Street, (The Viaduct),
Plymouth, Devon, PL4 9AQ
Tel: (0752) 265276

Old Kingsmoor School,
Railway Street, Hadfield,
Cheshire SK14 8AA.
Tel: 04574 66555/
67761/69499
Fax NO.: 04574 68946.
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Head Office and Access & Visa
orders queries

How to order your Disc Drive

Disc Drives for my (tickbox)
Atari STFM/PCI3V2" Drive £89.95 □
Atari STFM only SVa" Drive £119.95 □
all above prices include P+P and VAT. (Overseas orders add £10.00 post charges).
Payment can be made by cheque, Access/Visa or postal order.

Amiga 3V2" Drive £79.95 □
Amiga 5W Drive £99.95 □

ADDRESS,
l authorise you to charge my Access/Visa card no.
■

■

signature:

Send your order today to:

videovault Ltd,

l

Old Kingsmoor School, Railway Street, Hadfield, Cheshire SK14 8AA.

Educational Software
Pre School Kids Progs
2-6 Years.£14.95
3 Programs using mouse.
Kidgrid-drawing program
Kidkeys-pick a tune
Kidblocksblock puzzte.

Spell Book
4-6 years.£19.95
7+years.£19.95
Extra Spelling Discs
4-6 (2 disks) .E14.95

AB Zoo 3-6 years ..£14.95
Choosing upper or lower

7+(2 disks).El 4.95

case letters.Designed to
teach children reading and
typing skills.
3 ability levels, 2 discs,
cartoon or more realistic
images.
Perfect match (8+)...£9.95
Match up the answers to
the
questions
using
different subjects supplied

Alphabet Creator ....£9.95
Make spelling dsiks with
Neocrome version 0.5
"Superb spelling aid for
infant school children."
Atari ST User September
1988 page 77.

or make up your own.
Different feve.s of skill,
=.—^4,5

Things to do with Words
f"11 years.£19.95
A[]a?ra,I,,S,_J Word Hunt*

e=££rssr

Neochrome version 1.0
(Full version with manual
and additional features)
Powerful
and
o^nhioti^n^w
Pain,ln9
fowresonlv
£39 99
lowres only.td9.99

First Paint......£12.95
Reviewed in Atari ST
User December 1988
page 81 "Attractively
presented. Very simple
and easy to use. Ideal for
childen."
Degas Elite.£24 95
<2nd 9*"eration P^t

Maps and Legends
an educational game
Choose your own skill

(Time telling, Grid Search
Jrain
F|||
(passenger

(Powerful map creation
with data of entire wor|d

count).

=and projections) .£29.95

From Rise Time

Lets make Greeting Cards
.£8.95
Everything that you need to
create and print original
Greeting
Cards
using
Graphics, Type Styles &
Borders.

Let's make Signs and Banners
£8.95
With a few keystrokes, design
and print exciting banners,
signs and newsletters.
Let’s make Stationery and
Calanders.£8.95

Design, create and print
stationery and calendars

Art Library 1.£8.95
75 graphic elements for use
with all of the above.
Art Library 2.£8.95
75 additional graphic elements

PLEASE SEND SAE FOR FULL PRICE LIST.

50 DSDD 3.5" Disk's Boxed with tractor feed labels.£45.95
25 DSDD 3.5" lockable disk storage box.£33.95
Rise Time Electronics Ltd.
22 Audley Rise
Tonbridge Kent TN9 IX

Official Softstuff Dealer

Access Orders
0732
359646

ALL THE ABOVE PROGRAMS
REQUIRE A PRINTER

Hardware
Atari 520 ST-FM Pack
*21 Games
‘Organiser Suite
*1 Mb Disk Drive
‘Joystick
*ST Source Book with
free Mouse Mat, Dust
Cover Lockable Disk
Box
Full 2 year guarantee
Delivery in UK. Only
.£399.00
Atari 1040 ST-FM Pack
*VIP Professional
‘Microsoft Write
‘Superbase Personal
‘Internal Modulator
*ST Source Book with
free
Mouse Mat Full 2 year
Guarantee Delivery in
the UK Price... £499.00
With Mono Monitor Only
£589.00
Atari 60Mb Hard
Disk.£589.00

Education Packs are
available please ring.
PLEASE SEND SAE FOR
INFORMATION ON DIY
HARD DISK INTERFACE

All prices include VAT First Class
Postage, blank disk for backup
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As you can see from the latest issues of ST
World, we have been taking notice of what
our readers say. Through your letters,
phone calls, complaints, suggestions, and
visits to computer shows, we have attempt¬
ed to make ST World better for a wider
range of ST owners. However, this is only

the first step; we would like to receive more
feedback, more letters and, most impor¬
tantly, we want every single reader who
cares about ST World's future content to fill
in this reader survey. It is important and
we will take notice of what you want - after
all, the magazine is produced for you. Once

Which model of 5T do you own?

^2

520STF/M

|

PP Mega ST1

Which other computers do you have/own?

P Apple Macintosh

|

J Apricot

|

PP Atari 8-bit

|

p BBC Micro

| PC-Compatible

|

| 9-pin matrix printer

|

| 24-pin matrix printer

] Other, please specify

intend to purchase during the next year?
| Word processing
|

PP GenLock
| 9-pin matrix printer

| Spreadsheets

|

| Art/Painting

□ OCR

PJ Database

| Non-Atari Laser

|

| Desktop publishing

|

| PostScript Laser

|

| Midi and Music

| Scanner

|

| Comms

|

| Modem

|

| Image processing

|

| Plotter

|

| Desktop Video

|

| Other, please specify.

P Colour monitor
P Graphics board

PP Animation

|

P Mono monitor

|

| CAD/Drafting
| Prog Languages

[~PpGames
P Other, please specify:

Whe^e do you purchase your software from?

P 24-pin matrix printer

[~~j Mail order via magazine adverts

| Atari Laser printer

|
Which of the following applications do you run on
your ST (tick as many as needed)?
P Word processing

| From a local computer shop

□ From a chain store such as WH Smiths
| Other, please specify:

PP Animation

P Spreadsheets

|

| Art/Painting

□ 0CR

PP Database
| Desktop publishing

|

P Midi and Music

| CAD/Drafting

What software have you purchased during the last
six months? Please list titles, approximate price paid
per unit and quantity purchased.

P Prog Languages

P Comms

|

| Games

P Image processing

|

| Other, please specify:

PP Desktop Video

Which of the following languages do you own/use?
PP Basic

|

| Assembler

□ 'C

|

| Fortran

PP Pascal

| Plotter

Which of the following applications packages do you

| Sinclair QL
| Other, please specify:

[^Hard disk

| Modem

PP Atari laser printer

Whicl} peripherals do you currently own?

| Modula-2

|

Scanner

Sinclair Spectrum

P Commodore Amiga

|

J

P] GenLock

| Dragon

ppj MSX

PJ Apple II

] PostScript Laser

| Colour monitor
P] Graphics board

PP Commodore 64
|

J Non-Atari laser

^ Mono monitor
|

PP Amstrad PC

Photocopy if wanted

Hard
lard disk

| Mega ST4
intend to buy an ST

P Amstrad CPC

ST World Survey, Gollner Publishing
Ltd, 10 Theatre Lane, Chichester,
West Sussex. P019 1SR.

Which peripherals do you intend to purchase during
the next twelve months?

Q Mega ST2

□ 1040STF/M

you have filled in the survey, send it to:

□ APL
□ FORTH

Title 1

Qu£uaJ

Title 6:

Title 2

^Title 7:

Title 3

■'t, Title 8:

Title 4

JCoU//f

Title 5

Title 9:
Title 10:

On average, how much do you spend on software per
month?
Non-games

Games software
'■jo -JB
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How regularly do you buy ST World?
Every issue

Of the following ST World articles, indicate if you
like, dislike or are indifferent to:

[~~] Only issues of interest

Like

Most issues
How many people read your copy of ST World?
1

1 Just Yourself

rn Yourself and 1 other
Yourself and 2 others

|

| Yourself and 3 others

|

| Yourself and 4 others

|

| Yourself and over 5

Which of the following recent issues of ST World did
you buy?
|

| September '88

|

| December '88

|

| October '88

|

| January '89

|

| February '89

November '88

JopIe

f

Where do you usually buy magazines
(tick as many as required)?
WH Smith
| John Menzies

|

| Martins

|

| Other, Please specify

Fourboys

^ Circle K

Indifferent

0"
□
□
0
0
ET
0"
0
0
□
□
□
□
□
0^

Dislike

□
0
□
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0'"
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

News
I/O (letters)
Interviews
User features
Hardware product reviews
Software product reviews
Supertests
Midi and Music
Connections/DIY Hardware
Programmer's clinic
In-depth programming
Intellectual computer games
Desktop Publishing
Communications
Program listings
Public Domain

Are you male or female?
How often do you buy ST Action?
g^a,e

Every issue

|

Most issues

[~~j I've never seen ST Action

What is your age?

Only issues of interest

Which of the following computer magazines do you

^ Under 16

□ 40-50

□ 16-20

□ 50-60

□ 20-30

buy regularly?
|

Female

| Never

| Atari ST User

J Personal Comp World

|~~] ST/Amiga Format

Q<ACE

|

|

| Popular Comp Weekly
New Computer Express

| The Daily Express
J The Mirror

\~P\ The Sun

The Gaurdian

What is your occupation?

Mawt etmfot.

.JLjlwj/JmM|

The Times

□ 30-40

| Other, please specify:

Which daily newspaper do you read?
The Telegraph

Over 60

What is your yearly income?
|

| Less than £5000

Q £15000-£20000

□ £5000-£10000

□ £20000-£30000

□ £10000-£15000

|

| Over£30000

J The Independent
How many STs are used at your place of work?
Have you had trouble obtaining ST World or ST

[~~| STs are not used

□ 10-25

Action from local newsagents?

□ 1-5

□ 26-50

J i have had trouble

rn No real problems

Thank you for completing this reader survey - the information
will go to making ST World better able to cover the subjects that
interest you. Please use the space on the right to make any addi¬
tional comments you may have. The ST World team may like to
phone and ask about any comments you make so include your
phone number if you don't mind being contacted.

Name
Phone
104
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□ 6-10

More than 50

Make your Dreams come true ...
At HiSoft, we specialise in realising your We are continually working to provide you with
computing ambitions.
the best software, whether you are a beginner
With our range of easy-to-use yet powerful and to computing or a veritable veteran.
sophisticated programming tools, you'll find it Some products due for imminent release are:
both rewarding and enjoyable to move up into HiSoft C, KnifeST (the ultimate disk recovery
the fast lane of computing.
system), Tempus 2, HiSoft FORTH and,
We have many language implementations something quite exciting for us, ProFlight - a
(such as BASIC, Modula-2, Pascal and supremely accurate and flyable Tornado flight
assembler) plus a host of utilities and extras simulator for both the ST and Amiga.
for most of the popular home and business So, there's no need to sit there just dreaming
computers, including the Atari ST and the of the possibilities; make it happen with HiSoft
Commodore Amiga.
software.
Our current products include: HiSoft BASIC compiler
(ST/Amiga £79.95), Power BASIC (ST £49.95), Devpac
2 Assembler (ST/Amiga £59.95), FTL Modula-2
Developer (ST £99.95), Aztec C Professional (ST/Amiga
£129), Aztec C Developer (ST/Amiga £179), Aztec C
SDB (ST/Amiga £79), WERCS (ST £29.95), TurboST
(ST £39.95),Personal Pascal 2 (ST £79.95) and more.
Please call or write for our latest catalogue and price list.

All software is available from good computer dealers or,
in case of difficulty, directly from HiSoft. You can pay by
Cheque, Postal Orders, Access or Visa and all our
prices include VAT and UK delivery by first class post.
We offer full technical support of all our software either
by mail or by telephone during our technical support
hour (3-4pm every working day).
We welcome export and dealer enquiries.

The Old School, Greenfield,
Bedford, MK45 5DE
High Quality Software

& (0525) 718181. Fax: (0525) 713716

Phone or send for full
details of products
and your nearest
Kuma stockist.

For professional spreadsheet users, here is the ultimate combination of
command style choice, ease of use and high specification:

SPREAD 3
★
★
★
★
★

iseu)

£89.95

Over 100 functions ★ Lotus file loading ★ Simpler, faster editing
Keyboard/Mouse options for many commands
New improved hardback manual
Faster than ever operation and calculation
Multiple spreadsheet handling ★ Phone for full specification

GRAPH 3

£49.95

tfeu)

Business graphics & statistics package.
New features include:
★ GDOS print output
★ ASCII file handling
★ Scatter graphs, xy graphs, 3D vertical,
horizontal and stacked bar charts, pie charts.

£49.95

DATA

". .the best flat card database available
for the ST" (ST User). NOW IMPROVED with
ASCII file loading and larger report
area (free upgrade to previous
versions). Ideal for customer lists,
stocks records, collection information etc.

£24.95

SPREAD 1
Entry level spreadsheet, ideal intro to
financial planning.

SPREAD 2

p^cc

£59.95

Easy to use medium level spreadsheet, 68
functions including trig, sort, macros etc.

Spreadsheet +
Display Graphics Promotion
Pack 1
Pack 2

K-Spread 1 + K-Graph 2 for just £49.95 - Save £14.95
K-Spread 2 + K-Graph 2 for just £79.95 - Save £19.95

SCOPE

SPECT

Hardware & software to enable the ST to
be used as an oscilloscope and spectrum
analyserrespectivel^ £199.95 + VAT each

VIP Users
You have an excellent computer, but its a pity your
spreadsheet does not match.
Would you like:-

MINSTREL 2

£29.95

• Much faster operations
• Direct access to cells on disc
• User defined functions

NEW IMPROVED. Music composition, editing
and printing with Real time input from
external midi.

EXPERT

£79.95

• GEM and Lotus style commands
• WKS and WK1 file loading (Lotus)
• Real intuitive software
• Text formatting in deeper/wider cells
• Bold, Italics and Colour on screen
• Multiple spreadsheets

Expert systems generator. A swift way to
reach intelligent decisions.

RESOURCE 2

• Far better graphics
• Traces

95
£49.95

High speed 68000 assembler.

OCCAMST
Explore the world of parallel processing.

• More data space
• Statistics

New improved version of the best selling
ST resource editor.

SEKA

• 9 distinct error messages

You can have all of these and more by upgrading
now to K-Spread 3 plus K-Graph 3 for just
£50.00inc VAT by sending your VIP master discs
to Kuma. This offer is open for a limited period
only.

£59.95

K-Word 2

£39.95

Exceptionally easy to use word processor including mailmerge,
spell checker, ASCII and DIF handling (ideal as a DTP input
device).

K-Roget

£49.95

Longman's Rogets Pocket Thesaurus on a disc. Over 150,000
words and phrases. Requires 2 megabyte disc/Ram combination
or a hard disc to operate.

► PROFESSIONAL* SOFTWARE12 Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berks, RG8 7JW, 07357 4335, Telex 846741 KUMA G, Fax 07357 4339

Phone or send for full
details of products
and your nearest
Kuma stockist.

le ultimate combination of
specification:
£89.95

o

impler, faster editing
nds

r full specification

THE ESSENTIAL PERIF

£49.95

ling

harts.

£49.95

> with

Spreadsheet +
Display Graphics Promotion
|

Pack 1
Pack 2

K-Spread 1 + K-Graph 2 for just £49.95 - Save £14.95
K-Spread 2 + K-Graph 2 for just £79.95 - Save £19.95

SPECT

SCOPE
£24.95

Hardware & software to enable the ST to
be used as an oscilloscope and spectrum

Jinalys^ygg^j^ £199.95 + VAT each 1

£59.95
>8

VIP Users

C
tD

You have an excellent computer, but its a pity your
spreadsheet does not match.
Would you like:• Much faster operations
• Direct access to cells on disc
• User defined functions
• GEM and Lotus style commands
• WKS and WK1 file loading (Lotus)
• Real intuitive software

£79.95

• Text formatting in deeper/wider cells
• Bold, Italics and Colour on screen
• Multiple spreadsheets
• Far better graphics
• Traces

£39.95

• 9 distinct error messages
• More data space
• Statistics
You can have all of these and more by upgrading
now to K-Spread 3 plus K-Graph 3 for just

£49.95

£50.00inc VAT bv sending your VIP master discs
to Kuma. This offer is open for a limited period
only.

£59.95

K-Word 2

£39.95

Exceptionally easy to use word processor including mailmerge,
spell checker, ASCII and DIF handling (ideal as a DTP input
device).

K-Roget

s

£49.95

Longman's Rogets Pocket Thesaurus on a disc. Over 150,000
words and phrases. Requires 2 megabyte disc/Ram combination
or a hard disc to operate.

Thames Television

- A

JL Kempston DAATAscan - A low-cost 2(X)d
VC
00

VC

«t

A Midi and Music - MidiStudio, Midigric

/ARE ——i—p|us _ ldw power, Superbase Pro v3, B
RG8 7JW, 07357 4335, Telex 846741 KUMA G, Fax 07357 4339

